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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Relying heavily on the personal documents created by Canadian soldiers both 

contemporary to and following the First World War – letters, memoirs, diaries and interview 

transcripts – Stripes, Pips and Crowns addresses a noticeable gap in Canadian historiography by 

examining the manner in which leaders and followers interacted with one another in a variety of 

settings and the probable results thereof.  Leadership at the lower levels of command in the 

Canadian Expeditionary Force (CEF), involving men holding the rank of lieutenant-colonel and 

below, was a multifaceted and complex phenomenon.  So much more than the simple 

transactional exchange of ordering and obeying, it encompassed, in addition to other social 

dynamics not addressed here: i) paternalism (the care and attention that a superior gave his 

subordinates); ii) power (understood, in all its many forms, to be “the capacity of some persons 

to produce intended and foreseen effects on others”); and iii) the negotiated order (an unwritten 

exchange whereby disciplinary concessions were “traded” for later performance).  Such 

dynamics significantly influenced the nature of the relationships that prevailed between men of 

dissimilar (and occasionally similar) rank.  Perhaps nowhere than in the very close association 

that existed between an officer and his personal servant (batman) were these three phenomena 

more obviously manifested. 

  By uncovering some of the mechanisms through which leaders interacted with their 

followers, and vice-versa, it becomes readily apparent that soldiers of inferior rank had a degree 

of agency with which they could influence their immediate surroundings and the individuals set 

over them; that leaders who were somewhat “less military” with their followers than what was 

expected of them could actually forge exceedingly strong teams in comparison to their confreres 

who were devoutly “regimental” in their comportment; that evinced styles of leadership were 
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context-dependent; and that, concerning leadership specifically, the army was not so uniform and 

monolithic as is commonly assumed.  While not a totally comprehensive discussion of lower-

level leadership, Stripes, Pips and Crowns ultimately suggests that the success and effectiveness 

of the Canadian Corps in battle was partially due to the nature and strength of the relationships 

that existed between leaders and followers throughout the chain of command. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

…because there is no place if it is not in war that human nature shines through so 

clearly, so undisguised.
1
 

 

For war is the great tester; it brings out the best that is in a man, even as also it 

brings out the worst that is in him.
2
 

 

 

 

 Particular images from the First World War have, over the last century, become nothing 

less than iconic.  Photographs of makeshift cemeteries with their carefully constructed wooden 

crosses standing guard over slight mounds of earth; man and animal struggling in tandem; the 

wounded with their faces fully wrapped in bandages save slits for their eyes; exhausted soldiers 

caked in mud; raped and ravaged landscapes; the medieval Cloth Hall at Ypres; the Leaning 

Virgin at Albert – all bear witness to the conflict that figuratively ended the nineteenth century 

and opened the twentieth.  With their foreboding atmosphere, such black-and-white pictures 

instantly convey a sense of loss and immense challenge, a suggestion that gives ample reason to 

pause and reflect, and in most cases, mourn.  Such images, in but a singular moment, define both 

a generation and an era. 

 Perhaps no photograph is as poignant, however, than “British” soldiers – Britons, 

Australians, New Zealanders, South Africans, Canadians, Irish and others 
3
 – advancing into “no 

man’s land” after having just left the relative safety of their trenches.  With their backs to the 

camera, their rifle and bayonet pointed heavenward, some can be seen stepping gingerly yet 

cautiously over barbed wire obstacles; others have disappeared like phantoms into the mist that 

obscures the hard edges of their outline; some bend like saplings under the collective weight of 

their equipment; and others still, lying motionless, have already been killed without so much as 

glimpsing their enemy or firing a shot. 
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 What compelled men, in more than a few cases just mere boys,
4
 to advance against 

strongly-held positions in the knowledge that success was anything but certain, to risk life, limb 

and mind in pursuit of specific objectives that at times must have seemed nothing less than (and 

in some cases undoubtedly were) suicidal?  The reasons are as varied as the men themselves.  

Evincing a strong and historic loyalty to Great Britain and the Empire, a degree of patriotism 

certainly played a part for many from the colonial dominions, “we had come to fight for King 

and Country, and the devil take the hindmost!”
5
  Basic economic necessity rather than the 

chivalrous desire to protect “justice” and “right” and “honour” drove family men, even single 

men, into the ranks and kept them on the straight and narrow lest they forfeit their pay, “I will 

miss you and the children terribly, but it is best that it be like this instead of going hungry.”
6
  For 

others, undoubtedly in the minority, battle was exciting and invigorating, a chance to test one’s 

manly mettle and to live life on the very cusp of death, “I had a great time in the show while it 

lasted.”
7
  For others, undoubtedly in the majority, the fear of letting down their pals upon whom 

they resolutely relied pushed them forward, “I hope I can show up as good as they have when the 

occasion comes.”
8
  The belief that retribution could somehow be exacted for the death of a close 

chum or a family relation, an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, served as macabre motivation for 

a few, “I felt that I had done something towards avenging his death.”
9
  Not to be underestimated 

either, the profound sense of duty and responsibility that the army endeavoured to inculcate from 

the very moment that its newest recruits first donned their ill-fitting and scratchy khaki 

encouraged personal sacrifice for the common weal, “it is more or less the duty of a peace 

soldier, to be a soldier in time of war.”
10

  A sense of manly responsibility, if keenly felt, was 

equally as motivating, “A man is only a man who is willing to take his share of being here.”
11

  

And of course, orders ultimately had to be followed, whether one liked it or not, whether they 
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made sense or not, “in the Army an order is an order.”
12

  Each to his own, everyone had their 

personal reasons. 

 Despite all these motives, and undoubtedly a number of others too, it seems that many 

subordinates did what was asked of them because of the intangible and frequently indescribable 

bonds that had developed between themselves and their immediate superiors.  Whatever the 

reasons that individual soldiers could cite for clambering over the parapet to an uncertain but 

easily imaginable fate, many obeyed simply because of the leadership that others exercised over 

them and that they therefore enjoyed as a consequence. To be certain, “the smart working of the 

men depends on the man commanding them.”
13

   

When leaders and followers were locked in a tight and sympathetic relationship that was 

characterized by high morale, a willingness to keep moving forward together in the same 

intellectual direction, an appropriate respect for rank and authority, a healthy sense of discipline 

and confidence in one another, amongst any number of other essential and desirable attributes, 

“success” (taken here to mean a well-functioning relationship where orders were likely to be 

obeyed, whatever their individual nature or purpose) was more apt to be realized.  “It is the sign 

of a real leader,” so one Canadian soldier mused, and his assessment does not seem too far off 

either, who “could set a hard, exacting task and get cheerful obedience” in return.
14

  To this end, 

a plethora of both official and lesser publications surfaced during the war that gave advice, 

mainly to officers, on how they could best weld their men into a strong, cohesive and ultimately 

lethal whole.  Securing that “cheerful obedience” was a mystery that many unlocked.  When it 

was, the results could be impressive, since “Soldiers fought for one another in battle, but they 

fought more effectively for inspirational leaders.”
15
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On the other hand, when the relationship between the two groupings was characterized by 

contempt, disrespect, tension and discord, amongst any number of other corrosive attributes, 

“success” was more difficult to achieve, but certainly not impossible.  When leaders tried to 

“show their rank in a very ungentlemanly manner,”
16

 made “fools of themselves”
17

 generally, 

tried to impress with a “big line of hot air”
18

 and failed to remember that others were “human 

beings, not cattle,”
19

 the chances that their followers would perform with that “spirit of 

determination to endure and to conquer at all costs,”
20

 be it in battle or simply in a menial role 

behind the lines, would surely have been slim.  The men would often “go on the unspoken 

insolence lay”
21

 if leadership was unsatisfactory.  For a few, leadership remained an elusive and 

complicated enigma, a puzzle that could not be solved try as they might. 

The “trick” for all leaders therefore, regardless of rank, was to comport themselves in 

such a manner that encouraged a prompt, willing obedience on the part of their followers, while 

concurrently avoiding their ill will.  Such was much easier said than done.  The right turn of 

phrase at the right moment, a funny witticism during times of stress and an understanding smile 

could all help link leader and follower and bind them together in the type of relationship that 

stood the best chances of meeting with “success.”  Conversely, an indifferent word, a nasty 

disposition and a dismissive attitude could oftentimes drive a wedge between the two, in the 

process threatening the strength of their attachment and placing “success” in jeopardy.  

Leadership was not necessarily so fragile or predictable – a loved leader could still experience 

catastrophic failure while a despised one could ultimately achieve important ends in spite of 

himself – but the manner in which a leader interacted with his followers counted for much.  

Indeed, “It is more than ever the case that success depends upon qualities of leadership in 
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subordinate commanders, upon rapid appreciation and readiness to accept responsibility on the 

part of the man on the spot.”
22

  

Given that the war at the sharp end was fought largely by sections and platoons – higher 

commanders could rarely exert much of an influence on a battle once it began and were thus 

forced to depend on the initiative, judgement and ability of their many corporals and lieutenants 

– having a well-functioning team of nine or thirty-six (but often less) was no small matter.
23

   Yet 

how could leaders, both officers and non-commissioned officers (NCOs) alike, draw their 

followers close such that orders stood a very good chance of being obeyed, even the ones that 

meant death to all?  What, in other words, was the fundamental essence of the relationship that 

existed between leaders and followers at the lower levels of command? What did lower-level 

leadership “look like” between men holding the rank of lieutenant-colonel and below? Because 

what follows seeks to describe the nature of leadership by unwrapping some of its fundamental 

components, this dissertation does not, in any systematic fashion, assess the quality of leadership 

as employed by junior leaders or link it to performance in the field; such tasks are for other 

historians to tackle once the requisite foundations have been laid. 

Within the context of the CEF, leadership (understood here to mean, using a First World 

War definition, as “the ability to make men follow you”
24

) has received a good deal of scholarly 

attention.  Yet, what individual studies have been written thus far tend to focus almost 

exclusively on senior officers rather than junior leaders.
25

  In Canadian historiography, the 

general has been studied more than the lieutenant or sergeant for a variety of reasons, not the 

least of which is a gradually disappearing historiographical tradition that emphasizes “great men 

and great deeds” at the expense of all else.
26

  The fact that a fair amount of evidence pertaining to 

the activities of soldiers who held elevated rank is still extant – given their responsibilities, senior 
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leaders naturally appear with some frequency in contemporary documents, both official and 

unofficial – has likewise encouraged scholars to focus their efforts where they will be most 

fruitful.
27

   As well, the thousands of privates struggling to keep their feet warm and their powder 

dry in the midst of a biting French winter are just not as “sexy” as a handful of medal-bedecked 

and château-ensconced generals, often handicapped by their past experiences, attempting to 

make the right decisions upon which the fate of the war and Empire duly hung; the similarity 

evident amongst “the many” has seemingly created a preference for the uniqueness of “the few.”  

Even still, with all of this being said, relatively few senior officers outside of Lieutenant-General 

Arthur Currie (General Officer Commanding (GOC) 2
nd

 Canadian Infantry Brigade, GOC 1
st
 

Canadian Infantry Division and then GOC Canadian Corps) have been well and comprehensively 

studied.
28

 

Many scholars have noticed the same overall trend.  Commenting on the state of 

knowledge pertaining to Canadian leadership during the First World War, one historian has 

rightly observed: 

The technical and tactical limitations of command and control on western front battlefields 

often meant that once the shooting started it was not the generals but rather the surviving 

junior officer who determined the outcome of an engagement.  Yet despite the fact that 

Canada’s Army performed exceptionally well in combat at the tactical level, our 

knowledge of the young officers who led their soldiers in battle remains limited, with 

existing studies concerning Canadian combat leadership often focusing on the more senior 

levels of command.
29

 

 

Other commentators have similarly concluded: 

The First World War is generally regarded as the defining moment in Canada’s coming of 

age as a modern nation.  Justifiably, countless books have been written about the 

campaigns of the Canadian Expeditionary Force, the mobilization for war and the other 

political, military and economic implications of the Great War.  But the war was about 

more than the heroism and tragedy of the great battles in Europe, the burning political 

issues it produced at home or the economic transformations that came into full view in its 

aftermath.
30
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What it was about, first and foremost, was people.  While it is definitely necessary to understand 

leadership at the highest levels of command – only then, it is arguable, can battles be truly 

understood in all of their complexity – such an emphasis has resulted in a noticeable gap in 

Canadian historical writing related to the Great War.  With so much emphasis on the “top,” the 

“bottom” has very nearly been left to flounder in the mud.   

Canada’s foremost First World War specialist once wrote that “scholarship by a new 

generation of historians is searching deep into the archives of the nation to find meaning in the 

past, asking new questions and employing new methodologies.”  In a similar vein, he continued, 

“Some ninety years on now, almost every aspect of the war continues to be reappraised by 

historians: command, control, doctrine, tactics, the incompetents, the successful, the role of 

technology, life on the home front, and the list goes on.”
31

  Even though historians are re-

evaluating some of what has already been written and investigating a number of previously 

unexplored topics,
32

 junior or lower-level leadership has, for whatever reason, not received the 

same amount of scholarly attention as have other subjects.  

 Although the “social” element of the CEF, of which leadership is an obvious 

component, has yet to be completely discussed, an impressive and significant start has already 

been made in understanding the overall situation of the common soldier.
33

  Until further 

examinations are undertaken that evince a pronounced focus on the individual and his sundry 

articulations with the army of which he was a part, that is, until certain facets of the First World 

War experience are assessed from the “bottom up” as opposed to the “top down” exclusively, 

Canadian historiography will remain unbalanced, leaving other, yet no-less important, issues 

unaddressed.  Canada’s Great War army, what one military historian has christened “‘the 

greatest thing that Canada had ever done,’”
34

 must be treated as a social, as well as a military, 
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institution, for only then will it be more fully and completely understood.  The Canadian Corps 

fought a number of highly successful battles during the war, there was indeed no other raison 

d’etre, but an entirely different history lies beneath the veneer of operational successes, the 

history of individuals. 

 From the Canadian perspective at any rate, what has been written about the common 

soldier deals primarily with his daily experiences, not only of warfare itself, but of the army in 

which, and the institutional policies under which, he served.  Absent from much of the existing 

œuvre, amongst any number of other important topics, are probing analyses of the sundry 

relationships that soldiers formed with others with whom they came into daily contact.  Such 

comments are not in any way meant to denigrate the scholarship of others, but are rather 

intended to illustrate the very real fact that, despite the passage of a century and the proliferation 

of any number of both academic and popular studies of the war, the common soldier, the very 

“stuff” that made the war possible and who was forever changed by it, remains incompletely 

(perhaps even woefully?) understood.  Such is merely an observation, not a criticism. 

What has thus far been said of the leadership of individuals at the lower levels of 

command, despite their significant numbers within the CEF,
35

 has been superficial at best.  

Earlier works that purport to discuss leadership rarely go beyond a simple enumeration of the 

personal attributes that followers expected their leaders to possess and that evidently contributed 

to battlefield acumen.  Such an approach implies that the mere demonstration of “this” or “that” 

quality was the only prerequisite for competent leadership, that its mere presence or absence 

made one either a “good” or “bad” leader.  While it is generally true that a leader who could 

inspire trust, respect and loyalty, amongst other necessary affections, was more successful than 

one who could not, did not or would not, what is lacking is a thorough description of the dynamic 
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processes, the social mechanisms, that translated quality x into either competent or ineffective 

leadership.  In essence, why and how did quality x equate to “good” or “bad” leadership?  It is 

not enough to simply state that effective leaders were possessed of certain attributes (and vice-

versa) and leave the discussion at that without further explanation; such is a gross 

oversimplification that only serves to cloud a very complicated phenomenon.  As a consequence, 

the following discussion will add nuance and clarity where earlier studies have been too all-

encompassing. 

 In stark comparison to their Canadian colleagues, British academics have produced a far 

more complex and nuanced picture of leader-follower interactions.
36

 Through their collective 

investigations, they have explained leadership in more social terms; they have moved beyond 

simple lists of desirable qualities.  In their accounts, British writers have, for instance, examined 

the social antecedents to leadership (in regards to paternalism specifically, the ethic evident in 

the prewar Regular Army and inculcated by and through the many public schools that dotted the 

landscape); differentiated between the “types” of leadership evident in the many “components” 

that comprised the larger British Army (the Regular Army, the New Army and the Territorial 

Army) and suggested reasons why each was different from the others; explored issues of class 

and how such related to leadership; argued that prewar culture had much to do with the manner 

in which leadership was understood and practiced during the war; and so forth.  If the CEF is to 

be better understood, and if the First World War experience is to be better appreciated, then 

Canadian scholars must strive to do something similar.  Granted, the military experience of 

Canada and Great Britain during the Great War was dissimilar in many respects, but such a 

reality should not prevent scholars of the former from asking similar questions as scholars of the 

latter. 
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 So why is all of this important?  Why should the relationship between a portly major with 

a wobbling fondness for the bottle and a battle-weary corporal with a penchant for raids be 

investigated?  The obvious answer is that the study of leadership in Canada’s army of 1914 to 

1918 can illustrate some of the more prevalent interpersonal dynamics that prevailed between 

superior and subordinate; because of this, so it follows, it can illuminate how soldiers interacted 

with one another on a daily basis and explain why some of their interactions took the particular 

forms that they did.  A lieutenant, for instance, sometimes interacted with each of his captain, his 

sergeant and his privates in a slightly different manner, but until the nuances of each individual 

relationship are understood, the complexity of the First World War experience will remain 

underappreciated.  Ultimately, such an examination will provide others with considerable 

explanatory ability, allowing them to elucidate why some leaders were idolized, detested or 

merely tolerated, and why some leaders succeeded where others failed. 

More important, an analysis of the processes by which leadership was exercised, either 

for the better or for the worse, can perhaps help clarify why Canada’s army in France and 

Belgium gradually came to be feared by enemies and highly regarded by allies.  Earlier scholars 

have rightly asserted that tactical innovations, technological advances, thorough training, an 

emergent professionalism, experience and an effective battle doctrine all played a significant role 

in transforming the Canadian Corps 
37

 from a motley collection of untested and unproven 

amateurs into one of the premier formations on the Western Front.
38

  Despite such efforts, 

however, few Canadian historians have systematically considered the nature of leadership at the 

lower levels of command and, by extension, how leader-follower relations either contributed to 

or militated against success, surprising omissions indeed 
39

 given that the corps was, after all, a 

social institution that numbered around 100,000 men in the field at its apex; the number of 
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soldiers that comprised the CEF in Canada and England, while smaller, was at times no less 

impressive.  Because an army is in essence a collection of individuals, it cannot be fully 

understood without a sober appreciation of the interpersonal dynamics that prevail within.  

Canada’s Great War army will, as a consequence, remain incompletely understood until the 

human dimension is more fully explored.  Surely the Canadian Corps did not come to earn the 

complimentary sobriquet, the “Shock Army of the British Empire,”
40

 solely on the grounds of 

superior equipment, excellent logistics, greater numbers and effective doctrine alone.  Leadership 

at all levels, but especially between men of junior rank, must have had a role too.  If leaders 

could not inspire their men to fight well and hard, it mattered little if the training was adequate, 

the weapons were suitable or the plans were correct.  “In the end,” so one historian has correctly 

asserted, “relationships among officers, NCOs, and men were a significant key to victory.”
41

  

With this being said, all that is provided here is an initial description of leadership, a necessary 

prerequisite for other studies to link leadership with battlefield success.  One cannot assess the 

quality and effectiveness of leadership until that leadership is understood in the first place. 

 At least in Canada, as has been mentioned, very little historical writing is devoted to the 

nature of the interpersonal relationships that prevailed between soldiers during wartime.  Such a 

deficiency is certainly not due to a want of source material.  Indeed, as A. Fortescue Duguid, the 

one-time official historian,
42

 commented in May 1935: 

Military service was an experience undergone by one in every three of the male citizens of 

Canada between 18 and 60 – by one out of every two fit men – and about one-half of those 

who went overseas actually were under fire.  Thus there is a vast quantity of evidence; the 

military part of it preserved in the war diaries and records of the 580 Canadian units which 

served in theatres of war, the personal part impressed on the minds of participants.
43

 

 

Either during the war itself or immediately thereafter, many Canadian soldiers endeavoured to 

record their thoughts and impressions, their feelings and emotions, their news and happenings.  
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In the process, they created a vast literature, the extent of which is nothing short of intimidating.  

Letters, diaries, memoirs and other documents can be found in archives from the municipal to the 

national level.  The published literature of the same genre is equally as extensive, with more and 

more volumes of “personal writings” appearing in recent years, some being superbly edited, 

others much less so.
44

  Moreover, being on the very cusp of the centennial anniversaries, interest 

in the war, its participants and their personal writings will increase significantly, with previously 

unpublished accounts becoming readily available, a boon indeed to the historically inclined.  

Such material naturally stands very well on its own, but taken together, it also has the potential to 

inform modern scholars of the many social processes in operation during the Great War.
45

  While 

Canadian historiography is not by any means saturated with primary accounts – can there ever be 

a glut of such material? – there is nevertheless ample upon which to rely.  What is missing, 

however, are intellectual integrations of these writings with an eye to describing how soldiers 

interacted with one another on a daily basis, during times of both monotony and import.   

 The pages that follow explore some of the fundamental dynamics of leadership that 

existed at the lower levels of command in Canada’s wartime army.  By investigating the 

processes by which leaders, for example, accrued respect and loyalty, forged cohesive teams and 

inspired confidence (all “things” that helped realize “success”), a more profound understanding 

of leader-follower relations will be developed.  As a natural and logical complement to this 

discussion, counterproductive leadership practices in which leaders placed “success” in jeopardy 

by, for instance, undermining trust, discouraging sacrifice and failing to maintain morale, will 

also be examined.  Taken together, both lines of investigation, the positive and the negative, will 

not only provide a solid description of the nature of Canadian leadership during the First World 

War, but will also begin to raise the level of scholarship to that witnessed elsewhere.  In the end, 
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a thorough understanding of the various relationships that existed throughout the chain of 

command, encompassing senior and junior officers, non-commissioned officers and men, will 

help others refine the notion that tactics, technology, training, experience, doctrine and 

professionalization were alone responsible for Canadian achievement during the years between 

1914 and 1918. 

 The first chapter discusses paternalism, an ethic that obligated leaders of both 

commissioned and non-commissioned rank to address the sundry needs of their followers.  In so 

doing, superiors made sure that their subordinates were as ready for the fight as possible, both 

mentally and physically; paternalism also sought to maintain discipline by removing obvious 

grievances that, if left unchecked, might fester and result in less-than soldierly behaviour on the 

part of the affected.  While the British Army is perhaps best known for the paternalism of its 

officers, the CEF witnessed its fair share too, an unsurprising conclusion given the historic 

linkages that prevailed between the military forces of both nations that dated back to the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  Indeed, “The Canadian army inherited its particular 

regimental tradition from the British army that conquered New France in the Seven Years’ War 

[1756-1763] and stayed behind to protect Canada from its enemies.”
46

  The paternalistic ideal 

receives treatment at the outset as it provides the overarching context in which the dynamics 

described in later chapters occurred.  But leadership encompassed much more than just the care 

that one soldier exercised in respect of another. 

 The second and third chapters discuss leadership vis-à-vis the many forms of power; 

given its complexity and scope, the analysis is divided into two complementary parts.  Using the 

model developed by Dennis Wrong 
47

 as a starting point, both discussions illustrate how leaders 

employed force, manipulation, persuasion and authority (and authority’s five sub-types, namely 
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personal, coercive, competent, legitimate and induced) in an attempt to influence their 

subordinates.  Sometimes the exercise of power served “positive ends,” such as facilitating task 

completion or creating a stronger loyalty on the part of followers for their leader, whereas at 

other times, “negative ends” were the natural consequence, such as disloyalty or a greater 

willingness to evade duty.  By analyzing “good” and “bad” examples of leadership, and how 

each interaction between superior and subordinate either added to or subtracted from the 

cumulative store of power upon which a leader could draw, both chapters, when taken together, 

allow an assessment to be offered as to the relative utility of each form of power in achieving 

desired ends, whatever they might have been. 

Drawing on the collective work of Anselm Strauss 
48

 and John Hockey,
49

 the fourth and 

penultimate chapter explores the operation of the negotiated order in the CEF.  By striking a 

bargain of sorts – a relaxation of military discipline in exchange for solid performance at critical 

moments – leaders and followers colluded in arriving at an unofficial arrangement that served 

their mutual interests.  Leadership, as is demonstrated, was not always exercised exclusively and 

unproblematically from the top-down, with orders being issued and the men following 

attentively and immediately in response; rather, the soldiers to whom such orders applied 

oftentimes mediated the demands placed upon them by using their performance as a point of 

leverage.  Leadership was so much more than quick orders and unthinking obedience.  Effective 

leaders, so it seems, understood when to be “by the book” and when to “throw the book away.” 

 Officers’ servants are discussed in the fifth and final chapter.  In neither British nor 

Canadian historiography have “batmen” received anything more than a superficial treatment.
50

   

The issue of servants provides an opportunity for the above theories – paternalism, power and the 

negotiated order – to be analyzed in practice.  Whereas in the preceding chapters examples are 
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drawn from the experiences of various men in various situations to elucidate the major elements 

of each theory and to document their operation without regard to time, locality, rank or unit, the 

subject of batmen duly acts as a case study of sorts that permits the actual operation of each of 

the three theories to be observed and discussed in the context of a single type of relationship.  

With an officer and his non-commissioned servant being in daily and constant contact with one 

another, perhaps nowhere were such processes more frequently evident. Chapter five is 

somewhat more speculative than the other four given the difficulty in finding historical examples 

of the three theories’ operation specifically within the context of the officer-servant relationship; 

with that being said, the conjecture that does appear is by no means unreasonable or improbable. 

Although the preceding chapters are somewhat “stand alone,” in that each focusses on a 

distinct and separate theory without much reference to the others (save for chapter five, which is 

an integration of the four that come before it), a number of themes are readily apparent that 

transcend individual discussions.  The first is that leadership during the war was exceeding 

complex, being much more than simple “orders and obedience.”   Indeed, “blind respect for 

authority was not always wise or warranted.”
51

  Far from the traditional and stereotypical view of 

military leadership, in which superiors give direction and subordinates unquestioningly obey it 

lest severe punishment result, leadership in the CEF was sometimes characterized by a process of 

negotiation and give-and-take, by marked informality (even familiarity) between the ranks, and 

by collusion between leaders and followers in disregarding certain regulations; it was not always 

so transactional in nature or straight-forward.  The second is that soldiers had a degree of agency.  

While First World War protagonists are usually perceived as hapless victims, caught both in a 

situation that they could not influence and an environment that they could not change, such a 

view is too categorical and restrictive.  In fact, even the lowest-ranked soldier had tools at his 
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disposal, limited though they were, with which he could improve his individual circumstances.  

Using some of the many forms of power, he was able to influence others, including his superiors, 

to make his existence more comfortable (or, perhaps, to ensure that his existence continued for 

some time yet).  In the end, the men of the CEF, and probably of other “British” armies as well, 

were not the naive, unthinking and powerless automatons that that they are sometimes thought to 

be.  The third is that leaders were not always paragons of virtue, exhibiting the soldierly ideals 

of rectitude and propriety.  Officers and NCOs were supposed to enforce a rigid discipline and 

thereby ensure that the soldiers beneath them were obedient, yet sometimes they were the worst 

offenders of the lot.  On occasion, their “disobedience” served a very specific purpose, that of 

welding their men together in a tight, unified whole and creating the conditions whereby 

“success” was more likely to be achieved.  The best leader was not always the one who did what 

he was told by his leader in turn.  As with the image of the common infantryman of the war, the 

general likeness of the veteran sergeant-major (SM) or distinguished lieutenant-colonel would 

benefit from a degree of nuance.  And finally, the fourth is that leadership was context dependent 

in that different situations required different approaches.  The battlefield needed a certain type of 

leadership given that the threat to life and limb was extreme, whereas the rear areas necessitated 

a different one altogether given the more relaxed atmosphere.  All themes will become 

exceedingly clear in the pages that follow. 

Some readers may strongly object to the use of “modern” theories, formulated well after 

the conclusion of the First World War and drawn from other disciplines at that, to explain the 

actions of Canadian soldiers during a century-old conflict.  A theory does not, it must be 

remembered, magically begin to operate once a scholar puts pen to paper to record its most 

salient aspects and acknowledge its very existence.  A phenomenon of one sort or another may 
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certainly operate without its most important attributes being recognized, labelled and codified in 

model-form.  Notwithstanding their articulation by Isaac Newton in the seventeenth century, for 

instance, the laws of motion and universal gravitation, amongst other foundational concepts, 

have always governed the universe (and one imagines that they will continue to do so for quite 

some time yet).  Additionally, historians must be allowed a degree of “reach back” – using 

current theories of behaviour to explain the actions of antecedents – for the scholarship related to 

a particular era would, in some cases, be extremely limited, if not incorrect altogether, if only the 

theories concurrently extant with a group under investigation were employed analytically.  Shall 

the behaviour of the Victorians be explained in the twenty-first century only by phrenology? 

Simply putting a modern label on a phenomenon does not necessarily mean that the phenomenon 

is modern in and of itself.  In the absence of serious academic studies on the topic of leader-

follower relations, at least in the Canadian context, some start had to be made; the debate had to 

be initiated somewhere.  Hopefully the present study will serve as a “jumping-off” point. 

 What follows is by no means a completely comprehensive or definitive study, covering 

absolutely everything that is deserving of scholarly attention.  Rather, it is intended, despite its 

length, to initiate a serious discussion of what might possibly be one of the most important 

contributors to Canadian success during the Great War.  Since few Canadian historians have 

examined the dynamics of leader-follower relations in detail, the present dissertation can be 

nothing more than a preliminary investigation, and a single interpretation, of a very broad and 

expansive subject.  Many avenues of research remain that could certainly be explored in order to 

provide an even more complete analysis; such, however, is for others to undertake.  Additional 

subjects that might be examined include, but are of course not limited to, the influence of 

Canada’s “exclusive” colleges (such as Trinity, Upper Canada, Lower Canada and Western 
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Canada, in Port Hope, Toronto, Montrèal and Calgary respectively) upon the leadership style of 

its students-turned-soldiers; the impact of Canada’s prewar civilian and military cultures on the 

type of leadership prevalent in the CEF;
52

 the gradual establishment of numerous Canadian 

schools of instruction to train officers for the Canadian Corps;
53

 and the effect upon leadership in 

the CEF of British Army veterans, members of Canada’s tiny Permanent Force and soldiers with 

previous campaign (and later, Western Front) experience.  The list truly seems endless. What has 

been written will hopefully provide a solid foundation upon which others can subsequently build.  

In prefacing his study of a more current topic, a well-known Canadian scholar once wrote, 

“Others may some day write a different story from the same history.  This attempt will have 

served its purpose even if it only provides a type of intellectual box on which they can stand to 

see a little further and more clearly into the past and into the future.”
54

  His words apply with 

equal relevance to the present case. 

 As a matter of form, the rank-neutral term “leader-follower relations” has been 

deliberately used in place of “officer-man relations” since the latter implies that leadership could 

only be exercised between officers and men, or at the very least, that that was the only 

relationship that truly mattered.  As will be seen, however, leadership occurred between and 

within all rank levels, not just between the commissioned and non-commissioned exclusively.  

Indeed, the pages that follow discuss six different types of relationships, some to a greater extent 

than others given the relative availability of evidence: 1) officer-officer; 2) officer-NCO; 3) 

officer-man; 4) NCO-NCO; 5) NCO-man; and 6) man-man.  In similar fashion, the equally 

tempting term “inter-rank relations” has also been avoided since it too implies that leadership 

could only occur between soldiers of unequal rank.  To be quite sure, when in company with 

their peers, certain individuals exercised leadership despite equality of status.  Being sent to a 
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battalion of under-age soldiers in England, for example, the youthful Archie Brown (34
th

 

Battalion then 78
th

 Battalion) found himself in just such a predicament: 

Well first thing that happened to me, I had got some kind of infection, I forget what they 

called it, a lot of us had it, about twenty or twenty-five[,] and we were quarantined in a hut 

by ourselves. So there wasn’t anybody quarantined with us to take charge, and by mutual 

consent I was appointed to look after them[,] from the boys themselves.
55

 

 

Such “informal” leadership, where one influenced the behaviour of others but had no legal 

mandate or requirement to do so, occurred with some frequency.  Many opportunities indeed 

presented themselves for a natural leader, the primus inter pares, to emerge.  Two lieutenants 

cavorting in the mess together and punishing a bottle of good, clean whiskey where one was 

acknowledged to be the “head” of the dyad through mutual yet unspoken consent is just as much 

about leadership as is a sergeant ordering a private to attack an objective from a flank in the heat 

of battle.  The term “leader-follower relations” is used throughout simply because it encompasses 

all manner of associations in which leadership, broadly interpreted, was exercised. 

 Much reliance has been placed on the personal reflections of Canadian soldiers, both 

contemporary and subsequent to the First World War.  Indeed, “anything” that a soldier wrote or 

somehow recorded was a potential resource to be exploited, and as such, research could have 

theoretically continued indefinitely with the amount of extant material being nearly endless.
56

  

An endpoint, however, had to be decided upon.  The use of such documents, the vast majority of 

which are anecdotal in nature, naturally comes with conditions.  Can they be believed?
57

  Were 

they self-censored, and if so, to what extent?
58

  Were they created with a specific audience in 

mind or with an eye to history?
59

  Despite the many difficulties encountered in dealing with 

“personal” documents, there was simply no other way to explore specific aspects of the culture 

of Canada’s First World War army than by using the material produced by the members of that 

culture.  Relying on official and semi-official documents, of which there is certainly no shortage, 
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would simply not have permitted an advanced examination of inter-personal relationships to be 

undertaken; they would have provided the overarching context, but not necessarily the 

mechanisms by which leadership was actually exercised.
60

 

 Furthermore, the presentation of contradictory evidence does not necessarily negate the 

overall veracity of what follows.  The fact that, for instance, some leaders were anything but 

paternal does not mean that paternalism is a false concept; it means, quite bluntly, that some 

leaders were not paternal despite the requirement to be so.  The same line of reasoning might 

also be applied to soldiers who were devoutly “regimental,” refusing to negotiate with their 

subordinates over behaviour and discipline.  That certain processes occurred and informed 

leader-follower relations is what is most important.  It would be extremely naïve to expect that, 

in an army with more than 619,000 attestations, all members would conduct themselves similarly 

in every respect and for identical reasons.
61

  As one contemporary commentator observed, 

“Armies of such colossal size must naturally include within their ranks all sorts and conditions of 

men.”
62

  In like manner, one well-educated Canadian officer conceded, “Well, I suppose it takes 

all kinds of soldiers to make up an army.”
63

  Discussions of paternalism, power and the 

negotiated order occur with such frequency and in so many types of personal reflections that 

their appearance must be more than mere coincidence; such theories informed relations between 

soldiers, it can be confidently asserted, since a preponderance of evidence exists that documents 

their operation.  Such processes may not have been the only ones in operation during the war, 

nor were they necessarily the most important either, but, in the end, they actuated many leader-

follower relationships and this singular fact must be acknowledged and appreciated. 

 Despite the promise of its title, the present dissertation will not satisfactorily explain 

every leader-follower interaction; no “grand theory” of behaviour in the CEF will have been 
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developed by the end of the next 300 pages.  Is such a meta-narrative even possible?  To be quite 

certain, some examples of contact between leader and follower will remain outside the pale, 

perhaps defying explanation altogether.  In the absence of studies of Canada’s First World War 

army that are more social than military in character, what is most important and noteworthy is 

that, at the lowest levels of command, paternalism, power and the negotiated order informed 

relations between men of widely disparate, very similar and absolutely identical rank.  Because 

human interaction is exceedingly complex, different theories have been employed to begin to 

analyze segments of that complexity; in their own way, each concept offers something different 

and provides alternative perspectives from which the complicated issue of leadership can be 

examined. Something is to be said for the intricacy of a topic when a doctoral dissertation 

amounts to but a mere scratch upon the proverbial surface, as cliché as that may sound! 

Such a difficulty, in understanding the mind of the soldier and his consequent behaviour, 

has been recognized for some time.  Basking in the light of Canada’s accomplishments at Vimy 

the year prior, one commentator wrote in 1918, half as a challenge, half as a regret: 

It is an easy thing to describe the externals of war, the scenes on a battlefield, the tremors, 

the horrors, the exaltation of a fight.  It is easy to describe the every-day life of the soldier, 

how he is trained, how he lives, how he is fed.  But, when one comes to try to understand 

the mind of the fighting man, particularly of the Canadian fighting man, one’s own kith 

and kin, one touches a much harder topic.
64

 

 

The various theories employed here are certainly not the only ones that could be used with profit 

to better understand leader-follower relations, but it is a start nonetheless.  Major Talbot Mercer 

Papineau (Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI)), who died at Passchendaele 

much to Canada’s loss, once mused that relations between soldiers, between officers and men, 

were “‘a curious thing – full of psychology.’”
65

  Indeed they are. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

 

LENDING A HELPING HAND: PATERNALISM 

 

 

After we go in dearest you must be contented with fewer letters, as I have more 

men to look after than before and naturally my time will be more limited.
1
 

 

 

 

Commissioned officers during the Great War enjoyed a host of special privileges that set 

them apart from the men in the ranks.  Loyal subjects and gentlemen all, they benefitted from 

first-class accommodation whether on land or at sea, more frequent leave, a servant to tend to 

their every need and want (discussed at length in chapter five), a tailored uniform made of fine 

cloth, separate messes in which varied and quality fare was often served, ex officio membership 

in prestigious clubs 
2
 and greater personal freedoms,

3
 amongst any number of other small, but 

not insignificant, favours.  Although they enjoyed a more comfortable and refined lifestyle, one 

that for many undoubtedly paralleled what they had earlier known as a civilian in Canada,
4
 they 

were also expected to be and to do many “things” simultaneously.  Rank and its associated 

privileges came with heavy reciprocal obligations.  For this reason, as other historians have 

observed, “The rationale behind the disparity in the army’s treatment of officers and men was 

that, having greater responsibilities, officers were entitled to more comfort.”
5
  A lieutenant-

colonel certainly had more privileges than did a private, but the former also had more 

responsibilities than did the latter.  James Pedley (4
th

 Battalion), and others apparently, 

convinced themselves that this was in fact true: 

Officers have a trick of saying that the men enjoy the easy end of it in a battalion.  I talk 

that way myself sometimes.  You justify your possession of a batman, your softer bed and 

bigger slice of bread, your more frequent leave and the greater consideration shown you in 

the matter of minor delinquencies, by balancing against these advantages the greater 

responsibility you assume, and the strain under which you work.
6
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To such sentiments might be added the sobering fact that officers new to the front 

inherited, along with some pips upon their cuffs, a very short life expectancy; it has been 

estimated that an infantry lieutenant in 1916/1917 would last, on average, about a month.
7
  Of 

the men about an aerodrome, the insightful Pedley once again observed, “It is the struggle of 

those who are about to die, to crowd into the short allotted days a whole lifetime of pleasure.”
8
  

Luxuries, no matter how trifling, undoubtedly helped one cope with loss and prepare for the 

inevitable.  A more comfortable existence was, however, scant compensation for the supreme 

sacrifice. 

In relation to his subordinates, particular aspects of an officer’s life were indeed a little 

easier, but others were decidedly more difficult.  If an officer enjoyed certain advantages that his 

men did not, he was also expected to lead from the front (which many did given the high 

proportion of casualties among the commissioned as compared to the non-commissioned),
9
 to 

employ his platoon or battery or field ambulance to greatest effect in battle (a duty that required 

considerable technical knowledge and expertise, especially when open warfare superseded the 

stalemate of the trenches) and to see to the overall efficiency, discipline, training and morale of 

his men (a significant challenge given that many could honestly claim no previous military 

service).  A brief review of the plethora of official publications that appeared both immediately 

before and during the war – the ubiquitous SS series, the King’s Regulations & Orders (KR&O) 

the Field Service Regulations, Infantry Training, and so forth – reveals that much was expected 

of even the lowest-ranked officer.  Concerns naturally multiplied with rank.  More than a few 

young subalterns commented on the weight of their responsibilities, struck as they were, and 

perhaps a little intimidated, by their magnitude: Roy Macfie (1
st
 Battalion) noted for the benefit 

of his relations back home that he had “46 men and 64 horses to look after and all the supplies 
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for the battalion to truck around,”
10

 while Victor Van der Smissen (3
rd

 Battalion) recorded for the 

same purpose that “They have given me a horse, four sowing-machines [machineguns] and thirty 

men to play with.”
11

 Any number of other duties also required their attention, consuming in the 

process both valuable time and limited energy.
12

 

Such levels of responsibility were more than a little overwhelming for certain officers, a 

few feeling wholly unprepared to assume the duties that were now concomitant with their 

elevated station.  When awarded a field commission, Henry Burdett-Burgess (1
st
 Canadian 

Pioneer Battalion then 9
th

 Battalion Canadian Railway Troops) reflected, “The only thing I do 

know is that there are dozens of men in this outfit who could fill the bill as well and better than I 

do!”
13

  The fact that an officer’s life was exceedingly challenging was not lost on some of the 

men in the ranks either.  Clarence John Elder (9
th

 Battalion Canadian Engineers (CE)) noted after 

the war that “if one prefers a little easier living but not so much free fun or horseplay,” a 

commission should be sought; if, on the other hand, one desires “plenty of freedom and no great 

responsibility,” then remaining a private was truly the best course of action.
14

  Some men even 

wished to avoid the responsibility that service as an NCO entailed.  James Ernest Brown (89
th

 

Battalion then 7
th

 Battalion) “would not trade places” with a sergeant,
15

 while remaining a 

private was for Arthur Macfie (162
nd

 Battalion then 1
st
 Battalion) “quite plenty enough for me 

for the time being.”
16

  Some men were seemingly content to remain at the base of the 

metaphorical pyramid and to concentrate on making themselves as comfortable as possible (at 

the army’s expense, it might be added!) and keeping both themselves and their mates alive; in 

the field, ambition was often the surest cure for longevity.
17

 

Regardless of their individual responsibilities – lieutenants in the infantry, artillery and 

engineers, for instance, each had their own specific role to play – all officers were expected to be 
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paternal and fatherly toward their men.  The paternalistic ethic, the notion that an officer must 

see to the varied needs of his men at all times in the interest of preserving their welfare and 

fighting ability, was supposed to actuate his conduct.  The men, to be sure, were never to be 

neglected or abused.  An officer may have enjoyed elevated rank and a host of associated 

privileges, but in all things under his purview his men were to come first.  Such an overriding 

obligation frequently mediated and influenced the nature of the relationship that prevailed 

between superior and subordinate.  

The manner in which leader and follower interacted was exceedingly varied and 

complex.  Whereas the two men might relate to one another in a strictly formal and serious 

fashion in one setting, say immediately prior to or during battle where unquestioning obedience 

was required, a wholly different style of association might be assumed in other situations, say 

when the two men were milling about in the rear, cigarette in hand, rum in belly, after a 

particularly hard “go” in the line.  Between a private and his lieutenant, lighthearted jokes, even 

the occasional bout of informality, had its place and time; it did not take long to figure out where 

and when such was appropriate.  Consequently, it seems reasonable to suggest that no one single 

mechanism or theory of human interaction can alone explain all of the observed variety in all of 

the relationships that prevailed during the entire course of the war.  The fact that the two men 

engaged one another in a variety of settings (from training and battle to rest and sports) and 

possibly came from diverse civilian backgrounds (from the university to dirty alleyways) and 

undoubtedly claimed diverse life experiences (from one of luxury to one of constant struggle) 

certainly gave considerable opportunity and reason for different behaviours to bubble to the 

surface.  Like power and the negotiated order (discussed in chapters two, three and four), 

paternalism was but one of the “dynamics” that marked the relationship between men with rank 
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and men without.  Leader-follower relations were oftentimes actuated by the exercise of the 

paternalistic ethic, not to the exclusion of all else it must be remembered, but rather in 

combination with other mechanisms of human behaviour as the particular circumstances 

dictated.  Because paternalism was supposed to occur at all times and in all settings, a fact that 

imbued it with an overarching importance, it is dealt with first. 

Paternalism: Its Description and Purposes 

Paternalism was a mainstay of the British Army both before and during the Great War.
18

  

Essentially, and quite simply, officers and men entered into an unspoken and reciprocal bargain 

in which the former offered the latter care and leadership in exchange for loyalty and deference.  

It was, for many, the obligation that the superior classes owed the others.  The core of the 

paternalistic ethic, its credo, rested on the idea of noblesse oblige wherein privilege entailed 

responsibility.  Benefitting from a range of advantages that alleviated many of his physical and 

psychological discomforts, an officer was to ensure the welfare of his men in return.  Through 

paternal acts, whatever their individual nature, confidence and respect could be cultivated 

between officers and men.  Where such attributes were present, the latter was more likely to 

follow the former with enthusiasm and vim; where they were absent, in contrast, success was 

seemingly more tenuous.  If an officer was paternal (and many other “things” too, as will become 

evident in subsequent chapters), he seems to have stood a greater chance of winning his soldiers 

over to him than did another officer who was less so.
19

  One historian has summed up the matter 

thusly: 

Soldiers, even those in the New Army, were still prepared to accept social superiors, in a 

number of cases their superiors in their peacetime lives, as officers.  Officers shared the 

hardships of trench life with their men, and generally suffered and were seen to suffer 

proportionately much heavier casualties.  Soldiers accepted the situation, knowing that 

their officers could do little to improve conditions and were not responsible for them.  New 

Army officers, many middle class, followed and often extended the benevolent sense of 
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obligation towards soldiers that marked the pre-1914 Regular Army; in return for this 

measure of respect for them as individuals, their soldiers accepted authority.  General 

goodwill, with a slightly less formal discipline, characterized both the Territorial and New 

Army regiments.  Many soldiers found this sense of obligation and care a surprising and 

marked improvement on their pre-war civil employer-employee relationships.
20

 

 

Much of the army’s insistence on paternalism, it seems reasonable to suggest, was self-

serving and pragmatic.  Superiors did not strive, sometimes arduously, to ensure welfare, 

comfort and amusement so that their subordinates might be content with their general lot in spite 

of the adverse circumstances in which they often found themselves.  Happiness, which in some 

cases might have been a natural by-product of paternalistic endeavours, was not necessarily a 

goal in and of itself.  Rather, leaders were encouraged to be paternal toward their followers in 

order: i) to build loyal and cohesive teams established on lines of mutual respect that would 

function well in battle; and ii) to ensure that their men were as fit, capable and ready to fight as 

possible.  At the end of the day, soldiers who were tightly “linked” to their leaders and whose 

grievances had been redressed, whose appetites had been at least partially satiated, whose 

equipment shortages had been rectified, whose feet were neither swollen nor blistered, who had 

woolen items to help keep them warm and who had enjoyed their daily tot of rum would 

undoubtedly fight better (or were at least better prepared to fight) than other soldiers to whom no 

special attention had been paid or who had been neglected altogether.  Paternalism was intended 

to promote fighting efficiency, and ultimately, victory.  Such a line of reasoning is more than 

evident in official publications.  Issued at the start of what would prove to be the last year of the 

war, one document observed: 

Platoon Commanders are responsible for the fitness and sound equipment of their men.  

They should watch both constantly, working through the Section Commanders, and 

making the Section Commanders responsible if a man in his section is deficient of 

anything he should possess.  They should also see that their men get all possible rest, food 

and sleep both before and in the course of an action.  The fitness of a reserve when called 

upon will often depend on whether or not the Platoon Commander has nursed and rested 
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his men during the pauses in the approach march and at any other available time.  He 

should think of himself in this connection as a trainer bringing a team on to the field for a 

decisive match, and make sure, as a good trainer does, that all the men under him are, so 

far as he can answer for it, at their best.  The cause for which he is training, and the lives of 

the men he commands, will depend in no small degree upon the soldierly care which he 

bestows upon the clothing and equipment and the feeding and physical well-being of his 

platoon at all times and in all circumstances.
21

 

 

Preparing his men for battle by attending to their sundry needs was one of an officer’s prime 

responsibilities. 

Paternalism additionally served as a mechanism by which order and discipline could be 

maintained.  For the common soldier, life in the army was at times marked by a degree of appeal 

and fun, but more often than not, discomfort and tedium were the common denominators, 

especially in the frontline trenches.  With so few luxuries available to the men, any show of 

largesse on the part of their NCOs, officers or the army itself was highly appreciated.  In 

contrast, when even the few pleasures that the men had become accustomed to failed to 

materialize – burlap-coated bread and petrol-laced water were exceedingly welcome by the 

hungry and thirsty – the men oftentimes took matters into their own hands in order to express 

their displeasure with the current state of affairs and with those individuals who were responsible 

for such situations in the first place.  Low-level disobedience – exacting mild forms of revenge, 

shouting snide remarks anonymously at night, being sluggish, sending “messages” by inventive 

means, and so on – tended to occur when the reasonable expectations of the men were not 

satisfied.
22

  By being paternal and seeing to the welfare of all, so it goes, a leader could keep his 

followers generally content and thereby reduce the likelihood of transgressions.  Ensuring that 

the men were well-cared for was not a magical cure-all – in such an unfair institution as the army 

there were simply too many reasons for the men to be upset – but it certainly helped.  By and 
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large, the men “would not cause much trouble if they were treated decently.”
23

  More 

descriptively: 

… unit discipline derived largely from morale and a sense of trust between officers and 

other ranks.  Officers in the British military tradition were supposed to act in accordance 

with a paternalistic code of behavior [sic] that was designed to foster morale and trust 

through ensuring that the physical and psychological needs of the other ranks were placed 

before their own.  It was believed that officers who fulfilled this code could prevent the 

development of widespread discontent, which could lead to breakdowns in discipline.  

Good discipline, therefore, was largely a function of good leadership by the officers, and 

by the N.C.O.’s [sic] who assisted them.  It followed that if discipline began to break down 

such that punishments had to be imposed, then weakness in leadership was the principal 

cause.
24

 

 

Although official documents rarely expressed the need for paternalism in disciplinary terms, 

many leaders seem to have implicitly understood the relationship between the two. 

Notwithstanding the above, a few leaders apparently believed that a paternal disposition 

was “owed” to soldiers because of their sacrifices.  If men were to leave kith and kin, hearth and 

home, in order to join in the Great Crusade to save civilization from Germanic Kultur, and 

perhaps lose their life or mind in the process, then the very least that their leaders could do was 

to ensure their basic welfare.  Two “bargains” therefore seem to have operated simultaneously: 

paternalism in exchange for one’s deference and obedience, and paternalism in compensation for 

one’s service.  Lest the wrong impression be left, it must be remembered that the former 

arrangement, which was intended to foster sound relationships so that battle might be joined 

more effectively, was of much greater importance than the latter.  The first covenant was 

pragmatic, the second was only philosophical. 

Any number of examples illustrate the point.  In a 1925 speech to the St. Andrew’s 

Society of Philadelphia, Lieutenant-Colonel Frank Parker Day, the former commanding officer 

(CO) of the 185
th

 Battalion (Cape Breton Highlanders), recalled some of the personal demons 

that he had wrestled with while attempting to bring men to the colours.  “That night,” after a 
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recruiting meeting in a church, he remembered, “I felt more than ever the seriousness of asking 

men to go to war.  It was no light thing to leave farm and home and all one knew and loved to 

cross the seas to France to fight for a cause little understood.”  Because he was actively searching 

for recruits rather than passively waiting for them to join, as had happened throughout Canada in 

the early days of the war when heady eagerness ran rampant, Day felt that “It was different from 

ordinary recruiting; it was intimate and personal; it shifted a terrific responsibility upon those 

who were to lead and care for these men.”
25

  For him, proper leadership and fatherly paternalism 

had to be provided by the men who had asked other men to go to war.  Because he had secured a 

number of recruits himself, he felt somehow responsible for them.  And he was not alone in this 

regard either.  James Arthurs, the former CO of the 162
nd

 Battalion, likewise felt obliged to write 

to a father who had contributed three sons to the cause in order to make it known that “if I can be 

of any use to them they may be sure I will do anything in my power.”
26

  Even after the war, some 

former officers continued to act paternally toward their ex-soldiers.  When Charles Percy Heelin, 

late of the 260
th

 Battalion, had difficulty securing a grant of land in Northern Saskatchewan 

under the Soldier Settlement Act, he turned for help to his former CO, Frederick Charles 

Jamieson.  A lengthy and pleasant telegraphic correspondence ensued between the two men in 

which the former asked for any influence that could be brought to bear and the latter reassured 

that “I am only too glad to be able to do a small service like this.”
27

  Many officers clearly 

believed themselves to be acting in loco parentis.  Paternalism, therefore, served a multitude of 

different, yet complementary, purposes. 

The “Teaching” of Paternalism 

Paternalism was generally not prescriptive in and of itself.  Indeed, no single course of 

action existed that, if followed religiously, would provide leaders with loyal and trusting men.  
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When instructed in the care of soldiers, officers (and to a lesser extent NCOs) received broad and 

general principles that not only illustrated what was expected of them, but also suggested what 

the probable outcome of their efforts would be.  What specific actions they took, in many 

instances, was left up to them to determine as they saw fit and as the situation dictated, although 

a number of documents did offer specific guidance in order to get leaders thinking along the right 

lines.  Officers may have been told to look after the men’s food, clothing, amusements and so on, 

but their responsibilities did not end there. Paternalism was in a sense a way of thinking, a 

philosophy, which would hopefully inform conduct and realize the achievement of positive ends.  

Leaders were told to look after the welfare of their men writ large; how they did it was ultimately 

their own decision. 

The army seemingly took every opportunity to encourage its leaders to be paternal.  

Lectures, official training pamphlets and even other soldiers themselves all combined to show 

men holding rank, if they did not know already, in what direction their efforts were to lie with 

regard to their subordinates.  The spate of official publications with which new leaders were 

confronted clearly explained the elements of the paternalistic ethic.  Appearing with much 

greater frequency near the end of the war than at the start (probably in response to the growing 

need to quickly train new officers, many from the ranks, for a much expanded army that suffered 

continual casualties), such documents  reinforced the seminal importance of paternalism, linking 

it in the process to fighting ability. 

Directed specifically at lieutenants, one training publication, perhaps one of the most 

important of the entire war given the centrality of the platoon in the attack, assured its reader: 

A Platoon Commander will have gone a long way towards having a well-trained platoon if 

he has gained the confidence of his N.C.O.s and men and has established a high soldierly 

spirit in all ranks.  The confidence of his men can be gained by: – … f) Looking after his 

men’s comfort before his own and never sparing himself. 
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He could also gain the confidence of his soldiers by being, or at least attempting to be, the best 

man at arms in the platoon; being decisive and taking real command; setting the example; 

enforcing strict discipline; recognizing a good effort even if it was not ultimately successful; 

demanding a high standard in all things at all times; and being blood-thirsty, ever thinking of 

how to kill the enemy and helping his men in this task too.
28

  Being paternal did not 

automatically ensure an effective and efficient platoon – there was clearly more to the mystery 

than that – but it was advantageous. 

At the front, short and pithy aide-mémoires that could easily be tucked into a tunic pocket 

served to remind new lieutenants of their responsibilities in relation to their men.  Reducing the 

paternalistic ethic to a few pointed questions, such documents helped young officers come to 

grips with all that they had to do in order to ensure that their men were as ready as possible for 

whatever their time in the trenches held.  In either 1916 or 1917, Lieutenant-General Julian Byng 

(GOC Canadian Corps) issued a short document that, amongst other questions, reminded the 

reader to constantly ask himself: 

Do I look after their [the men’s] health and do everything I can to prevent sickness? Have 

they a dry pair of socks, and do I see that they put them on when necessary? How can I get 

their wet socks dried? … Can I say that I have never had a case of trench feet in my 

platoon?  Did I inspect all my men’s meals and were they good? 

 

If nothing else, the young lieutenant was to ponder the question: “Are my men full of keenness 

and as happy as I can make them, and can I say that my platoon is one of the smartest, most 

efficient and most aggressive in the [Canadian] Corps?”
29

  In essence, anything that could be 

done for the men was to be done, a tall order indeed. 

A document intended for all British forces generally, Canadians included, encouraged the 

reader to ask similar questions: 
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Are my men as comfortable as I can make them? Are there enough dugouts for them all? 

Do they get hot soup and tea from the trench cookers? What can I do to make them more 

comfortable? Do I always see that the rum is correctly issued? Do I organize my men’s 

work in proper reliefs and are proper duty rosters kept? Do I ensure that, as far as possible, 

my men get sufficient sleep? 

 

Officers were also reminded, as if this was not quite enough to worry about, to take all necessary 

precautions in order to prevent their men from developing trench feet and to ensure that only 

wholesome water from approved sources was consumed.  The first and last paragraph in this 

guide included, in capital letters, the telling question: “Have I done all I can for the comfort and 

safety of my men?”
30

  Such aide-mémoires encouraged officers to attend to very specific items, 

but the matter was left open-ended in the hopes that more would be done on their own initiative 

and of their own volition. 

If official publications expounded upon the paternalistic ethic, so too did the many 

unofficial books and pamphlets that appeared throughout the war.  Written by officers who felt 

that they had something to contribute, whether for the ultimate benefit of the Empire or simply 

for the strengthening of their ego, such documents reinforced the “message” that was being 

broadcast elsewhere.  While it is impossible to gauge the impact of such publications owing to 

the fact that an individual ultimately made the decision whether to read it or ignore it (as opposed 

to official publications that were more widely available, pushed downward “from on high” and 

incorporated into training syllabi), it is likely that at least some leaders perused the pages of such 

works.   

A former lieutenant in the Seaforth Highlanders, Captain Leslie Vickers offered a host of 

suggestions that he thought would help turn civilians into soldiers.  In one chapter, he 

“instructed” officers as to their duties in respect of the health of their troops.  After enumerating 

all that should be done, he concluded with the phrase, “A thoughtful officer is soon rewarded by 
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the increased efficiency of his men.  ‘Do unto others as you would have them do unto you’ – will 

bring big returns in the army.”
31

  Captain Basil Charles Lake, formerly of the King’s Own 

Scottish Borderers, highlighted the relationship between paternalism and discipline: 

Discipline forms the basis of soldiering, and without it an army is of very little use in the 

field.  The Germans maintain discipline by fear alone.  We, on the other hand, believe that 

a better standard can be obtained by kindness and firmness.  The secret of success lies in 

every officer knowing the men he has to deal with.  Men must be treated justly and with 

absolute firmness; never with familiarity.  An officer who puts his men’s comfort before 

his own, and who sets a high standard of conduct by personal example, will have gone a 

long way towards gaining the respect of his men.  Without this respect men will not show 

that confidence in an officer which will enable him to exact instant obedience to orders and 

to maintain the strictest discipline.
32

 

 

And finally, in a pamphlet that discussed discipline, Captain G.C. Thomson, late of the Highland 

Light Infantry, offered sage advice to officers: 

Take a genuine interest in your own men, their characters, their billets or camps, their 

feeding, their leave, their outfits.  Soon you’ll know the decent men, and the decent men 

will know you.  Without meaning to do a scrap more than your duty you will have won 

your men, and after that you can win anything else.  You give them a just show here, 

they’ll give you a generous show yonder.  You’ll get the best of the bargain.
33

 

 

Either way, whether new officers gained their understanding of their paternal responsibilities 

from official or unofficial documents, the precept was more than clear that the men had to come 

first.  If all the sundry needs of the men were satisfied, so the reasoning went, a young lieutenant 

would stand a better chance of having before him a platoon of committed soldiers, well-prepared 

both physically and mentally for the challenges that lay ahead. 

Since the Canadian Corps required a constant influx of new officers to replace casualties 

– battles were costly, but so was just holding the line in this continual war of attrition – it is not 

at all surprising to find that paternalism received attention in the courses that sought to produce 

subalterns.  Because the material to be mastered was both broad and expansive, and time was 

naturally limited, officer-cadets received much of this collected wisdom in a manner that 
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resembled a matter of fact checklist.  Each new lieutenant, it would seem, came away from his 

instructional course with at least a familiarity, if not a good understanding, of how he was to look 

after his men and why such “mothering” was important, especially at the front. 

At the Canadian Training School at Bexhill-on-Sea in England, the commandant, 

Lieutenant-Colonel Alfred Critchley,
34

 or his staff more generally, told their officer-cadets in no 

uncertain terms what would be expected of them when they received a platoon of their own.  

Much of what was imparted reinforced the relationship between paternalism and keeping the 

men in good fighting condition.  Before turning in himself in billets, for instance, an officer 

“must ascertain that men are properly distributed, are comfortable & well fed, that any extra 

blankets are issued.”  When time could be found, the “Men should be lectured on how to look 

after their feet, the use of whale oil & the necessity of clean sox.”  Not only that, but a lieutenant 

was to “See that food is properly cooked & that men are getting enough to eat.  If you have a 

mess fund see what men would like for the money.”  So that the paternalistic ethic might be 

exercised more effectively, cadets were also instructed to “Know the history of your men before 

they joined up.”  Of particular note for the trenches, “See that men get food under the worst 

conditions.  A hungry man is susceptible to nervousness.”
35

  Quite clearly, paternalism was 

intended to ensure that the men were ready to go when the time came. 

Yet, as has been noted, paternalism also sought to wed man with officer, to establish the 

loyalty and respect upon which success was ideally predicated.  Again, by seeing to the needs of 

their men, officers could build a more effective team that stood a greater chance of realizing its 

objectives than one where the men had been neglected and possessed little attachment to their 

leader.  On his officer’s training course, Victor Ernest Virgin (Canadian Field Artillery (CFA) 

then elsewhere) was therefore told that “To gain men’s respect look after them well” and that 
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“He must know each man individually in his platoon and gain their confidence.”
36

  By so doing, 

he would make them more likely, and more able, to follow his orders. 

Publications and training courses were not the only means by which the paternalistic 

ethic was imparted.  Quite often, highly-ranked soldiers, whether through example or direct 

order, ensured that their subordinate officers understood exactly what was expected of them as 

concerned their men.  Having served for some time in the British Army, Major-General Louis 

Lipsett (GOC 3
rd

 Canadian Infantry Division) seemed to know just what paternalism was all 

about.  During the war, one commentator observed of him: 

He was tireless in his care for his men, and insisted that the officers under him should be 

the same.  He taught by example and by precept that no officer was to think of his own 

comfort until he had seen that the rank and file were housed, warmed, and fed.
37

 

 

Such “instruction” in the paternalistic ethic did not necessarily have to come from soldiers 

holding general rank.  Even relatively junior officers could impart to others the importance, the 

necessity even, of seeing to the welfare of the men.  During the battle of Amiens, after leisurely 

enjoying a mug of tea laced with copious amounts of rum (although maybe it was really a mug of 

rum laced with a little tea!) Lieutenant James Pedley was asked by his company commander, 

Captain Wilfred Henry Jolliffe (4
th

 Battalion), “if I ever intended to come out and look after my 

platoon.”
38

  The latter’s comments were not so much a question but rather a gentle order, a clear 

reminder and a slight admonishment that the former could not have misunderstood. 

In order to replace ever-mounting casualties and to meet the demands of expansion, more 

and more men from the ranks were given commissions.
39

  Assuming that they met with the 

approbation of their seniors, a sergeant who had served since 1914 or a corporal with a Military 

Medal or a promising soldier with neither rank nor decoration made ideal officer-cadets since 

they knew what life was like at the front and could oftentimes claim some leadership experience.  
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Just as civilians came to the army with “personal baggage” in hand – their experiences and 

personalities, their biases and inclinations 
40

 – so too did officers who had been promoted from 

the ranks come to their new responsibilities.  Many newly-minted lieutenants vowed to rely on 

the knowledge that they had gained in the ranks and to treat their men in a manner that they 

knew would resonate with them best; having served in the ranks themselves, whether as privates 

or NCOs, they understood what practices and approaches were likely to achieve the desired 

results and, conversely, which ones would only irritate and lead to failure.  Leaving the 

Canadians to take a commission in the Royal Field Artillery, for instance, Louis Keene 

(Canadian Automobile Machine Gun Brigade) vowed to rely on the knowledge that he had 

acquired in the ranks in order to make himself a better officer.  He observed on his departure, “I 

am very glad that before being an officer I have been a private, because I now have the latter’s 

point of view. I am going to try hard to be a good officer; promotion always means more work 

and responsibility, – so here goes.”
41

  While training for his commission after spending time in 

the ranks of No. 7 (Queen’s) Canadian General Hospital, Bert MacKenzie likewise resolved: 

I shall always try to keep my men … fresh … and shall get more out of them when I want 

it than if I tried to be military and worked their heads off in useless, monotonous drill.  

Officers who have never been in the ranks can’t understand the men’s really sane 

viewpoint of such stuff.
42

 

 

Earlier experience in the ranks undoubtedly helped new officers come to grips with the 

significant responsibility of leading others in and through difficult circumstances. 

Knowing the Men 

The paternalistic ethic could not be adequately implemented if an officer did not know 

the individuals for whom he was responsible.  Because of this, the King’s Regulations & Orders 

for the Canadian Militia instructed, “Subaltern officers on joining [their respective units] are to 

provide themselves with nominal rolls of their troops, half-companies, &c., and are, as soon as 
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possible, to make themselves acquainted with the disposition, character, age, and service of each 

of their men.”
43

  By taking a genuine interest in the latter’s background, particular circumstances, 

attitudes and inclinations, a leader would not only be able to select the leadership practices that 

would have the best effect on his followers, but could also strengthen the team of which he was 

the captain.  On the first score, knowing what approach worked best with each man – to what 

form of power the man would most readily respond (discussed in chapters two and three) – was 

indeed invaluable.  Whereas some required forceful direction, others required no direction at all 

save some simple and general guidance.  Knowing the approach to take with each follower stood 

a leader in better stead and increased his chances of realizing success.  When time and 

circumstances permitted, a leader could adapt his leadership style in such a manner that would 

ultimately exact the most from his followers.  On the second score, treating men with respect and 

dignity, that is, in the way that many expected to be treated, fostered esteem and trust, thereby 

strengthening the bond between leader and follower.  In 1917, Brigadier-General A.W. Taylor 

articulated the broad requirement for a leader to truly know his followers, writing as he did: 

The principal fact for all officers to remember is that the British soldier is not only a human 

being, capable of love or hate, but also that he comes of a race to which anything manly or 

sporting appeals; he likes fair play and respects a strong hand. … Wherefore let all officers, 

both in word and deed, be gentlemen; let them study to be scrupulously fair and just to 

their men, let them study their individual peculiarities and know their private history.  If 

they will do this and treat the soldiers with a real knowledge of their individual characters, 

mutual esteem and regard will be forthcoming, of which the reflection will be good 

behaviour and absence of crime.
44

 

 

A prewar publication intended for newly-joined lieutenants in the Regular Army offered similar 

advice, “Get to know the men, and all their individual peculiarities, as soon as you can.  Men will 

obey and follow an officer whom they know, and who knows them, far more loyally and readily 

than they will a comparative stranger.  This is only human nature.”
45

  Treating soldiers with 

respect and consideration, or in other words as men, certainly went a long way. 
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Such attitudes were not confined to the British Army exclusively.  Lieutenant Joe O’Neill 

(19
th

 Battalion) learned this the hard way in an encounter with Lieutenant-General Arthur Currie.  

Immediately following Passchendaele, O’Neill returned to his battalion after a short spell with a 

British tunnelling company, only to find that the composition of his platoon had changed 

completely owing to an influx of new men, replacements for casualties that had been sustained in 

battle.  While inspecting the battalion, Currie asked O’Neill about his men – their names, where 

they came from, what they did prior to the war and so on.  At a loss given his recent return, 

O’Neill bluffed his way through the probing questions, making up any old name and any old 

occupation that his active imagination would furnish.  When Currie asked the same questions of 

the men themselves, the game was up!  Drawing together all the junior officers of the battalion, 

Currie dressed down O’Neill “from top to bottom” as an object lesson for the other subalterns.  

The general made it clear to his audience that: 

… the real job of a junior officer was to know his men, to understand them, [to] work with 

them and to understand their problems, and to make them understand that he was their 

natural leader.  Above all things, it was up to that officer to know the men personally, and 

[to] know … one man would react to kindness and another man you had to crowd a bit and 

so on.  But we had to get to understand our men. 

 

Once the dust settled, O’Neill reflected on Currie’s tirade and vowed never to be caught in the 

open again.  To this end: 

I soon came to understand that the man was right, that one of the most interesting things in 

life was to know and really like the boys, and … understand them and know their 

problems, and be their natural leader. I must say I never enjoyed anything more in my life. 

 

As a result of his exertions, “my gang,” in his humble and completely biased opinion, was “just a 

solid unit.”
46

 

It was for this reason that superiors were enjoined to carry a small pocket book of some 

type that would allow both military and personal information pertaining to their subordinates to 
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be diligently recorded.  Such documents served a utilitarian purpose by, for instance, tracking 

each man’s accomplishments in terms of his military training and when he had had his last leave.  

Yet, there was often space to record purely personal details such as marital status, occupation 

and religion.  A column for general “remarks” allowed considerable scope for the type of detail 

that might be noted.
47

  The taking of such information allowed a leader to gauge who among his 

followers might need a little extra attention, who could claim a stable or worrisome home life, 

who had someone back in Canada to send him comforts and so forth.  In some instances, having 

taken stock of the soldiers with whom he served, a leader could identify those men who were 

starting to crack under the strain and to take remedial action.
48

  As a section commander, Harry 

Rumney (76
th

 Battalion then 20
th

 Battalion) kept accurate track of the men for whom he was 

responsible.  He informed his family, not without a little surprise, “I have a section book with the 

names & former occupations of #3 Sect[ion] and there is only three of them that weren’t farmers 

or farm labourers.”
49

  Having detailed information on hand would have undoubtedly helped 

Laurence Henderson Gass (165
th

 Siege Battery then 5
th

 Siege Battery), a lieutenant, decide which 

of his men should receive some socks if he was fortunate enough to receive more in a parcel.
50

 

Maintaining a roll book could only go so far in ensuring that a leader really knew his 

followers.  Gaps in knowledge could often be filled through informal conversations and little 

chats when a spare moment arose.  Edward Sawell (21
st
 Battalion) recalled after the war: 

My first duty tour of the front line trenches was quite uneventful.  I was able to get 

firsthand knowledge of many things and I think I got to have a fair understanding of the 

men in the company, especially the men in my own platoon.  I know of no better way to 

find out the true character of any man than during conversations in the small hours of the 

night on front line duty.  Hearts and minds were many times lain [sic] wide open by the 

darkness and sense of pending danger.
51

 

 

Frank Parker Day (185
th

 Battalion then 25
th

 Battalion), had a similar experience: 
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Last night two wounded men came into my place and while I was getting the ambulance I 

talked to them for about an hour and a half. I made a fire out of flares and gave them some 

rum and they talked about [home] and quite forgot their pain.
52

 

 

The dulling effect of both the rum and the warmth may have had something to do with that as 

well!  Immediately before an attack at Passchendaele, Lieutenant Tom Rutherford (4
th

 Battalion 

Canadian Mounted Rifles (CMR)) stood in a trench in the bright sunshine so that he might dry 

himself a little and “talked for a couple of hours to one of my men” to while away the time.
53

 

The injunction against familiarity certainly did not prevent leaders and followers from 

conversing and learning something about the other.  Remaining distant and aloof would not have 

wedded all in a tight, sympathetic relationship. 

Conversations between officers and men often worked in both directions, being of 

immeasurable benefit to both parties.  If the former found out certain details about his soldiers, 

the latter often learned just as much about his superiors.  During a period of rest behind Lens, 

William Ogilvie (74
th

 Battery then 4
th

 Divisional Ammunition Column then 21
st
 Howitzer 

Battery) was afforded “my first real opportunity to get to know my fellow signallers as well as 

other members of the unit and especially the officers.”
54

  James Pedley found that the time spent 

in training accomplished this end too.  When practicing Morse code with his men in the warm 

sunshine of a French spring, the erudite officer found that “We did not learn much code, but we 

got to know one another better.”
55

  Being perceptive and intelligent, each party to the 

conversation undoubtedly looked for clues that suggested the other’s strengths and weaknesses, 

character and disposition.  Such knowledge was more than trivial.  As Will Bird (42
nd

 Battalion) 

once recalled, when picking “a fellow to go out on patrol where you don’t know what you’re 

going to run into[,] you want to be very careful who you pick.”
56

 Chatting about “this” or “that” 

provided an opportunity for such assessments to occur. 
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Oftentimes, though, an officer could take a less-active tact and could learn just as much 

about his men by simply being around them, that is, by osmosis: 

It was funny how every little while you got a snatch here and there about the history of the 

various men – who they were, where they came from, and what they had done before the 

war started – and in a regiment of 650 men you can get a large number of interesting 

characters.
57

 

 

Time spent in one another’s company, whatever the specific activity, naturally allowed leader 

and follower to uncover much about the other.  If that failed, officers could learn about their men 

simply by fulfilling one of their most invasive and time-consuming of duties, censoring their 

men’s mail.  By reading the private thoughts of their men, officers could theoretically come to 

know who had a stable home life, who was depressed (more than was usual!), who had not 

received a parcel, and so on; the absence of letters from certain men might likewise have 

suggested to the observant that something was amiss and required discreet investigation.  Indeed, 

“It can not be denied that through censoring many officers gained a better appreciation of the 

characters and personalities of the men under their command.”
58

 

Knowing one’s subordinates was in many cases a double-edged sword.  Although 

understanding a man on a more personal level was certainly helpful in many respects, it could 

also be a source of grief when that soldier became a casualty, as so many did.  Frank Parker Day 

told his son during the closing months of the war, “When I came to a place where some of our 

men were lying dead I felt very sorry.  One of the men lying there was named Duff [and he] had 

six little children at home and I felt very sorry for them.”
59

  Losing a soldier who was known 

only by rank and surname was probably much easier than losing a soldier who was known as a 

person with a particular life story. 

If short conversations helped elicit the necessary information that would aid an officer in 

his duties, so too did sporting activities.
60

  Athletic pursuits, whether merely recreational or 
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intensely competitive, helped participants of whatever rank come to know one another better.  As 

Harry Bond (72
nd

 Battalion) once observed, “you have to play with fellows as well as work with 

fellows to really understand them.”
61

  Such understanding, accrued through activities that were 

less formal, encouraged the emergence of closer relationships between all.  And certainly the 

army understood the value of sports and its importance to effective leadership.  A pamphlet on 

recreational training issued in late 1917 remarked: 

Officers should take a personal and active interest in the games.  They will thereby ensure 

that they are played in the true sporting spirit and at the same time will increase the bond of 

sympathy between themselves and their men.  They will gain, too, an insight into the 

characters of their men which they could obtain by no other means.  The success of the 

Recreational Training Scheme will depend to a very large extent upon the energy displayed 

in its adoption by the junior officers and N.C.O.s, for it is they who are in closest contact 

with the men, and it is to them the men look for direct leadership.
62

 

 

Sports may have helped to keep the men physically fit or served as a diversion to the monotony 

of military life,
63

 but it also played an essential role in forging followers and leaders into an 

effective team. 

Not surprisingly, strong bonds of affection sometimes developed between officers and 

men given the considerable amount of time that each spent in the company of the other and the 

common experiences that they all shared.  Training, sporting events, spells in the line or any 

other collective activity served to bring soldiers together into a more cohesive whole.  The fact 

that the former also nurtured the latter – providing the necessities of life in much the same 

manner as a mother would for her children – undoubtedly contributed to such feelings of 

attachment as well.  Many officers, as a consequence, claimed their men as their own, often 

referring to them as “my boys.”
64

  Because the bonds that developed between an officer and his 

men were occasionally quite strong, the former wanted to be with the latter at all times, 

especially in battle.  When such could not happen, feelings of disappointment, coupled with 
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anxiety, were often the natural result.  When he was wounded just prior to Amiens and was thus 

unable to take his company that he had been with for some time into battle, Joe O’Neill labeled 

the experience “the biggest disappointment I ever had in my life … a horrible disappointment.”
65

  

When he had to leave the men with whom he had been working for the past six months, Gavin 

Lang Stairs (14
th

 Battalion) tried to move “heaven and earth” so that he could stay with them.
66

  

When he was unable to participate in an attack, L. Howard Johnstone (25
th

 Battalion) lamented, 

“The hardest thing I ever expect to do was staying behind and watching the boys go in for their 

first time ‘over the top.’”
67

  When he collapsed from the sheer exhaustion of battle and fell into a 

deep sleep, Tom Rutherford asked where his men were immediately upon waking and 

endeavoured to get back to them as quickly as he could.
68

  In coming to know their men, and 

caring for them as well, some officers developed exceedingly strong bonds of attachment. 

With this being said, the requirement to know one’s subordinates could at times be very 

difficult to realize.  During sustained operations, as during the Last 100 Days, or after 

particularly costly battles, like Ypres, the Somme, Vimy or Passchendaele, new officers and men 

joined battalions and batteries in significant numbers in order to make good the losses.  In 

recording his wartime experiences, John Diefenbaker (196
th

 (Western Universities) Battalion and 

19
th

 Reserve Battalion), a future prime minister, wrote with perhaps an air of slight exaggeration 

that “Young officers would leave today to appear in the casualty lists the day after tomorrow.”
69

  

Nearly every Canadian soldier who spent any time at the front offered comment in his personal 

writings on how significant the casualties at a particular point had been and that the unit to which 

he belonged would never again be the same because it contained so many new faces.  Frontline 

infantry battalions possessed a chameleon-like character.  Thomas Dalton Johnston (5
th

, 6
th

 and 

8
th

 Battalions CMR) informed his wife, “This last show has given me a lot of strangers to get 
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acquainted with, but I’m getting used to it now.”
70

  Gavin Lang Stairs recalled in a letter home 

that replacements “will leave the old regiment sadly changed – a new generation of officers.”
71

 

With such a high rate of turnover, and often faced with yet another impending attack, it was 

almost impossible for officers and men to come to know one another in any detail beyond rank 

and surname; uncovering each other’s life stories would simply have to wait until a calmer time, 

that is of course if each party to the relationship survived.  In such situations, where there simply 

was not the time for the paternalistic ethic to facilitate the establishment of strong teams, an 

officer would have to rely on other means to encourage his men to follow him (discussed in 

chapters two, three and four).  Paternalism was an ideal to be attempted and could not always be 

fully realized in every situation.  When life at the front was quiet and casualties low, officers had 

a greater opportunity to exercise the paternalistic ethic in respect of their men, but when 

casualties were high, whether owing to the pace of operations or merely attrition, it is likely that 

circumstances ensured that it received somewhat less emphasis. 

Defending the Men 

Protecting one’s men against higher authorities was a de facto element of paternalism.  

An officer was expected, not by the army itself but rather by his men, to defend their interests 

against the encroachments of others.  Just as a lieutenant endeavoured to provide all the material 

goods that his soldiers required, he also ensured, to the best of his ability, that they were neither 

abused nor exploited by his peers or superiors.  Such must have been an awkward and difficult 

position to occupy – being responsible for carrying out the orders and wishes of those soldiers set 

above him, yet at the same time being compelled to ensure that he and his subordinates were as 

tightly knit as possible, which defending against unreasonableness would certainly help 

accomplish.  Deflecting “challenges” to his men’s welfare undoubtedly called for an officer to 
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possess a good deal of moral courage, either some tactful delicacy or blatant assertiveness, and a 

little foresight in order to anticipate the likely consequences of acting aggressively or doing 

nothing at all. 

Arthur Turner (50
th

 Battalion) recorded the dynamics of just such an incident in his diary 

in early May 1918.  Waking one morning, he and his mates were duly informed that their CO, 

Lieutenant-Colonel Lionel Frank Page, would inspect them shortly.  Before that, however, 

another senior officer, Major Wesley John Eveleigh, would conduct his own inspection to ensure 

that they were in fact well prepared.  Because the men were caked with mud, the first inspection 

went poorly. Despite the explanation offered by the platoon commander, “that none of us had 

had time to clean up, and that we were still wet through,” the major told the men to return for yet 

another inspection after properly cleaning their uniforms.  In the interval between the two 

inspections, the men worked furiously, their officer even pitching in to help his soldiers where he 

could.  Turner recalled, “I was able to clean my tunic, and brass buttons, and badges, but from 

my knees down I was wet through, and could’nt [sic] get the mud off.  Even my Officer helped 

me. He cleaned my boots, while I tryed [sic] to get the mud off my putties.”  The major inspected 

the men for the second time and, finding them little better than before, threatened to charge all 

and sundry, “to put us all on the Peg” as it were.  Immediately, the lieutenant “spoke right up to 

him,” telling the major that he had worked with the men all morning and that the mud would 

simply not come off.  That seemed to satisfy the major, but when the CO inspected the men, he 

told them that they were “a disgrace to the Regiment.”  The impact of his words was predictable.  

“That did it,” Turner recalled.  “We never forgave Col. Page for that.”  The man that the 

battalion all thought so much of “went down in our estimation.  He must have known that he was 

asking the impossible.”
72

  In this one particular instance, the lieutenant confronted his brother 
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officer and endeavoured to protect his men from what they all believed to be a degree of 

unreasonableness.  The fact that he seems to have been only partially successful was not the 

point; the fact that he stood up for his men, and in the process risked censure himself, was.  

Far from being completely passive, men throughout the entire chain of command 

occasionally stood up for themselves (or others) and pushed back against peers and superiors 

alike.  Such an approach could not be employed every time something proved disagreeable, but 

at certain key moments it proved an effective tool whereby interests could be protected and, in 

extreme cases, individualism could be asserted.  Any number of other examples reveal that 

leaders often protected their followers from the unreasonableness of others and even sometimes 

from themselves.  Like Eveleigh above, Oscar Erickson (78
th

 Battalion) inspected the men of his 

platoon before the CO, who was known as a stickler for “spit and polish,” had an opportunity to 

look the men over and confront those who did not live up to his exacting standards.
73

  At 

Passchendaele, Archie Brown, a corporal, carried the rifle of a man who wanted to throw it 

away, an action the army would not have looked too kindly upon whether he was in the presence 

of the enemy or not.
74

  When Charles Riddell (127
th

 Battalion) shaved his moustache off and 

found himself “up for office,” his lieutenant rescued him by telling the CO that he needed him; 

whether the officer truly needed Riddell, his mounted orderly, or whether he thought the 

regulation was simply pedantic, is unknown.
75

  And the list could go on.  Being paternal was so 

much more than simply seeing to the physical needs of the men. 

Sympathy and Personality 

Notwithstanding the need to ensure that their men were as prepared for their duties as 

possible, both physically and psychologically, some officers evinced a profound sympathy with 

their soldiers that seemed to stem not from brief lectures and impersonal publications, the 
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favoured means of instruction in a mass army, but rather from their genuinely kind personality.  

An officer might act in a paternal manner simply because he identified with and internalized his 

men’s plight, not necessarily because he had been earlier instructed to ensure their welfare.  Only 

one month prior to the attack at Vimy, for instance, Gilbert Howland (38
th

 Battalion) complained 

bitterly in a letter to his wife about a “show,” an inspection, which had been put on for the 

benefit of Canada’s Prime Minister, Sir Robert Borden.  The officer felt exceedingly sorry for his 

men who had to endure six hours of “just standing about” in a biting cold.  Because the “men 

have it quite hard enough as it is” and were going through much already in their training for the 

upcoming assault, Howland wrote in a fit of frustration that he wished that the people who 

believed that the men had unlimited endurance would serve in the ranks for a spell as that would 

make them appreciate what the men had to do and tolerate.  If they really wanted to see a 

“show,” he continued somewhat tongue-in-cheek, they could see one in the frontline!  Although 

he could do little for them in the moment, Howland’s sympathy for his men was clearly 

unmistakeable.
76

  The army attracted all types, some of whom required instruction in the 

paternalistic ethic and others who appear to have possessed a warm disposition that perhaps 

encouraged them to be that way from the very outset. 

Even though paternalism served a number of “ulterior” motives – increasing morale so 

that fighting efficiency might thereby be improved for instance – it is hard to escape the 

conclusion that certain officers helped some of their men for no other reason than they wished to 

do the latter a good turn.  Some officers seemingly went well beyond what was expected of 

them.  It is entirely possible that the relationship that prevailed between leader and follower 

bordered on friendship and transcended the injunction against familiarity (see immediately 

below).  In some situations, it would seem, an officer’s paternalistic leanings were more personal 
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than functional in that he looked out for his men because it gave him a sense of pleasure rather 

than because it would hopefully realize a purely military goal.  In mid-1918, just before the 

opening of the Last 100 Days, Thomas Raddall (8
th

 Battalion) wrote to some of his men who 

were prisoners of war in Holland.  “It was a very pleasant surprise to receive a letter from you,” 

one of his men replied.  “I fully appreciate the kindness you have shewn [sic] in writing as I 

know the difficulties in writing under the present conditions.”
77

  It could never be said that he at 

least was not committed to his soldiers.  In like manner, while recovering from serious wounds 

as a prisoner of war in Germany, Douglas Cunnington (50
th

 Battalion) attempted to ensure that a 

few of his men received decorations for their conduct during the engagement in which he was 

captured.  He wrote to a brother officer of his battalion who was still serving in France and asked 

him to push the matter through the proper channels on his, and his men’s, behalf.  In the end, 

three Military Medals were awarded.
78

  He too cared for his men.  In both instances, the officers 

did not have to do what they did, but they must have felt compelled to undertake their respective 

tasks owing to their kindly disposition.  Had they decided to remain silent, nothing probably 

would ever have been said. 

The Limits of Paternalism 

Paternalism definitely had its limits; leaders did not always do what was in the best 

interest of their followers despite being obliged to see to their well-being at all times.  Since 

other “things” were occasionally at stake, the requirement to ensure welfare did not 

automatically mean that the men always came first or that every individual got what he needed or 

wanted in all circumstances.  Although paternalism may have justified a particular action – by 

doing x, for instance, the men’s efficiency would thereby increase – sometimes other “things” 
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simply took precedence, thus making individual needs a distant second.  The paternalistic ethic 

truly included an element of “tough love.”   

An officer could at times be torn between the welfare of his men and the larger issues that 

were at play, such as the continued integrity of his unit as a fighting force or success on the 

battlefield; the latter naturally took priority over the former.  When Fred Stitt (19
th

 Battalion) was 

wounded at St. Eloi and a friend wanted to accompany him to the rear in order to ensure that he 

received proper medical attention, an officer stopped the would-be companion from leaving the 

front because the battalion needed all the strength that they could muster in the line.
79

 At Ypres 

in April 1915, Frank Walker (Canadian Army Medical Corps (CAMC)) and his mate, both of 

whom were stretcher bearers but who were now responsible for the delivery of rations, “pleaded” 

with their officer to be allowed to go forward with the other medics to help the men who were 

obviously suffering.   Because no one else was available to see that the men were fed, he denied 

their request.
80

  Additionally, J.H. MacArthur (7
th

 Battalion) refused his men additional rum 

before a trench raid as he believed that soldiers did not perform well if they had had too much.  

The success of the enterprise was more important than an extra tot, even though the raiders were 

keen on having it.  Promising that they could have all that they could drink when (and if!) they 

got back, he later had to scrounge far and wide in order to ensure that his men got their due, that 

he lived up to his promise.
81

   On occasion, a leader had to protect his followers from themselves.  

Even though leaders were enjoined to be paternal, circumstances arose on occasion that simply 

took priority. 

Paternalism also had other limits.  When officers received instruction on how best to 

ensure welfare, they were informed at the same time never to become familiar with their men.  

An officer was expected to maintain a certain distance from his soldiers so as to reinforce his 
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position as their leader.  At the end of the day, he was supposed to be their superior, not their 

friend.  Basing his comments on his earlier experience with the British Army, Brigadier-General 

A.W. Taylor stressed in his publication, “Towards the men of the Battalion, officers should 

conduct themselves with that courtesy which is always due from one soldier to another, answer 

their salutes distinctly, and abstain from strong language, but they must not on any account be 

familiar.”
82

  At a Royal School of Instruction in Halifax, Lieutenant-Colonel Denis Benjamin 

Papineau (The Royal Canadian Regiment) likewise made it known to the officer cum students 

that they “must not be familiar with the instructors or the men.”
83

  Canadian officers certainly 

took such directions to heart.  Recovering in hospital from wounds received at Courcelette, 

Company Sergeant-Major (CSM) Lou Verdon (21
st
 Battalion) received a letter from Major 

Herbert Walters Cooper, one of his officers, informing him that he had been recommended for 

the Distinguished Conduct Medal; the major also implored the sergeant-major to “Let me hear 

from you occasionally.”  The word “occasionally” is of seminal importance.  Although the 

officer took an interest in one of his men, and in so doing exercised the paternalistic ethic, he was 

sure to maintain a certain distance and to thereby prevent familiarity.  While the officer would 

not mind the odd letter now and then from his senior-most NCO, he made it clear that he did not 

want to become his pen pal, his intimate or his confidant.
84

  Being too close to the men, so 

military authorities believed, might threaten a leader’s legitimate position and his power over 

them.  The men, so the reasoning went, could not be friendly with their superior in one instance 

and then obey them unhesitatingly in the next, especially when their orders required the 

performance of unsavory or dangerous tasks.
85

  As will be seen, however, some leaders violated 

this injunction and became quite friendly with their subordinates, such closeness apparently not 

having a serious impact on either discipline or performance. 
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Communal Nature 

Paternalism was oftentimes a community affair.  No matter how much an officer wanted 

to see to the welfare and comfort of his men, there was only so much that he could do when the 

goods that would ultimately be of benefit were in short supply.  Good intentions were often 

frustrated by adverse circumstances.  As a consequence, officers frequently wrote home to 

Canada and asked a wife, a friend, a mother or the ladies of a local congregation to send a 

particular commodity in a particular quantity, either to him for distribution or directly to the men 

themselves.  The fact that their officer had gone out of his way for their benefit, as had his 

acquaintances back home, was usually recognized by the grateful recipients.  When one CSM 

received socks that his officer had had one of his female relations send overseas, probably his 

sister, he felt compelled to thank her, by way of a personal letter, for her (and indirectly his 

lieutenant’s) largesse.  He wrote that he would continue to have “fond memories … both towards 

him & his lady friends who do so thoughtfully do their little bit towards the comfort of the boys.”  

With evident regret, he continued, “I only wish we had more officers like him & shall be awful 

sorry to have to go to the front & leave him behind.”
86

 

Other officers were no less conscientious or generous.  Coningsby Dawson (CFA) tried to 

secure homemade items for his gunners, “If any of your friends are making things for soldiers, I 

wish you’d get them to send them to this battery, as they would be gratefully accepted by the 

men.”
87

  Samuel Boyd Anderson (8
th

 Battery) looked for reading material to help his men pass 

the idle hours, of which there apparently was no shortage, “Your magazines that you sent are just 

the thing.  The boys read magazines years old.  I hear them asking for magazines every day.  So 

if you can send them magazines we will greatly appreciate them.”
88

  Around Christmas time, 

Laurie Gass asked his mother to send a little something to both his batman (in appreciation for 
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his good services, which was not uncommon as chapter five will relate) and to a Russian soldier 

in his sub-section (whom, it was known, would not receive anything in the way of parcels at this 

festive time of year).  In due course, his mother sent some fruitcake and chocolate to the second, 

and probably some socks to the first.  Both men later approached Gass and ask him to convey 

their appreciation to his mother for her kindness.
89

  In every instance, each officer did more than 

what was expected of him, for the army certainly did not require its officers to rely on their 

individual relations to help them in their paternal responsibilities.  Seeing to the welfare of the 

men truly required a little resourcefulness now and then.  Not every officer looked to Canada for 

goods that would aid his men, but many did.  Again, paternalism was a way of thinking, not 

necessarily a fixed checklist to be followed by rote. 

“Others” and Paternalism  

The term “paternalism” instantly brings to mind the image of a well-intentioned subaltern 

caring for the men of his platoon amidst the mud and wreckage of the front.  Indeed, most of the 

evidence that is found in contemporary documents relates to such interactions, whether from the 

perspective of the former or the latter.  Given that a platoon commander was the closest officer to 

the men – a company commander or commanding officer, by contrast, had less contact with the 

soldiers given their different responsibilities – it is not surprising to find that most acts of 

paternalism occurred within this singular nexus.  Yet, not to be forgotten either, NCOs and senior 

officers alike often cared for the men over whom they were set in much the same manner as did 

the conscientious lieutenant.  Paternalism was truly widespread and frequently found expression 

throughout the entire chain of command; it was, in other words, a practice that was not confined 

to one type of relationship alone.  The need to “look out” for one another, again in the interest of 

ensuring welfare and fighting spirit, was not bounded by rank.  What must be remembered as 
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well is that soldiers at different rank levels had different paternalistic responsibilities: whereas a 

lieutenant, a platoon commander, might ensure that the men of his platoon were well fed, a 

lieutenant-colonel, a commanding officer, might ensure that his entire battalion could take 

advantage of nearby baths as nothing was as invigorating as being (relatively) clean. 

Officers were not the sole practitioners of the paternalistic ethic.  For NCOs, the 

principles of paternalism may not necessarily have been couched in the same terms as they were 

for young lieutenants, nor did they necessarily receive formal instruction in paternalism either, 

but the general concept seems to have applied equally to soldiers both with and without a 

commission.  A man at the lowest rung of the ladder therefore benefitted from the ministrations 

of both officers and NCOs.  Any number of examples serve to illustrate the point.  As a sergeant, 

Gordon Howard (18
th

 Battery) made sure that his men were fed prior to removing some vehicles 

and guns that were clogging the Arras-Lens road following the successful attack at Vimy.  The 

exhausted gunners, it might be added, had to be roused in the middle of a frosty night when the 

message ordering the removal of the impedimenta arrived and the battery sergeant-major (BSM) 

“appeared unable to decide what to do.”
90

  As a private in a pioneer section, Ernest Jasper Spilett 

(46
th

 Battalion) was sent by his sergeant to the transport lines in order to rest because he had just 

recently completed three back-to-back round trips to the front hauling supplies of one type or 

another.
91

  As a private, a signaller, Arthur Lapointe (22
nd

 Battalion) was ordered to report for 

duty to 5
th

 Brigade Headquarters (HQ) at Passchendaele.  He was more than pleased when, upon 

waking in the corner of a captured German pillbox after collapsing from exhaustion, he 

discovered that his corporal had saved some rations for him and that he would not go hungry as a 

consequence.
92

  The fact that NCOs acted paternally toward their subordinates should come as 
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no surprise for the work of the former was also intended, like a lieutenant interacting with his 

men, to ensure and ultimately retain the fighting strength of the latter.
93

 

The phrase “officers looked out for their men” requires some clarification.  Although 

lieutenants secured certain items for the soldiers of their platoons, it was often their NCOs who 

actually saw to the distribution of any such goods.  In some situations officers had direct and 

immediate contact with their men, while in others it was through an intermediary.  Recalling 

Passchendaele, George Lefler (72
nd

 Battalion) related that prior to an attack, his officer came 

around the jumping-off trench on two separate occasions and told him, first, that the rations were 

“up,” and then later, that the rum was “up” too.  Both times, as a sergeant, Lefler had his 

corporals and lance-corporals retrieve the precious commodities from the dump and then 

distribute them to the men of their individual sections.
94

  The officer made sure that his men were 

fed and watered, but maintained a certain distance, probably because he was attending to other 

responsibilities preparatory to the impending attack.  In the end, through the act of distribution, 

the bond between the junior NCOs and their men, which was much stronger than even the bond 

between the men and their officer, given that a private had more contact with his corporal than 

with his lieutenant, was undoubtedly reinforced and strengthened.
95

 

Given their elevated rank, and thus the greater number of men that fell under their 

purview, senior officers had noticeably more scope for the exercise of paternalism; both the 

commissioned and non-commissioned might therefore benefit from their kindness.  Despite the 

many privileges that belonged to their station, junior officers were much more able than were 

their men to care for themselves and to look out for their own interests, yet they still appreciated, 

like those beneath them, a kindly turn done by another for their benefit.  Serving with the 

artillery in Northern Russia, Lieutenant John Douglas Winslow (68
th

 Battery) recalled in a letter 
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to his mother at the end of January 1919 that he was now some distance from the guns as “The 

Major seems to think I needed a rest so he sent me back here.”
96

  His continual service – 

Winslow had already been wounded in France – had apparently sapped his energy and will.  

Lieutenant Edward Sawell remembered that his company commander, Captain Percy 

Brocklebank, managed the duties in his company somewhat differently than did his peers in 

order that each of his officers “would get sufficient time off duty to have a real rest.”
97

  Perhaps 

drawing on their earlier service as lieutenants, some senior officers continued to act paternally 

toward their commissioned subordinates.  It was not for nothing that the paternal Major-General 

Archibald Cameron Macdonnell (GOC 7
th

 Canadian Infantry Brigade and then GOC 1
st
 

Canadian Infantry Division) was known by many simply as “Daddy.”
98

  Henry Edward Burstall 

(GOC Royal Artillery and then GOC 2
nd

 Canadian Infantry Division) had a similar reputation for 

ensuring the welfare of his soldiers.
99

 

The paternalistic ethic also found expression between senior officers and the non-

commissioned.  Paternal interactions between soldiers of quite divergent rank were less common 

than paternal exchanges between soldiers of more similar rank for the simple reason that a senior 

officer could rely on his junior officers to ensure that the men were well-attended to and in 

fighting form.  Even though captains, majors and lieutenant-colonels could rely on their 

subordinate officers for the efficient exercise of paternalism – whose duty it more properly was 

in the first place – many did not completely abrogate the responsibility for providing care.  Prior 

to a raid, Corporal George McKean (14
th

 Battalion), who would later go on to become one of 

Canada’s most highly decorated soldiers of the Great War (V.C., M.C., M.M.) felt “dizzy” and not a 

little “ill and feverish.”  When he collapsed, either the battalion’s CO or second-in-command (it 

is unclear who it was exactly) “forbade my taking any further part in the operations” until he 
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returned to some semblance of health.
100

  Although perhaps thinking more about the raid itself 

and the lives of the raiders, the officer in question surely had McKean’s best interests in mind.  

When rations could not reach the men of the 4
th

 Battalion at Ypres, its CO, Lieutenant-Colonel 

Arthur Percival Birchall, “divided his own portion between his men.”
101

  Paternalism, then, 

seems to have occurred with some frequency between all, regardless of rank, although most 

instances occurred within the confines of the junior officer-man relationship. 

The Positive Impact of Paternalism 

That paternalism had a positive effect overall is beyond doubt.  Officers laid the 

foundations for success by seeing to their men’s needs and welfare.  Such attention bolstered 

morale at times and, in turn, undoubtedly aided in the creation of fighting spirit.  So difficult was 

life at the front that any creature comforts, no matter how seemingly trivial, could have a 

profound impact on the mood of the men.  Harold Baldwin (5
th

 Battalion) remembered that 

during a particularly hard march “a hot drink of tea, some food and a rest of one hour revived us 

somewhat.”
102

  Arthur Hickson (115
th

 Battalion then 26
th

 Battalion) noted similarly, “To be 

warm and dry with lice under control was happiness, and if at the same time one had a bellyfull 

[sic] of oeufs, patates, et vin ordinaire [eggs, potatoes and table wine] that was ecstasy.”
103

  

Officers who provided similar luxuries in the line witnessed identical results.  While it is 

impossible to attribute “that” particular success on the battlefield to “this” singular paternal act, it 

seems reasonable to suggest, taking the long and comprehensive view, that followers were much 

more committed to the tasks at hand when their leaders were first committed to the exercise of 

the paternalistic ethic, that is, when they were committed to them.  Soldiers would surely be 

more effective, either in training or in actions against the enemy, when they were well-rested, 
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generally content, well-fed, and both warm and dry (as far as soldiers at the front could be on all 

accounts).  The reverse, as will become apparent, was also true.   

A simple change in circumstances could have a profound impact on the spirit of the men.  

The effect on the PPCLI, for instance, of leaving wet tents and going into warm billets at 

Winchester when the regiment was attached to the British Army in the early days of the war was 

nothing short of “magical.”  As “Bobbie Burns,” the regimental mascot, observed, “My boys all 

worked with a will that was surprising.  Instead of the grouch that had been becoming chronic, it 

was a case of mirth and song, and those who couldn’t sing – and God knows how many soldiers 

there are with no ear for melody! – tried to, anyway.”
104

  Indeed, “The coming billets were 

ushering in a new day!”
105

  A similar transformation occurred in the field.  When some men of 

the Royal Canadian Dragoons (RCD) were “billeted in a large empty house where they had 

unusually comfortable quarters,” they “were soon quite at home and very much contented.”
106

  

When some signallers in the artillery were moved from cold tents to warm huts, “This made 

quite a difference to our morale, which couldn’t have been much lower.”
107

  A leader who did 

what he could to improve his men’s accommodation, that is, who acted paternally toward them 

in this respect, was oftentimes the beneficiary of a more contented and perhaps more efficient 

soldiery. 

But seeing to the men’s other needs had an equally beneficial effect too.  At the ranges at 

Lydd, when training to go to France, Laurie Gass observed that “The men have such terribly 

heavy hard work [so] it makes a big difference if they are well fed.”
108

  Similarly, when Walter 

Bapty (CAMC) corrected some deficiencies in the amount of food that his soldiers received, “our 

men were able to accomplish more work and their morale was improved.”
109

  A tired sergeant 

who had been sent back to the lines for a short rest by his major duly returned to the battery 
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refreshed and ready to go again.
110

  Officers did not engage in paternalism simply for the sake of 

paternalism, but rather to make their men more efficient and effective; its practice could not 

automatically guarantee leaders of productive soldiers, but it certainly helped in realizing that all-

important end.  Indeed, as E.L.M. Burns (CE) noted: 

Of course, good officers paid attention to what the men were grousing about, and if there 

were reasonable grounds for it the officer tried to put it right.  The men did not usually 

expect more than this; they knew that in war everything could be expected to go wrong, 

and often did.
111

 

 

Failures of Paternalism 

Leaders were encouraged to be paternal, directly by the army and indirectly by their 

followers who responded positively to acts of kindness.  For whatever reason, however, some 

officers and NCOs failed to take the concept to heart and the soldiers for whom they were 

responsible suffered as a consequence.  Not every leader was paternal, and it would be naïve to 

think that they all were.  In such a large army as that raised by Canada during the Great War, it is 

not surprising to find that not everyone acted along similar lines despite a heavy emphasis on 

uniformity.   

A large number of examples illustrate the positive dimension of paternalism, yet an equal 

number demonstrate the opposite.  Travelling from Valcartier to Salisbury Plains at the start of 

the war, William Peden (8
th

 Battalion) encountered one such individual for whom paternalism 

was not his personal mantra.  He remembered: 

How we fared for food I have little recollection, but I do remember one incident when the 

orderly officer came around one morning asking ‘Any Complaints.’  I told him the 

porridge was burned, sticking his finger into my mess tin and licking it off, smacking his 

lips, replied ‘I like that burned taste,’ after that I had no complaints.
112

 

 

Perhaps the fact that the men for whom he was responsible as orderly officer were not 

particularly close to him, unlike a platoon commander and his soldiers, accounts for his lack of 
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concern over the legitimate answer that he received to his obligatory, and seemingly perfunctory, 

question.  Quite possibly, in some circumstances, the strength of the paternalistic ethic varied 

according to the formal relationship that prevailed between leader and follower, that an officer 

who was directly responsible for certain soldiers was inclined to be more paternal toward them 

than an officer who was somewhat removed and related only tangentially.  Such would indeed 

seem to be the case if the following exchange is any evidence: a veterinary officer once told the 

men of the 19
th

 Battalion’s transport section, in so many words, that good horses and mules were 

difficult to come by, so all such beasts of burden should be well cared for; men, on the other 

hand, at least in the early days of the war, were more common, the obvious implication being 

that they could be somewhat neglected as they could easily be replaced!
113

 

With that being said, there were some officers who failed to act paternally toward the 

men for whom they were directly responsible.  When No. 7 (Queen’s) Canadian General 

Hospital moved from Egypt to France in mid-1916, Bert MacKenzie found himself continually 

loading, and then unloading, the unit’s equipment and supplies.  He recalled in a letter home, 

with evident frustration and anger: 

We worked our heads off at this and had had nothing to eat since noon the day before 

except a few hardtack [biscuits] some of us happened to save from that meal.  By noon we 

were beginning to feel pretty weak.  Such a thing was a military crime on the part of the 

men who were supposed to be looking after our welfare.  But of course these same men 

being their own jury as in all such cases against privates it was criminal only in theory.
114

 

 

His comments are telling – not only do they indicate that the exercise of paternalism was far 

from universal, but they also reveal that the men in the ranks held very explicit expectations of 

the men set over them.  While it is true that there may have been a very good reason for the 

soldiers not to be fed – perhaps rations had not been allocated to the hospital yet, or perhaps 

higher authorities were unaware that the hospital was on its way, both possibilities occurred on 
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occasion – MacKenzie suggests that the men expected a degree of care from their officers.  For 

the tired labourers, some food and a short rest would surely have worked wonders. 

The successful exercise of paternalism seems to have had a positive impact on the men; 

officers who cared for their soldiers evidently made them a little more content and committed.  

Yet, the reverse was also true.  The unsuccessful exercise of paternalism seems to have had a 

negative impact on the men; officers who did not care for their soldiers evidently made them a 

little more frustrated and indifferent.  Just as a leader could more easily meet with success with 

men who were generally motivated, it could be jeopardized with men who were anything but.   

That failures in paternalism had a negative impact on morale is beyond doubt.  In one of 

his two postwar memoirs, Wilfred Kerr (CFA) recalled one major for whom the paternalistic 

ethic did not ring strong at all.  The officer in question, in order to provide the required return to 

brigade, ultimately stole blankets from his men.  In response, the robbed soldiers hid what 

precious blankets remained, with many never forgiving either him or his underhanded actions.  

The major would have undoubtedly found it difficult to get much effort and enthusiasm out of 

these men in the future.  Better it would have been for him to concoct a plausible story that 

accounted for the “loss” of the blankets, or in other words to protect his men against the inanities 

of higher authority, than to deprive them of one of the few items that aided in the maintenance of 

their comfort.
115

  Other failures of paternalism also had negative repercussions.  Perceptive and 

articulate, Donald Fraser (31
st
 Battalion) recorded in his memoir that the men were not happy 

when shelter could not be secured, that the lack of necessities oftentimes dulled enthusiasm, and 

that bad handling, such as the failure to make proper arrangements for the men, often put them in 

bad humour.
116

  A leader of whatever rank would surely have found it difficult to get much effort 

out of disgruntled soldiers such as these. 
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The requirement that a superior look after his subordinates was absolute; when care in all 

of its sundry dimensions was not forthcoming, consequences of one sort or another resulted.  

Glen Bannerman (PPCLI) remembered years after the war that a man got “bawled out in no 

small terms” if he didn’t look after his men.
117

 More seriously, the army relieved certain officers 

of their command if they were found negligent.  Keith Campbell Macgowan (131
st
 Battalion then 

47
th

 Battalion) informed his mother in early January 1917 that a court of enquiry had found that 

Lieutenant-Colonel James Davis Taylor, the CO of the 131
st
 Battalion, “had not looked after his 

[battalion] properly when they first arrived” in England since he, his senior major and adjutant 

frequently “adjourned to the mess and had drinks and never went out to see how the men were 

doing.”  As a consequence, “he went home a thoroughly discredited man.”
118

  While Taylor was 

undoubtedly returned to Canada for additional reasons above and beyond his lack of paternalistic 

ethic, the fact that he neglected his men must have counted for something in his dismissal.  To be 

sure, the public “shaming” of another for not being paternal, whether that “shaming” took the 

form of a dressing-down or a complete dismissal, sent a very strong and clear message to those 

officers who remained, the message of course being that the men came first and that being 

paternal was de rigueur.   

Sundry Considerations 

 

For the conscientious officer, paternalism could be an expensive proposition indeed.  

Faced with the requirement to keep their men relatively content in an atmosphere where 

happiness could at times be elusive, many officers used their own money to buy their men little 

luxuries, or in some cases, necessaries.  The army certainly did not expect its commissioned and 

non-commissioned leaders to provide for their men out of their own pocket, yet many did so on 

their own initiative and of their own volition.  Perhaps the generous understood that largesse 
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could bring about significant results, that it was better to have contented soldiers rather than a 

slightly inflated pocketbook.  Soon after Passchendaele, Keith Campbell Macgowan noted with 

some disgust in a letter home: 

We were marched about 5 or 6 miles to the rear for the first night and Bailey and I 

managed to get nearly all the company on lorries.  I tipped the drivers of the trucks I took 

over, 20 francs which equal about $4.00.  It is a continual round of small outlay in order to 

help the men along and the majority of them do not appreciate what is done for them at 

all.
119

 

 

Some of his soldiers may have been a little self-interested and oblivious, but others, the minority, 

were decidedly appreciative that their officer had taken an interest in them and their condition.  

Such frustrations, however, did not stop Macgowan a few months later from paying for one of 

his cooks to take some culinary training.
120

 

Other officers were no less generous.  At a mess meeting on board the Empress of Japan, 

officers of the 260
th

 Battalion subscribed $2.00 each for the purchase, engraving and distribution 

of a gold medal for the tug-of-war team as a prize.
121

  At Christmas time, officers of the 5
th

 

Canadian Siege Battery provided funds for the purchase of traditional eatables – turkey, plum 

pudding and so forth – so that the men could have an enjoyable Christmas dinner.
122

  At a pub in 

the English countryside, two officers of the 67
th

 Battalion treated the men of the signal and scout 

sections to a glass of ale; the men treated themselves to many more afterwards, with unfortunate 

consequences being the predictable result.
123

  Such munificence on the part of officers toward 

their men not only took some of the rougher edges off of military life, but also, it seems 

reasonable to conclude, made the men somewhat more content and thus easier to handle.  Little 

“things” – a satisfying holiday meal, an occasional pint, a prize medal – undoubtedly helped to 

cement, or perhaps even initially create, those feelings of respect that would ultimately make 

orders more likely to be followed when the time came, as it inevitably would. 
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If the requirement to be paternal caused some officers to dip into their own funds for the 

benefit of their men, it likewise encouraged others to disregard formal instructions for the same 

purpose.  Far from being absolute exemplars of military discipline – additional examples of the 

same will appear in the chapters that follow – men holding commissioned rank occasionally 

prioritized the welfare of their soldiers over some of the many regulations that ostensibly served 

to keep all in check; NCOs were no different in this regard either.  At Amiens, when the rum for 

the attacking troops arrived too late for an individual and proper issue, Frederick George 

Thompson (78
th

 Battalion) realized that “the only thing we could do with it was [to] break all the 

rules and fill every water bottle within range.”  His men would have their rum one way or the 

other, especially in this battle of battles.  After the war, Thompson mused that “so many of our 

rules were so stupid” and that there was a “huge difference between actual experience and field 

service regulations.”
124

  Some dictates that made eminent sense in theory during peacetime often 

fell short, well short, when exposed to the harsh reality of life at the front during wartime.  In 

much the same vein, although soldiers were allowed but a single tot of rum each day, usually 

measured with the nose cap from a shell, some officers occasionally plied their men with 

additional “doses.”  Immediately prior to being relieved in the frontline, Stephen Pike (26
th

 

Battalion) and all the other men of his platoon received a second drink from their officer, a 

situation, not surprisingly, “‘that suited me alright.’”
125

  And finally, when some of the men of 

the 38
th

 Battalion desired fresh meat instead of the salted variety that they had been forced to 

enjoy for the past week, Sergeant John Edward “Jack” McGarity stole a small pig from a 

darkened French farmhouse. “No time was lost in getting it cut up and in a bucket over a small 

fire in a dugout.”  While the men waited around eagerly for the sergeant to work his magic – he 

was, after all, a farmer’s son – some German minenwerfers exploded nearby and promptly upset 
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the whole works.  Although no one was hurt, the men suffered the ultimate injustice of having 

their appetites whetted but not satisfied.
126

  What the above examples reveal is that leaders 

sometimes disregarded minor regulations – in these cases against drinking and theft – in order to 

provide their men with something more.  Dispensing additional tots of rum or stealing a pig from 

an apparently abandoned farmhouse were low-level activities that would come to the attention of 

higher military authorities only in exceptional circumstances; their relatively innocuous nature 

and their potentially significant impact probably encouraged each leader to place the paternalistic 

ethic above such “lesser” military laws. 

Final Thoughts 

In a lengthy and articulate address early in 1918 to members of the Canada Life 

Assurance Company, Archdeacon Henry John Cody, a future president of the University of 

Toronto, attempted to account for Canada’s war record during the past year.  For the nation 

specifically, 1917 had been marked most notably by the costly victories at Vimy and 

Passchendaele, victories that had done much to encourage Canada’s coming of age.  For the 

Allies more generally, however, 1917 had been difficult, an annus horribilis, with the Russian 

Army dropping out of the great enterprise by reason of revolution and with the continued 

reliability of the French Army as a fighting force being thrown into question by reason of 

mutiny.  The outlook was somewhat less than encouraging.  Cody attributed much of Canada’s 

success thus far to the brotherly spirit that prevailed between men of all ranks.  In his opinion, 

this intangible truly counted for much.  Speaking frankly, he offered: 

The Canadian Corps is one of the greatest fighting machines in Europe.  It is a great 

fighting machine because it is so much more than a machine; for one of the outstanding 

characteristics of the Canadian Army Corps [sic] is that it is so intensely human, that there 

is so much of camaraderie in it, that the officers and men feel keenly that they are of the 

same flesh and blood, and care for one another and trust one another. 
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Continuing in the same vein, he observed further: 

 

They were not merely men whom he commanded but brothers whom he loved.  That spirit 

of brotherhood, of mutual trustfulness, the spirit of initiative and resourcefulness, marks 

the whole Canadian Corps and has made possible its wonderful achievements during the 

past year.
127

 

 

Paternalism, it seems, had much to do with this.  When practiced successfully, it led to the 

qualities that Cody enumerated; when it operated less smoothly, or not at all, such qualities 

undoubtedly found expression difficult. 

And certainly, these were not merely the academic musings of a clergyman who saw the 

war from the outside.  Many others with overseas service held similar views and likewise 

believed that the bonds that existed between the men of the Canadian Corps, bonds that 

paternalism helped to first establish and then cement, had much to do with its overall success. 

Tactics, weapons and overall strength counted for much, as earlier historians have observed, but 

so too did the manner in which men interacted with one another and the relationships that formed 

as a result of those interactions.  In speaking of the Canadian Corps, Ernest Russell (5
th

 Battalion, 

and 1
st
 and 2

nd
 Tunnelling Companies, CE) believed that “it was ably led and that the well[-] 

being of the rank and file received any consideration possible.”
128

  Jack Munroe (PPCLI), a 

famous pugilist, thought that the “humanity in the hearts of men toward their comrades” counted 

for something.
129

  Exercised frequently and properly, paternalism could help build strong teams 

that fought effectively. 

By implementing the paternalistic ethic, leaders strove to ensure that their men were as 

ready for the fray as possible; it was a means to an end.  Yet, as many leaders understood, 

paternalism was not the only mechanism through which they could win the respect and loyalty of 

their followers.  To be sure, there were other influences and dynamics above and beyond 

paternalism that mediated the manner in which leader and follower interacted.  Power in its many 
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forms could also be employed for the same purpose, and to that considerable attention must now 

be given. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

 

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE: THE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE  

DIMENSIONS OF POWER – PART ONE – FORCE, MANIPULATION, 

PERSUASION AND ELEMENTS OF AUTHORITY 

 

 

There is some of the officers in this battalion I wouldn’t go to a dog fight with, 

cause [sic] they dont [sic] know anything about leading men.
1
 

 

 

 

 Inequity was truly omnipresent in Canada’s army of the First World War.  Although all 

men who served were soldiers in the broadest and most generic sense of the term, not every 

soldier was equal.  Officers enjoyed the most privileges and individual freedoms, NCOs 

somewhat fewer, and the men hardly any at all.
2
  Systemic differences in every aspect of a 

soldier’s daily life – from food, to billets, to leave, to pay, to dress – served to separate him from 

many of his fellow Canadians who were similarly engaged in bringing the Germanic menace to 

heel.  Whether overtly unambiguous or gently subtle, the various markers that denoted men of 

dissimilar rank irritated certain soldiers who, owing to a progressive upbringing, a liberal 

education, their personal inclinations or some other factor altogether, possessed more egalitarian 

leanings.  Lester Pearson (CAMC) “began to hate class distinction more than ever” after 

witnessing his officers depart the confines of their troopship that had docked in Malta on its way 

to Salonika, leaving their envious men behind on deck to imagine, rather than experience, what 

exotic interests and mysteries the foreign port of call truly held.
3
 

 The many institutional distinctions that demarcated one sub-population from another – 

say, officers from NCOs and NCOs from privates – were, in a sense, somewhat artificial given 

their transient nature.  A “temporary gentleman” was exactly that, an officer for the duration of 

the war and no longer; the privileges and status that he now enjoyed, which the army deigned to 
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confer upon him, would not last indefinitely.  Superior rank was by no means the mark of a 

superior man.  Indeed, among the non-commissioned could be found individuals of considerable 

sophistication, refinement, prominent social standing and advanced education.  The works of the 

British poet Rudyard Kipling were, for instance, not unknown to some corporals.
4
  More 

significantly, the six University Companies that supplied general reinforcements to the PPCLI, 

an approach that many soldiers later concluded was a patently criminal waste of potential officer 

material, demonstrates that the educated could be found throughout the army, not just among 

men holding the King’s commission.
5
  Men of education could even be found in the ranks of the 

prewar Canadian Militia.
6
   

At the other end of the spectrum, certain officers, some very senior, could honestly claim 

few particular merits other than political connections and access to patronage.  Being selected for 

service in the expedition to Russia apparently on the basis of merit alone, John Douglas Winslow 

reassured his mother, “Now don’t worry about me, only feel proud I was one of those selected to 

go, without having any pull.”
7
  George Little lamented the fact that there were altogether too 

many “political appointments,” men who “didn’t know the offside of a rifle from a horse” but 

who were nevertheless put in command of others because they knew how best to pull strings and 

leverage their many relationships.
8
  One’s rank did not necessarily correlate positively with one’s 

societal position or civilian accomplishments; the army was not so neatly divided with men of 

higher social standing serving as officers and men of lower socio-economic position serving as 

something else. 

 Of all the differences that existed between men of unequal rank, perhaps none was more 

obvious, or as important, as the varying amounts of power that each enjoyed.  Officers had the 

most, NCOs somewhat less, and the men hardly any at all.  By and large, greater responsibility 
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accompanied greater rank, but so too did greater power.  Without doubt, an individual enjoying 

the various means of control could markedly affect the life trajectory of another, sometimes for 

the better, sometimes for the worse.  To their men, an officer or NCO could truly be an obliging 

benefactor and patron or a despotic tyrant and bully.  More important, and above all else, a leader 

could impact success through either his wise or imprudent exercise of power. 

 If a leader applied his power responsibly and judiciously, he could have a constructive 

influence on his followers by forging them into a cohesive team, by creating strong bonds of 

loyalty between all concerned, by increasing their commitment to soldiering, by instilling trust, 

and so on.  The actions of an officer or NCO could have far-reaching consequences indeed, for in 

effect, he could create the conditions whereby the innumerable “intangibles” so essential to 

military achievement in the field could take root and flourish.  Again reflecting on the Great War 

nearly a half-century after the Armistice, George Little further suggested that the many small 

teams of which the Canadian Corps was comprised – the sections and platoons, the troops and 

squadrons – played a seminal roll in achieving victory for “if you could build them into a group, 

a cohesive group that respected one another and had some aim about what they were there for, 

you’d get some success.”
9
  For his part, Wilfred Kerr believed that orders were oftentimes 

carried out with energy and vigour, with vim and enthusiasm, when intelligent leadership was 

exercised.
10

  No less a soldier than Lieutenant-General Arthur Currie thought that the many 

successes achieved by the Canadians in 1917, Vimy and Passchendaele foremost amongst them, 

were partially due to the fact that “a strong feeling of confidence in each other permeates the 

Corps.  The officers have confidence in the men, and the men have confidence in the officers.”
11

  

Power could truly be an integrative force. 
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If, on the other hand, a leader applied the sometimes considerable power at his disposal in 

a haphazard manner, without an eye to the future or the possible consequences of his actions, he 

could have a detrimental impact on his followers by, at a minimum, destroying goodwill, 

reducing morale and encouraging behaviour that was anything but military.  In such an 

environment as this, the “intangibles” would find expression difficult, thereby reducing, but not 

eliminating altogether, the chances of success.  Will Bird, who would later become an author of 

some repute in the decades following the war, came to evince a seething hatred of authority 

owing to a singular incident that occurred early in his military career.  Being unjustly punished 

so soon after enlisting “changed me from a soldier proud to be in uniform to one knowing there 

was no justice whatever in the army.”  He immediately became “determined to buck” every 

officer who was a poor specimen and “to outwit all their type if possible.”
12

  Writing home at the 

start of 1917, Henry Burdett-Burgess likewise indicated how much damage a weak leader could 

cause, the consequences extending far beyond one individual alone: 

Besides there is always the chance of the old O.C. coming back from sick leave and 

making himself so objectionable that I shall feel compelled to get a transfer.  Five of the 

best officers went, as soon as they heard he was going to get the Battalion, and two more at 

least, have decided to go in the event of his return, so it’s not because of some crazy fancy 

on my part!
13

 

 

Uncommitted, disillusioned, resistive, unmotivated, disrespectful – hardly the type of soldier that 

would help the Canadian Corps realize its purpose and objectives.  While it is impossible to 

quantify, it seems reasonable to suggest, taking the long view, that soldiers who possessed a poor 

attitude undoubtedly made less of an overall contribution than their mates who were the exact 

opposite in every relevant respect. 

 A persistent stereotype of British arms during the First World War, indeed of most 

military forces from all eras, holds that a simple and straightforward power relationship prevailed 
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between superior and subordinate wherein the former issued orders and the latter followed 

unhesitatingly and without question lest heavy sanctions result.  The characterization of soldiers 

as unthinking automatons, as sheep being blindly led to slaughter by stupid generals, as helpless 

cannon fodder for whom no hope remained, serves to obscure their agency and individuality.  

Strictness, rigid discipline and harsh punishments were, so it is assumed, constantly manifest.  

Such cultural elements were certainly present at times.  “As soldiers,” John MacKenzie (72
nd

 

Battalion) once recalled, “when you are told to do a thing, why you do it, you don’t question why 

it’s done.”
14

  Arthur Edward Potts observed along similar lines that “you had to do what you 

were told.”
15

  Yet orders, perhaps the most visible and commonly understood manifestation of 

power that soldiers encountered on a daily basis, were not the only means through which a 

superior could influence the behaviour of his subordinates.  As will be seen, leaders employed 

many different types of power in their interactions with their followers.  The idea that power 

relations, and hence leadership, was limited only to the concepts of “commanding” and 

“obeying” and “punishing” is a gross oversimplification of an exceedingly complex 

phenomenon.  A simple relationship wherein leaders ordered and followers obeyed certainly had 

its place, as in situations of considerable danger like battle where the time and opportunity to 

employ other means of influence simply was not available and the consequences of failure were 

significant.  Speaking about the days leading up to the Armistice, Cyril Guy Markham (Fort 

Garry Horse) remembered just such an exchange that transpired on a cold, frigid night, “What a 

temptation to light a fire. The sergeants would … yell, ‘Put out that fire, you fool: the war is not 

over yet.’”
16

  With that being said, any number of other power forms, in other situations, could 

be just as effective as the act of ordering, if not more so. 
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 Furthermore, far from being helpless “victims” in the sense that they were unable to 

influence their immediate surroundings or the behaviour of their superiors, men of low rank did 

in fact utilize certain forms of power with considerable aptitude and impressive capacity.  Such is 

another stereotype of the Great War that deserves correction.  Lacking elevated position and the 

perquisites that accompanied rank – the ability to command and punish others, in addition to 

access to sundry goods and services – soldiers at the bottom of the hierarchy turned to other 

types of power that were available to all, such forms being entirely independent of one’s military 

status.  Men of low rank, generally speaking, could not draw on significant reserves of power to 

influence the behaviour of others with whom they came into contact, but they were not entirely 

powerless either.  Of course, the magnitude of the effected change must be kept in perspective.  

Soldiers who successfully exercised power despite their lack of station tended to improve their 

own personal situation rather than influence the larger world around them: a private would 

finagle an extra tot of rum, a lieutenant-colonel would ensure that his battalion was deployed 

appropriately in the next attack.  Even though they could not often exert an impact on the larger 

issues of the war, men holding low rank, or without any rank at all, could sometimes improve the 

immediate world in which they lived. 

Power: A Model 

 Writing in the late 1970s, the noted and well-published sociologist Dennis Wrong 

explored the concept of power in a lengthy book entitled, not inappropriately, Power. Its Forms, 

Bases and Uses.  He saw power, which he defined as “the capacity of some persons to produce 

intended and foreseen effects on others,”
17

 as being much more than a monolithic concept.  He 

argued that power was not comprised of one type exclusively, but rather consisted of a number 

of different and distinct modes.  For him, power consisted of four main varieties (force, 
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manipulation, persuasion and authority) and a number of sub-varieties (for force – psychic and 

physical, with physical being further sub-divided into violent and non-violent, and for authority – 

competent, coercive, induced, legitimate and personal).  Wrong’s classification of power is 

depicted visually in Figure 2.1 below.
18

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1: The Forms of Power. 

 

  

The various forms of power that Wrong has identified are, in the final analysis, nothing 

more than “ideal types,” neat categories of classification that assist in making order out of 

complexity, or in other words, useful theoretical tools for organizing social reality.  Although 

depicted in Figure 2.1 as separate, distinct and isolated, the various components and sub-

components of power are, in fact, rarely so independent of one another.  Seldom can one type of 

power be found in its purest form, separate from all others.  To be sure, “the various forms 
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intergrade in reality.”
19

  Power relationships are, by extension therefore, rarely, if ever, 

comprised of a single type exclusively.  More often than not, multiple forms of power are present 

within a given relationship, some being more obvious than others, others being more latent than 

some.  Along this line, the noted anthropologist F.G. Bailey once commented, “When we come 

down to the real world we experience not these pure types but mixtures.”
20

  What Figure 2.1 

represents is an academic construct, rather than an accurate depiction of how power actually 

exists, and is employed, in society.  Nevertheless, Wrong’s typology is useful for it allows the 

exercise of power to be dissected into its component parts and its complexity to be laid bare. 

 Consequently, relationships between power holder and power subject, as might be 

surmised, encompass a broad range of power types, with different forms coming to the surface 

depending on the specific nature of the interaction itself.  Within a single encounter, one or two 

power types might be the most observable, yet when the circumstances change for whatever 

reason, other forms of power might emerge from the shadows to replace those that were in 

evidence earlier.  In attempting to exert influence on another, a power holder might rely upon a 

multitude of different types of power, consciously or unconsciously shifting from one to the 

other depending on necessity and the prevailing dynamics. Just as each interaction between 

leader and follower is distinct, so too are the possible forms of power that the former might 

employ in each to influence the behaviour of the latter.  A leader rarely employs one form of 

power to the exclusion of all others in all possible scenarios.  As one scholar has commented in 

relation to the modern-day Canadian Forces (CF), a statement that applies with equal relevance 

to the past, leaders could achieve “willing obedience, this commitment and motivation from 

soldiers, by depending not only on one ideal-type of authority [or power], but by combining the 

different ideal-types.”
21

  Caution is therefore required when analyzing power relationships for 
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one must always be aware that although a particular type of power is most evident, others are 

probably exerting a somewhat lesser influence as well and must not be ignored. Although 

historical documents tend to provide clear evidence with respect to the salience of a certain type 

of power, perhaps that which was having the greatest impact, it would be erroneous to assume 

that that type was the only one influencing the relationship.  Anecdotal writings tend to offer 

brief synopses of particular events, rather than probing analyses of all of the various dynamics 

that were operating either in the foreground or background.  Such a truism unfortunately limits 

understanding in the sense that academic comment can only be offered on what the author chose 

to record, not necessarily what was actually occurring in reality.  Because relationships have a 

history – what happened in the past has the potential to influence what happens in the present 

and future – it cannot be supposed that only one type of power is having an intended effect; there 

may be “carry-over” from earlier interactions that is impacting the present dynamic, although its 

existence remains unrecorded in the document to hand.   

If paternalism characterized the relationship between leader and follower, so too did the 

many forms of power.  Indeed, each and every type of power that Wrong has identified occurred 

in Canada’s army of the First World War, some with greater frequency than others.  More often 

than not, the effective or feeble exercise of power either encouraged or mitigated success.  It 

should be noted before proceeding, however, that a few of the following examples of the use of 

power merely highlight how leader and follower sometimes interacted with one another.  

Possessing neither “positive” nor “negative” consequences, certain examples have been included 

simply to demonstrate that a specific power form was occasionally present in the relationships 

that prevailed between soldiers of various ranks.  Such “neutral” examples, to be sure, help in 

understanding the nature of relationships that were anything but straightforward.  As will become 
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evident, numerous forms of power coloured the relationship between leaders and followers, and 

to each attention must now be turned. 

1. Force 
22

 

 Force is perhaps the most commonly understood (and in some settings, commonly 

applied) form of power.  Wrong is here worth quoting at length.  Concerning physical force, both 

violent and non-violent, he comments: 

Force refers most commonly to physical or biological force: the creation of physical 

obstacles restricting the freedom of another, the infliction of bodily pain or injury including 

the destruction of life itself, and the frustration of basic biological needs which must be 

satisfied if the capacity for voluntary choice and action is to remain unimpaired.  Force 

involves treating a human subject as if he were no more than a physical object, or at most a 

biological organism vulnerable to pain and the impairment of its life-processes.  The 

ultimate form of force is violence: direct assault upon the body of another in order to inflict 

pain, injury or death.  But the methods of non-violence … also exemplify force as a form 

of power.  In non-violence, people use their own bodies as physical objects to prevent or 

restrict actions by others rather than acting directly on the bodies of others.  By ‘sitting-in’ 

in a building or public place they make it impossible for the activities usually carried on 

there to take place. 

 

In comparison to physical force, psychic force is “the deliberate effort to affect adversely a 

person’s emotions or his feelings and ideas about himself by verbally, or in other symbolic ways, 

insulting or degrading him.”  The intended effect of this form of power is to inflict mental or 

emotional harm. 

 Force seems to have been the least used (or, perhaps, the least recorded!) type of power 

employed by Canadian soldiers against their fellow countrymen.  The Army Act, that lengthy and 

dense compendium of rules and regulations that governed His Majesty’s military forces, 

specifically prohibited assaults upon the person by another.  Superiors were not to strike 

subordinates, no matter how frustrated the former and how much the latter truly deserved it, and 

subordinates were never to strike superiors, no matter how frustrated the former and how much 

the latter truly deserved it.
23

  Despite such injunctions and associated penalties for transgressions, 
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which included cashiering, imprisonment, death, “or such less punishment as is in this Act 

mentioned,” the use of physical force did from time to time occur.   

If violence toward the person found a place in the “motivational repertoire” of leaders in 

the British Army proper,
24

 Canadians likewise found utility in it as well.  When acting as 

battalion orderly sergeant, John Anderson Church (38
th

 Battalion): 

…had about sixty prisoners in the clink with a detail of eight men to look after them. Most 

of the prisoners who had turned up that day were drunk and disorderly[,] and as it was 

hopeless to try to handle them inside[,] I told the sentries to patrol the outside and when 

they saw a hand reach out under the tent flap bring their rifle butts down hard on them. The 

prisoners soon got the message[,] but there were a few next morning on the sick parade 

with bruised and broken fingers.
25

 

 

In a similar manner, when speaking of the pipe major of the 16
th

 Battalion, Jimmy Grote, Cy 

Peck, V.C., the former CO, recalled with admiration: 

One of the highest accomplishments in human leadership is to be the successful, 

undisputed leader of a Bagpipe Band.  That’s what our friend Jimmy was – I’ll tell the 

world.  Where he got his discipline I don’t know.  What I do know is that in all the history 

of the 16
th

 Pipe Band there were never more than two or three up in the orderly room.  

That’s ‘some’ record!  Some said he was liable to pummel a piper if he got out of hand, 

perhaps!
26

 

 

If both instances are any guide, force seems to have been used not so much to ensure that a 

particular task was completed (although in different circumstances it very well could), but rather 

to establish the ascendancy of superior over subordinate, underscoring in the process who was 

actually in command.  The message conveyed by rifle butt or fist could not have been anything 

but clear.  Yet, force also ensured the maintenance of discipline, albeit in a somewhat ironic 

manner (by breaking the rules so as to maintain the rules).  Rather than haul men up “on the 

carpet” to have formal charges read against them, minor infractions could be dealt with 

expeditiously, informally and without fuss through recourse to this particular form of power, a 

form of power than the military as an institution attempted to discourage. 
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 Reinforcing the formal hierarchy and a soldier’s respective position within it could also 

be accomplished through the use of psychic force.  Few military experiences were complete 

without an overbearing NCO spouting invective at new men, whether they were standing 

awkwardly at attention, performing drill movements without coordination or attempting to 

complete any number of other activities with a decided lack of soldierly ability.  The berating of 

less-skilled subordinates by an experienced superior clearly established the relative position of 

both parties.  Apparently for this reason, Harold Baldwin was teased by a recruiting sergeant as 

soon as he stepped into the armouries to enlist, “‘Hello, Shorty, what brings you here? Hey, 

fellows, here’s our mascot.’”
27

 

More than that, however, challenging the identity of new soldiers in such a fashion seems 

to have encouraged them to try harder, or in other words, to live up to the expectations of the 

individuals set over them.  William Ogilvie recalled how he was taught to ride a horse at Ross 

Barracks in England: 

The riding sergeant seemed to have little mercy for the fallen and barely waited for them to 

scramble back onto their horses before issuing further orders.  To a pupil who had never 

ridden before this was the last word in a precarious torture.  Many of them unashamedly 

clung to their saddle pommel for dear life, only to earn the riding master’s contempt as he 

shouted at them to get off their horse’s necks.  Gradually even the poorest riders learned to 

stay on their horses and gain some semblance of horsemanship, though not to any high 

degree.
28

 

 

In like manner, Edward Youngman (19
th

 Battalion) recalled being told that “we were the 

dumbest bunch of clucks that ever wore a pair of army boots,” yet he and his mates were 

exceedingly pleased after proving their sergeant wrong by winning a drill competition and 

gaining the approbation of a large number of more experienced soldiers who had stopped to 

watch the parade-square evolutions.
29

  Insults, ironically, could be a source of motivation if the 
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individuals to whom they were addressed perceived them more as an indirect challenge rather 

than a direct slur.
30

 

 Yet exchanges of this type, some of which bordered on the abusive, could also add to the 

personal prestige of a superior owing to their humorous content.  As will be discussed at length 

in chapter three, subordinates were more likely to follow a superior whom they found appealing 

than one who was dull and uninspiring.  Thus, a funny retort or a statement that reflected a 

certain fluency with the English language that only sergeants could master effectively added 

sheen to one’s aura despite its often derogatory and insulting nature.  George Biddle (31
st
 

Battalion) recalled a “roar of laughter” at his expense when his sergeant asked him in not-so-

serious tones, but with a hint of condescension nevertheless, whether the Boy Scouts had taught 

him how to signal the few letters that he knew in semaphore.
31

  Although a fairly tame example, 

Biddle and his fellow soldiers probably liked their sergeant just a little bit more because of his 

deft use of humour.  Thereafter, Biddle and his mates undoubtedly felt the need to perform to his 

satisfaction, like Ogilvie and Youngman above. 

2. Manipulation 
32

 

 The second type of power that Wrong has identified is manipulation.  By way of 

explanation, “Any deliberate and successful effort to influence the response of another where the 

desired response has not been explicitly communicated to the other constitutes manipulation.”  

Within such a scenario, the power holder conceals his true intent and desire from the power 

subject; for his part, the latter is entirely unaware of the former’s design to influence him and 

thereby mould his behaviour.  If the power subject ultimately acts as the power holder desires, 

then manipulation has occurred; if not, then not. 
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 Like force above, the historical record is fairly silent on the use of manipulation by 

Canadian soldiers against their mates.  Quite plausibly, the men who utilized this form of power 

chose not to record the salient details surrounding its use for admitting to purposely misleading 

another and of pursuing ulterior motives would not add to one’s positive image, prestige or 

reputation.  And certainly, the individuals who had been manipulated would be poorly placed to 

record the details of specific instances during which it had been employed unless they had 

subsequently learned, either by deduction or by being informed outright, that they had been 

thusly victimized.  That manipulation occurred, however, is beyond doubt.   

 Reminiscing a half-century after the war, Jacob Hart Munro (15
th

 Battalion) recalled with 

some fondness how his use of manipulation made his military service somewhat more enjoyable 

and interesting than what it might otherwise have been.  Eager to get overseas quickly, and to 

avoid both parade-square drill and arduous route marches in the interim, he volunteered for a 

host of different military occupations, serving for a spell as a military policeman, a carpenter and 

a scout in a machinegun section, none of which demanded that he endure the same daily 

drudgery as the common infantryman.  Having made the front, he continued to volunteer for odd 

jobs such as retrieving the mail and rum ration from rear areas.  Because he felt a little 

claustrophobic in the close confines of the trenches where danger was ever present, “I was glad 

to get out in the open, where I lost no time in getting to headquarters, where I made sure I had a 

good rest before starting back.”  His willingness to help his fellow soldiers – mail and rum were 

the two things that every soldier eagerly anticipated – also improved his own personal situation 

by affording him small, but nonetheless valuable, perquisites. 

 Additionally, faced with a host of regulations, Munro also attempted to “work the 

system” for his own gain, looking for any cracks in the organizational edifice that he might 
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beneficially exploit.  His commitment to gaining personally at the army’s expense was nothing 

less than impressive, apparently prompting him to alter his life-circumstances for a few days 

additional leave.  He recalled: 

I also learned that anyone getting married[,] while in the Army, was entitled to ten days 

leave, and I began to figure on a project I had apparently been considering for a long time; 

although I had not known Ethel Gillespie for more than a couple of weeks in all since she 

was 10 years old, I had made up my mind that I would ask her to marry me.  

 

Whether his new bride or the army ever knew that they had in fact been “played” is unknown!  

Although this example seems a little exaggerated,
33

 the underlying idea – obtaining something 

from someone without that someone knowing – is more than clear.  Once duly married, he 

further manipulated his superiors in order to get to London where his wife was then in residence; 

as before, he generously volunteered to help acquire liquor for the officers’ mess, an altruistic 

gesture that just so happened to take him to the capital where he might spend time with his 

beloved Ethel.
34

 

 In much that Munro did, he clearly had ulterior motives.  Through trickery, he led his 

superiors to believe that he was an eager and committed soldier, the type that the army truly 

hoped everyone would be, when in fact his voluntarism was entirely self-serving.  He may have 

been helping others, but he was helping himself too.  Seizing upon the opportunities and 

possibilities before him, he assumed a façade of sorts that allowed him to avoid disagreeable 

duties, enjoy a few small perks that his mates could not and travel abroad.  Munro was certainly 

a deft actor. 

 Other examples are no less instructive.
35

  At Gravenstafel Ridge in April 1915 during the 

Second Battle of Ypres, John Raymond McIllree (7
th

 Battalion) found that a soldier of his “who 

was not very bright” had gradually “attached himself to me and I didn’t want him.”  Pondering 

how he might rid himself of such an encumbrance, he eventually had the man evacuate a 
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casualty to the rear.  Although his actions were intended to help a wounded sergeant – the man 

did not ultimately survive however, his wounds being too severe – he saw the opportunity to 

improve his own circumstances and duly seized upon it with vigour. For his part, the dull soldier 

was undoubtedly none the wiser that he been conveniently and subtlety dispensed with.
36

   

 All in all, it seems that some soldiers effortlessly employed manipulation as a means of 

getting what they wanted, whatever it might have been.  The genius of the two different 

approaches employed by Munro and McIllree was that their fellow soldiers could never 

successfully challenge their motivations, even if something was suspected of being untoward.  

Although their actions were entirely self-serving and intended to improve their present condition, 

Munro could deflect criticism by claiming to be a dedicated and ambitious soldier who wanted to 

learn as much as possible and help wherever he could, while McIllree could evade accusations 

by asserting that he was merely helping a wounded man, something that as an officer his 

paternalistic ethic encouraged him to do in any event.  Such was the beauty of this form of 

power. 

 What is most interesting, however, is that some of the examples of manipulation that are 

to be found in the historical record document its use by followers (traditional power subjects) 

against their leaders (traditional power holders).  On occasion, roles were completely reversed, 

with the former becoming the power holder and the latter becoming the power subject.  Such a 

scenario seems attributable to the fact that the exercise of manipulation did not depend, like some 

forms of authority discussed below, on one’s possession of physical resources or formal position 

within the overall hierarchy.  Manipulation was truly a form of power that was open to all, its use 

being limited only by the intellectual ability of the “power holder” to employ it successfully. 
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Because of its availability to all, more than a few dishonest men tried to shift a situation 

to their advantage by manipulating their leaders and capitalizing upon their paternalistic 

leanings.  Sensing an opportunity to improve their lot, some soldiers endeavoured to secure more 

than that which they might reasonably expect to receive by exaggerating the true extent of their 

plight or by outright lying, all the while hoping that their leaders would take pity on them and 

help them along as they were encouraged to do in the first place.  Upon landing in England and 

being given disembarkation leave, Roy Macfie recorded that every man from the 1
st
 Battalion 

miraculously and immediately had relatives scattered throughout the Old Country that they 

wished to visit since “the farther you have to go the more days you get.”
37

  Sometimes the 

scheming soldiers were successful and sometimes they failed.  When a soldier from the PPCLI 

was “blown twenty feet” in the air by a shell that landed close by, but “hadn’t received a wound 

or even a scratch in his mad flight,” his officer denied his request for leave and, perhaps as 

punishment, posted him to an extremely dangerous trench in the Ypres Salient.
38

  Leaders 

certainly had to be on guard against men who sought to take advantage of them and their 

requirement to act benevolently; if they were not careful, they could find themselves the victim 

of deft manipulation. 

3. Persuasion 
39

 

 Persuasion constitutes a third type of power.  In essence, “Where A presents arguments, 

appeals or exhortations to B, and B, after independently evaluating their content in light of his 

own values and goals, accepts A’s communication as the basis of his own behaviour, A has 

successfully persuaded B.”  Persuasion occurs, therefore, when one, who may possess 

considerable intellectual and oratorical capacities, convinces another to accept his own position.  

The success of persuasion, so it follows, is contingent upon the free and willing acceptance of a 
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line of reasoning; if the argued perspective is resisted, then persuasion cannot be said to have 

occurred. 

 In the context of leader-follower relations, it appears that persuasion was rarely exercised 

from the top-down, with the former attempting to influence the behaviour of the latter through 

logical reasoning, choice words and a convivial manner.  In most instances, so as to affect his 

subordinates’ behaviour, a superior could simply rely on his ability to both issue an order and 

expect compliance, thus diminishing the need to convince and sway.  Although his rank was all 

the influence he theoretically required, it is certainly possible that persuasion could have been 

employed in specific situations when other power forms were, for whatever reason, failing to 

bring about the desired result or where a more gentle touch was required. 

 Of note, followers frequently resorted to persuasion in order to modify the behaviour of 

their leaders because it was a form of power, like manipulation, that all could employ regardless 

of rank.
40

  The success of persuasive attempts ultimately depended on intellectual acuity (to 

quickly assess the situation and formulate a convincing alternative) and verbal competence (to 

articulately express the details of that alternative).  In this way, followers exercised a degree of 

control over their immediate surroundings.  Persuasion was one means by which subordinates 

could effectively resist the foolhardy, and at times suicidal, orders of their superiors without 

actually refusing and putting themselves at risk for punishment. Speaking about his company 

commander, Jack Cameron (PPCLI) recalled: 

He was the type of chap who didn’t believe in this static trench warfare at all. He’d come 

up some evening and suggest that, ‘Oh, there’s only half a dozen Germans in that line over 

there, let’s go and fork them out.’  Of course, most of the troops were peace-loving citizens 

by this time [once they understood the dangers of the front] and weren’t particularly in 

favour of that. It was generally up to somebody or other to talk the captain out of these 

bright ideas.  That sort of thing wasn’t particularly popular.
41
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Although the captain was aggressive and determined, qualities that certainly would have met 

with the approbation of his superiors, his men wanted any plans that he might have occasion to 

develop to be well-formulated and thought through before they risked their lives.  A proper raid 

was one thing, a whim was quite another.  Rather than openly object to the plan and thereby risk 

the possibility of punishment, perhaps even a court-martial, Cameron and his mates refused 

without refusing by convincing their leader to see the matter in an entirely different light, namely 

theirs.   

One gets the sense from Cameron’s account that his fellow soldiers calmly and logically 

presented their arguments to the aggressive officer, taking the time to talk to the captain in order 

to ensure that their viewpoint was duly accepted.  Other soldiers, though, were somewhat hastier 

in communicating an alternative, yet the results were much the same.  An officer leading his men 

out of the trenches after a particularly quiet spell in the line decided, given the apparent lack of 

danger, to go overland even though they had all used a sunken road on their way in.  His soldiers 

soon began to stumble over the various shellholes that pockmarked, and the debris that littered, 

the landscape.  Arthur Hickson, who was a guide and who therefore knew the front better than 

others, recalled that one of his mates, after tiring quickly and becoming more than a little 

frustrated, called out in the dark, in desperation, “‘For Chrissake, let Hickson find the (adjectival) 

road.’”  Perhaps fearing that the incident might escalate or that he would lose additional 

credibility, the officer quickly relented and the men were soon leaving the front by way of the 

much easier and safer route.
42

 

 Persuasion did not occur exclusively between the commissioned and non-commissioned 

for it could also find expression in the relationships that prevailed between officers.
43

  Being a 

form of power that was available to all, it is not surprising that the historical record provides 
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evidence of its ubiquitous nature.  Before the 72
nd

 Battalion attacked Crest Farm at 

Passchendaele in the soggy autumn of 1917, one company commander informed his CO that the 

ground over which the Seaforths were to proceed was too swampy and muddy, presenting as it 

did a dangerous obstacle that would undoubtedly slow the battalion’s progress and cost many 

lives.  On the basis of this advice, the attack was re-plotted over a different route that avoided the 

swamp.  In the end, the battalion not only secured its objective, but also incurred relatively few 

casualties.
44

  On this particular occasion, a subordinate persuaded his superior to adopt a 

different approach. 

In undertaking attempts at persuasion, one undoubtedly had to be somewhat subtle and a 

little discreet.  A follower lacking tact who tried too aggressively to encourage his leader to 

pursue a course different from that decided upon initially could come across as uncommitted, or 

worse yet, insubordinate.  To avoid such suspicions, it appears that followers sometimes asked 

questions in an open-ended manner in the hopes that their leaders would come to the “right” 

conclusion “on their own.”  The former could “plant the seed” and simply allow the latter, if 

perceptive enough, to do the rest.  Faced with the need to mount an ad hoc counterattack at Hill 

70 in August 1917, Sergeant Joseph Laplante (21
st
 Battalion) asked of Major Albert Miller, 

“‘Are you going to send us over without a barrage?’” in the hope that his officer would come to 

see the folly of his plan.  The sergeant also pointed out the obvious, again in the hope that his 

observation would encourage the major to see things in a different light, “‘Sir, you can see that 

their artillery have stopped firing, we’ll get an attack any minute.’”  Despite his veiled protest 

and attempt to alter Major Miller’s plan, Sergeant Laplante and a handful of men nevertheless 

made the attack and re-captured Chicory Trench, engaging in some vicious hand-to-hand 

fighting in the process.
45
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What all of the above examples demonstrate is that leader-follower relations were so 

much more than orders and obedience.  In some cases, perhaps in most cases, there was a certain 

linearity to the interaction between a leader and his followers; by way of a simple transactional 

exchange, the former gave orders and the latter obeyed without hesitation or question.  Yet, 

occasionally, there seems to have been room for discussion, for negotiation even, wherein 

followers attempted to modify the directives of their leader.  The stereotype of leadership being 

rigidly exercised from the top-down, a state of affairs in which the lowest-ranked soldiers lacked 

any ability to influence their immediate environment, is plainly false.  The men at the bottom of 

the pyramid were not so powerless and lacking in agency as history has made them out to be. 

And of course, it must be remembered that not every attempt at persuasion was 

successful either.  In one of his many letters home, Andrew Stuart Baird recalled that his former 

CO, who had been given another command upon his arrival in England, was attempting to 

convince the officers from his old battalion to join with him in his new unit: 

MacKenzie and I, the only 90
th

 [Battalion] officers left here, have had wires from 

[Lieutenant-Colonel William Aird] Munro, asking us to reconsider our former decisions 

and go with his labor [sic] battalion, where he has gathered together a number of old 90
th

 

chaps.  However, much as we’d like to be with the old crowd, the idea of a labor [sic] 

battalion with all that it implies rather sticks in our crops [sic] so we have regretfully 

declined.
46

 

 

No matter what arguments and verbal tactics the colonel might have employed, his attempts to 

win his former officers over to his line of reasoning all but failed.  Stubbornness was very much 

the enemy of persuasion. 

4. Authority 
47

 

 With its many sub-types, authority stands as the fourth and final form of power and is 

arguably the most important in a military context given its sweeping scope.  In essence, it is 

characterized by “successful ordering or forbidding.”  As Wrong explains, “Any and all 
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command-obedience relations between men are examples of authority.”  With respect to the 

individual who issues a command, it is his formal status, ability to dispense either rewards or 

punishments, perceived competence or personal attributes that ultimately encourages obedience.  

The Canadian historical record as it pertains to the Great War is largely silent on the operation of 

force, manipulation and persuasion, offering a relatively limited number of clear examples.  That 

little evidence can be found to demonstrate a leader’s (or a follower’s) reliance on such forms of 

power does not necessarily mean that they did not occur, but rather suggests that soldiers, 

whatever their rank, relied on this one remaining form of power, perhaps finding it more 

effective than all the others.  To be sure, it was primarily in the realm of authority, specifically 

personal authority, that leaders either gained or lost the ability to influence their followers.  

Because personal authority is so all-encompassing and comprehensive, being nothing less than 

“that mysterious attraction which draws men to one another,”
48

 it is treated separately in the 

following chapter.  Writings contemporary to the First World War fortunately offer innumerable 

examples of the exercise of authority, either for the better or for the worse. 

4a. Legitimate Authority 
49

 

 Legitimate authority exists where the power holder has an acknowledged and accepted 

right to command and the power subject has an acknowledged and accepted duty to obey.  

Because both parties understand such an arrangement, “The source rather than the content of any 

particular command endows it with legitimacy and induces willing compliance on the part of the 

person to whom it is addressed.”  Legitimate authority is most obviously made manifest in 

hierarchical organizations like the military where subordinates are compelled to obey the legal 

commands of their superiors, lest heavy sanctions result; the same might also be said of close 

familial relationships in which a strong patriarch or matriarch wields considerable influence 
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owing to his or her position.  From the perspective of legitimate authority, a superior is obeyed 

because his subordinates understand and accept the fact that he is set over them and thus has the 

“right” to issue orders that they in turn have a “duty” to follow. 

 During the First World War, the fount of an officer’s legitimate authority was his 

commissioning scroll.  Signed by the Sovereign (or his representative, such as the governor-

general), it was the document, the instrument, that allowed an officer to issue orders in the first 

instance and to expect compliance in return.  Although it may have been tucked away with his 

less urgently-needed papers – few, if any, would have brought it to the front with them – its 

meaning was anything but insignificant.  In effect, without a commission, an officer held no legal 

authority to command.  It exhorted the recipient in traditional language that harkened back to the 

age of chivalry: 

…at all times to exercise and well discipline in Arms both the inferior Officers and Men 

serving under you and use your best endeavours to keep them in good Order and Discipline 

… And We do hereby Command them to obey you as their superior Officer, and you to 

observe and follow such Orders and Directions as from time to time you shall receive from 

Us or your Superior Officer, according to the Rules and Disciplines of War.
50

 

 

In the CF of today, in much the same manner as a century ago, “The commission signifies that 

the officer’s authority comes personally from the Queen and that he or she is personally and 

directly answerable to the sovereign.  In routine practice, this personal relationship to the 

sovereign is not exercised, but it does carry a symbolic load.”
51

 

 Legitimate authority functions properly only when power subjects accept: i) the 

institution to which they belong as valid in and of itself; and ii) the right of power holders set 

over them to direct and command.  It could therefore be said of rebellious soldiers, defiant 

children, heretics and unruly students that they do not deem the military, the family, the church 

or the school to possess any explicit right to demand obedience or expect compliance.  By and 
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large, throughout the war, at least in the Canadian context, legitimate authority was largely left 

unchallenged.  Mutinies, in which the governing consensus was directly questioned, were 

exceedingly rare.  When instances of mass insubordination did occur, as in the infamous 1919 

riot at Rhyl, Wales by Canadian soldiers awaiting repatriation, the issue was not so much the 

inherent right of men in positions of authority to issue orders and expect compliance, but rather 

the perceived ill-treatment that the soldiers had been compelled to endure.  Expressions of 

dissatisfaction were not necessarily aimed at the institution or its legitimacy per se, but rather the 

manner in which men were treated by the institution and its representatives.
52

   

 If large-scale mutinies were exceedingly rare in the Canadian context, smaller challenges 

to legitimate authority most certainly were not.  Even though a leader could draw on any number 

of different types of power in order to influence his followers, as has been and will be seen, he 

also had to concurrently maintain his accumulated power by defending against challenges that 

threatened to reduce it, especially in the eyes of others.  A leader invested with legitimate 

authority sometimes had to reinforce the singular fact that he alone was in command and that he 

was the final arbiter in all things under his purview.  His dignity and position had at all times to 

be maintained. 

 After the conclusion of the war, R. Ayde (19
th

 Battalion), was put in charge of the orderly 

room of the 3
rd

 Reserve Battalion in England.  Like his fellow soldiers, he was anxious to return 

to Canada and promptly put his military service behind him.  Capitalizing on his position and 

hoping to expedite his homecoming, he repeatedly put his own name on the many sailing lists 

that it was his responsibility to prepare.  Becoming wise to such a devious plot, really an attempt 

at manipulation, his CO repeatedly removed his name thereby ensuring that he would remain in 

England until properly released from his duties.  On one occasion, a verbal altercation erupted 
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between the two men that another officer happened to witness.  Faced with Ayde’s challenge to 

his authority, the CO promptly reduced him to private, being compelled to act in order to save 

face.  Decades after the war, Ayde suggested that had the other officer not been present, nothing 

much would have come of the encounter save for some bruised feelings.  Had the CO not acted, 

his reputation in the eyes of his fellow officer would undoubtedly have suffered; his punishment 

of Ayde reinforced his legitimate authority over all holding inferior rank.
53

 

 Gordon Howard offers a similarly instructive example.  As above, he too was compelled 

to reinforce his legitimate authority and to clearly articulate his ascendant position.  He recalled: 

On Christmas morning at the 9:00 o’clock parade, when I was giving out the fatigue duties 

for the day, a Gunner, whom I had detailed, swore at me in objection to going on fatigue.  

As I was B.S.M. I could not let it pass in front of the men, so I put him under open arrest 

for insubordination.  I was always reluctant to place a charge against an NCO or a man, as 

I preferred to handle the case in some other way.
54

 

 

On this occasion, Howard quickly quashed an open challenge to his power.  Had he remained 

silent and allowed his subordinate his insult, he would have effectively lost all credibility in the 

eyes of every soldier who was on parade that morning; they would have quickly surmised that 

the BSM could be bullied, that he could be challenged and that he was “soft” when it came to 

enforcing his own orders.  His swift and very public reaction could do nothing but reinforce his 

legitimate authority to all present.  It is doubtful if any of his subordinates “tested” him later that 

day. 

 Because a leader’s legitimate authority invested him with considerable power, in effect 

giving him near-complete control over the lives of his subordinates, the possibility for abuse was 

ever present.  Some men who had perhaps never held such power and responsibility until joining 

the army were initially blinded by their newfound authority, taking a perverse pleasure in making 

their subordinates’ lives miserable simply because they could.  On his departure from Ottawa for 
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overseas in late 1914, the boxer Jack Munroe thought that some of the orders given by his newly 

promoted officers and NCOs were nothing short of “boisterous and pedantic.”
55

  Later, Hubert 

Mervyn Morris (10
th

 Field Ambulance) was put in charge of a man who had been arrested after 

drinking far too much and expressing his true feelings far too loudly.  He recalled many years 

after the war: 

When sobered up, he was brought before our colonel on the charge of ‘drunk and 

disorderly’.  I was still on guard and heard it all. The colonel asked him what he had called 

the Sgt. Major. His answer was forthright – ‘I called him a black bastard and a pot bellied 

son of a bitch’. Our orderly room sergeant was writing down the evidence. He was a man 

who abhorred such language. When asked to read it, the sergeant gave it in a barely audible 

voice. I think our colonel enjoyed his discomfiture because he asked him to reread it more 

often than necessary.
56

 

 

The colonel’s actions could not have garnered him much respect nor bolstered the sergeant’s 

general morale.  Although well within his prerogative – his order was after all legal, if somewhat 

undiplomatic – his antics were apparently quite needless and served only to satisfy his personal 

sense of humour at the expense of another.  Tact was obviously not this officer’s strong suit. 

 Understanding that their leaders possessed legitimate authority over them and that their 

inferior rank put them at the disposal of their superiors, many men resigned themselves to the 

simple fact that, in the face of an order, all that could be done was to follow.  Indeed, many 

simply “acknowledged the right of officers to give orders” and moved on.
57

  Ernest Russell 

thought that arguing with his sergeant after being detailed for duty would be of “No use.”
58

  

Deward Barnes (19
th

 Battalion) admitted after the war, “When I knew I had to go I was 

satisfied.”
59

  The command-obedience relationship explains, at least in part, why men followed 

orders that must have seemed, and often were, suicidal.  In many instances, there really was no 

other option but to follow.  A legal order may not have been the smartest order, but it was a legal 

order nonetheless.  When faced with a disagreeable task, James Robert Johnston (26
th

 Battalion 
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and Canadian Machine Gun Corps (CMGC)) accepted his lot and simply went on his way.  He 

later wrote: 

One night I was sent up with a team and limber to bring out a couple of guns.  It was dark 

when I left the horse lines and raining really hard.  I did not think when I started out that it 

was a very smart thing to do, but had nothing to say about it, especially the thinking part.
60

 

 

Although now highly cliché and well-ridden, Lord Tennyson was right when he penned, “Theirs 

not to make reply, Theirs not to reason why, Theirs but to do and die.”
61

 

 A consequence of legitimate authority was that it theoretically ensured that orders would 

be followed when a leader was unable to utilize other forms of power to guarantee the obedience 

of his followers or, preferably, cultivate feelings of goodwill between himself and his 

subordinates that would in turn increase the likelihood of his directives being promptly fulfilled.  

In a very real sense, legitimate authority ensured the continuity of leadership.  When casualties 

were sustained and a leader who had been with his men for a considerable period of time was 

lost, another leader similarly invested with legitimate authority could seamlessly assume the 

mantle of command.  When one leader fell, another could take his place and carry the fight 

forward.  At the most basic level, in each of the respective arms, a lieutenant was a lieutenant 

was a lieutenant. “When one was struck down and unable to give or receive orders, another took 

his place automatically, and was obeyed implicitly and instantly.”
62

  On many occasions, the 

time simply did not exist to acquaint leader with follower.  Sometimes an officer or NCO would 

be placed in command of men whom he did not know, either well or at all, and was therefore 

forced to rely on his legitimate authority to ensure that they followed him.  Walter Bapty 

identified the crux of the matter when he mused, “To command a large number of strange men 

and with an unknown make-shift staff is a problem at the best of times.”
63

  In September 1918 on 

the very eve of an attack, now-Lieutenant George McKean found himself in command of a new 
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platoon, some of the men of which, new reinforcements, he had never met before.  Prior to the 

start of the Canadian barrage, he chatted briefly to his soldiers, telling them what to expect, what 

he expected of them and what he would do himself. That they would follow was guaranteed not 

so much by McKean’s actions, having so little time to interact with his men and establish 

rapport, but rather by his rank (and as will become clear, the little pieces of ribbon on his tunic 

that denoted his decorations).  Cultivating loyalty and personal respect, perhaps through the 

exercise of paternalism, would have to wait.
64

 

 In like manner, an officer or NCO did not necessarily have to persuade his subordinates 

to follow, or to rely on other forms of power to achieve the same end, given the fact that he was 

invested with legitimate authority.  While at times he might, for instance, resort to persuasion in 

an attempt to soften the blow of a particularly disagreeable circumstance, he was not compelled 

to expend time and energy in formulating logical and convincing arguments in order to influence 

the behaviour of his men.  If something was to be done, he could simply order it to be done and 

punish if it was not.  Although such an approach might not have encouraged affection between 

follower and leader, he was entirely within his prerogative to do so.  If other forms of a leader’s 

power failed to affect the desired results, he could always fall back on his formal authority and 

rightfully expect his followers to comply.  With this being said, even though officers and NCOs 

possessed legitimate authority, sometimes they were for whatever reason loathe to employ it, 

preferring instead to use other forms of power to effect the desired result.
65

  The style of 

leadership employed in any given circumstance was often context-dependent and undoubtedly 

influenced by any number of “factors” to which history is not privy. 
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4b. Coercive Authority 
66

 

 Coercive authority is said to occur when a power holder threatens a power subject with 

the use of force and duly achieves compliance.  For threats to be credible, however, the power 

subject must believe that the power holder possesses both the capability and the willingness to 

make good on his promise.  Even in circumstances where the power holder does not in reality 

possess an instrument of force or the stomach to actually employ it, coercive authority may still 

influence the relationship simply because the capability of employing force and the associated 

willingness to use it are assumed to exist.  A power holder’s bluff may be extremely effective if 

the power subject truly believes that it is not a bluff at all; a threat that stands no chance of being 

implemented is nothing more than idle.  Furthermore, in some relationships, force may be 

applied initially in order to establish the credibility of future threats, that is to say, to remove all 

doubt that the power holder truly possesses an instrument of force and is willing to use it at any 

given moment.  After witnessing or being subjected to such a demonstration of force, the 

relationship between power holder and power subject is thereafter coloured by the knowledge 

that threats of force may not be bluffs at all; that simple and basic fact encourages compliance. 

 To help instil obedience in its soldiers, the army made a conscious effort to demonstrate 

that it was both capable of using, and willing to use, force against its own.  In the most extreme 

cases, soldiers were told rather matter-of-factly that another had been condemned to death for a 

particular crime, usually either cowardice or desertion but sometimes murder, and later, that the 

sentence had been duly carried out or, more likely, commuted.
67

  For effect, soldiers belonging to 

the same unit as the executed man occasionally saw the limp and bloodied body or at the very 

least heard the shots that quickly ended the life of one of their own.  Whether such gruesome 

spectacles actually fulfilled the intended purpose of keeping men at their duty is a matter for 
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debate.  Some had their doubts. Wilfred Kerr believed that soldiers were not greatly motivated 

by the fear of being shot and that the abolition of the death penalty would not have adversely 

affected either efficiency or efficacy.
68

  Others, like Deward Barnes who had unhappily 

participated in the execution of Harold Lodge (19
th

 Battalion) in March 1918, expressed 

sympathy for the condemned men.
69

  Regardless of how individual soldiers perceived the use of 

this most severe form of coercive authority, all were now aware that the army, because it had 

applied force in the past, might resort to it again in the future.
70

 

To further demonstrate the army’s willingness to employ force, punishments for military 

crimes were often read on parade, en masse, where the assembled soldiery could not miss the 

intended message.  Lou Verdon, for instance, saw fit to record in his daily diary that he had 

“Heard sentences read out against 3 men.”
71

  Likewise, Field Punishment (FP) No. 1, what the 

soldiers’ vernacular appropriately labelled “crucifixion” owing to the fact that a man was bound 

to an immovable object for hours at a time, was not administered in a highly secluded area far 

from view, but rather “in public” where others could see.
72

 Pour encourager les autres, indeed. 

 Although the death penalty was the most extreme coercive tool at the disposal of the 

British Expeditionary Force (BEF), some Canadian leaders were not above threatening to shoot 

their followers if they did not follow “properly.”  On more than a few occasions, officers and 

NCOs levelled their weapons at their men in an attempt, perhaps a desperate attempt, to ensure 

compliance through the threat of summary execution.  (More rarely, and quite exceptionally, 

followers sometimes threatened their leaders with force.
73

)  One cannot help but wonder if these 

leaders had by now lost all credibility and sway with their men, or in other words their power 

over them, that they were compelled to threaten force in order to ensure that their orders were 

duly followed.  In hastily preparing a trench to meet an oncoming German attack during the Last 
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100 Days, Deward Barnes, a corporal, ordered his remaining men to prepare firesteps so that 

they would be of sufficient elevation to fire over the parapet.  Having survived the battle, he later 

recorded in his diary, “One or two of the draftees, although the majority were good men, refused 

and I threatened to shoot them if they didn’t dig.”
74

  When sailing overseas in the summer of 

1916, in the event of an alarm, Lieutenant Norman Sharpe (26
th

 Battalion) resolved to carry his 

revolver when he entered the bowels of the ship in order to force the men out, since “Some of the 

men may be sick and refuse to move.”
75

  After being told to go to Ypres in order to have his head 

wound dressed, Alec Cuthbert (PPCLI) encountered an officer who, thinking that he was 

deserting, pulled his revolver in an attempt to stop what was thought to be his somewhat hasty 

and needless retreat.  Fortunately, common sense prevailed after the officer “saw my head – it 

was bloody.”
76

  In none of the above examples does it appear that the leader in question actually 

fired on his subordinates.  Were they bluffing or not?  What is noteworthy as well is that such 

threats were employed during times of duress – in battle or if called upon to evacuate a sinking 

ship – when other less-forceful means of power could not in all probability be employed with 

much effect.  When the risk to life was extreme, the use of more intellectually-demanding power 

forms such as persuasion and manipulation was undoubtedly avoided owing to the pressures of 

time and the consequences of failure. 

 One final example is particularly instructive, demonstrating just how much damage could 

be caused by an ill-advised resort to coercion.  In relatively “peaceful” situations, where the 

immediate threat to life and limb was minimal, leaders who opted to employ coercive authority 

without first attempting the use of other, less aggressive forms of power could not and did not 

encourage much motivation among their followers.  A leader who automatically adopted 

coercive means when other options were clearly available did not accrue to himself the respect 
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and loyalty that made success likely.  Rather than gradually adopt more aggressive forms of 

power until compliance was achieved – say, by beginning with persuasion and calmly moving 

through legitimate authority to force 
77

 – a leader who immediately opted for the most powerful 

type of power not only had nothing to fall back on should it fail, but also came across as a weak 

leader who could only “motivate” through intimidation.   

Having just received heavy Kitchener boots in place of their Canadian-made ones, the 

men of the 102
nd

 Battalion were marched from the Somme to the Vimy front in the autumn of 

1916.  With their feet blistered and bloodied by the new boots, many soldiers fell out and sat at 

the side of the road, unable to walk any further.  The officer in charge of the march, whose horse 

saved him the indignity of walking, galloped back alongside the battalion “lam-basting these 

fellows for falling out” and telling them that it was a court-martial offence.  The flap on his 

revolver’s holster was open as he mentioned to the men that not only would they probably be 

found guilty, but that they would also be shot as a consequence.  The message conveyed by the 

opened holster was not missed. His many exaggerations and untruths quickly irritated the men 

and caused some to be openly defiant. One of the soldiers who had fallen out challenged the 

officer to shoot him there and then, arguing that they might as well be dead given their present 

condition.  No shot was heard.
78

  Apparently, the officer was never in front of the battalion again, 

nor was he in action with the men (perhaps for fear that the soldiers, remembering the march, 

would exact their revenge and blame his untimely and unfortunate death on the chaotic 

circumstances of battle!).  Speaking generally, one historian has observed: 

Falling out on the march was discouraged by dire threats, but it was an unavoidable and 

common occurrence. Sensible officers realized that there was a limit to their men’s 

endurance and many officers at one time or the other carried a rifle for a weary soldier or 

lent one his horse.
79
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Obviously this particular officer had failed to internalize the paternalistic ethic, believing instead 

that the way to lead was by force and bluster.
80

 

Regardless of how many Canadian soldiers actually died at the hands of other Canadian 

soldiers, and apparently there were some,
81

 it could not have been very encouraging for a 

volunteer, or later a conscript, to see his own officer or NCO drawing his weapon and 

threatening to pull the trigger if he did not comply with an order. A man’s best could certainly 

not be drawn out at the end of a revolver or rifle.  For the soldier at the front, it was hard enough 

as it was to steer clear of what the enemy lobbed in his general direction that he surely did not 

need it coming from his own side as well.  Threatening force may have worked on occasion – to 

get soldiers moving forward, to make them dig, to force them off a sinking ship – but at what 

cost?  The threat of summary execution, especially over a piddly and unimportant matter, was 

not likely to engender bonds of affection, loyalty, respect or trust between leader and follower.  

Such threats may have worked when the circumstances were dire and immediate, but how many 

times could a leader go to the same well? The utility of coercive authority, as Wrong makes 

clear, lies in the fact that a power subject understands that the power holder has the capability of 

employing, and the willingness to employ, force.  If a leader threatened to shoot one of his 

followers and failed to follow through, as many seemed to have done, any subsequent resort to 

this tactic would be even less likely to produce the intended effect since the latter could be 

relatively assured (although not entirely confident!) that the former was bluffing.  More 

effective, if somewhat more brutal, it would have been for a leader to actually pull the trigger on 

the first occasion in front of others, thereby clearly establishing the two prerequisites for the 

effective exercise of coercion in the future. 
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4c. Induced Authority 
82

 

 Power may also be exerted through the use of rewards.  Rather than mould behaviour by 

threatening or actually applying force, or using either manipulation or persuasion, a power holder 

may bestow on a power subject material or non-material benefits in order to encourage 

compliance.  Even if the use of rewards did not immediately lead to a greater obedience, the 

dispensation of such goods, it seems reasonable to suggest, could create the type of environment 

wherein success was more likely by drawing rewardee and rewarder closer together in a tight-

knit relationship.  Followers who possessed affection for their leader because of his largesse (and 

any number of other munificent behaviours) were undoubtedly somewhat more likely to comply 

with his orders when the time came since they may have felt in his debt.  As Wrong makes clear 

however, a relationship based on such an exchange – conformity in return for “something” – has 

the potential to degenerate into a coercive relationship wherein anticipated rewards may be 

withheld or are threatened to be withheld.  In effect, induced authority functions as a bribe of 

sorts.  So important was this particular type of power to the administration of discipline that a 

particular dynamic involving the use of rewards in a reciprocal exchange for performance – the 

negotiated order – is treated separately in chapter four. 

That leaders used rewards to shape the behaviour of their followers is certain.  Indeed, a 

reward of one type or another could have an immediate beneficial effect on performance.  When 

at Vimy and trenches needed to be carved from the chalky soil, J.H. Lee (PPCLI) recalled that 

the supervising engineers allowed the poor infantrymen cum ditch diggers to leave when they 

had finished their section of trench, rather than making them stay for a prescribed amount of time 

regardless of the amount of work that had been completed, as had been the earlier practice.  

Members of the working party undoubtedly dug with speed and a vengeance, confident in the 
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knowledge that the sooner they finished, the sooner they could return to relative safety and rest, 

their reward for working well and quickly.
83

  In this particular instance, the chance to down tools 

and return to billets was offered as an incentive and was traded for performance in the line.  The 

prospect of a few days leave in exchange for snagging a German prisoner or for “acquiring” 

bicycles from others to replace those that had been stolen earlier likewise spurred the men to a 

greater plane of action.
84

  In dispensing valued commodities – rum, time for rest and sleep, 

warmth, food, water, and so on – leaders could markedly influence the performance of their 

followers.  Because of the generally context-dependent nature of leadership, officers and NCOs 

constantly had to decide which approach would be most effective in realizing the desired ends, 

the carrot or the stick. 

 And certainly, during some training courses, it was neither beneath the dignity of the 

students to bribe their instructors, nor their instructors to accept it.  Induced authority was not 

always exercised, like certain forms of power, from the top-down exclusively.  William Ogilvie, 

the nascent horseman, recalled that one of his riding teachers was “unnecessarily cruel,” 

tormenting the many soldiers in his charge as they learned the rudiments of basic equitation, but: 

Then we were enlightened by the rumour that if the hat was passed around and a few 

pounds raised and presented to the sergeant, the remainder of the session would be much 

more gentle.  This proved to be correct and the last weeks of the school passed with the 

sergeant a completely different person.  No wonder, he was a few pounds the richer and, 

while his little bit of graft wasn’t earning him a fortune, the collection he received from 

each successive ride gave him extra spending money.  The few shillings we each 

contributed was worth it and even the most inexperienced rookie began to enjoy his 

training course.  The number of riders thrown from their mounts became fewer and further 

apart.
85

 

 

In this example, which seems fairly exceptional, the soldier-students possessed a degree of 

power (a reward, money) with which they influenced the conduct of their superior.  Here again, a 

trade of sorts occurred, a more lenient demeanour for a small amount of treasure.  Like 
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persuasion and manipulation, induced authority could be utilized by men of lower rank if they 

possessed access to desirable resources that could ultimately be leveraged into improving their 

immediate surroundings.  For men who lacked either material or non-material goods with which 

to barter, inducing another to alter his behaviour through the provision of an incentive was not 

necessarily a viable option.   

 It seems that on occasion induced authority did in fact degenerate into a coercive 

relationship, as Wrong argued that it could.  Earlier historians have observed that one of the 

greatest aids to recruiting, if not the single greatest aid, was the promise that men who enlisted 

together would continue to serve with one another once overseas.  As well, many potential 

recruits were bluntly told that the unit that they joined would fight overseas intact, or at the very 

least, that they would reinforce a particular unit from their home city, province or region in 

preference to all others.
86

  Because of this, in Canada, some leaders threatened to turn their 

followers into general-purpose reinforcements (rather than have them go to a particular unit, as 

had been promised) in order to maintain discipline and improve soldierly performance.   

Drawing a large number of men from campuses throughout Canada, the six University 

Companies that assembled at McGill University in Montreal supplied reinforcements to the 

PPCLI.  Having enlisted in July 1915 in the 3
rd

 University Company, J.H. Lee later related that 

the possibility of reinforcing a different unit other than the PPCLI, as had been promised, “was 

the threat that they would hold over us to keep us in line.”  He continued: 

…our big hope was that we would make the Patricias, that was what we had enlisted for 

and that was our hope and some Sgt. Major got a little annoyed with us and told us that if 

we didn’t pull up our socks and did [sic] better he would see to it that we didn’t get on the 

next draft to the Patricias, and we worried, I’m serious about that, we really did.
87

 

 

In threatening to keep his student-soldiers from the PPCLI, the individual in question was clearly 

capitalizing on their ignorance of “things military,” for the ultimate disposition of such a large 
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number of personnel was hardly a decision that a SM had the legitimate authority to make.  He 

may have been God incarnate to them, but in the grand scheme of things, he was a warrant 

officer with limited powers overall.  Even lieutenant-colonels who commanded infantry 

battalions, hoping to ensure that what they had worked so hard to put together in Canada did not 

all disappear with the easy stroke of a pen in England, found it impossible to keep their units 

together despite some heavy lobbying and the use of all of the not-inconsiderable resources at 

their disposal.
88

  The SM’s threat was an idle one, but it apparently served its purpose of 

encouraging his followers to act more like soldiers. Other threats revolving around, for instance, 

the possible imposition of military law or the withholding of leave similarly endeavoured to 

make behaviour more closely approximate the desired ideal.
89

 

 Like mud and lice, rum was also a constant of a soldier’s life on the Western Front.  The 

daily tot had any number of purposes – from steeling the will, to numbing the nerves, to warming 

the insides, to reinforcing the social order, to benefitting morale.  Perhaps its greatest utility 

rested in its use as an incentive.  Indeed “rum was one of the few rewards for men who went 

beyond the call of normal soldiering”
90

 and was often perceived as “a general reward for life in 

the trenches.”
91

  Because it was so important to the soldier, its control became a point of 

leverage, allowing the officers and NCOs that were responsible for its distribution to withhold it 

as a punishment or as a spur to greater action.  “As the issue of rum was left to the prerogative of 

commanding officers … and medical officers, it placed an important agent in their hands,” one 

historian has observed.
92

  The danger that Wrong saw in induced authority – its degeneration into 

an agent of control – was very much made manifest in rum.  “When rum was issued, men were 

content.  If it were withheld, it could lead to a plunge in morale.”
93

  Satisfied soldiers, with that 
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warm feeling that only rum can provide, were likely to perform much better than men who were 

unmotivated and “browned off.” 

4d. Competent Authority 
94

 

Competent authority “is a power relation in which the subject obeys the directives of the 

authority out of belief in the authority’s superior competence or expertise to decide which actions 

will best serve the subject’s interests and goals.”  An individual possesses competent authority if 

it is believed that he “knows best” or that he holds “the key to success.”  Power, therefore, rests 

not on formal position within a structured hierarchy, or even on the capacity to dispense or 

withhold rewards, but rather on the ability (or at least the assumed ability) to demonstrate a high 

degree of competence in a particular field of endeavour, so much so that the chances of 

achieving success are (or at least seem to be) high indeed.  In such circumstances, it is in the 

follower’s own best interest to accede to the wishes of his leader, else failure might occur.  

Within a dynamic marked by the exercise of competent authority, the power subject is compelled 

to place a good deal of trust and faith in the power holder. 

 Given its importance, official publications stressed the relationship between competent 

authority and successful leadership.  If an officer was nothing else, he at least had to be 

knowledgeable in his duties (and paternal, naturally!).  One pamphlet intended for the Canadian 

Officers’ Training Corps emphasized, “The officer is the leader and instructor of his men. He 

must always remember that to maintain discipline he must possess the confidence of the men in 

his professional ability.”
95

  Another document suggested, not unwisely: 

Avoid appealing for assistance on parade to the non-commissioned officers about you.  If 

you are considered fit to command a company on parade, try to justify the opinion formed 

of you.  Nothing looks worse, or is more calculated to lower the respect of the men for an 

officer, than to see him turning appealing glances to his colour-sergeant, or even openly 

asking him what to do.
96
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A martinet who succeeded against the enemy could largely be forgiven despite his lack of 

interpersonal ability, while a likeable incompetent generally could not.
97

 

Leaders who displayed a good deal of soldierly ability quickly gained the confidence of 

their followers, especially since the degree of aptitude often meant the difference between life 

and death.  In settings where the men perceived their officers and NCOs as knowledgeable, 

skilled and adept, undoubtedly the two groups were drawn closer to one another.  Experience, to 

a certain extent, demanded respect.  Veterans of past or current wars, or who possessed long-

service in either the Canadian Militia or the British Army, facts that their tunics communicated 

through colourful medal ribbons, overseas chevrons,
98

 wound stripes or good conduct badges, 

were viewed with a certain amount of awe by men with whom they came into contact, especially 

new recruits for whom the military experience was entirely novel. Again commenting on his 

riding experiences, William Ogilvie recalled just how impressive a veteran truly could be: 

Our final examination was held in the enclosed stadium in front of the riding sergeant-

major. … In the centre of this huge ring the king-pin of riding masters stood erect in all the 

glory of his many years of service in the Imperial Forces in India.  He was a fine figure of a 

man with a handsome face set off by a sharply pointed moustache.  Long rows of ribbons 

stood out on his breast and we felt that this was indeed a soldier who had been through 

many battles and surely would have little mercy for our poor horsemanship.
99

 

 

That the SM would be obeyed was certain, even though examiner and student had never met.  

Soldiers who believed that a certain individual set over them understood how to overcome 

challenges were more likely to follow him than another whom they perceived as ignorant and 

thus a danger.  Demonstrating competence gave a leader credibility and the moral licence to 

command; although a superior could theoretically rely on his legitimate authority to issue orders 

and expect compliance in return, he could hardly ask his subordinates to obey without hesitation 

when he himself did not know what was to be done or even how. 
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 In the earliest days of the war, Thomas Dalton Johnston encountered just such a situation.  

Put in charge of a group of unruly British soldiers who preferred to drink rather than work, he 

found that few respected him.  In this instance, rank alone was not sufficient to facilitate a degree 

of loyalty or to encourage obedience; being from the “colonies” probably did not help matters 

either.  Once he demonstrated that he in fact knew his job, that he was not going to waste their 

time and energy through avoidable errors, their respect for him multiplied significantly, as did 

their effort and discipline.  Flush with success, he told his wife in self-congratulatory tones: 

I have quite a bit of fun with these men whom I am in charge of.  They are all 

highlanders[,] Argyle and Sutherland Highlanders, and quite a few of them supposed when 

I took charge of them, that I didn’t know anything about working, but I soon changed their 

minds about that.  I have got them going good now, in fact when I started I had the worst 

party in camp, and I believe they do as much or more now than any party here.
100

 

 

 In contrast to the above, the demonstration of incompetence encouraged men to treat a 

leader with suspicion and a healthy dose of caution.  If ability served as a source of motivation, 

ineptitude often had the opposite effect.  Men were quite willing to follow a leader whom they 

trusted, even to the point of sacrificing their own lives in pursuit of a specific and worthwhile 

objective, yet were somewhat less inclined to give themselves over to either an officer or NCO 

who was seen to be a dangerous liability.  Rarely could an order be refused outright – the 

strictness of The Army Act sought to prevent that – but soldiers could become less committed, 

less inspired and less willing to see something through when faced with a leader perceived to be 

a hazard.  Deward Barnes gives just such an example from early 1918: 

That morning an officer, Lieutenant Switzer, came around at stand-down and says ‘Why 

don’t you fire the gun?’ He just came in the line and does not know the front; had been 

drinking.  I told him I would not fire the gun. He threatened to report me.  I wasn’t getting 

trapped for an officer, there was nothing to fire at.  He was finally reverted [to the ranks] 

and put in jail for cowardice later on.  I wished he had reported it, but he didn’t!
101
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Such inclinations and negative attitudes were not really the type that would facilitate the 

realization of success. 

 On rare occasions, displays of incompetence by a leader sometimes compelled a follower 

to “step up” and take charge of the situation.  In so doing, it seems likely, the individual who 

could not or would not act lost a certain amount of credibility while, in contrast, the individual 

who came to his rescue gained a degree of respect.  Soldiers who witnessed such “coups” 

quickly understood who could and who could not be trusted when it really mattered.  Sergeant 

Gordon Howard recalled just one incident at Vimy in which his BSM “appeared unable to decide 

what to do” after receiving a message at night that the many vehicles and guns that had become 

mired on the Arras-Lens road had to be moved by morning.  By his own account, Howard took 

charge immediately, waking the men up and getting them fed (an act of paternalism, as has been 

discussed in chapter one), ordering the battery’s horses saddled, leading the party to the 

abandoned wagons and guns, and extracting both the artillery pieces and accompanying 

ammunition from their muddy, if temporary, grave.  So effective was his leadership that “Our 

Battery was the first in action that day in the 2
nd

 Division.”
102

 What the men thought of the entire 

situation is unknown, although their attitude can be guessed, but thereafter Howard could not 

have had much respect for his BSM in light of his inability to perform at the critical moment. 

 Soldiers of all ranks, including officers, judged their leaders on the basis of ability.  Keith 

Campbell Macgowan once wrote to a family member in Canada, “The C.O. is gone and we have 

a new colonel – Webb – who seems a pretty fair scout so far but I will wait and see how he is on 

the line.”
103

   In a similar vein, although speaking more generally, Bert MacKenzie admitted, 

“I’ve learned to reserve judgment on men.”
104

  Yet, even though a leader needed to demonstrate 

his competence if he was to encourage his followers to truly follow, if he was to invest them with 
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confidence in his military skills, some soldiers appear to have been willing to allow replacement 

officers and men a few honest mistakes as they acclimatized to life at the front.  Men who had 

truly experienced active service knew just how different France and Belgium were from England 

and Canada.  So long as a leader was not negligent or irresponsible, his initial transgressions 

could largely be forgiven.  No doubt with a slight grin and chuckle, Walter Ray Estabrooks (32
nd

 

Battery) once remembered: 

I was accompanying a new officer that I had met in England from the gun position to OP 

[observation post]. One of those long range shells passed over us about a mile in the air. I 

paid no attention, but he dove for the ditch. By the time the sound got to us it was bursting 

near our ammo dump about four miles in the rear. He looked funny as he got up from the 

ditch, but that’s when I realized that officers had to grow up the same as men in the 

ranks.
105

 

 

With time and experience, the ear of Estabrooks’s officer would become finely attuned to the 

noises and dangers around him.  In like manner, William Jones (RCD) thought that “It is only 

reasonable to expect that neither a soldier nor an officer can be made and trained in a day.”
106

  

When the men in the ranks were just as inexperienced as their officers, when one could identify 

with the other, followers were likely to forgive the blunders of their leaders.  In recalling one 

incident in particular, Kirke Sheldon Loucks (31
st
 Battalion) offered, “Our Scout Officer had sort 

of lost his position, and he was new at the game and so were we.”
107

  Such latitude, however, did 

not continue indefinitely, for a leader had to quickly prove himself lest he be perceived as a 

liability. 

 The fact that soldiers judged their leaders on the basis of competence was not unknown to 

men holding rank and occupying positions of responsibility.  Leaders understood quite clearly 

that much of their ability to encourage their followers to actually follow rested on the proficient 

demonstration of specific military skills.  Officers and NCOs understandably became quite 

nervous when faced with a situation that threatened to expose their ignorance.  With some 
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trepidation and evident stress, Thomas Dalton Johnston related to his wife, “I am slated for 

orderly officer tomorrow.  I don’t know how I’ll get thru [sic] with it for I don’t know the way 

around the Barracks yet, and don’t know the duties that have to be performed as yet either.”
108

 

Successfully meeting the challenge would aid credibility, while failure would encourage doubt.  

Other leaders, in comparison, were proactive and sought to establish their credibility from the 

outset, like one SM who told some new replacements that “We could ask him anything we 

wanted to know,” the implication being that he knew all that was to be known.
109

 

 In lacking competent authority, a leader could expose himself to the manipulation of his 

followers.  As an officer new to his battalion, James Pedley was surprised at the dirty condition 

of the men’s rifles, unkept as they were.  Asking a sergeant why these rifles should be in such a 

state of disrepair, he was reassured that rifle-grenade firing had ruined the barrel, a plausible 

story at face value but really an outright lie that sought to take advantage of his inexperience and 

naivety.  When Pedley mentioned this curious fact to a brother officer, his mate, who had 

likewise been victimized by the “old game here” when he first came out, encouraged him to get 

after his NCOs and to come down hard on them.  Taking the advice to heart, and in an attempt to 

assert his legitimate authority, Pedley had a talk with the sergeant “which I don’t think he 

altogether enjoyed (although I made it as mild as I could) and the boys went to work with the 

gauze.  I left no room for doubt in anyone’s mind as to what the consequences of any further 

foolery would be.”
110

  The notion that multiple forms of power are present in single exchanges is 

evident in this one anecdote. 

 Soldiers naturally gained increasing amounts of competent authority and thus power as 

they spent more and more time in the army, like Mr. Pedley above.  Expertise in “things 

military” derived from collective training, specific courses, individual study, and perhaps most 
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important of all, experience.  Upon joining the CEF, unless he could claim previous service in 

the Canadian Militia, the British Army or some other national force, a recruit lacked much of the 

basic knowledge that he required to be an effective and useful soldier.  Over time, however, he 

received training from knowledgeable instructors – instructors, at least, who knew a little bit 

more than he did – and became more attuned to the military way of life and his individual 

responsibilities.  Some soldiers felt, however, that more had to be done in preparation for the test 

to come.  Not content with the training that he had received thus far, Gordon Howard took it 

upon himself to acquire additional knowledge through private study and observing others as they 

themselves trained.
111

  Perhaps this was why he so effectively took command of a deteriorating 

situation in the field. 

 At the front, a soldier continued to participate in collective training, oftentimes rehearsing 

individual attacks, as at Vimy, or mastering a different style of warfare altogether, as in the days 

preceding Amiens, the start of open warfare and what would prove to be the final months of the 

war.  With operations occupying the attention of all overseas, specialized training courses came 

to assume an especial significance.  Certain soldiers, sometimes those requiring a pause, were 

sent to various schools on the continent where they acquired skills in any number of different 

subjects, the intent being that they would duly return to their units and begin to teach others.  

Having taken a number of different training courses, Leo LeBoutillier (24
th

 Battalion) offered 

that “It’s good to know a little of everything.” He added, however, that although he had received 

much instruction, “a year’s experience in the trenches at dodging shells[,] that is most 

valuable.”
112

  In a simple way, he alluded to the fact that most knowledge was gained at the front 

in the presence of the enemy, where mistakes were often one’s last.  All the training that a soldier 

had received up to this point may have given him a preliminary understanding and facility, 
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ensuring that he knew the rudiments of soldiering, but only experience would refine that 

knowledge and make him effective.  If he survived and earned promotion, he could leverage his 

experience into power. 

 Experience was truly the greatest teacher of all. The longer a man spent at the front, the 

more “tricks of the trade” he acquired, learning little techniques along the way that would not 

only make his life somewhat more comfortable, but also help preserve his life in the first place.  

Like LeBoutillier, Alexander McClintock (87
th

 Battalion) believed that soldiers had to learn how 

to fight in the trenches.
113

  Experienced men, even if they did not possess rank, held a certain 

amount of sway over inexperienced replacements because of their accumulated knowledge.  

Such expertise did not take long to acquire, as many soldiers considered themselves “veterans” 

after having spent only a limited amount of time at the front.  Coming to the continent armed 

only with the training that they had received in Canada and England, which in some cases was 

scant and spotty, new men looked to “veterans” for guidance.  The passing of wisdom from old 

hand to new replacement allowed the former, to a certain extent, to influence the subsequent 

behaviour of the latter, or in other words, to exert power.  Leadership did not occur exclusively 

between men of dissimilar rank, say between a lieutenant and a sergeant, but rather could inform 

the relationship that prevailed between peers of equal position, say between two privates, one an 

“Old Sweat” and the other the greenest of green replacements.
114

 

 A few months before his death, Lieutenant James Thorpe (CMGC) wrote eloquently 

about the entire matter of competent authority and its relationship to success.  In a letter to two of 

his relations in Canada, he confessed: 
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I suppose you want to know how I felt the first time under fire.  Well I’ll tell you what 

every man will if he speaks the truth.  I was frightened.  Everyone is frightened under shell 

fire but the thing is not to show it.  If an officer ducks and runs for cover he may as well 

quit because he’s through so far as his men are concerned.  They always look to their 

officer and if they trust him he can ask them to do anything and they’ll do it.
115

 

 

An experienced British officer wrote similarly, “Soldiers soon know whether their superiors 

know their own business or not, and it stands to reason that the officer whose professional 

efficiency has commanded their confidence will get more out of his men than an officer in whose 

leading the men have little faith.”
116

 Through competence a leader could accrue to himself a 

degree of trust that, in turn, helped ensure compliance. 

4e. Personal Authority 
117

 

 The fifth and final type of authority relates directly to the person of the power holder.  

Personal authority is said to be present when, for no other reason than the special importance or 

significance of the power holder to the power subject, the latter obeys out of a sheer desire to 

please or serve the former.  Individuals with high personal authority are quite often charismatic, 

inspiring, magnetic and possessed of a certain je ne sais quoi that is highly attractive, even 

alluring, to followers.  Power subjects find meaning and personal satisfaction in obeying the 

power holder; followers help such leaders achieve success because that success, even though it is 

not theirs per se, is intrinsically rewarding.  A leader who excites his followers through his 

stimulating personality stands a greater chance of encouraging their compliance than does 

another leader who is dull and insipid.  Given that personal authority is perhaps the most 

important sub-variety of power, especially as concerns military leadership, it will be treated 

separately in the following chapter. 

 Even without discussing personal authority, it is by now readily apparent that the 

relationship that prevailed between leader and follower had the potential to be multifaceted and 
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highly complex, extending well beyond the simple issuance of commands and the sometimes 

reluctant offering of obedience.  Without doubt, the command-obedience dichotomy influenced 

the relationship between men of different rank – could an army even exist if this was not true? – 

but it was certainly not the only avenue through which power was exercised.  In the end, any 

number of different power dynamics coloured the relationship that prevailed between leader and 

follower, with some being more effective than others in soliciting compliance and all to a greater 

or lesser extent being context-dependent.  The following discussion of personal authority only 

reinforces such assertions. 
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them before they go.  Hope they havent [sic] left Canada yet.”  

115
  Granatstein and Hillmer, Battle Lines, Lieutenant James Thorpe to Ma and Tax, 6 Mar 1916, 

129. 
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  Taylor, Organize and Administer, 13. 

117
  As taken from Wrong, Power, 60-64. 
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CHAPTER 3: 

 

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE: THE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE  

DIMENSIONS OF POWER – PART TWO – PERSONAL AUTHORITY 

 

 

…his personality attracted those with whom he was brought into contact…
1
 

 

 

 

 Few things were as important to Canadian soldiers during the First World War than mail.  

Rum may have countered the nightly chill, but envelopes and their contents warmed the heart.  

“Every soldier looks every day for a letter and they certainly are appreciated,” George Peacock 

(205
th

 Battalion then PPCLI) once explained.
2
  A letter from home, or better yet, a parcel stuffed 

with homemade luxuries, whether edible or wearable, served to maintain morale in an 

oppressively gloomy atmosphere and to dispel the monotony of standard army fare.  Nearing the 

end of the war, Clarence Gross (Canadian Army Service Corps) proudly informed a concerned 

acquaintance that “I get letters from home quite often and they sure do a lot in keeping a fellow’s 

spirits up.”
3
  A few carefully written lines in a familiar script or a couple of thoughtful gifts from 

Canada – offerings of canned corned beef rarely met with much appreciation though!
4
 – kept an 

overseas man connected with the civilian world that he had left behind.  And for relatives and 

friends back home, a lengthy letter or perfunctory “whiz-bang”
5
 from a husband, brother, uncle 

or son served to reassure that all was more or less well.  Whether in Canada or “somewhere in 

France,” mail in whatever form served a vital purpose; when it arrived, things were “jake,” when 

it failed to materialize, things were less so. 

 A perceptive bunch generally, soldiers recorded their impressions on any number of 

topics in their wartime correspondence – from the fortunes (or misfortunes) of their trans-

Atlantic voyage, to their activities while on leave in either the pastoral English countryside or the 
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nation’s boisterous capital, to the fate of mutual acquaintances, to the quality and extent of their 

training, to the terrors of bullet, shell and gas.  Whether finely articulate or somewhat incoherent 

and muttered, letters home communicated a soldier’s thoughts, emotions and perceptions at a 

time when fatigue and the sundry horrors of the war often combined to numb the senses and sap 

the will.
6
  If it did not threaten the Empire or its cause, and even sometimes if it did, the novel 

and newsworthy usually received a degree of written attention.
7
  But observations were not 

confined exclusively to places and experiences, triumphs and tribulations.  With war being a 

social activity, soldiers often painted word-pictures of their leaders and followers, usually 

describing them in approving terms, but occasionally in critical and pessimistic tones as well.  

Owing to the requirement that an officer read his men’s letters prior to posting, blatant and 

obvious criticisms by the latter in respect of the former were few and far between.  For their part, 

it should be noted, officers censored their own correspondence, the gentlemanly virtues of 

honesty, integrity, loyalty and honour being their editor.
8
  Yet, in the postwar years, freed from 

the tyranny of the censor’s black grease pencil and the requirement to supress one’s true feelings, 

some former soldiers became more effusive in their praise of either their leaders or followers, 

perhaps being inspired by the wispiness of nostalgia, while others, having had a chance to read, 

reflect and talk honestly with others, gave more voice, volume and vent to their critiques.
9
 

As in all human relationships, soldiers constantly passed judgement on one another.  At 

the front, where it really mattered, accurately assessing a superior, a mate, or in some cases even 

a subordinate, could truly mean the difference between success and failure, between life and 

death.  A leader’s conduct in sticky situations, his personality, how strongly he felt the 

paternalistic ethic, his commitment to “higher” ideals such as fairness, his exercise of common 

sense, his humility and modesty, amongst any number of other attributes, served as the empirical 
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evidence upon which followers based their opinions.  On this point specifically, Robert Clements 

(25
th

 Battalion) wrote after the war: 

It beats all understanding how quickly they [the men] can size up an officer and measure 

him for exactly what he really is.  Within two or three days they will know him better than 

he will ever know himself.  They will assess his strengths and weakness[es] and spot a 

phoney [sic] unbelievably fast.  From then on every day adds a little something to their 

knowledge of him.  It is only when he realizes this and adjusts himself to living with it, that 

he has a chance to fully measure up to his job.  If he succeeds he will have his reward in 

the confidence and respect of his men, which is something he can treasure as long as he 

lives.
10

 

 

Clements might have added that the reverse was also true, that an officer who failed in the eyes 

of his men often incurred a certain amount of disrespect, if not open contempt.  To be sure, 

soldiers quickly and accurately assessed the merits of others with whom they came into contact, 

determining if they should be enthusiastically followed, treated with hesitant reserve or avoided 

as far as was legally possible. 

Some leaders fully understood that they were being “evaluated” by their followers, that 

their humorous follies, their minor victories and their lapses of judgement would sooner or later 

be known to all.  In a platoon of “many” or a company of “more,” there were indeed few places 

to hide.  The fact that officers served under the watchful eyes of their men proved a source of 

considerable stress for many.  After receiving his Military Cross from His Majesty the King at 

Buckingham Palace in early 1918, Edward Sawell reflected on his actions at Vimy that 

ultimately earned him his decoration: 

At the time [of the battle], fear was present, but not to the extent that I ever considered 

retreating from my responsibilities or remaining inactive.  Perhaps what drove me was a 

greater fear that my judgement and actions would not come up to the standards expected by 

those men who were relying on my leadership.
11

 

 

Some officers certainly understood the importance of providing a good example for their men 

to follow.  Being the example was so important that one document offered, “This principle 
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should always be taught the soldier in the ranks, the personal example of officers has 

undoubtedly a great influence on the ranks under fire, and there are times when every other 

consideration must be sacrificed to leading and steadying the troops.”
12

 

Leaders who scored well in their “evaluations,” and who therefore stood a better chance 

of achieving success in their sundry endeavours, were often deemed to be “gallant and 

popular,”
13

 a “good egg,”
14

 a “very decent sort of fellow,”
15

 a “wonderful man,”
16

 a “good little 

duck”
17

 or a “fine soldier.”
18

  At the other extreme, however, leaders who did not rate as well, 

and who therefore might have encountered more difficulty in achieving the goals that had been 

set before them, earned monikers that were neither complimentary nor flattering, being perceived 

as a patent “son-of-a-bitch”
19

 or “one of the most contemptible men I ever met.”
20

 In like 

manner, others were thought to be a slave driver,
21

 or perhaps most descriptive of all, Satan 

incarnate.
22

  Whoever said soldiers were dull and inarticulate? 

Whether they knew it at the time or not, what some men were in fact measuring was other 

soldiers’ personal authority, and indirectly, their power.  As will be recalled, personal authority 

relates to the person of the power holder himself; it stands quite apart from the rights invested by 

an organization (legitimate authority), the ability to dispense either rewards or punishments 

(induced authority or coercive authority), or the capacity to complete one’s tasks with relative 

ease (competent authority).  The concept of personal authority is, to a very real extent, a “catch 

all.”  Whereas other categories and sub-categories of power are fairly narrow in scope and 

definition, as chapter two has demonstrated, personal authority is more difficult to describe 

precisely, thus making its component attributes all the more challenging to identify in turn.  

Anything about the power holder’s person that serves to increase his attractiveness in the eyes of 

power subjects, whatever it might be, can be said to fall under personal authority. 
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 Individuals with high personal authority, usually leaders who possessed abundant 

charisma and who demonstrated specific personality traits that their followers found attractive, 

tended to foster the conditions in which success was more likely to be realized.  On the whole, a 

magnetic leader was able to forge bonds of trust, loyalty and affection with his followers, which 

in turn aided commitment and cohesiveness.  In such a psychological milieu, men of lesser rank 

came to see obedience not so much as an onerous duty, but rather as a meaningful and fulfilling 

act in and of itself.  Service was its own particular reward.  Any personal costs that might be 

incurred, such as the expenditure of effort and time, were largely immaterial. So long as service 

was rendered, that was all that really mattered.  When a leader appreciated his follower’s efforts, 

such compliments only increased the former’s personal authority and made service even more 

pleasurable for the latter.  A “thank you” or a compliment every now and then could go a long 

way indeed.
23

 

On the other hand, individuals with low personal authority, usually leaders who were flat 

and uninspiring, even abusive, tended to encounter less success because their followers were not 

as motivated as what they might have otherwise been.  Followers saddled with a leader of this 

type obeyed more out of obligation and fear, or perhaps their own sense of personal honour, 

rather than any real desire to please simply for pleasure’s sake.  To meet with success, it seems 

reasonable to suggest, such leaders were forced to rely on other forms of power to compensate 

for what they lacked in personal authority.  A leader who could not motivate and inspire had to 

compel and drive; a charismatic leader could pull his men forward, a dull one often had to push 

them along (sometimes at the point of his revolver, as has been seen!).  

 In speaking of Brigadier-General Hugh Dyer (GOC 7
th

 Canadian Infantry Brigade), 

George Kilpatrick, a former padre with the 42
nd

 Battalion, alluded to the somewhat nebulous 
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concept of personal authority.  He wrote in the years following the Great War, “It was not simply 

that he knew his business as a commander, not even that his was a superb and absolutely 

unselfish courage, but that somehow he called out the best that was in men, and in sending them 

to duty strengthened them for the doing of it.”
24

  Personal authority was indeed much easier to 

recognize than it was to either define or describe.  Kilpatrick’s comments, however, could apply 

with equal veracity to any leader who motivated his followers primarily, although not 

exclusively, through the sheer force of his personality alone. 

Not to be forgotten either, personal authority was very much in the eye of the beholder.  

Different soldiers could perceive the same individual in quite dissimilar ways, with some finding 

him alluring and inspiring, and some understanding him to be repulsive and obnoxious.  What 

might be a “turn on” for a few, might also be a “turn off” for others.  The mere possession of 

“this” or “that” quality by individual x did not automatically ensure that followers y and z would 

admire him; their respective perceptions could, in fact, be diametrically opposed.  Personal 

authority was not an absolute quantity in the sense that a lieutenant, regardless of his ability or 

personality, had certain inalienable privileges by sole virtue of his commission; both a 

charismatic and dreary subaltern possessed the same formal powers, being of equal legitimate 

authority.  In a sense, the degree of personal authority held by a leader was dependent on the 

personality of his followers, that is, how they perceived him.  Agar Adamson (PPCLI), the 

monocled Ottawa socialite and bon vivant, stands as a case in point.  Serving with the regiment 

for the entire duration of the war, his service first as a company commander and later as the CO 

brought him into contact with a large number of soldiers, many of whom saw fit to record their 

impressions of him.  On the one hand, a few of his fellow Patricias thought him to be “the one 

man for the job”
25

 and somewhat “eccentric but very lovable.”
26

  In stark contrast, however, one 
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of his brother officers labeled him nothing short of a “stupid bugger.”
27

  A great leader to some, 

he was a buffoon to others. 

 Personal authority could be gained or lost in any number of ways.  The historical record 

is fortunately replete with examples of both.  Rather than analyze every instance of a leader 

either accruing or squandering power – such a task would have no end and would ultimately 

serve little purpose, becoming very repetitious very quickly – the pages to come seek to illustrate 

broad themes in order that the relationship between personal authority and leadership might be 

illuminated.  Once the general idea is understood, further examples of either the acquisition or 

loss of power, and their positive or negative impact on subordinates, can be easily analyzed.  

Specifics and details must not be allowed to overshadow general concepts.  What follows 

therefore is not a complete enumeration of all of the possible ways in which leaders could amass 

or waste power by virtue of simply being, but rather gives a general sense of how a leader’s 

person was inexorably tied to the amount of power he enjoyed. 

Authenticity 

Soldiers who could legitimately claim frontline service, and who might have had a wound 

stripe(s), a medal(s), a battlefield promotion(s) or a scar(s) to prove it, seem to have been held in 

much higher esteem than men whose careers had taken them only so far as England or perhaps 

the rear areas on the continent.  Given that the trenches were exceedingly dangerous, men who 

came through gained for themselves a degree of personal authority by the simple fact of their 

survival.  Soldiers whose uniform proved their long and hard service, or who possessed the 

jaunty look of a veteran that only time at the front could impart, seemed to have had an aura 

hanging over them that commanded a degree of respect and inspired confidence in others.  With 

this being said – recall the brief discussion of ideal types in chapter two – long service also 
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suggested an individual’s competent authority; he survived, in other words, because he knew 

what he was doing.  To be sure, not every “Old Sweat” or veteran would be automatically 

obeyed simply because he had experience, but his past service certainly made it that much more 

likely that his followers would come along willingly, being reassured and motivated by his 

presence.  After being granted a furlough to Canada in March 1918 after serving continuously 

since 1914, William Jones returned to the war.  He wrote of this time in a postwar memoir: 

I cannot but recall my first trip over and note the different conditions under which I am 

now traveling [as a regimental sergeant-major]. Then I was but a raw recruit continually 

ordered around by officers.  Now traveling first class with a neat cabin to myself and 

sitting around and being treated by all with the greatest respect, and by almost the entire 

ship’s company and crew with a certain amount of awe.  In this connection I have already 

heard remarks concerning myself such as these, ‘Yes, ’E’s going back. Been three and a 

’alf years in France and going back.’ ‘What’s ’is name?’  ‘What outfit does ‘e belong to?’
28

 

 

His admirers knew nothing of him outside of the information that his physical body revealed, yet 

that was enough in this case to win them over to him. 

In contrast to Jones who looked the very image of a soldier, and indeed was, James 

Pedley found that he was all but ignored by his brother officers given his lack of experience.  On 

making his way to France: 

The little ship’s bar was jammed with officers and the buzz of talk stood out in sharp 

contrast to the inarticulate seriousness of the deck. … A couple of bottles of Bass [beer] 

were very welcome, but we newcomers found ourselves a little out of the swim despite the 

bright red patch and green square stitched to our tunic-sleeves at the shoulders, which 

marked us as Fourth Battalion men.  Perhaps the brightness of the felt patches (sewn on as 

late as yesterday) gave us away.  At any rate we found few to talk to ….
29

 

 

A lieutenant with no experience “ranked” well below a regimental sergeant-major with years 

under his belt. 

Soldiers certainly understood that their uniform was tied to their image and power.  When 

Ernest Jasper Spilett received a new ensemble after a long and hard spell in the line, he 

commented somewhat cynically and with an air of disappointment that he now looked like a 
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“Bramshott soldier,” the cleanliness and good repair of his tunic and trousers obscuring his 

considerable frontline experience.
30

  He was a veteran, not a new replacement, but one would be 

hard pressed to make that distinction at first glance.  If higher military authorities baulked at a 

spattering of mud (or blood!) on a soldier’s tunic during an inspection, for the man himself it 

often served as a badge of honour of sorts, proof in many cases that he had “been there” and 

“done that.” 

In September 1918, Arthur Turner, after spending some time in hospital, was sent with 

other recovered men to Rouen to have their gas masks tested and for instruction in bayonet 

fighting preparatory to returning to their units.  Marching three miles to and from the training 

ground each day under the watchful eyes of a sergeant-instructor began to wear on some of the 

soldiers, one venting his frustration by muttering loud enough to be heard, “‘If some of these 

[sergeants] were sent up the Line, they would know all about Bayonet fighting.’”  The irritated 

man, thinking that he could claim more experience than his temporary teacher, was soon 

disabused of that notion … and in spectacular fashion at that!  The sergeant halted the column 

and replied, in very quiet and calm tones, that perhaps some of his ilk had been up the line.  It 

slowly dawned on the men, by the way he looked at them and spoke, that he had seen the front; 

the ribbon for the V.C. that he wore on his tunic proved as much. The sergeant “could take us 

anywhere after that,” Turner admitted.
31

 

By contrast, followers lost a good deal of respect for leaders who attempted to claim for 

themselves more experience and expertise than they really possessed.  Men with service in the 

line, or who had been around the army long enough to have a good sense of what was what, 

could easily detect lies and exaggerations in the recollections of others.  Andrew Stuart Baird 

found it “awfully interesting to listen to the talk about the stove at night.”  He observed that the 
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reputations of some officers for “deeds of derring-do which they have carefully fostered in 

England are shattered in one sentence.”  Likewise, “tales of some awful time are told in a few 

matter of fact words.”
32

  The front imparted its own particular vocabulary and syntax that only 

the experienced truly understood and knew how to effectively employ.  Soldiers who 

embellished their exploits with fraudulent details in an attempt to bolster their reputation were 

easily exposed and perceived thereafter with considerable contempt.  The loss of respect and 

credibility that resulted was a blow from which few storytellers recovered.  Frustrating it must 

have been for men who actually knew the trials of the front, and who understood that “real” 

soldiers never boasted, to hear “frauds” claiming to have done great things when they in fact had 

done very little.  Writing home to his family, Baird likewise recalled one senior officer who lost 

all credibility with his subordinates for just this very reason: 

Norman and I have a new room-mate whom we can’t abide.  He’s a political major and 

came back from France with shell-shock after twelve hours in the trenches. He’s sporting a 

gold [wound] stripe now and of all the affected young prigs I ever saw – well, we have 

quite a time keeping him in his place.  The other evening he rose on his elbow on the bed 

and with his hand behind his ear said: ‘Ah, isn’t that the rumble of a four point nine battery 

behind a hill?’ and wasn’t at all abashed when Spud told him [‘]no, it was one of the 

batmen moving a cot in the next room[’].
33

 

 

The two lieutenants would obey the major because of the latter’s legitimate authority, not 

because they were somehow motivated and inspired by his personality.  The rank would be 

followed, not necessarily the man.  Having reduced their personal authority to nil, such leaders 

could only rely on other forms of power in the hopes of ensuring compliance. 

Coolness 

Service at the front required an extremely steady nerve; battle necessitated that fear be 

controlled.  Withstanding a heavy barrage, advancing against the enemy over open ground, 

seeing the dead and dying, knowing that one’s number could very soon be up and violently at 
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that – all demanded that soldiers draw upon reserves of both psychological and physical strength.  

Some, paraphrasing Lord Moran’s famous analogy, had a larger “bank account” of courage from 

which withdrawals could be made and thus mastered their fear better than others.  Leaders of 

whatever rank who stood the test well gained for themselves a degree of personal authority, and 

thus power over their followers, by setting the example, reassuring their men, and proving that 

they could be relied upon when the situation deteriorated and success was anything but certain.  

If a leader was frightened – all it seems were to a greater or lesser extent – he had to maintain a 

calm outward demeanour whatever his innermost feelings lest he cause panic among his 

followers.  A leader who appeared collected in the face of the hellish environment around him, 

remaining “cool as a cucumber”
34

 or the “coolest of all cool fishes,”
35

 was much easier to follow 

than another who could not gather his thoughts, decide on a plan or encourage his men. 

Writing to his sister during the Last 100 Days, Angus Macdonald understood all too well 

the absolute necessity of appearing calm.  He observed after one battle, “I kept quite cool 

probably because I saw that it was the only thing to do.  It is hard enough at best, but if a leader 

looses his head – everything is lost.”
36

  Stanley Rutledge remembered one raid in particular, 

where, “The officer in charge was a young subaltern just out, but he had the stuff, as the boys 

say.”
37

  The lieutenant added to his overall appeal, his je ne sais quoi, his personal authority, by 

exuding an air of collected confidence and remaining very calm in his demeanour. (Incidentally, 

he encouraged his men forward through the German trenches by casually pointing out with his 

walking cane which dugouts required a Mills bomb or two to deal with their inhabitants!)  To be 

sure, a leader who mastered his fear and controlled himself proved to others that he could be 

depended upon when it really mattered the most and was thus more likely to be followed. 
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The reverse was also true, as might be expected.  Leaders who reacted poorly under fire 

quickly lost the confidence and respect of their followers.  In the absence of such important 

commodities, effective leadership would undoubtedly have been difficult.  Rather than being a 

source of strength and inspiration, such men were often perceived as a liability since their lack of 

personal control and courage might possibly cause unnecessary casualties, contribute to the 

failure of a raid or general attack, or lead to any number of other negative consequences.  

Frontline soldiers very quickly learned whom they could trust with their lives and whom they 

could not.  The men in the ranks expected the NCOs and officers set over them to carry on 

confidently despite the danger, not cower and hesitate in the face of it.  When under fire for the 

first time, some officers of the 31
st
 Battalion reacted poorly, seeking cover when it was not at all 

necessary and running about the trenches in a general state of alarm.  In the words of Donald 

Fraser, “Our estimation of our officers sank to zero and it was a lesson to us that in future it is 

best to rely on your own wits and do not expect too much from those senior to you.”
38

  That 

these officers in particular would have found it somewhat difficult to relate to their men and to 

lead them on in the future seems likely. 

Relying on Others 

One of the best ways that a leader could gain personal authority was by being willing to 

listen to the insights of his followers and, when appropriate, to rely on their individual expertise.  

Rare indeed was the leader who could correctly approach a problem from all possible angles, 

anticipating in the process every potential pitfall and being aware of all of the extraneous details 

that might impact upon his proposed solution.  By admitting when he did not know something, or 

by asking others for their input, a leader showed his followers his human side.  Rather than 

maintaining a false dignity by appearing to know all when in fact he did not, a superior could 
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“score points” with his subordinates by conceding that he required or wished help.  In an 

institution that generally cared little for the thoughts of its lowest-ranked members, such an 

approach was apparently a significant source of motivation for the men who were finally allowed 

an opportunity to voice their opinion.  A leader had to be judicious in its use though, for if he 

asked his followers what they thought about each and every situation that they faced, he risked 

losing their confidence by appearing indecisive and demonstrating his lack of competent 

authority.  As well, on many occasions, there simply was not the time to allow everyone their 

input. A leader sometimes (probably most of the time) simply had to make a decision on his 

own.  Battle was often not the place for a calm tête-à-tête. 

As the officer in charge of his battalion’s scout section, George McKean frequently 

sought the input of his men when formulating his plans for bringing the fight to the enemy.  

When German raiding parties were causing the Canadian line considerable trouble, McKean and 

his men collectively developed a plan to deal with the threat.  He would later recall, “I went 

along to the scouts’ dug-out and we talked things over.  The result was that we decided to take 

out a fighting patrol, including a Lewis gun and crew, and wait for the raiders near their 

assembly position.”  Although the plan was aggressive, the men were “‘all very keen about it.’”
39

  

In allowing his scouts to help formulate the plan to deal with the Germans – he writes “we” more 

often than “I” – McKean not only minimized the chances that crucial details were overlooked 

(by having all offer their opinion), but also ensured that his men fully supported the scheme (in a 

sense the plan was theirs, as well as their officer’s, since all had had a hand in formulating it).  

Both undoubtedly helped ensure success.  On other occasions as well, McKean was willing to 

allow his scouts to offer their suggestions on how a certain challenge might best be met.
40

  

Although there was never any doubt that McKean was in command – his soldiers always added 
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the “sir” to any of their replies to his questions – his willingness to give them a chance to air their 

opinions seems to have created a tighter and more effective team than what might otherwise have 

been possible had he decided on his own and for them.
41

 

Yet relying on others for advice had its limits.  While the men in the ranks certainly 

appreciated being given the opportunity to offer their opinion on a particular problem and to help 

formulate a plan upon which their lives would ultimately depend, they tended to hold in 

contempt those individuals who asked for guidance on the simplest of matters.  Certain things, 

like basic military protocol, should have been known by all.  On one occasion, a major, who was 

an excellent physician, but who also lacked any real understanding of army regulations, asked a 

sergeant what he should do upon passing the French general Robert Niville.  The sergeant duly 

gave his inquisitor the correct reply, but his estimation of him dropped considerably.
42

  If this 

example is any guide, it would appear that leaders could ask their followers for advice on topics 

that may have been outside of their normal purview or that were of significant moment, but not 

on topics that should have been known in the first place or were fairly inconsequential.  

Preparing to meet the enemy at night would qualify, the absolute basics of military etiquette 

would not.  In all fairness to the good major, the lack of military knowledge seems to have been 

widespread throughout the medical corps if one observer can be believed, writing as he did, “The 

enlisted men, however, are not the only ones to require training for the newly arrived medico, 

although holding captain’s rank, knows little or nothing of his military duties and special 

attention has to be paid to turning out efficient officers as well as skilled surgeons and 

physicians.”
43
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Sharing the Burden 

The infantry truly experienced the toughest war of all.  When not in the trenches, the men 

of the 48 battalions that comprised the Canadian Corps could be found training for the next scrap 

or “resting” behind the line.  The concept of “rest,” however, was given wide interpretation 

during the First World War!  Owing to the sheer amount of work that was required at the front – 

supplies had to be brought forward, salvage had to be collected and defences had to be 

strengthened – infantrymen often found themselves engaged as general labourers.  Except for 

useless and time-consuming inspections, especially those conducted in a sea of mud where the 

expectation of cleanliness was paramount, no other facet of life seems to have irritated the men 

so much as working parties.
44

  Lugging ammunition forward and digging trenches could hardly 

be deemed restful, especially for soldiers who required every ounce of strength to see them 

through their next rotation in the line. 

For this reason, then, men who willingly shared the burden of their fellow soldiers when 

their rank would have exempted them from such menial tasks earned for themselves a good deal 

of respect, respect that would in turn encourage their men to follow.  Lending a helping hand, 

especially voluntarily, went a long way for it suggested that everyone was on the same team 

(which they were) and that all had to pull together to see the war successfully concluded (which 

they did); the prospect of quickly completing a particularly onerous task must have been 

encouraging too.  Such actions also revealed that a leader was neither aloof nor distant and that 

he had the best interests of his men at heart.  Elmer Belding certainly found this to be true.  He 

proudly related in a letter home: 
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The promotion came on January 17
th

 and I did not bother much about it.  Of course in a 

signal section we only have 6 N.C.O.s and so being one of the six means something.  It 

saves me a lot of dirty work in the fatigue line but I always do my share now to show a 

good lead.  When in charge of any work I do my share and the boys appreciate it.  I think 

the 20 men under me would do most anything to help me out.
45

 

 

For much the same reason it would appear, when the men of an artillery battery were ordered to 

dig dugouts that their officers would eventually occupy, the latter pitched in and helped the 

former.
46

  If their prior service in the ranks had not already taught them this valuable lesson, 

officer cadets were instructed, “Set a good example in & out of trenches. When out with a 

working party, don’t be afraid of takeing [sic] your coat off & giveing [sic] the men a hand now 

& then.”
47

 

In contrast, leaders who failed to share the burden also failed to secure the resolute 

loyalty of their followers.  Supervising a working party digging a trench in which telephone lines 

would eventually be buried, one engineering officer heaped scorn, insults and invective on the 

infantrymen cum ditch diggers.  Although the men probably did not expect the officer to 

manhandle a shovel or pick, they certainly expected him to be kindly toward them while they 

were in his charge; he might have offered them an encouraging word or even a cigarette at an 

opportune time.  Psychological support was often just as valuable and important as physical 

support.  With the officer continuing in this vein, one of the now-disgruntled men exacted a form 

of revenge, essentially digging a deep hole that caused the former to fall violently into the trench 

when he measured its depth with a long stick on which he leaned for support.
48

  A leader 

annoyed and frustrated his followers at his own risk and peril. 

Humility and Informality 

Displaying a sense of humility and a degree of informality at times seems to have helped 

a leader acquire personal authority.  In an institution that took every opportunity to reinforce 
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distinctions between its members – different ranks, uniforms, decorations and privileges being 

the most obvious examples – leaders who were disdainful of such outward signs of 

differentiation, considering them perhaps somewhat unnecessary, appear to have earned credit 

with their followers.  In a culture that relentlessly endeavoured to distinguish one group from 

another, a soldier who temporarily dispensed with such elements oftentimes made himself seem 

more human, regular and approachable in the eyes of others who, perhaps, could not enjoy such 

considerations to the same extent.  A man who did not take himself too seriously, who in other 

words was not too concerned with all the trappings of his rank, was perhaps a little easier to 

follow than one who was more than proper on all occasions.  Likewise, a leader who was at 

times informal with his subordinates gained a similar degree of respect by offering his men a 

psychological reprieve, a calm harbour in a violent storm as it were, where they could relax and 

not constantly be on their guard.  In dispensing with the formalities of dress and distance, such 

leaders might have suggested to their men that they were more concerned about fighting and 

winning and seeing their soldiers safely through it all than with their proper position within an 

institution where position was everything. 

Contrary to the popular image of military forces, with all activities and soldiers being 

governed by a strict code of regulations and discipline, Canada’s army of the Great War (and 

probably most every other army before and since!) witnessed occasional rule-breaking, 

informality between the ranks and dismissive attitudes toward outward marks of distinction.  

Such behaviours on the part of leaders appear to have resonated well with subordinates, 

increasing their commitment, loyalty and affection in turn.  The senior medical officer at a 

Canadian hospital in England (Bearwood Convalescent), for instance, “never flaunted his rank 

and one could talk to him at any time so he was very popular.”
49

  Wilfred Kerr admired his 
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battery CO, a very modest man who had a marked “indifference to externalities,” so much so that 

he wore the rank of a captain rather than that of a major.
50

  Being relaxed and at times “not so 

military” seems to have made one a little bit more appealing than another who was “military” all 

the time. 

Indeed, a supercilious leader who endeavoured to be proper in every circumstance, who 

expected compliance simply because he could demand it, does not seem to have encouraged his 

men to the same extent as his peer who was occasionally less formal.  Relying exclusively on 

one’s legitimate authority did not necessarily ensure the loyalty and affection of one’s soldiers.  

Lieutenant Laurie Gass offers an excellent example of just such a leader and the consequences of 

his behaviour.  At the start of his service in the artillery, he came across a certain man “who is to 

be captain [and] is very officious and finds fault with everything on principle but I know about 

how much attention to pay to it.”
51

  The captain was so demoralizing that, “There is very little to 

write about these days for a certain man kind of throws a wet blanket over us all. You notice it 

whenever he comes into the room, there is a marked depression in us all.”
52

  Although the 

captain’s less-than inspiring conduct included more than just being official – his inconsistency, 

his sarcasm, his criticism of others and his annoying traits had much to do with it as well, as will 

be discussed below – the fact remains that his officiousness helped him to lose the respect of his 

subordinates. The captain’s men would do their duty to the best of their ability – their personal 

honour was after all at stake – yet they did it in spite of him, not because of him, a fundamental 

and crucial difference. 

It might be argued that soldiers who were less formal with their subordinates, or who 

neglected to maintain the dignity of their position, violated disciplinary norms and military 

expectations, thereby setting a poor example for others.  In some cases this might have been true, 
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with a leader being much too familiar with his followers, acting as one of them rather than as 

someone apart.  While awaiting repatriation at Kinmel Park in Northern Wales following the 

Armistice, for instance, Hayward Crouse (1
st
 Depot Battalion, New Brunswick Regiment) 

encountered a messing officer who was “the best one I have seen yet in this army. Around with 

us and talking and joking just like a private soldier.”
53

 Yet, it often seems that when informality 

did occur between soldiers of different rank, neither superior nor subordinate forgot who was 

ultimately in command.  An exchanged joke, a lax conversation or a spell of informality did not 

always threaten discipline and proper power relations since it was understood that such 

“unmilitary” behaviour was only temporary and that no matter how at ease the two men might 

become, one still had to follow the other at the critical moment.  Speaking of Major-General 

Henry Edward Burstall (GOC 2
nd

 Canadian Infantry Division), Lieutenant Joe O’Neill 

remembered him to be “one of the most popular officers in France, and most efficient as well.”  

Some of the esteem in which he was held derived from the fact that he “was one of those men 

who could talk with a man on his own level, and yet you realized that he was still the general.”
54

  

The last phrase, “you realized that he was still the general,” is significant.  No matter how 

informal an interaction became, O’Neill understood that Burstall was in command; such a 

realization probably influenced the course of the conversation too, ensuring that it did not 

become too lowbrow and boorish.  Ironically, the argument could be made that occasional 

informality actually improved efficiency, morale and esprit de corps by binding leader and 

follower in a close, strong and cohesive relationship.  A leader could not always be informal with 

his followers – he risked minimizing the distance between them – yet an occasional, well-timed 

round of laxity seems to have helped. 
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Advocate for Men 

As has been seen in chapter one, a leader who advocated for his men, who defended them 

against the demands of higher authority, quickly won their affection.    Because officers and 

NCOs were invested with legitimate authority, some of the demands that certain individuals 

made of subordinates, demands that were entirely within their prerogative to make, could at 

times be perceived as unfair, purposeless or even abusive.  Recognizing that their followers were 

entirely in the right and were being mistreated, other subordinate leaders raised serious and vocal 

objections to the orders that had been issued.  In so doing, a leader not only endeavoured to 

maintain the dignity of his followers, something that was highly important in an institution that 

sought to strip away individuality in favour of uniformity, but also accrued to himself respect, 

loyalty, trust and esteem, all qualities that undoubtedly contributed to his aura and the chances 

that he would meet with success. 

While still in Canada awaiting transport overseas, Thomas Dalton Johnston took it upon 

himself to defend his sick men from the less-than professional conduct of none other than the 

battalion’s medical officer!  At length, he recalled to his future wife: 

We have had a big rut without looking for it today, with the doctor, about some of our men 

who are sick.  The doctor spends his time drinking whiskey, and when a man goes down 

there sick, he laughs and says he is shamming.  Of course we get fed up on that kind of 

treatment, and Capt. Nelson and I went up there with a man whom the Dr. had examined 

this morning and pronounced fit for drill, who fainted when he came out on parade.  

Believe me we had some rut, and incidentally I told him that a man who spent as much of 

his time guzzling booze wasn’t competent to diagnose a case anyway, and he went and 

reported me to the Colonel.  I haven’t seen the Colonel since, but I suppose I’ll be in for a 

good wigging, and maybe my discharge.  I don’t care very much either, for either the Dr. 

or I had better be discharged and the sooner the better.
55

 

 

What the colonel thought of all of this is unknown, but he could not have been too perturbed for 

Johnston continued to serve until 1919.  What the fainting man and his pals had to say is also 
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unknown, but they surely appreciated two of their officers endeavouring to right an obvious 

wrong on their behalf. 

If officers protected their men, so too did NCOs.  Being in close and constant contact 

with their soldiers, the latter, more so than the former, were better positioned to not only witness 

an initial abuse of power, but also to defend against the impropriety itself.  George Lefler 

recalled one occasion, the closest he ever came to getting in trouble, when he and his mates were 

compelled to stand in ankle deep mud while waiting for a church parade to begin.  In inspecting 

the assembled parishioners, one of his SMs “jumped me for not having my shoes shined” and 

told him to report next morning to the orderly room for punishment.  Seeing what was 

transpiring, a sergeant “came back later and told me it was alright [and that] I didn’t have to go 

to the orderly room.”  The sergeant had apparently met with the SM and, perhaps using 

persuasion or some other form of power, successfully advocated on Lefler’s behalf.
56

  Protecting 

one’s men from the rigours of the formal disciplinary system earned a NCO a certain amount of 

respect and obedience. In his own somewhat rough yet articulate way, Charles Hebb (85
th

 

Battalion) explained the relationship: 

I put in some good times when I was in the Army, I admit it.  I was one of these reckless 

guys that boozed like hell and what I had to say, I said.  One thing, as long as I had charge 

of a gang of men, there’s not one of them would turn me down.  They’d jump for anything 

I said and they’d do anything for me because I never put a man up for office unless I was 

really compelled to.  I’d shield them some which way, shield them all which ways I 

could.
57

 

 

A leader, to be sure, could defend and support his followers in any number of situations, 

not just against men of superior rank who were indifferent to their duties or unreasonable in their 

demands.  Archie Selwood (72
nd

 Battalion), for instance, shielded his soldiers from a 

disagreeable task by opting not to order them to clean toilets that had been plugged with sewage 

for some time.
58

 Leaders ultimately gained respect by endeavouring to buffer their men against 
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excessiveness, however that excessiveness was manifested.  The fact that their leader had come 

to their defence was not lost on the soldiers who had been saved, rescued even, from unfair 

circumstances. 

Protecting the welfare and interests of their men was a sure way to aid in the construction 

of strong, cohesive and loyal teams. Conversely, leaders who failed to advocate on behalf of their 

men, by letting an affront pass with neither comment nor action, injured morale and weakened 

the affective bonds that existed between themselves and their followers.  A few Canadian 

soldiers, for instance, became mightily perturbed when their lieutenant, who was generally 

known to be a “good head,” failed to support them during an altogether needless confrontation 

with an English second-lieutenant.
59

 

Personal authority could be accrued through the successful exercise of paternalism.  

Indeed, the former and the latter were intimately connected.  As was earlier explained, a leader 

who saw to the many physical and psychological needs of his followers tended to gain their 

support since they knew that he was on their side.  Similar results occurred, as has been 

demonstrated immediately above, when an officer or NCO defended his men against higher 

authority, an absolutely essential element of the paternalistic ethic.  A leader who effectively 

exercised the paternalistic ethic therefore added to his aura, his je ne sais quoi, which in turn 

made his men more likely to follow.  In contrast, a leader who was disdainful of his subordinates, 

who failed in his paternal obligations and who thus lacked a certain amount of personal 

authority, was unlikely to receive a high degree of respect and loyalty from his followers.  If 

coolness in battle and humility could add to personal authority, for example, so too could being 

paternal. 
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General – Positive 

Such attributes of personality as these were certainly not the only means by which a 

leader could foster an attractive aura.  Indeed, the six examples discussed above were selected 

for the simple reason that the historical record provides evidence both “for” and “against,” that 

is, that contemporary writings vividly illustrate that a leader who either did or did not practice 

“it” had a noticeable and demonstrable effect on his men, whether for the better or for the worse.  

Because personal authority is a “catch all” of sorts, the ways in which it might be accrued are 

indeed infinite.  To be sure, any number of other actions that a leader might also take, whether 

consciously or not, could have a positive effect on his followers. 

Soldiers in the ranks, for instance, appreciated those NCOs and officers who treated them 

with a degree of respect.  A leader who handled his men with consideration and sympathy, and 

who valued their sacrifices and contributions, was much better off than another who did not.  

Along this line, Lieutenant Joe O’Neill believed: 

… if you treated men like men then you had men, but if you treated men like dogs[,] well 

you just had a group of dogs and [they were] never no use.  But if you treated men as men 

… there was an excellent feeling between the various ranks, and that was of great 

importance.
60

 

 

A leader who set the example for his men to follow, moreover, encouraged similar results.  

Gavin Lang Stairs found this out at the very start of the war, writing as he did, “In the [practice 

bayonet] charges, we always race the men for the objective[,] whatever it may be.  There’s 

nothing like setting an example to get results.”
61

  Not surprisingly, soldiers also viewed with 

esteem a leader who led from the front.  Officers understood this, as Stewart Scott (78
th

 

Battalion) once acknowledged, “naturally in order to maintain my stature in the eyes of the 

troops, I had to be the boy who went in front.”
62

   A sense of humour, especially in tight 

situations, also helped.  “One of the smallest of our officers,” Frank Baxter remembered, “was 
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heard to remark that it was a good thing for him that his colours were painted on his helmet” so 

that he might later be identified because the mud was so deep and thick that it threatened to 

swallow men whole.
63

  And so the list goes on.  Essentially, by acting in a manner that resonated 

with his men, and there were any number of things that he might do to make himself appear 

more attractive in the eyes of his followers, a leader was able to invest his relationship with them 

with respect, trust and affection, in addition to any number of other “positive” qualities, all of 

which, it seems reasonable to suggest, made the realization of success more likely. 

General – Negative 

Of course, as might be anticipated, the reverse was also true.  If there were any number of 

ways in which personal authority might be gained, there were an equal number by which it might 

be lost.  A leader who understood his men could theoretically shape his behaviour in an attempt 

to minimize the loss of personal authority; a leader who did not understand his men, who simply 

did not care or who preferred to employ his legitimate authority rather than his personal 

authority, would undoubtedly have learned the hard way that his abrasive personality did not 

always facilitate the creation of strong teams built on loyalty, trust and respect.   

During the war, the words “officer” and “gentleman” were largely synonymous.  A man 

holding commissioned rank was supposed to be upright in all that he did and all that he said, 

bringing discredit neither to himself nor His Majesty’s service.  Officers who failed to uphold the 

expected standard, who compromised their personal authority, sometimes encountered 

difficulties with their men.  When a certain officer failed to keep his word, when he failed to split 

a small monetary prize with a man who had helped him win a mule race by selecting for him the 

most tractable mount from a battalion’s transport section, the disgruntled soldier exacted a form 

of revenge on another unsuspecting officer so as to even the score, to exact a degree of 
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satisfaction and to right the effrontery.
64

  Nearing the end of 1916 at the Canadian Military 

School at Napier Barracks in England, Edward Sawell encountered officer-instructors who 

antagonized the students from the outset, were petty and sarcastic toward them, and acted in a 

generally disagreeable manner.  As a result, “at no time did they endear themselves to us or gain 

our respect, therefore they never received full co-operation from the class” in return.
65

  And 

certainly, expectations of proper conduct applied to NCOs as well.  Arthur Macfie encountered 

an “overbearing sergeant-major” who made the men “growl as soon as he would come in sight, 

and he hated us just as much.”
66

  Essentially, by acting in a manner that did not resonate with his 

men, and there were any number of things that he might do to make himself appear less attractive 

in the eyes of his followers, a leader was often unable to invest his relationship with them with 

respect, trust and affection, in addition to any number of other “positive” qualities, all of which, 

it seems reasonable to suggest, made the realization of success less likely. 

Impact 

That a leader’s personality could have either an inspiring or detrimental impact on his 

followers is beyond doubt.  A positive correlation seems to have existed between personal 

authority and general morale – when one was either high or low, so was the other.  During his 

service with the artillery, Lieutenant Laurie Gass encountered two superior officers who took 

very different approaches with their subalterns, and the results more than showed.   

The battery’s CO, Major George Herbert Maxwell, was apparently all that could have 

been hoped for in a leader.  If Gass is to be believed, the major was kind, never asked a man to 

do something that he would not do himself, was possessed of a good-natured soul and had an air 

about him that pulled forth the allegiance of others.  His amiable personality and his abundance 

of personal authority set an upbeat mood in the battery, making service at the front somewhat 
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less strenuous and unpleasant than what it might otherwise have been.  After recovering in 

hospital from severe burns caused by a small explosion, the major returned to the battery and 

took up the mantle of command once again, much to the delight of all.  As Gass explained to his 

mother with evident excitement: 

I haven’t written you for quite a while but I was feeling fed up and sick of the whole 

business but to-day the major got back and that has put an entirely new face on things.  We 

are all just as happy as can be. … I don’t think I was ever so glad to see a man as I was to 

see the major to-day.
67

 

 

The impact that the CO had on his subordinate officers was truly profound, inspirational even.  

His manner certainly had a positive and uplifting effect on others.  Because of the esteem in 

which he was held, however, his admirers felt his loss all the more keenly.  Gass wrote only a 

few days later: 

I can hardly write you tonight I feel so bad.  We have just come back from burying the 

major.  He was only with us two days [after returning from hospital] when he was taken 

with pneumonia.  …  We had just lived for the day when he would come back to us and 

now he is gone.  We all thought so much of him and just worshipped him.  He made such a 

difference with us, just his presence.  The night before he died he was laughing and joking 

with us.  He was more of a friend to us than any one else.
68

 

 

It is doubtful that the major would have ever been refused, his personal authority encouraging his 

subordinates to willingly render service and obedience.   

If the major was one extreme, Captain Lewis Craven Ord was the absolute other.  Far 

from inspiring the subalterns of the battery, the latter did nothing but make life miserable for all 

and sundry.  The captain possessed (and exercised!) an abrasive personality that endeared him to 

no one, elements of which Gass meticulously recorded in his private correspondence.  Constantly 

finding fault with others, talking profusely without really saying anything, being unfair and 

inconsistent in his orders, taking advantage of his rank and not setting the example, amongst a 

handful of other failings, earned him considerable contempt from the men with whom he was 
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supposed to cooperate to help see the war to a successful conclusion.  His presence certainly 

influenced the mood within the battery, although for the worse.   

Gass’s letters are full of a seething hatred for the man, a hatred that was apparently well-

deserved.  When, for instance, news reached the officers that the captain would be temporarily 

absent, all were extremely pleased at the prospective respite: 

We have great news.  [He] is going back to England to take a course.  We all think that he 

will get command of a battery and are rejoicing.  I think the Major [Maxwell] is included 

in the we.  Without exception I don’t think I ever saw as big a liar as he is before and that 

is saying something.  He is going to Lydd and Salisbury [artillery training establishments] 

so will have quite a little leave.  That would mean us getting another officer.
69

 

  

When the captain was given leave a month or so prior to Vimy, the officers of the battery 

similarly looked forward to yet another “peaceful time for a couple of weeks.”
70

  His second 

absence was truly enjoyed by all, for as Gass apologized to his mother: 

It is quite a while since I wrote you but there has been very little to write about and as the 

captain has been away we have had lots of company.  We daren’t ask anyone in when he is 

here for he would be apt to insult anyone that came.
71

 

 

Owing to his return, however, “the war is on again.”
72

  And perhaps the most telling comment of 

all, given his behaviour, “The captain is hated by officers and men alike.”
73

  When he was 

absent, all was more or less well with the war; when he was present, the mood of the subalterns 

dropped noticeably.  Such an environment as this was surely not conducive to success, with 

animosity between the officers distracting them from the real task at hand; energy spent on 

fighting one another, rather than the enemy, was not well-allocated.  That two different men with 

two different personalities could so profoundly affect the same group of individuals is intriguing 

and reveals the fundamental importance of personal authority.  In the end, the captain would 

have been obeyed, the major would have been followed. 
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Loss 

 

 The relationship between personal authority and effective leadership was truly a double-

edged sword.  A leader who rated very high in terms of charisma was able, as has been seen, to 

command through the force of his amiable personality and by actualizing any number of positive 

qualities.  In such a fortuitous circumstance, where an officer or NCO could command respect 

simply by being himself and acting normally, the need to rely on legitimate authority, or any 

other form of power for that matter, to ensure that orders were obeyed was somewhat minimized, 

but certainly not eliminated altogether.  So charismatic were certain leaders that followers truly 

wanted to follow, to go above and beyond as it were, because the act of obedience was 

intrinsically rewarding and gratifying; certain refrains such as “we liked to do things for the 

colonel”
74

 and “we wanted to please the officer”
75

 were frequently heard in some circles.  With 

that being said however, it was extremely difficult to replace leaders who could claim a high 

degree of personal authority once they were removed from positions of leadership, once they 

were no longer able to exert their motivating and inspiring influence.  A man could easily be 

replaced, a body was a body after all, but not the cheerful atmosphere or environment that a 

charismatic leader fostered and that, in turn, contributed so much to success. With high casualties 

and low life expectancies during the war – historian J.M Winter concluded that “the most 

dangerous rank in the army” was lieutenant 
76

 – such was a very real concern for frontline units 

fortunate (or unfortunate) enough to have such men within their ranks. 

The example of Lieutenant-Colonel Charles “Charlie” Stewart of the PPCLI is highly 

instructive.  Something of a legend within the regiment and laying claim to a colourful and 

chequered past, he had earned by the final year of the war a well-deserved reputation for 

fearlessness, tactical ability and an inspiring manner.  At Courcellette in the late summer of 
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1916, for instance, “he was right up with the front line troops.”
77

  Like other effective leaders 

who took their paternalistic responsibilities to heart, “he had a great affection for his men and he 

knew exactly how to treat them.”
78

  Being truthful about his feelings earned him a good deal of 

respect too; he admitted on one occasion to a sentry with a touch of humour so as to relieve the 

accumulated tension that he too was afraid.
79

  Taken together, all of this was why “the troops 

would do anything” for him,
80

  one even going so far as to immortalize him in verse.
81

  His death 

in the closing days of the war cast a pall over the regiment that he loved and that loved him in 

turn.  The rapport that he had developed with the men of the PPCLI, and the general esteem in 

which he was held as a consequence, made his loss all the more grievous and damaging to 

morale.  It “was a sad day for the regiment” once the news spread that he had been killed.
82

  

Perhaps the most telling comment of all was offered by one of his fellow officers, and herein was 

the rub, “we all felt that no one could take his position.”
83

  Indeed, no one could.  His spot within 

the organizational chart could be filled easily enough, a new CO would eventually be found, but 

the motivating and inspiring environment that he created through his presence could never be 

replaced, try as others might.  Other officers assumed command of the PPCLI, but the regiment 

was forever changed by having known, and then having lost, Charlie Stewart. 

Other officers also seem to have had an equally significant impact on their units by the 

force of their commanding personality; their loss was equally as significant too.  Charlie Stewart 

may have exuded an individual style and approach that many found attractive, but he was not 

alone in this regard.  Lieutenant-Colonel Arthur Percival Birchall, the CO of the 4
th

 Battalion, 

was killed at Ypres on 23 April 1915, one of some 6,000 or so casualties to befall the 1
st
 

Canadian Division in its first major battle of the war.
84

  Some months later, the rector of his 

former parish in England issued a small memorial booklet in which many of Birchall’s friends 
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publically expressed their sadness at his untimely death.  One wrote, “His loss has been the 

greatest blow the [First] Contingent could have had.  Loved by all, and worshipped by his 

officers and men, we feel that it was his personal magnetism alone which kept his regiment 

together and enabled them to hold what they had gained.”  No less effusive in his praise, another 

friend offered, “His charm of manner was so great that everybody who knew him loved him.”  

And another still saw fit to mention that “he was for ever winning to himself friends by the 

simple but irresistible charm of his nature.”
85

  The loss at Ypres of Lieutenant-Colonel William 

Hart-McHarg, the CO of the 7
th

 Battalion, had a similar effect, one soldier commenting years 

after the war that “His death was a great loss to his Battalion and the whole Division.”
86

  

Although such comments must be treated with caution – they were, after all, written in 

memoriam during times of grief – the general impression they leave is that of an officer 

possessed of a certain personality and spirit that others found encouraging.  The 4
th

 and 7
th

 

Battalions, like the PPCLI, undoubtedly found it difficult to recover from the loss of such 

popular, well-liked and effective officers; the void left behind by Birchall’s and Hart-McHarg’s 

death would be difficult to fill.  If the personal authority of a leader helped achieve success, it 

could also dampen spirits when that leader was lost.  With casualties, sickness, leave, promotions 

and courses all conspiring to move officers from one position to another within the army, or to 

eliminate them from it altogether, it was undoubtedly difficult to retain for long periods the best 

officers in positions where they could do the most good, although in the end, ironically, such 

may have been a gentle blessing in disguise. 

Lest the wrong impression be given, it was not just the loss of charismatic senior officers 

that left a noticeable void and thereby dampened morale.  Because personal authority was 

entirely divorced from rank, unlike other forms of power that depended on a leader’s position 
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within the hierarchy to successfully exercise, anyone, from the lowest private to the highest 

general, could possess it.  The loss of a lowly- or middle-ranked soldier who claimed a high 

degree of personal authority could have the same effect on the small group of men that they led, 

much like the loss of a CO could negatively impact an entire battalion.  William Hewgill (31
st
 

Battalion), for instance, once noted in his diary that “The Boys are very much cut up” over the 

loss of their scout officer “as he was universally well liked.”
87

  Many lamented the death of 

Captain Victor Van der Smissen.
88

  In one of his postwar memoirs, Wilfred Kerr recalled that the 

loss of a lieutenant, staff sergeant and corporal, on different occasions, was deeply saddening to 

the men for whom they were responsible.
89

  All of these individuals could be replaced easily 

enough, but the unique atmosphere that they had created through their presence could never be 

restored.  Stepping into a situation in which subordinates had earlier become accustomed to a 

particular style of leadership, the soldiers who replaced the fallen not only had large expectations 

to fill, but also the opportunity to create an environment all their own, hopefully one that was 

conducive to success, through the exercise of their own special brand of personal authority. 

Final Thoughts on Power 

Canadian leaders of the First World War, both commissioned and non-commissioned, 

could influence the behaviour of their followers in any number of ways.  To be called upon as 

the situation demanded, a diverse set of “tools” was truly available to officers and NCOs, and on 

occasion, to the men at the absolute bottom of the pyramid, that they might use to sway others.  

In some circumstances, one type of power worked best, whereas in another, it was entirely 

inappropriate.  The most effective leaders seem to have understood, whether implicitly or 

explicitly, that applying the “right” type of power at the “right” moment could help draw the best 

out of their men.  Each in their own way, force, manipulation, persuasion and the various types 
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of authority found expression in the relationship between leader and follower, with some being 

employed quite often and others hardly at all.  Yet no type of power was apparently as important 

as personal authority.  Truly charismatic leaders were rare, yet most leaders had at least some 

“attractive” qualities that endeared them to their men.  Few, it must be remembered, could 

command respect and devotion simply by being.  The vast majority of others, who might be 

labelled dull by comparison, therefore relied on the other forms of power and authority at their 

disposal in order to positively influence their men and create the conditions whereby success 

might be achieved. 

Of note, the type of power that leaders had available seemed to change over time.  At the 

start, when he first donned khaki, a leader enjoyed very little personal authority (until he became 

a known quantity and had been put in situations where he could demonstrate what charisma he 

possessed) and very little competent authority (his military abilities extending only insofar as the 

training that he had received in Canada, either as part of the Canadian Militia or CEF, and later 

England, was adequate).  With that being said, however, a significant degree of legitimate 

authority (bestowed upon him by virtue of his rank) compensated for what he might initially lack 

in magnetism and soldierly ability.  As his time in uniform lengthened, a leader generally gained 

increasing faculty, which he could thus parlay into additional power.  After he had proven 

himself, in the process replacing his naïveté with experience and expertise, and understood his 

men better, ultimately appreciating what behaviours they themselves appreciated, he was better 

positioned to employ both competent authority and personal authority.  A leader could gradually 

rely less and less on his legitimate authority, although he always possessed it and could employ it 

when required, and more and more on the other forms of power that seemed to resonate with his 

men to a greater extent.  As might be anticipated, men were wary and a little suspicious of a 
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lieutenant fresh from university and England, but more trusting of a lieutenant who sported a 

couple of wound stripes, a Military Cross or Military Medal (the latter indicating that he had first 

served in the ranks) and that look of a veteran that only hard service could bestow.  Making that 

transition, from novice to veteran, was of the utmost importance. 

Some forms of power, it seems, were opportunity-dependent in that they could only come 

to the fore when the prevailing circumstances allowed their expression.  A brief, innocuous 

meeting between leader and follower would not have permitted the “rougher” forms of power to 

emerge; there would have been no need.  Likewise, when the fate of a general attack depended 

on reaching specific objectives by a specific hour, the chance that the “gentler” forms of power 

would be used to encourage the men was slim indeed; there would have been no time.  A 

sergeant would be unlikely to resort to force when he ordered some of his men to pick up rations 

from a dump well behind the line, just as he would be unlikely to resort to persuasion when he 

ordered his men to look smart during an inspection.  Until conditions were such, a leader’s 

individual style would remain somewhat of an unknown quantity, an enigma of sorts.  Only 

when a leader and his followers had interacted repeatedly in a diversity of settings – in training, 

behind the lines, in battle, during sporting activities – could the latter better appreciate and 

understand the former.  With experience, followers would come to understand if their leaders 

possessed, or were even willing to employ, certain types of power. 

Competent authority could be demonstrated in a situation that demanded a display of 

military skills.  Coercive authority and induced authority, on the other hand, required a situation 

wherein a leader was willing, well-positioned and able to employ either punishments or rewards 

to influence his followers. Legitimate authority required no special circumstances since an 

officer or NCO was an officer or NCO in all contexts, and by virtue of his rank, was possessed of 
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the right to command others and to expect obedience in return.  Personal authority was perhaps 

the only type of power that could be observed and assessed on first meeting, no matter how brief 

the encounter, and required very little in the way of specific circumstances that would facilitate 

its demonstration.  A leader could be found attractive, in the sense that he exuded a certain air 

that followers found reassuring, in any setting while engaged in any activity.  An individual who 

was decidedly magnetic could display his charisma at all times.  In his postwar memoir, James 

Pedley recalled the instant affinity he felt for one of his senior officers on first encountering him: 

The acting Officer Commanding was in his shirt sleeves, enjoying the warmth of a stove, 

while clouds of tobacco hung around the tiny room.  I can remember him still, with his 

head close cropped and the ‘Gott Mit Uns’ [God With Us] Hun belt about his waist, rising 

to shake hands and welcoming us to the old Fourth.  He made us at home in a moment, 

seating us on the bed, where he could look us over thoroughly while he asked us about 

Blighty and Canada.  Jack Stagg – he wasn’t the sort to parade his rank – quickly won us to 

him and the unit he adored.
90

 

 

Undergoing his medical examination and fearful that he would be rejected thus missing the Great 

Adventure, Harold Baldwin had a similar experience in respect of his doctor, “I was reassured 

almost instantly by his kindly manner.”
91

  Conversely, a leader could also be immediately found 

obnoxious and uninspiring, encouraging his followers to be wary of him in the future.  A 

perceptive and erudite man, Pedley formed just such an opinion when meeting his new company 

commander for the first time.  The moment that Pedley shook hands with Captain Eric Davis, “I 

knew I had made a mistake” in choosing his company over the others and “we disliked each 

other from the start. But the die was cast.”
92

 

 Because power encompasses various types and sub-types – recall Figure 2.1 above – it is 

not an all-or-nothing proposition.  In other words, it is not true that a leader either possesses 

power or he does not.  Rather, different individuals hold the various forms of power in differing 

quantities.  While a specific individual might possess one or two forms of power to a significant 
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and noticeable degree, in others he might be quite deficient.  Such a state of incompleteness, 

however, does not necessary make one entirely powerless or a poor leader; it only makes one 

less powerful and perhaps less successful than what might otherwise have been the case had 

more forms of power been evident. 

 Lieutenant-General Arthur Currie is a perfect, and perhaps the best known, example.  His 

large pear-shaped body that caused his Sam Browne to ride a little too high, his uninspiring 

speeches 
93

 and his laughable written messages 
94

 suggest a relatively low level of personal 

authority.  One would certainly not be overly inspired or invested with that desire to please 

simply for pleasure’s sake on first seeing him, hearing him speak or reading his missives.  

Indeed, one officer concluded that Currie “lacked the winning personality that makes a man 

beloved as well as great.”
95

   Yet, on the other hand, he possessed significant legitimate authority 

(by virtue of his rank, one of only two Canadian lieutenant-generals of the war, the other being 

Richard Turner, V.C.
96

) and also competent authority (by virtue of his command of the battlefield, 

especially, but not entirely, during the Last 100 Days that ended with the Armistice).  The sum 

total of his power, it would seem, derived more from his ability to deliver successive victories 

when it mattered the most with relatively low casualties rather than his innate charisma.  The 

men of the Canadian Corps followed him not because he roused them to arms through the force 

of an inspiring personality, but because they knew that he understood how to win at the lowest 

possible cost.  The same principle would apply equally to soldiers of much less exalted rank and 

position. 

 Given the overall size of the CEF, with individuals laying claim to vastly different life 

experiences, backgrounds and attitudes, it seems fair to suggest that every leader, be it a 

corporal, captain or lieutenant-colonel, possessed different forms of power and in different 
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quantities.  Rare and fortunate indeed was the leader who could draw at will on all forms of 

power in order to influence the actions of his followers; unfortunate was his counterpart who 

grasped ineffectually at the various forms and employed them poorly at that.  Within the army, 

the allocation of power might best be described as a bell curve, a statistical normal distribution, 

with very few leaders possessing all forms of power (the supremely powerful), a roughly equal 

number of leaders possessing little power (the barely powerful), and the vast majority being 

situated somewhere in between the two extremes, each with a greater or lesser combination of 

the different types and sub-types of power (the generally powerful). 

All in all, a leader had many forms of power at his ultimate disposal with which to 

influence the behaviour of his followers.  He might manipulate them, use force or the threat of it, 

employ logic to persuade or offer rewards as an incentive.  Far from being impotent and at the 

mercy of those soldiers set over them, followers could at times also influence the conduct of their 

leader, although the types of power that they could utilize in order to accomplish this not 

insignificant feat were more limited and circumscribed.  Power was certainly exercised tri-

directionally (up, down and sideways) and, in the end, mediated the manner in which superior, 

subordinate and peer interacted with one another.  Yet nested within the exercise of the many 

forms of power, a degree of bargaining also occurred that impacted, sometimes positively, 

sometimes negatively, on the maintenance of discipline.  To that process of give and take, which 

might be considered yet another manifestation of either induced or personal authority, attention 

must now be shifted. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

 

A LITTLE GIVE AND TAKE: THE NEGOTIATED ORDER AND THE  

ENFORCEMENT OF DISCIPLINE 

 

 

But it is tiresome to be always checking up so you make it your business not to 

notice a great deal.
1
 

 

 

 

 For soldiers of the Great War, the notion of reciprocity found daily and constant 

expression.  Exchanging “this” for “that” made life more bearable, if not somewhat more 

comfortable, in an institution that deprived the individual of much.  Soldiers of all ranks eagerly 

looked forward to the day when they might “step out into the old liberty of owning our own 

lives” again.
2
  Until that time came however, they would do the best that they could with what 

was on hand.  Trading both goods and services helped men cope with the rigours of a military 

existence, especially one that encompassed service at the front.  By bartering the various 

resources at their disposal, soldiers accrued to themselves the “things” that mattered most to 

them and from which they derived personal pleasure.
3
  “Cigarettes,” an engineer once 

remembered, “were the usual and almost the only means of payment for favours rendered that 

the Soldier on Active Service had.”  For this reason, then, it was not uncommon for men to trade 

cigarettes with their unit’s transport drivers in exchange for hauling their kit bags that were 

weighted down by multiple souvenirs.
4
  Captured from the enemy as the legitimate spoils of war 

or scrounged from the littered battlefield, souvenirs, interestingly, were prized not so much as 

additions to a burgeoning collection or as objets d’art to be sent home (although many were), but 

rather as a commodity to be gifted or traded or sold, a currency of sorts with its own intrinsic 

value.
5
  When a bobble could not be found to lighten the day’s mood, men shared the contents of 

their parcels with their mates in the sure and confident knowledge that their largesse would be 
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reciprocated at a later date (that is, of course, if both parties survived long enough and the enemy 

did not unduly disrupt the mail).
6
  Everywhere, men traded. 

 Such exchanges were not exclusively confined to the small group of individuals with 

whom a soldier served, but rather occurred, on occasion, between men of dissimilar standing as 

well.  Generally speaking, with increasing rank came a greater availability of resources that 

could be traded or privileges that could be leveraged.  A major certainly had more to offer in an 

exchange than did a private; such a reality helps explain why officers were better placed to 

employ induced authority than were their men.
7
  Capitalizing upon his access to tools and 

materiel that his trade afforded, for instance, one armourer-sergeant made pieces of trench art for 

an officer who, in return, gave him “little concessions” in terms of transport.
8
  Reciprocity 

seemed to occur more frequently within small groups of similarly-ranked soldiers than between 

men of unequal status for the simple reason that power and all of its sundry dimensions would 

have wielded a greater influence over the latter association more so than the former.  Although 

the armourer-sergeant above clearly benefitted from the exchange, were his actions not at least 

partly motivated by feelings of obligation, by the sense that he somehow had to make little 

trinkets for his officer given their unequal status?  Such is not an impossible dynamic, as David 

Livingston McDougall (50
th

 Battalion) oftentimes traded a cigar or cigarettes with the cook for a 

little something in the way of eats, but also admitted that “the two stripes helps a lot.”
9
 

 Still other exchanges were nothing more than friendly and altruistic gestures.  For many, 

the emotional satisfaction derived from having done a “good turn” for a chum was just as 

important as the acquisition and subsequent enjoyment of physical goods.  So that an 

advantageous circumstance might be capitalized upon, a circumstance that would all but 

evaporate if not immediately seized, soldiers of every rank often exchanged their leaves or 
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swapped their duties with one another.  One willingly sacrificed so that another might ultimately 

benefit.
10

  The inconveniences incurred by helping a mate were often only temporary though, as 

such kindnesses would surely be remembered and repaid at a later date, perhaps with interest, 

when the circumstances were a little different and the situation reversed, when the one who had 

helped earlier needed help himself.  Indeed, “All the men were self-sacrificing to one another in 

that big melting pot [the army at war] from which so few ever emerge whole.”
11

 

 If reciprocity informed many facets of soldierly life, it is perhaps not at all surprising that 

an exchange of sorts also influenced the manner in which leaders enforced discipline over their 

followers.  Far from being implemented uniformly throughout the CEF – at home, overseas in 

England and ultimately on the European continent itself – the standards of discipline were 

applied quite unequally, the degree of uniqueness in their application being attributable, at least 

in part it would seem, to the severity of the infraction, the extenuating circumstances and, 

perhaps most important of all, a leader’s personal inclination.  Although the army tried to “level 

the playing field” as it were, using a diverse array of lectures and publications to encourage all to 

think and act along the same lines, a significant amount of individuality remained despite 

concerted efforts to impose a degree of standardization and uniformity.  In the administration of 

discipline, such diversity was more than apparent.  An intriguing theory drawn from the fields of 

anthropology and sociology can, however, go a long way in explaining such variety. 

Negotiated Order: Basic Theory 
12

 

 

 In the early 1960s, certain researchers paid considerable attention to the interpersonal 

dynamics that existed between various healthcare “agents” within the context of a psychiatric 

hospital, namely the many physicians, nurses, aides and even patients themselves and their 

families. After considerable observation and reflection, scholars determined that, faced with a 
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complex problem – providing care to the mentally ill – different individuals within the hospital’s 

hierarchy oftentimes struck a “bargain” with one another in the interest of establishing effective 

working relationships that would, in turn, facilitate task completion.  To ensure that relations 

were cooperative and thus productive, healthcare providers, each of whom possessed different 

types of power and duties by virtue of their education and position, participated in a process of 

negotiation, of give-and-take, of diplomatic bargaining, that centred around the care to be given 

to individual patients.  Irrespective of the hospital’s formal rules, and perhaps in spite of them, an 

informal structure eventually emerged that ultimately contributed to the completion of work; 

tacit agreements, unofficial arrangements and common understandings characterized the so-

called bargain.  Consequently, the “negotiated order,” as researchers came to label this 

phenomenon, “focuses upon the social construction of interpretive frameworks which help the 

various actors make the adjustments and adaptations required to get their daily work 

completed.”
13

  The negotiated order, in a sense, allowed individuals to come to terms with 

institutional constraints and organizational demands through relationships with others who were 

similarly constrained and duty-bound. 

 Of note, however, the facilitative bargains struck between negotiating parties were 

neither permanent nor sacrosanct.  Agreements were initially developed in response to a specific 

set of prevailing circumstances, yet as the contextual environment itself changed, so too did the 

bargain.  A high degree of fluidity therefore characterized negotiated arrangements, with the 

agreed upon bargain constantly being defined and subsequently altered in light of new 

developments.  Any understandings that prevailed between actors were, in a sense, constantly in 

a state of flux.  Along such lines, Anselm Strauss and his colleagues, the first to systematically 

argue for negotiated order theory, asserted that: 
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…order is something at which members of any society, any organization, must work.  For 

the shared agreements, the binding contracts – which constitute the grounds for an 

expectable, nonsurprising, taken-for-granted, even ruled orderliness – are not binding and 

shared for all time.  Contracts, understandings, agreements, rules – all have appended to 

them a temporal clause.  That clause may or may not be explicitly discussed by the 

contracting parties, and the terminal date of the agreement may or may not be made 

specific; but none can be binding forever – even if the parties believe it so, unforeseen 

consequences of acting on the agreements would force eventual confrontation.  Review is 

called for, whether the outcome of review be rejection or renewal or revision, or what not.  

In short, the bases of concerted action (social order) must be reconstituted continually; or, 

as remarked above, ‘worked at.’
14

 

 

Stated differently, amongst the staff of any large formal organization, “certain agreements are 

being terminated or forgotten while others are being reviewed, renewed, revised, revoked, or 

whatever.  The order which has been attained in the past is therefore always subject to change.”
15

  

 It follows, therefore, that the transience of negotiated arrangements and the fluidity of 

relationships amongst individuals confound attempts to truly “know” an organization. Because 

the number and nature of agreements extant at any given time varies considerably, it is 

impossible to completely describe an institution in anything but “snapshot” form.  To “know” an 

organization absolutely is to “know” it at a very specific moment in time, assuming, of course, 

that it is possible for one to be aware of every informal and formal relationship then prevailing 

between every possible actor.  As Strauss et al. claim: 

Since agreements are patterned and temporal, today’s sum total of agreements can be 

visualized as different from tomorrow’s – and surely as quite different from next week’s.  

The hospital can be visualized as a place where numerous agreements are continually being 

terminated or forgotten, but also as continually being established, renewed, reviewed, 

revoked, revised.  Hence at any moment those that are in effect are considerably different 

from those that were or will be.
16

 

 

 The factors that precipitated the process of renegotiation were diverse and came from 

various directions.  The advent of new internal policies or external forces, or even the unforeseen 

consequences of earlier negotiations and renegotiations, caused the revision of established 

agreements.  Whether massively profound or relatively innocuous, change changed the 
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negotiated order and thus affected how individual actors interacted with one another. As Strauss 

et al. again assert: 

Any changes that impinge upon this order – whether something ordinary like a new staff 

member, a disrupting event, a betrayed contract; or whether unusual, like the introduction 

of a new technology or a new theory – will call for renegotiation or reappraisal, with 

consequent changes in the organizational order.  Mark the last phrase – a new order, not 

the reestablishment of an old, a reinstituting of a previous equilibrium.
17

  

 

All in all, the theory posited by Strauss and his colleagues suggested how large organizations 

maintained order, or in other words social stability, in light of constant upheaval and how work 

was completed in large, sometimes faceless, organizations.  Based on the observations of Strauss 

and his colleagues therefore, the formal organization and attending regulations provide the 

overarching context in which various actors work, but it is the informal structures and personal 

agreements that make much of the work possible. 

 Commenting mainly on the then-current weaknesses (as of the late 1970s) and possible 

future directions of negotiated order theory, Robert Day and Jo Anne Day offer an articulate 

summary of the concept that is worth quoting at length. They write: 

In the case of negotiated order theory, the individuals in organizations play an active, self-

conscious role in the shaping of the social order.  Their day to day interactions, 

agreements, temporary refusals, and changing definitions of the situations at hand are of 

paramount importance. Closely correlated is the perspective’s view of social reality.  In 

contrast to the structural-functional and rational-bureaucratic theories of complex 

organizations, the negotiated order theory downplays the notion of organizations as fixed, 

rather rigid systems which are highly constrained by strict rules, regulations, goals, and 

hierarchical chains of command.  Instead, it emphasizes the fluid, continuously emerging 

qualities of the organization, the changing web of interactions woven among its members, 

and it suggests that order is something at which the members of the organization must 

constantly work.  Consequently, conflict and change are just as much a part of 

organizational life as consensus and stability.  Organizations are thus viewed as complex 

and highly fragile social constructions of reality which are subject to the numerous 

temporal, spatial, and situational events occurring both internally and externally.
18

 

 

That, in a nutshell, encompasses negotiated order theory. 
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 In their groundbreaking work, Strauss and his colleagues assert, not without foundation, 

that the negotiated order, as an explanatory model, could be applied with equal profit to more 

than just hospitals.  In fact, any sizable and complex organization where members fulfil 

specialized functions, have received different training in different traditions and are pursuing 

dissimilar career paths is amenable to investigation along comparable lines.
19

  A handful of such 

bodies come instantly to mind: the military,
20

 correctional institutions, universities and colleges, 

business corporations, governments at all levels of administration, not-for-profit organizations 

and charities.  Some two decades after the advent of this theory in the academic literature, other 

scholars, as Strauss and his colleagues strongly encouraged them to do, turned their attention to 

non-medical institutions, the military being the most obvious and potentially profitable. 

The Negotiated Order in a Military Context 
21

 

 

 The basic theory that underpins the negotiated order seems fairly simple and 

straightforward at first glance, a bargain of one type or another struck between divergent actors 

in order to effect work.  In the military, in much the same manner, bargains are also negotiated 

between leaders possessed of legitimate authority and their followers over whom such authority 

is duly exercised.  Sociologist John Hockey, one of the first, if not the first, to systematically 

apply negotiated order theory to the military, contends that the bargain ultimately takes the form 

of a reciprocal exchange in which certain aspects of military discipline are interpreted leniently 

or ignored altogether by the former in return for performance on the part of the latter.  In light of 

such a conclusion, which Hockey developed after observing the behaviour of soldiers in a British 

line infantry regiment as they progressed in their military careers, from initial training to counter-

terrorism operations in Northern Ireland, a number of additional factors must also be considered 

in order for the theory’s full import to be realized.  Much more lies beneath the surface. 
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 Above all else, as Strauss et al. make clear, the bargain struck between different parties is 

never permanent, made once and used in the same form thereafter. Being dynamic and fluid, it is 

always subject to renegotiation at a moment’s notice.  Such a reality has profound implications 

within a military context. Even though the operating arrangement itself that is established 

between individuals possessed of different amounts and types of power is subject to change, 

superiors are the ones that set the limits to the bargain by virtue of the fact that they alone 

possess sway over the lives of their subordinates.  The former decide the boundaries of conduct 

within which the latter can freely operate, determining in the process what behaviour is and is 

not acceptable.  A leader in any position is capable of establishing a bargain with the individuals 

beneath him, from a lieutenant-colonel who leads a battalion to a corporal who commands a 

section.  While followers are party to the bargain, they are not party to its formulation in any real 

sense. 

 With that being said, however, soldiers at the lowest rung of the hierarchical ladder do 

possess a degree of influence with which they can negotiate a favourable bargain.  A leader, to 

be sure, must always be conscious of the fact that he too is being evaluated by his superiors and 

his credibility, reputation and prospects for further advancement depend heavily upon his own 

performance and the performance of the soldiers for whom he is ultimately responsible.  “To 

merit the approbation of one’s military chiefs is something dear to every soldier’s heart,” and to 

merit that approbation, a soldier had to ensure that his command, no matter how small or large, 

functioned efficiently.
22

  A section or platoon or company that lacks discipline and is unable to 

complete the simplest of military tasks not only reflects poorly on individual members, but also 

on the corporal or lieutenant or captain who has been charged with maintaining discipline and 

ensuring soldierly competence.  In light of such circumstances, therefore, followers can withhold 
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their cooperation (i.e., soldier half-heartedly, without a degree of commitment, flair or 

enthusiasm), which in turn negatively impinges upon their leader.  It is in the latter’s own best 

interest to ensure that the former are as cooperative as possible; such cooperation, it follows, can 

be realized through a favourable negotiated bargain and the creation of good working 

relationships.  Lazy and undisciplined soldiers do their leader no credit, while smart and 

energetic soldiers crown their leader with laurels.  In sum, leaders need followers, and this 

singular fact gives one a degree of sway over the other.  Stated in different terms, soldiers have a 

degree of agency that they can leverage to modify their environment. 

 The negotiated order is, without doubt, context dependent.  The bargain that is struck 

between leader and follower determines the type of behaviour that is permissible in both private 

and public settings. When a leader and his followers are alone together, say a sergeant teaching 

his corporals and privates during a class held in relative isolation, it may be acceptable, 

depending on the constraints imposed through the bargain, to engage in certain “un-military” 

practices like horseplay, commenting in jest on the superior’s character (or lack thereof!), 

employing first rather than last names, and so on. When, on the other hand, a leader and his 

followers are not alone, say when they are on the parade square where formality and the display 

of proper power relations are the expected norms, or when the two are in the presence of others, 

especially the leader’s leaders, complete adherence to military standards and protocol is not only 

required, but expected.  It is understood that followers will never act in such a manner that 

embarrasses their leader in front of his superiors or compromises his status. A “front” of strict 

obedience is to be shown in the presence of higher authority since a leader, by allowing a degree 

of laxity in discipline, is in fact in contravention of the dictates of military discipline himself and 

liable to be sanctioned for the same.  Officially speaking, leaders are involved in the breaking of 
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both the spirit and the letter of military law when participating in a negotiated bargain; followers 

must therefore uphold their end of the agreement by playing their part, by managing the formal 

front.  Should followers embarrass their leader, or should they compromise his status, an 

instantaneous return to formal discipline will undoubtedly result.  In effect, the bargain will be 

immediately renegotiated and certainly not on favourable terms. Formality tends to re-emerge 

when working relationships do not function properly according to the established arrangement.  

A bargain will still exist, although not in its original form. 

 The bargain struck between a leader and his followers is rarely, if ever, verbalized or 

made explicit, nor does it exist at first meeting.  Rather, it is an implicit understanding developed 

over time and through common usage. By observing their leader’s reaction in response to various 

circumstances, soldiers learn what they can and can not “get away with,” or in other words, just 

how flexibly their leader will enforce discipline.  Through a process of trial and error, and with 

experience, followers gradually learn just how far the limits and boundaries can safely be 

pushed.  Once the leader’s general level of tolerance has been ascertained, this vital knowledge 

in turn becomes a resource, a reference of sorts, upon which subordinates can rely when 

evaluating the appropriateness of engaging in subsequent courses of action.  Significantly, the 

process of determining their leader’s level of tolerance begins anew when the bargain is 

renegotiated, as upon a return to formal disciplinary standards owing to a violation of the terms 

of an earlier bargain.  Such a cycle continually repeats itself each time the bargain witnesses a 

change of some sort.  Soldiers are not, therefore, passive automatons who respond only to 

direction, but rather observant actors who are constantly assessing their environment, including 

the people who populate it, and evaluating the possible consequences of their actions. 
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 In addition, as Hockey contends, the dynamics associated with the negotiated order 

become more pronounced in an operational environment as opposed to a training or garrison 

milieu.  When units or sub-units perform the tasks for which they were originally intended, for 

instance, patrolling hostile neighbourhoods, responding to acts of domestic terrorism or 

protecting high-value targets, attention soon shifts toward the operational responsibilities at hand 

and away from the discipline characteristic of a peacetime setting. While certain elements of 

discipline may be strictly enforced – those behaviours that compromise the operational 

effectiveness of the unit or sub-unit are not in any way tolerated – others may become somewhat 

more relaxed.  In dangerous surroundings, the need for a solid, well-functioning and committed 

team in which an effective working relationship exists between leaders and followers is of 

paramount importance. To ensure that such an association comes into being and is sustained over 

time, the discipline that was perhaps necessary in peacetime quickly assumes a secondary 

position.  If soldiers become disengaged because discipline is being so harshly enforced, or 

because the disciplinary emphasis is incorrectly placed (too much chicken shit, as they would 

say), serious consequences can result, not the least of which are death or mission failure.  

Perhaps more so than in any other circumstance, mutual interdependence is required in an 

operational setting to maximize the chances of success, a fact that encourages a relaxation of 

certain disciplinary norms and, it must be remembered, a significantly high expectation of 

performance. 

 As Strauss et al. make explicit, the bargain between contracting parties is oftentimes 

renegotiated as prevailing circumstances change.  Such is also true within a military context.  

With that being said, however, neither the military institution itself, nor the legitimate authority 

of particular individuals to command and expect compliance, is ever called into question while 
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the basic operating principles of the negotiated exchange are being reformulated and restated.   

The “basic consensus,” or in other words, the right to command and the duty to obey, is left 

entirely undisturbed.  Followers are rather more concerned with how their immediate leaders 

exercise command than with the legitimacy of that command itself.  Only in rare instances is 

legitimate authority ever openly and seriously challenged.
23

 

 And finally, what must also be remembered is that performance is not solely predicated 

on the existence of a negotiated bargain between individuals of unequal rank.  The above 

discussion, it is true, has placed great weight on the nature of the reciprocal exchange that 

prevails between leader and follower, yet that alone is not the latter’s only source of motivation.  

Again according to Hockey, soldiers will perform their duties as part of the bargaining process to 

be sure, but the role of the soldiers’ self-image in encouraging task completion must not be 

discounted either.  Seen from this vantage point, soldiers will often obey orders and perform 

exceptionally irrespective of any pre-existing bargain, say in an operational context where it 

really matters, for they take great pride in the performance of core skills and in achieving success 

despite significant odds.  Through able performance, soldiers can demonstrate their competence 

to others, thus gaining (or reinforcing) a reputation for effectiveness and efficiency.  While the 

negotiated order and its associated bargain mediates leader-follower relationships, it is nested 

within a vastly personal dynamic in which individual soldiers are committed to the role of, and 

derive a great deal of meaning from being, a soldier.  An overarching concern to soldier 

professionally thus exists that must not be minimized.  Pride in being a soldier and attaining 

soldierly excellence is indeed an important and powerful motivator. 

 Although originally formulated within a medical context, the negotiated order clearly 

finds expression within the military also.  With respect to the latter, the basic principles 
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identified by Strauss et al. still remain valid, yet owing to the unique circumstances that prevail – 

a plethora of rules and regulations and a strict code of discipline through which violations are 

punished, a unique institutional purpose (the legal, ordered application of force), and a greater 

degree of control over most aspects of members’ daily lives – other factors must also be taken 

into account when discussing the operation of this concept in other than civilian settings.  Surely 

it does not operate identically in different civilian contexts either.  Seeing that Hockey has 

proven that the negotiated order can profitably be applied to organizations outside of medicine, 

other scholars could undoubtedly meet with success in examining additional institutions from 

this theoretical perspective as well.  Yet, with all the promise that it holds for gaining an 

understanding of diverse social organizations, whatever they may be, the negotiated order can 

also be effectively applied to the past in order to gain insight into institutions that existed a 

century ago. 

Three Case Studies 

 The negotiated order, even if it was not labelled or recognized as such at the time – recall 

what was said in the introduction, that a theory does not magically begin to function once a 

scholar puts pen to paper – was very much in operation during the Great War.  Indeed, the 

general ideas that underpin the negotiated order were not unknown at the time of the First World 

War.  In his treatise on training, Lieutenant-Colonel Arthur Pollock of the British Army 

instructively offered: 

Theoretically there can only be good discipline and bad discipline, whether in war or 

peace, but practically there is a wide difference between the method of administering 

discipline in the field and that which should prevail in quarters.  Officers have a large 

number of difficult questions to deal with from time to time, but not one of them demands 

such tact and discrimination as the maintenance of discipline.  In order to comprehend how 

and where to relax the bonds upon service, and where to draw them tighter than ever, an 

officer must have experience and common-sense of the very highest order. 
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There are circumstances under which it is advisable to pretend to be blind or deaf, and 

there are others under which it is impossible to be too keen of sight and hearing.  Things 

occur upon active service which must be strongly dealt with, although in times of peace the 

same things might safely be ignored, or vice-versâ.  Circumstances alter cases, and it is 

essential to understand the situation and act accordingly.
24

 

 

It would appear, as will become apparent, that at least a few Canadian leaders took his words to 

heart. 

Furthermore, the theory’s most salient aspects litter the writings of soldiers, whether 

contemporary to the war or not.  Owing to such circumstances, the utility of the negotiated order 

as an analytical tool for examining aspects of the leader-follower relationship during the 1914-

1918 period is very high indeed.  No one instance drawn from the historical record, at least none 

found thus far, depicts every theoretical construct that comprises negotiated order theory.  

Nevertheless, when individual vignettes and statements are taken together as a collective whole, 

it seems reasonable to conclude that bargains between men of divergent rank were often struck, a 

greater commitment to performance in return for a greater degree of freedom through a less 

completely-enforced discipline.  The negotiated order, so it will be shown through the use of 

three distinct case studies, can quite easily be applied to the past in order to gain a good 

understanding of organizations that, for their time, and even by today’s standards, were 

exceedingly large, complex and multifaceted, including as they did a diverse and specialized 

membership. 

Case Study I – “Invisible” Chickens 

 

 In a military context, one of the central tenets of negotiated order theory, if not the main 

tenet, posits that rules and regulations are oftentimes flexibly interpreted, or ignored altogether, 

in return for adequate performance. In exchange for leniency, followers understand that they are 

obligated to ensure that important tasks are carried out with vim and vigour, that is, in such a 
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manner that brings credit to, or at least does not embarrass, their leader.  Writing some 50 years 

after the Armistice, Ernest Garside Black (41
st
 Battery then 30

th
 Battery, CFA) recalled one 

incident in which just such a bargain was struck.  With more than a hint of nostalgia, he wrote: 

If I told you of all the chickens and other things that were stolen from civilians there would 

be no room in these pages for anything else.  There is, however, one more chicken story 

that I must tell.  It happened while the battery was marching back to Arras from Amiens in 

1918.  What I now tell is hearsay as I was on leave.  On the first night of the march my 

sub-section found a chicken-house so well stocked that after the boys had had their 

midnight feed there was a surplus, a whole oat-bag in fact full of chickens.  In preparing to 

leave in the morning they tied the oat-bag on the limber of my gun.  Just before the order 

Walk, march! was due a parade of strangers appeared.  The parade was headed by a staff 

officer with his red tabs.  The others included the town major, the mayor of the town, a 

French liaison officer and an unidentified civilian, probably the owner of the chickens.    

The visitors approached our major [the battery’s CO].  After some talk they started on a 

tour of inspection. I wish that I could have seen it.  I can imagine the scene, the parade led 

by Shorty, that cocky little bantam-rooster with his cap perched high to compensate for his 

lack of inches and his cane under his arm.  They were looking for chickens. Soon they 

approached my gun.  I am assured by my gang that they expected then that the roof would 

fall in.  Perched high on the limber was that oat-bag, chicken necks and drumsticks bulging 

its sides in all directions. One look would be enough to tell the search party that the search 

was ended.  Shorty took one look, poked the bag with his cane, said, “Oats,” and passed 

on.  The parade followed him. That night Shorty had chicken for dinner with the 

compliments of my gun crew. In the course in leadership in our Officers’ Training Schools 

the first thing to teach should be what not to see.  My gang would have gone to hell for 

Shorty.
25

 

 

Some of the ideas that underpin the negotiated order are quite plainly in evidence in 

Black’s short account of thievery on the Western Front.  To begin, military law strictly forbade 

looting by soldiers; private property, especially in a country that British arms had been sent to 

defend, was at all times to be respected.
26

 The battery’s CO, therefore, would have been well 

within his prerogative to charge and punish certain of his artillerymen if he was so inclined. The 

fact that he did not is highly significant.  In overlooking what was a clear violation of the 

regulations that governed soldierly conduct, regulations that would surely have been known to all 

on active service in a foreign country,
27

 he willingly put himself into a situation filled with risk – 

he himself, in fact, was in contravention of military dictates by not upholding discipline to the 
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highest degree possible as he had been instructed through his commission 
28

 and would have 

been highly embarrassed in the presence of both peers and allies alike had he and his men been 

found out.  At that moment, should it have come to pass, the major’s gunners would probably 

have cared little about his shame, their focus being the depressing loss of the chickens that 

promised a gastronomical reprieve from standard army fare!  All the same, his men explicitly 

acknowledged the risk that he had taken by later “compensating” him with some of their ill-

gotten (and no doubt delicious) spoils. 

 More important, however, the men of the battery tacitly reaffirmed their commitment to 

follow wherever their major might take them.  In this one particular instance, Shorty ignored 

military law and his men reciprocated by pledging themselves to a more enthusiastic and more 

willing obedience. Irrespective of the chicken offered as an immediate and tangible sign of their 

appreciation, the soldiers upheld their end of the bargain by committing themselves to a more 

intense followership.  Had the major decided to enforce discipline and charge some of his 

gunners – to say “chickens” rather than “oats” – the level of commitment displayed by his 

subordinates, and their fondness for him, might possibly have suffered in consequence.  Black 

unfortunately does not comment further on the major’s subsequent actions or speech, nor does he 

provide a specific example of the men repaying their debt through performance.  Nevertheless, 

the fact that they had agreed to an increased effort in principle as a consequence of this singular 

act is evidence enough of a reciprocal exchange.  As an aside, it seem reasonable to suggest that 

other incidents along similar lines must also have occurred in the past for it seems unlikely that 

Black and his confreres would have avowed such loyalty based on a single display of generosity.  

With that being said, however, Black and his fellow artillerymen were now in the major’s debt 
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and undoubtedly looked for an opportune moment to repay his kindness; the closing days of the 

war surely afforded many. 

 Black’s major was certainly not an anomaly.  Even the most cursory reading of the 

historical record reveals that officers frequently condoned illegal activity, sometimes even 

engaging in it themselves.  Far from being the upright paragons of virtue who were beyond 

reproach, the example for all of their subordinate officers and men to follow, many on occasion 

were the exact opposite.  Officers could from time to time be as mischievous as their men; stated 

differently, the men could sometimes be as troublesome as their officers.  A prevailing stereotype 

in which officers were gentlemanly and sporting, and other ranks (ORs) were unruly to the point 

where only a severe code of discipline could keep them in check, clearly requires modification.  

One CO in the artillery, for instance, conspired with his veterinary officer to skilfully acquire 

horses from a British unit that was located close-by:  

In our Battery … we maintained strict discipline and aloofness of the different ranks at all 

times, according to precept and teaching.  But there were occasions when the bonds of our 

Brotherhood somewhat swallowed up the said aloofness.  There was no possible chance to 

be aloof or anything else but ‘all in the soup’ together, when it was a question of improving 

the horse-strength of the company by the combination of a dark night and the outwitting of 

a neighboring [sic] unit.
29

 

 

A number of other examples might also have been cited to prove the point.
30

 

 Even if they did not directly participate in such unmilitary activities themselves, some 

officers were inclined to be passive and complacent, overlooking disciplinary infractions that 

they knew to have occurred.  Early in the war, one officer condoned horse thievery by his men, 

not so much to encourage good performance in the future, but rather to add to his unit’s select 

appearance, its credibility and the morale of the men: 
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But England was the place for horse stealing.  Salisbury Plain was adapted to [the] inter-

change of horses, especially if one was seen that took the eye.  We had a man in the 

Battery whom they called the champion horse thief.  In fact, they said that he had it down 

so fine that some of the drivers used to take him along the line and say, ‘Now I would like 

to have a mate for that one -- dark bay, 16 hands, good walker and in good condition.’  

This champion would not be seen loafing around the camp fire that night[,] but the next 

day a well mated team would be seen on the gun.
31

 

 

In a similar manner, Cy Peck, V.C., cautioned a brother officer against being too keen in rooting 

out and punishing crime.  He recalled years after the war: 

An inexperienced young officer penetrated one evening into the pipers’ billet, and 

afterwards related to me that the band was all ‘lit up.’  I said: ‘Young man, never borrow 

trouble.  In a regiment there is always trouble enough that you know about; what you don’t 

know doesn’t hurt you.  It’s results that count.
32

 

 

Again, soldiers holding commissioned rank were not always the standard by which others could 

be judged.  Being soldiers themselves, perhaps some of their leniency stemmed from the fact that 

they knew that their men had endured much and that such transgressions were a way to “let off 

steam” and to compensate them for the difficulties that they endured.
33

 

 Officers who commanded either units (like battalions or batteries) or sub-units (like 

companies) were sometimes quite lax in the administration of discipline; if a man did what he 

himself would have done in the same situation, if the infraction was relatively minor by 

comparison or, most important of all, if it benefitted his fellow soldiers or his unit as a whole, 

clemency could generally be expected.  Many leaders seemed to have recognized that punishing 

a minor infraction and proceeding “by the book” would not have served larger interests and 

could actually have been detrimental over the long term.  Many surely asked themselves, “What 

was more important right now, individual morale and unit efficiency accrued through leniency or 

a harsh discipline that would only serve to frustrate the men upon whom it was exacted?” More, 

much more in fact, was at stake than ensuring that every single breach of conduct was duly and 

promptly punished. 
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 One example is particularly instructive.  After arrest by the military police for stealing 

hay from the field of a Belgian farmer, Jack Flick (19
th

 Battalion) was turned over to the 

Assistant Provost-Marshal of the 2
nd

 Division, Major Arthur Murray Jarvis.  Formerly of the 

Royal North-West Mounted Police, Jarvis “really loved a horse” and subsequently referred the 

matter to Flick’s CO, “hoping that the colonel probably would be a little more lenient with him.”  

And lenient he was.  In company with the police, the aggrieved farmer and perhaps some others, 

the CO assessed Flick a fine of 55 Francs, a goodly sum, to be taken out of his pay.  Duly 

compensated with money in hand and apparently happy that justice had been served, the farmer 

(and everyone else who had no further business with the colonel) departed.  Alone, the 

battalion’s CO told Flick in no uncertain terms, “if ever you go stealing hay for your horses 

again, now mind what I’m saying, don’t get caught.”  Being caught for a second time, it should 

be added, would have forced Flick’s CO to impose a stiffer penalty lest he be accused by his 

superiors and his more rigid peers of failing to maintain discipline within his battalion; 

subsequent offences would undoubtedly have forced the CO’s hand.  As for the matter of the 

money, it was taken from regimental funds, not Flick’s pocket.  It seems that an understanding 

that prevailed within the battalion (and undoubtedly amongst other horsemen as well) motivated 

the behaviour of both thief and judge, namely, “any man that wouldn’t feed his horses a little 

extra, he was just reckoned no good.”  A well-fed horse and good morale within the battalion’s 

transport section were, on this occasion at least, somewhat more important than a bit of missing 

hay in a country that grew it as a staple.  Black’s major and Flick’s lieutenant-colonel were 

clearly two of a pair.
34
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Case Study II – “Parity” on Horseback and an Escape from Hospital 

 

 Delving further into the historical record, other tenets of negotiated order theory are well 

in evidence too.  As has been explained above, a distinct time and place there always is for rules 

to be flexibly interpreted or ignored altogether.  In highly visible or dangerous situations, say on 

a parade square when others are watching or in an operational setting where the threat to life and 

limb is extreme, certain rules tend to be strictly enforced without exception; the superior’s 

reputation ultimately depends on it.  In less visible or less dangerous situations, say in a training 

lecture in a marquee, rules are oftentimes bent with few, if any, negative consequences. Such a 

concept would have resonated with Canadians during the First World War.  George Biddle once 

remarked, “Well in the frontline trenches we observed no decorum of protocol or anything like 

that.”
35

  Joe O’Neill likewise admitted that “on parade was one thing, off parade was another.”
36

   

Closely allied with this concept, it should be remembered, subordinates are not in any 

way to embarrass their superiors through inadequate performance, especially when the latter has 

been well disposed toward the former through flexibility and kindness.  One example drawn 

from a memoir written some years after the war succinctly relates many of the above notions.  

William Martin Veitch (2
nd

 Field Company CE) recalled: 

As Mounted Orderly to Captain [Thomas Craik] Irving we had travelled many miles 

through France and Belgium together, often he would say ‘Wullie come on up I want to 

talk to you.’ Riding alongside an Officer was not according to Military Law; Mounted 

Orderlies were supposed to ride behind and to the left of an Officer.  I knew that he 

appreciated the fact that I would fall behind if we were about to meet anyone of 

importance.
37

 

 

Veitch’s comments are significant in a number of respects.  As he states, an orderly was to ride 

behind and off-set to an officer, an arrangement of the physical space that maintained, and 

visually reinforced, the social distance that was supposed to exist between the commissioned and 

non-commissioned.
38

  When amongst themselves, even officers were supposed to ride in an 
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hierarchical arrangement; on a staff ride in France near Vimy, James Pedley lamented the fact 

that “They allotted me a spirited horse and at times my steed carried me ahead of the brigadier,” 

which in his estimation, “did not improve his opinion of me I have no doubt.”
39

  Irving was 

clearly flexible in the interpretation of such a directive.  When the two men were largely out of 

sight – riding long distances alone in the French or Belgian countryside – a greater degree of 

informality came to characterize their relationship, if only temporarily.  When, however, the two 

encountered “anyone of importance,” they slipped (quite easily it would seem, with a simple tug 

or flick of the reins) from an informal to a more formal association, assuming in the process the 

correct relationship that the military expected to exist between officer and OR, between superior 

and subordinate. 

 The notion of reciprocity is clearly in evidence too.  Irving was disposed to permit of a 

greater informality when alone with his orderly; in upholding his end of the bargain, Veitch gave 

his officer loyalty and ensured that in no way did he embarrass or compromise his officer’s 

credibility and stature in the eyes of his peers or superiors by not riding abreast in the presence of 

others.  When the pair encountered “anyone of importance,” both Veitch and Irving gave the 

impression that their relationship was of the proper kind – the subordinate actually being 

subordinate – yet the underlying truth was in fact quite different.  Appearances could certainly be 

deceiving. 

 And lastly, Veitch also alludes to the unspoken nature of negotiated bargains.  His use of 

the phrase “I knew that he appreciated the fact” certainly suggests that the two rarely, if ever, 

actually discussed their context-dependent behaviour. In all probability, they had not developed 

“a plan” amongst themselves that would guide their conduct in different settings. However 

gained, whether through past experiences with Irving or through military socialization, Veitch 
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knew exactly what context called for what behaviour.  How exactly Irving communicated his 

approbation is unknown, but a simple smile or nod, even a single word of thanks, would have 

served that purpose all too well.  (The avenues through which the terms of the bargain were 

communicated are discussed in greater detail below.) 

 The loyalty and affection that Veitch felt for Irving no doubt resulted, at least in part, 

from the fact that they “had been friends in both Engineering work and civilian life in prewar 

days in Toronto.”
40

  Such a kindly disposition may also have arisen due to earlier instances in 

which military law was flexibly, nay, creatively, interpreted. The passage that follows is similar 

to the example offered by Black above, and the explanation for the first could be applied with 

equal profit to the second.  Early in the war, Veitch was admitted to hospital in Bailleul with 

enteritis.
41

  He recalled of that period: 

I was placed in a bed next to an Infantry Soldier who had been through the Gas Attack at 

Ypres [in April 1915] and his chief reason for being in hospital was to try for a transfer to 

an [sic] hospital in Blighty [England].  He was awake all day and generally having a good 

time, but as soon as it got dark he went to bed and lay there coughing and wheezing all 

night long.  Three nights of that treatment was enough for me, so on the fourth day, I 

picked up my toothbrush and left the hospital under my own steam and without any 

permission.  I hitch-hiked my way home to Romarin.  It was rather a round-about way to 

get to Romarin, but it got me home, without using my flat feet.  As soon as I got to the 

Horse Lines I started doing my regular chores, when suddenly two Military Policemen 

appeared on the scene.  As they approached me with fixed bayonets, I discovered that I 

was being arrested as a Deserter; they took charge of such a villainous character [as 

myself] and paraded me before the Officer Commanding the Unit.  They read the charge of 

Desertion and Major Irving asked them where I had been arrested: they replied ‘in the 

horse lines’[. H]e immediately dismissed my escort, telling them that he would deal with 

the matter, as a Company Charge.  After the Military Police had gone, Major Irving asked 

me what had happened and I told him about the wheezing soldier and that I felt more than 

cured of my enteritis, so I decided to come home.  He told me that I had made it necessary 

to revise the Manual of Military Law. ‘What punishment should a Soldier be given for 

Desertion while in hospital and being arrested in his own Unit?’ He said the sentence was, 

‘Get back to work and get my horse and bring yours along.’  I cannot remember where he 

wanted to go, but I do know that he chuckled all the way there and back home again.
42
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As in the first instance, Veitch and Irving participated in a reciprocal exchange, a bargain of 

sorts: the latter flexibly interpreted military law, while the former offered loyalty to his CO.   No 

doubt Veitch would have gone to hell for Irving too. 

Case Study III – A “Hard” Route March and Gas Masks 

A central tenet underpinning the negotiated order in a military context – leniency in 

exchange for performance – likewise found expression elsewhere during the war.  Much to their 

mutual benefit, soldiers in positions of authority sometimes abrogated their own individual 

responsibilities in the interests of their men, yet expected their men, in return, to work credibly 

when the time came.  In England to receive his commission in the artillery, Bert MacKenzie 

entered into just such an arrangement.  He admitted in a letter home: 

The other day it fell to me to take a battery for a route march. The day was quite hot so it 

just took me seven minutes to lead them to an ‘Out-of-Bounds’ race track where the grass 

was green and long, the trees were many and shady[,] and the camp with those over me 

were [sic] out of sight.  One hour later we marched briskly back into camp, the men in 

perfect step, heads up, chins in, just as tho’ they hadn’t toiled along a dusty road in a 

broiling sun for a weary hour.
43

 

 

The exchange is more than clear.  For his part, MacKenzie protected his men from what he 

perceived in his estimation to be a needless and useless task.  It is probable, given the scope and 

nature of training during the war, that the men had been repeatedly marched to and fro and that 

another march on an exceedingly hot day would ultimately be of little benefit.  He clearly 

understood the paternalistic ethic even if his actions were somewhat less than professional, his 

knowledge of what motivated men no doubt stemming from his previous service in the ranks.  

MacKenzie’s superiors would certainly not have been impressed had they learned that he had 

avoided his legitimate duty, yet the soldiers for whom he was responsible surely appreciated a 

lazy and informal hour in the shade.  For their part, the men returned the favour by appearing 

“soldierly” in the presence of others, a façade that could do nothing but make their neophyte 
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officer (and, of course, themselves) look good.  Putting on a credible show suggested to others 

who were unaware of the subterfuge that MacKenzie had a solid grasp on his men and his 

responsibilities, being able to encourage them on in the harshest of weather without complaint. 

Here was a soldier who could deliver the goods!  The men also demonstrated that they were 

ready for the fray by completing a difficult march without even breaking a sweat.  Both officer 

and men clearly benefitted from the exchange, the former by avoiding a trying march, possibly 

increasing his reputation in the eyes of others and certainly gaining greater control over his men 

by demonstrating his paternalistic commitment to them, and the latter, by putting in a mere 

fifteen minutes of real work in exchange for a much valued, and no doubt needed, rest. 

MacKenzie was certainly not the only officer to put on a “show” for his superiors when 

faced with a silly order or ridiculous circumstances.  At Divion, James Pedley was detailed for 

two parades, both at night, to help the men acclimatize to their gas masks.  On the first, without 

any prior training, his company was ordered to march around the hilly circumference of the 

town.  The officers were instructed to maintain march discipline and to ensure that no man 

removed his mask on pain of severe punishment.  Other officers from battalion HQ were 

strategically placed along the route to observe the march and to report any discrepancies.  

Predictably, the training exercise soon deteriorated into mass confusion and frustration.  Pedley 

made only a half-hearted attempt to see it through, making idle threats towards the men who had 

removed their masks.  He was soon as exasperated as his men. 

The second attempt on the following night was much more successful.  He recalled:  

This time we all took off our masks at the bottom of the hill and did not put them on again 

except for a moment when we were passing the colonel [and a major] at the entrance to 

H.Q. For the rest of the time I kept the flashlight away from the men’s faces and no one in 

authority discovered that we were making a farce of the thing.
44
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Although he does not indicate how the men responded to his sleight of hand trickery, their 

response can be imagined given the fiasco of the night previous.  Like MacKenzie, Pedley had 

the best interests of his men in mind and was lax in the enforcement of orders.  Like 

MacKenzie’s men, Pedley’s men performed credibly when the situation demanded.  Both parties 

benefitted from the ruse. 

The Negotiated Order in a Military Context: Further Elaboration 

 In applying Anselm Strauss’s concept of the negotiated order to a military environment, 

John Hockey may have been too categorical and restrictive in defining both the elements of the 

bargain and the processes by which it was established.  He argued, as will be recalled, that the 

bargain not only entailed the reciprocal exchange of a lighter discipline for performance at 

certain critical moments, but was also developed over time and through common usage. 

Although quite true, an examination of the historical record reveals additional factors that 

influenced both the content and establishment of the bargain.  Hockey should in no way be 

faulted however, for his writings resulted from observing members of a line infantry regiment in 

situ, rather than comfortably examining a mass of historical documents over a prolonged period 

in order to infer the motivations of long-deceased actors.  

 To begin, the writings of Canadian soldiers clearly suggest that, in addition to enforcing 

an easier discipline, one that was well below expectations, a leader could also strike a bargain of 

sorts with his followers by making them his “debtors.”  Whether intentional or not, a leader 

could make his followers feel that they somehow “owed” him, that a debt of sorts had to be “paid 

back.”  Such debts could, as in Hockey’s model, be subsequently repaid through performance; a 

greater respect and esteem was of course also possible.  Past considerations and kindnesses, it 

would appear, often created the conditions in which future obedience was likely. 
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 A lawyer prior to the outbreak of war, and a well-respected officer during it, Keith 

Campbell Macgowan regularly helped his men navigate the complexities of the legal system, 

whatever their individual troubles or requirements might have been.  To be sure, the paternalistic 

ethic often extended beyond the mere provision of food and dry socks!  He wrote on the eve of 

Christmas 1917, “as usual there is no money in it as I am not charging the boys for anything I 

can do for them.  They are a pretty fair lot and I get it all back in other ways because I think they 

would tackle a job for me if I wanted them to.”
45

  Whether Macgowan had consciously decided 

to further tilt the balance of power in his favour or not is quite immaterial, for regardless of 

intent, he ultimately made his men feel that they owed him something in return for the legal 

services that he provided, on their behalf and gratis.  If he truly was conniving and purposely 

assisted them in the expectation that they would feel obligated to return the favour, something 

that seems unlikely given the respect in which he was largely held and the concern that he 

evinced for his men, then his actions could be considered to be a clear and classic example of 

manipulation in Wrong’s categorization of power. 

 Other examples are equally as instructive.  After his platoon had won a “best platoon” 

competition, John Anderson Church bought his men beer.
46

  Although a reward of sorts – his 

men had made him look good by looking good themselves and proving victorious in a hard-

fought contest – plying his men with a refreshing drink that they all enjoyed quite possibly made 

the men feel like debtors of a kind.  Church had been good to them, so they had to be good to 

him in the future in order to return the favour.  Some of his followers may have believed that 

superior performance in the future was now owed for earlier good treatment.  In a sense, 

behaviour along such lines constituted what might be considered a self-reinforcing feedback loop 

– good conduct on the part of subordinates encouraged good conduct on the part of a superior 
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that duly encouraged good conduct on the part of subordinates.  From this perspective, it is easy 

to see how strong, cohesive teams were gradually established. 

 Furthermore, much of Hockey’s application of the negotiated order to a military setting 

involves the operation of the theory in the context of a dyad or bi-polar relationship.  As he sees 

it, a leader, or one part of the pair, strikes a bargain with his followers, the other part of the pair.  

Yet, it is also possible that other individuals can benefit through the operation of the negotiated 

order, not just the actors who are directly party to the contract.  Macgowan, whose writings 

insinuate that he was a competent leader, understanding human nature to a greater extent than 

perhaps some of his contemporaries did, instructively records with a touch of gentle humour: 

The old Sgt.Cook [an appointment, not a specific person] came in to see me tonight pretty 

well lit up.  I had to guess his age – for the twentieth time.  Have to do that every time he is 

full.  He is over 50 years and I always guess 37 so as not to take the wind out of his sails.  

He is a pretty good old sort however and puts up the grub for the fellows in good shape.
47

 

 

What the above quotation suggests is that a leader was sometimes willing to overlook the 

infractions of a follower who, because of his function, had a direct impact on the well-being of 

others for whom the leader was also responsible.  Punishing the cook, who by all accounts 

prepared edible fare, a not insignificant accomplishment in its own right, would not have served 

the interests of Macgowan’s company.  Applying a little common sense, he seems to have 

appreciated the fact that much more was at play than the penchant of his aged cook for drink.  

The cook was allowed his relatively harmless infraction because he had a direct impact on the 

welfare of Macgowan’s followers.  A cook who was perturbed and angry by being punished for a 

relatively innocuous violation of the rules would not have been an asset to the company.  It is 

therefore arguable that, in some settings, the operation of the negotiated order was merely an 

extension of paternalism; over-looking acts of indiscipline allowed one’s followers to be cared 

for to a greater extent than what might otherwise have been possible.  Although Macgowan was 
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supposed to enforce discipline, certainly in this case by punishing drunkenness, he chose to allow 

his cook his freedom for the sake of others who ultimately depended, in turn, on the cook 

themselves. 

 Additionally, much of negotiated order theory is “forward-looking” in the sense that 

disciplinary transgressions are allowed through the exercise of leniency in anticipation of 

superior performance in the future.  A leader casually enforces discipline in the present in the 

expectation that his followers will perform creditably at some later point.  Yet, it also seems 

possible that the negotiated order could operate not so much with future performance in mind, 

but rather out of recognition for past performance.  Leniency could therefore be exercised both 

as a hedge against the future and as a reward for what had already occurred. 

 During the summer of 1918, prior to the opening of what would later come to be known 

as the Last 100 Days, Macgowan wrote in one of his frequent letters home, “My Sergt.Major 

leaves today to take his commission.  He was pretty tight last night as I allowed him to give a 

little party to the sergeants of the [company].  He came in to see me and was very funny.”
48

  

What this quotation suggests is that, in this one particular instance, discipline was not enforced 

out of recognition of earlier performance. Again, Macgowan should have and could have 

enforced discipline; checking all occurrences of drunkenness was certainly expected and 

absolutely within his prerogative, but chose not to do so.  His SM had obviously performed his 

duties well for he would not have been leaving the battalion to gain his commission were it not 

so.  Common sense must have played a role too, for cruel indeed would be the officer who 

charged his senior-most NCO as he left the trenches for a well-deserved respite in England and 

the opening of a new chapter in his military service.  The failure to fully enforce discipline can, 

therefore, at times be considered a reward of sorts for superior conduct in the past. 
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 How did soldiers come to know “the bargain” that played such an important role in the 

relationship between leader and follower and that was absolutely central to the operation of the 

negotiated order?  The answer to this question indeed lies at the centre of the entire discussion.  

It must be reiterated, however, that every leader struck a different bargain with his followers; a 

single understanding did not apply equally to all and sundry throughout the entire army.  There 

were truly as many bargains as there were leaders. 

 Being both unwritten and non-verbal, the bargain was gradually established through 

common usage and experience.  The more time that followers spent in company with their 

leader, the more they learned what was acceptable and what was strictly verboten.  Arriving at a 

clear understanding of the bargain depended heavily on the social skills possessed by followers: 

they had to be perceptive enough to gauge or infer the willingness of their leader to be lax or 

strict and they also had to be conscious of the environment around them.  Such accrued 

knowledge of their leader’s preferences acted as a resource, as a guide, against which possible 

courses of action could be assessed for their appropriateness.  Whether or not a leader would 

approve of a particular action influenced the subsequent behaviour of his followers; if they 

judged correctly, nothing much would be said, but if they judged incorrectly, a response of some 

sort, from censure to actual punishment, would likely be forthcoming. 

 Archie Brown, for instance, devised an ingenious way of performing his assigned guard 

duty.  Instead of walking outside in the bitter nighttime cold of a deep Canadian winter, he opted 

to watch an empty cookhouse for signs of trouble from the warm confines of an incinerator 

building that was located nearby.  Using the standing bargain as a resource to determine whether 

or not this particular course of action would be deemed acceptable by his sergeant, whom he 

happened to know very well, Brown concluded that his confrere would not be greatly disturbed 
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by his less-than military approach to the performance of his duties.  To his dismay, however, he 

was eventually caught and duly punished.  On this particular night, the orderly officer 

unfortunately happened to be accompanying the sergeant on his rounds as he inspected the guard 

and did not share his lenient inclinations.  Although his scheme ultimately backfired, Brown had 

nevertheless used the bargain that prevailed between himself and his sergeant as a resource 

against which he judged the appropriateness of his conduct given the situation at hand.
49

  Other 

soldiers likewise depended on past responses to certain behaviours to inform the present.  Percy 

Winthrop McClare (24
th

 Battalion) wrote in a letter home, “We have to get in, or are supposed to 

get in, at nine o’clock, but we took our time and did not get in untill [sic] about half past nine.  

But I knew that nothing would be said.”
50

  

 Because the bargain was unwritten and rarely verbalized, a leader’s actions also played a 

central role in defining the boundaries within which his followers could safely manoeuvre.  

Subordinates had always to observe their superior for subtle, and sometimes not so subtle, clues 

as to what and what did not constitute appropriate conduct.  Body language and specific 

responses to individual comments and behaviours communicated a leader’s demands to his 

followers. 

 The reaction of William Jones on two separate occasions nicely illustrates how the terms 

of the bargain – his specific bargain with his specific followers – could be transmitted.  When his 

beloved horse Springbuck was severely wounded and had to be shot in order to end its 

considerable misery, Jones was compelled to ride a commandeered mule back to where the 

remainder of his regiment had gathered.  Coming into view mounted thusly, a proud cavalryman 

riding an intractable beast of burden, he received a good deal of light-hearted ribbing, the men 

not knowing at this point that he had been compelled to shoot his four-legged friend.  “‘Gee! you 
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look right at home on that jackass, corporal’” was a common endorsement.  Jones said nothing 

and the men continued in this vein until he told them of his misfortune, at which time they 

became solemn, respectful and proper.  In this particular instance, at least initially, Jones was 

quite willing to allow his followers to joke and kid him, to have a bit of fun at his expense.  

Being somewhat self-deprecating was an asset that few good leaders could do without. 

 Some time later, however, on the very eve of an attack, now-Sergeant Jones was less 

willing to allow his followers leeway; comment on his person, his abilities or his responsibilities 

in the battle that was soon to begin was entirely forbidden, although he had allowed his followers 

a few initial volleys.  Difficult indeed would be the leader who prevented even a little bit of 

commentary and laughter.  As he recalled: 

The boys had been chaffing me somewhat about my duties as the demoliation [sic] 

sergeant.  They volunteered all kinds of ridiculous advice, to which I had listened for 

almost half an hour and when the orderly came with the message [that I was wanted at 

headquarters], I was beginning to lose my temper. 

  

The more perceptive of Jones’s followers (and it would be quite difficult to miss the subtlety of 

his reaction), would undoubtedly have understood from his verbal and non-verbal responses that 

certain points of discussion were off-limits and that they would be courting trouble if they 

persisted in the same vein.   Taken together, Jones’s men now possessed a better understanding 

of what actions were permissible, a knowledge that further interaction with their leader would 

only further refine and supplement.  When life was less serious, the men had some latitude; when 

battle loomed, seriousness was expected.  Being unspoken and never documented on paper, the 

manner in which the bargain was established and communicated cannot be known with any 

definite precision, but some evidence certainly exists that suggests how a leader established the 

parameters within which he would allow his followers scope.
51
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 Despite the operation of the negotiated order, it would be entirely inaccurate to conclude 

that it was the only means by which discipline was upheld in the CEF.  Too much emphasis must 

not be placed on the existence of such exchanges, even though they seem to have occurred with 

some regularity.  The general idea that underpins the theory – leniency being traded for 

performance – influenced some leader-follower relationships, but certainly not all, and certainly 

not to the same extent in each instance either.  Whether or not the negotiated order actually found 

expression seems attributable primarily to a leader’s personality, his formative experiences and 

his general attitude toward discipline, or in other words, his leadership style.  Certain individuals 

possessed of legitimate authority leaned heavily on standard forms of punishment as prescribed 

in the KR&O and rarely countenanced indiscipline, while other leaders around them opted to 

employ an alternative approach that was somewhat gentler, but perhaps no less effective.  Did 

some leaders lean exclusively on the prerogatives invested in their rank because they lacked the 

personal authority to encourage self-discipline amongst their followers? 

 Commanding a brigade of artillery at the start of the war, John Jennings Creelman (CFA) 

believed that “punishments are essential,” that “we must be very strict” and that “examples must 

be made.”
52

  Clemency for him was the exception rather than the rule; laxity was not to be often 

courted.  At first glance, he certainly stood in stark contrast to Samuel Dawson Naylor (52
nd

 

Battalion) who “was very popular with the men, always with a smile on his face, and as lenient 

as possible toward the failings of the men under him.”
53

  He was also quite different than Gordon 

Howard who “was always reluctant to have men charged and brought up before the O.C. if it 

could be avoided, and I found that the men respected me for it.”
54

  Being composed of so many 

men, some 619,000 in all, the CEF was bound to include leaders who held vastly different 

perspectives on how best to maintain discipline; leniency and permissiveness could be a central 
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feature of some leaders’ approaches, whereas it could barely register for others.  As such, one 

would be entirely incorrect to assume that the army was nothing more than a monolith, with all 

individuals acting and thinking identically. 

 Examples of leaders upholding discipline in the traditional fashion by issuing standard 

punishments litter documents created by Canada’s Great War soldiers, being found with even 

greater frequency than examples of the negotiated order.  Nearly every postwar memoir, 

contemporary diary or letter home included mention of men being punished for one infraction or 

another; such is a common thread that runs through writings of this sort.  To take but a single 

example from many, Clarence Emerson Voaden (CAMC) found himself the recipient of a 

standard punishment when he “Missed roll call this morning and went before S/M over it.  Was 

put on fatigue and cut grass all day.”
55

  Instances of men being reduced in rank, confined to 

barracks, assessed fines, subjected to field punishment, given additional fatigues and so on, are 

truly legion.
56

  Some however, like Clarence Gross, found the harshness of military life 

invigorating, writing as he did in 1918, “This is certainly a great life and though the discipline is 

very strict that is what one wants to make him a man.”
57

  What must be remembered, above all 

else, is that the negotiated order did not replace the traditional methods of maintaining discipline, 

by punishing infractions, sometimes severely, but was rather a complement to it; discipline could 

be maintained in any number of ways, sometimes by relying on standard forms, sometimes by 

being lenient and sometimes by relying on the soldiers’ own sense of self-discipline (a topic that 

deserves attention but that cannot be discussed here).  An effective leader understood which 

approach was best to take given the prevailing circumstances. 

 To be sure, the manner in which discipline was enforced was not an all or nothing 

proposition; it could be applied quite strictly, very leniently or in a style that lied somewhere in 
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between these two extremes. With every situation with which he was confronted being quite 

different, a leader was compelled to evaluate each on its own merits and decide the most 

appropriate course of action that would best serve the interests of all concerned.  As has been 

suggested in chapter three, a leader who proceeded judiciously and fairly accrued personal 

authority, while one who automatically defaulted to a strict and very definite interpretation of the 

regulations without evaluating the relevant circumstances quickly lost it, perhaps permanently.  

Depending on the gravity of the situation at hand, a leader could in one instance impose 

discipline in a heavy-handed manner, while in another use the gentlest of touches so as to cause 

no offence.  The two approaches were certainly not mutually exclusive, with the use of one 

preventing the use of the other.  A good leader, it seems reasonable to posit, was able to decide 

how best to approach a certain situation, employing the means of upholding discipline that were 

most advantageous.  Alternating between different disciplinary standards in different contexts 

was not an indicator of indecisiveness, but rather marked a degree of attentiveness, foresight and 

consideration, qualities that seemed to help earn the respect of a leader’s men.  Although 

Macgowan appears to have made good use of the negotiated order – indeed, his writings have 

been cited frequently in this chapter as they have much to offer – he was also capable on 

occasion of being harsh and strict, as he reveals in one of his letters home: 

As a company commander the men are not so much in direct touch with me and as we get 

new men from time to time some hardly know me.  Consequently I am disciplining on a 

different basis and I guess before long I shall be heartily detested[,] but I’m going to have 

things as they should be.  The longer one is at this game the more important little things 

appear to be.  A chap finds a kick here or a buried grouch there and each has to be dug up, 

traced down and cleared away or the trouble will smoulder and break out in a bad mess.  

85% appreciate kindness[,] the balance only understand driving and take notice when you 

get them 14 days Field Punishment and forfeiture of 2 weeks[’] pay.
58

 

 

His comments indicate that a leader could easily “flip” between different methods of maintaining 

discipline.  Many effective leaders struck a balance between leniency and strictness, opting for 
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the first in some situations and the second in others.  More than that, however, Macgowan also 

reinforces the value of understanding and knowing one’s soldiers; understanding the personality, 

inclinations and attitudes of each allowed a leader to tailor his approach to certain individuals 

when opportunity allowed, as was described in chapter one.  Again, paternalism was so much 

more than an extra tot of rum on occasion. 

 Being a human phenomenon, rather than a distinctly Canadian behaviour, the negotiated 

order found expression outside of Canada’s forces, as might be anticipated.  It seems that when 

individuals who were unequal in terms of power were placed in a situation where one was 

responsible for ensuring that the other complied with a host of rules and regulations, some valid, 

others pedantic, the opportunity presented itself for the negotiated order to emerge and mediate 

the relationship between leader and follower.  Lester Pearson, a future Nobel laureate and 

Canadian prime minister, certainly found this to be true when he encountered Robert Graves, his 

officer at No. 4 Officer Cadet Battalion (Oxford University) and who would later lay claim to an 

exceptional literary career.
59

  Reflecting on his life’s challenges and accomplishments, the 

former recorded only a few years before his death that the latter had “enough good sense to give 

us our heads, and to accept our somewhat unconventional ideas of spit-and-polish and military 

discipline, so we got along well together.”
60

  Other examples gleaned from the writings of British 

soldiers suggest that the negotiated order at times found expression within the British Army 

proper.
61

 

 The last four chapters, on paternalism, power and the negotiated order, have illuminated 

some of the many dynamics that influenced and acted upon the relationship between leader and 

follower.  Up to this point, the relationships that have been examined could be described as 

broad, diffuse and somewhat impersonal, in that they involved men who were close only insofar 
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as they served in the same unit or sub-unit, say a captain and the men of his company or a 

corporal and the soldiers of his section or between two officers of near identical rank.  Yet all 

relationships during the First World War were not of this type exclusively.  Nowhere else did 

these three dynamics so profoundly affect the relationship between men than in the association 

that prevailed between an officer and his servant.  To those relationships, attention must now be 

turned. 
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CHAPTER 5: 

 

LEADER-FOLLOWER RELATIONS IN MICROCOSM: BATMEN 

 

 

Sergt. McHubbard went down to his cupboard, 

An issue to give his ‘interim,’ 

But when he got there, 

His cupboard was bare, 

A batman ‘ad been there before ‘im.
1
 

 

 

 

In Canada’s army of the First World War, as in all militaries from the ancient to the 

modern, increased responsibility accompanied increased rank.  The higher a soldier rose and the 

closer he came to the apex of the pyramid, the more significant were his duties, the more 

glorious were his victories and the more spectacular were his failures.  If a private’s war was 

largely confined to what he could see immediately ahead of him on the battlefield,
2
 a general’s 

was much more expansive, being limited only by boundaries on maps, directions from politicians 

and relationships with allies.
3
  As an individual was gradually promoted and became burdened 

with more substantial responsibilities, the less he could possibly know about each of the men 

under his command – his abilities, his situation at home, his attitudes, his inclinations.  The 

paternalistic ethic encouraged an officer to take a genuine interest in each of his soldiers, but the 

law of numbers simply prevented a lieutenant-general from knowing all of his corporals.  

Knowledge of one’s subordinates and one’s own position within the military hierarchy were thus 

inversely related: lieutenants commanding platoons were much closer to their men, both literally 

and figuratively, than, say, lieutenant-colonels commanding battalions, or to take the comparison 

to extremes, general officers commanding either brigades or divisions.  With that being said, 

however, few relationships were as close, involved, or indeed intimate, as that which prevailed 

between an officer, regardless of rank, and his personal servant, usually a private or equivalent.
4
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As a collective whole, batmen constituted a sizable group.  Whether serving at the front 

or well behind it, as either “teeth” or “tail,” every officer was entitled to a personal servant, while 

mounted officers were additionally permitted a groom for their horse(s). With hundreds, and 

later thousands, of officers serving in the CEF at any one time, batmen comprised a distinct and 

significant sub-population.
5
   By and large, however, servants in the CEF have not received 

serious academic treatment, having gone largely unnoticed by historians despite their frequent 

appearance in the personal writings of both the commissioned and non-commissioned alike.  

Batmen were truly a ubiquitous feature of the war, a common thread running through the 

historical narrative, yet their particular story has never been told.  Perhaps such is to be expected 

given that the larger social dimensions of Canada’s army have only recently started to be 

explored themselves.
6
   

Echoing comments made in the introduction on the overall state of First World War 

scholarship in Canada, one observer has remarked with considerable foundation, “Our 

understanding of the Great War has not been served by vigorous study and debate.  Indeed, our 

historiography is relatively immature, and it has progressed little beyond narrative studies and 

nationalist propaganda, although a group of young scholars … are changing that.”
7
  In light of 

such trends, when historians do mention servants, their observations are inclined to be largely 

descriptive and superficial, intended as they are to illustrate the “perks” afforded officers and the 

“divide” that separated men with rank and men without.  Almost nothing, to be sure, is said of 

the interpersonal dynamics that prevailed between served and server, but it is in those very 

dynamics that insight into the personal experience of the Great War, as well as leadership, is to 

be partially found.  Indeed, as one student of the First World War has correctly asserted, “The 
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special relationship a batman enjoyed with his officer has all too frequently been dismissed by a 

superficial discussion of the feudal master-servant bond.”
8
 

If servants have not been discussed in any serious manner from an historical perspective, 

they most certainly have not been discussed using concepts drawn from other disciplines either.  

As will be seen, the relationship that prevailed between an officer and his servant rested 

fundamentally on paternalism, power and the negotiated order.  It may be provocative to suggest, 

although it is undoubtedly true, that the failure to understand the service relationship in the 

context of these three concepts (and perhaps others not treated here) equates with a failure to 

understand the nuanced approach adopted by each man in his daily interactions with his 

counterpart.  Stated differently, the relationship in which officer and servant were enmeshed was 

so complex and multi-faceted that it cannot be fully understood unless these three ideas (and 

others) are employed as analytical tools. The dyadic exchange between officer and batman was, 

as will become apparent, so much more than simple orders and rote obedience. 

Through the performance of any number of menial chores, servants made their officers’ 

lives somewhat easier and decidedly more comfortable.  A role reversal of sorts occurred within 

the context of the service relationship in which the paternalistic ethic, described at length in 

chapter one, operated from the bottom up as opposed to the top down exclusively.  A servant 

was, in a very real sense, “paternal” toward his officer, attending to all his needs and wants in the 

interest of making him a more efficient soldier.  Although “reverse paternalism” marked the 

service relationship, many officers were still highly paternalistic toward their servants, ensuring 

in the process both their physical and psychological well-being; the former still had an 

overarching responsibility to ensure the welfare of the latter.  In the final analysis, servants were 

non-commissioned soldiers toward whom the military expected its officers to act in a fatherly 
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and protective manner.  Here, perhaps more than anywhere else, paternalism operated in both 

directions. 

Because the respective statuses of officers and ORs varied so widely and a hierarchical 

command-obedience relationship enmeshed members of both groups, the concept of power, as 

articulated by Dennis Wrong and explored in chapters two and three, seems an appropriate 

model with which to analyze officer-servant interactions.  Because served and server were in 

daily contact with one another, such close and constant proximity allowed certain manifestations 

of power to come to the fore.  For their part, officers routinely employed various forms of 

authority in their interactions with their batmen in order to influence their behaviour; they used 

more than just their legitimate authority to get what they wanted.  On the other hand, denied the 

ability to employ specific power forms, mainly those that required an elevated status and access 

to sundry resources in order to be exercised, servants sought to influence their officers by relying 

on different forms of power altogether, essentially those that were open to all regardless of rank; 

batmen, like their non-commissioned mates more generally, also possessed agency. 

Explored in chapter four, the negotiated order, a concept first developed by Anselm 

Strauss and then expanded upon by John Hockey, also found constant expression in the 

relationships that prevailed between officers and batmen. The closeness with which the two men 

co-existed ensured that their rapport was fundamentally different than that which prevailed 

between an officer and the other men for whom he was also responsible.  As will be recalled, a 

certain degree of laxity was allowed in return for performance at certain critical moments; 

soldiers were permitted a degree of freedom in some situations on the understanding that they 

were to conduct themselves credibly when it mattered the most, as in battle or in the presence of 

their superior’s superiors.  While such was often true of the relationships that existed between 
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officers and their men, performance was defined slightly differently in the context of officers and 

their servants.  More than a little self-serving, the former seemingly allowed the latter to engage 

in illegal activities, or at least in activities that were less than “military,” because they were the 

ultimate benefactors.
9
  Here, performance was defined not so much as the execution of certain 

military tasks in a credible manner, although that still remained an element of the bargain, but 

rather as the degree to which a batman could make his officer comfortable in a decidedly 

inhospitable environment. 

The relationship that prevailed between an officer and his servant was unlike any other.  

Although an officer was responsible for a large number of men – 40 or so if he was a platoon 

commander, 120 or so if he was a company commander, and considerably more if he was a 

battalion commander – his relationship with his NCOs and privates was somewhat different 

given the smaller amounts of time that he spent in their company and their greater numbers.  The 

paternalistic ethic notwithstanding, an officer, depending on his rank, could usually not form a 

meaningful and exceedingly close relationship with each and every soldier under his command.  

A few tried and a few succeeded, but they seem to have been the exceptions.  A man in the ranks 

might see his officer once or twice a day in formal settings, say on parade, at lectures or at stand-

to, and only briefly at that.
10

 

By comparison though, a batman was with his officer for the better part of the day, 

diligently attending to his every personal need and want from dawn to dusk.  Over time, the two 

men came to know one another intimately, learning much through their constant interactions 

about the other’s preferences, inclinations, moods and behaviours.  The fact that batman and 

officer spent so much time together in somewhat relaxed settings where it was possible to 

interact less formally, perhaps in billets or dugouts where few others were present save for 
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brother officers and their servants who were similarly engaged, only aided the cohesive process.  

It was not uncommon, therefore, for an officer to christen his batman “a great pal of mine.”
11

  

Because of the amount of time that the two men spent in one another’s company, the nature of 

their association was in many respects close, friendly and personal.
12

 

Batmen and Their Duties 

 But what of batmen generally?  What did they do?
13

  What benefits did they enjoy?  

What sacrifices did they make?  A servant, quite plainly, was to serve his officer, to make him 

comfortable as best as conditions allowed and to see to all the daily chores of life that consumed 

considerable energy in their execution.  Through his exertions, a batman freed his officer’s time 

for more important matters like leadership and all that that entailed.  An officer could not attend 

to the duties concomitant with his rank – seeing to the welfare of his men, censoring their letters, 

carrying out the orders of his superiors, preparing for or actually engaging in operations against 

the enemy, amongst any number of other responsibilities – if he himself had to look after his own 

person.  An officer was supposed to lead and his batman helped him in that capacity by ensuring 

that he was not otherwise distracted by menial chores.  Time spent preparing for the day took 

time away from the important activities of the day.
14

  James Pedley once reflected that when his 

servant “remained with me I had nothing to worry about but the war,” and that, of course, was 

the point.
15

 

 On the other hand, however, servants also saw to all the sundry tasks that were beneath 

the dignity of a “gentleman” to perform.  Supported by generations of tradition and precedent,
16

 

the military, as an institution, believed that an officer was a man of higher standing by virtue of 

his rank.  One of the nation’s best, it was simply unthinkable that he act as his own wet nurse.  

Some well-placed individuals even claimed that it was also beneath the dignity of NCOs to work 
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in such a manner.
17

   The military believed that an officer’s majesty would somehow be 

compromised if he was compelled to perform such basic tasks as preparing his own meals and 

polishing his own buttons.  Reflecting on his experiences at a Royal School of Instruction at Fort 

Osborne Barracks (Winnipeg, Manitoba) sometime in the 1890s, Henry Joseph Woodside 

believed that servants were provided, “For officers to do their own cleaning and brushing lowers 

them in the eyes of the men.”
18

  Held in lesser regard by his soldiers, how could he ever 

command them effectively?  Servants supposedly gave an officer an aura of authority that could 

be leveraged to influence the behaviour of his subordinates.  Whatever their ultimate purpose – 

whether to free an officer’s time, to save him from the humiliation of domesticity, or a 

combination of both – batmen were a ubiquitous feature of the First World War experience.  

 One of the most common tasks that a batman performed for his officer was cooking.  

Whether at the front or behind it, servants could be found bent over makeshift stoves, 

smouldering fires or a Tommy cooker attempting to put together a satisfying meal or just a plain 

cup of tea.  Whenever an officer received a parcel from home, servants often employed its 

sundry contents to vary his fare (and soldiers being soldiers, no doubt skimmed a little off the top 

for themselves too).
19

  The act of cooking could be exasperating at times, as Ivan Clark Maharg 

(1
st
 Battalion CMR) noted in a letter home: 

I was wishing that you could have seen my poor servant trying to get me a meal under fire. 

For a day & a half it was easy as we were down a dry dug-out & he could cook with ease. 

At other times he’d try to get me a pot of tea where we happened to pause in some trench 

or shell hole. Once he had a pretty fair looking meal ready to give me when a big shell 

burst so close that he kicked over the tea & spilt some bacon he was trying to fry. On 

another occasion he was all ready when the order suddenly came in to move forward. We 

had to move at once so no meal was had that time either.
20

 

 

Deprived of the chance to give him his meals after considerable effort had been expended in their 

preparation, Maharg’s batman must have been more than a little perturbed. 
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 While not engaged in pursuits of a culinary sort, batmen performed any number of minor 

chores related to their officer’s person, the cumulative effect of which ensured that he was clean 

and natty. Batmen were responsible for the appearance of their officer and worked hard to ensure 

that his uniform and kit were always in a fine state of repair.  One servant at a brigade HQ had to 

“shine boots, polish buttons, fetch shaving water & making [sic] beds.”
21

  At the front, the 

challenge of keeping an officer clean could be daunting, even at the best of times.  Confessing to 

his diary, Maharg recorded with some amusement, and perhaps a touch of sympathy, “Caught in 

heavy rain on way back [&] got soaked & also slipped and fell in Mud.  Some mess up.  Batman 

asked me to have a heart.”
22

 The officer’s exterior was for many servants a matter of personal 

pride and many took great satisfaction in knowing that he would at least “show” well amongst 

his peers;
23

 how he conducted himself was quite another matter altogether and largely outside of 

a batman’s purview. 

 And then there were all those little tasks that fell neatly into the “miscellaneous” 

category.  Anything and everything that an officer required instantly became the responsibility of 

his servant, including the odd.
24

  Running errands to distant towns,
25

 delivering messages,
26

 

distributing tea at night to men in the line,
27

 drawing a bath,
28

 making a fire,
29

 laying out his 

bedroll,
30

 fetching his laundry,
31

 improving his billet 
32

 – all were jobs that a batman might 

reasonably expect to perform.  James Lloyd Evans (5
th

 Battalion) once told his wife exactly what 

his batman did for him each and every morning, remarking as he did, “At 7 a.m. my servant 

comes into the bedroom, puts out the Hip bath … lays out my clothes, pulls up the blind[,] tells 

me it’s 7 o’clock & goes out.”
33

  Speaking of his servant, a 17 year-old drummer in the pipe 

band, Jotham Wilbert Logan (25
th

 Battalion) similarly wrote in one of his frequent letters home, 

“He is the spunkiest and happiest little fellow you ever saw, and does everything for me – sews 
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on buttons, gets my clothes washed, and finds out whatever should be known.”
34

  Few servants, 

however, expected to empty an officer’s personal latrine, as one unfortunate was compelled to do 

in front of Vimy!
35

  Some officers certainly gave broad interpretation to the term “comfort.” 

 Although not a formal duty per se, batmen also became purveyors of news (or grist for 

the constantly churning rumour mill).  Every piece of information that could be obtained, 

whether gossip, hearsay or fact, became an object of fascination for a soldier; such “intelligence” 

was eagerly shared with anyone who would listen and that was just about everyone.  Frequently 

being “out and about” on various commissions provided servants with the opportunity to 

socialize with other soldiers in different circumstances who could relay the latest reports as they 

themselves knew them.  Such information that servants provided to their officers varied from the 

minutely mundane to the profoundly life-altering.  Graham Seton’s batman, the beloved and 

much-admired Peter, once told him of the installation of a large-calibre artillery piece near 

Ration Farm that was intended to shower “hate” on the Germans.
36

  More significantly, Charles 

Henry Savage (5
th

 Battalion CMR) recalled in a postwar memoir that “Early on the morning of 

November eleventh, as I was studying the map and operation orders for an attack we were to 

make beyond Mons, my batman came into the room, and quite as if he were telling me that 

breakfast was ready, said, ‘The war is finished.’”
37

  Taking care of an officer apparently meant 

keeping him abreast of the latest developments also. 

Despite the innumerable domestic chores performed in the service of their officer, 

batmen enjoyed a more comfortable existence than their non-engaged counterparts.  If service 

had its drawbacks – not too many would have relished emptying an officer’s chamber pot, 

especially if full! – it also had its compensatory benefits, its perks, that on balance outweighed 

any disagreeableness.  Being servant to an officer afforded certain advantages and a somewhat 
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easier life than what might otherwise be experienced by a common soldier in the ranks, 

especially at the front.  Service often provided a refuge of sorts, an entirely legal means by which 

to escape some of the all-encompassing tentacles of an institution in which hardship was the 

general norm.  Like many of his chums, one soldier who “had been told to report to the Adjutant 

for duty as batman … didn’t mind the change from other duties which this post entailed for 

him.”
38

  The office of servant gave its incumbent the chance to access people, places and various 

commodities that other soldiers could only hope for. 

At the beginning of his military career, Arthur Leo Barry (71
st
 York Regiment, Canadian 

Militia) acted as servant to Lieutenant Ernest William Sansom 
39

 at the 1910 summer 

concentration held at Sussex, New Brunswick.  About his less-than strenuous duties, he later 

recalled: 

My life as a batman … was all any soldier could wish for.  After tidying up the tent, 

making up his camp cot and polishing the buttons on his mess blues, I had nothing to do 

but lie on his cot and enjoy the music of the band practising in a big marquee a short 

distance away while my school chums were being burned lobster red under the July sun on 

the drill field.
40

 

 

In much the same manner, when officers benefitted from advantageous circumstances, so too did 

their servants since the former was, generally speaking, never without the latter.  A batman might 

follow his officer behind the lines, to an instructional course, or even on leave.  As Seton 

recalled, “Then five days’ leave came to me, my first.  I pleaded with the Colonel for another 

pass, and it was granted.  Peter came with me to the luxury of white sheets, bright firesides, 

warm baths, and the mellow quietness of warm hearts,”
41

 a far cry from the front to be sure.  As 

well, a batman sometimes followed his officer wherever he went on duty and rarely complained 

if such duties were light and easy.  Bert MacKenzie noted that he and his batman once led a 

procession of men and rations “through some of the most beautiful parts of country one could 
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wish to see.”
42

  Such a picturesque landscape, one that an inspired artist might just as easily have 

captured in oils or watercolours, must have offered a visual reprieve from the sameness of the 

trenches. 

 It was certainly understood by officers and men alike that servants occupied a privileged 

position and enjoyed a more comfortable life than did their fellow soldiers, one officer going so 

far as to remark that “‘they have a soft job and they know it.’”
43

  Likewise, Savage remembered 

after the war that once “I walked into Company Headquarters dugout just in time to hear one of 

my party report that he had seen me killed by a shell in the German trench – and to hear my 

batman in the background say, ‘Another good job gone to Hell.’”
44

  The fact that servants 

experienced a slightly different war than soldiers in the line aroused considerable comment.  

Spouting invective just after the Somme, James Ernest Brown wrote, “There is nothing I detest 

more than the men who enlist and look for safety first jobs.  It would be much more manly for 

them to not enlist at all than sail under false colors and I despise them as I do young able bodied 

men who act as batmen.”
45

  Another soldier, an instructor who taught physical training and 

bayonet fighting, thought that servants were, on the whole, “very soft” and “lazy.”
46

  A batman 

may have been held in high regard by his officer, but his fellow soldiers sometimes looked upon 

him with contempt and scorn.  Although such slanderous comments may have provided a façade 

behind which deep-seated jealousy could conveniently hide, it is easy to see why batmen, some 

of whom were never committed to an attack, could become the object of resentment when 

casualties were constant and high.  Everyone in the army was technically a soldier, yet not all 

soldiers were deemed equal by their peers. 

 Some batmen could be very lucky indeed, working for an officer not engaged at the front, 

yet other servants witnessed all the horrors that the war had to offer and in some cases paid with 
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their lives.  The amount of comfort enjoyed by batmen was neither unlimited nor universal.  

Even though they benefitted collaterally through their position, they remained, after all, members 

of their individual units and thus were expected to carry out many of their soldierly duties while 

performing many of their domestic chores.  It was not for nothing that batmen as a group were 

often referred to as “soldier-servants.”  Concerning the prewar Canadian Militia, William Dillon 

Otter,
47

 who as a lieutenant-colonel commanded Canadian infantry during the South African 

War, remarked in The Guide, his now-famous and once-semi-official publication: 

Officers’ servants should answer their name at Tattoo. … Unmarried servants should sleep 

in the barrack rooms and mess with their Companies, and all servants should return to their 

duty when their masters are on leave of absence for more than three days.  All servants … 

should attend all general parades; they should mount guard with the Officer they serve and 

perform their share of that duty; there should be special drill for them at least one day in 

the week. … Officers’ servants should keep their arms, appointments, and clothing in good 

order, and be ready to turn out, like other soldiers, at any moment.
48

 

 

In Otter’s estimation, a batman was still very much a part of his regiment, a soldier then a 

servant, rather than vice-versa, and was expected to carry on in full realization of this fact.  Such 

an arrangement persisted throughout the First World War. 

 Perhaps nowhere was this dual role, this dual identity, more noticeable than during times 

of large-scale battle, infrequent though they were on the Western Front.  More often than not, 

servants followed their officers “over the bags” and toward the enemy.  While some batmen may 

have accompanied their officer to ensure his comfort, either during a pause somewhere in No 

Man’s Land or on the objective itself if all went well,
49

 others went into battle to fight since 

another soldier in the fray was, after all, another soldier in the fray.  Seton remarked after the 

war, “And he would run when his officer went over the top, and fight by his side.  When the 

officer dropped, the batman was beside him.”
50

  One might venture to suggest that the reverse 

was often true as well.  In a letter home about his activities at Vimy in the spring of 1917, Stuart 
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Kirkland (91
st
 Battalion then elsewhere) recorded, “The first thing I saw when I got into the 

trench was an officer I knew lying badly wounded and his batman near him dead.”
51

  In the 

Canadian Corps, servants generally followed their officers forward; many proved to be quite 

capable soldiers.  During times of duress, as in the case of the 3
rd

 Battalion at Ypres in April 

1915, batmen were often ordered into the line to help stem a developing emergency.
52

  In 

discussing the opening stages of what would later come to be known as the Last 100 Days, one 

city newspaper remarked that an officer from a Toronto battalion “encountered a German sniper 

in Lemaire Wood, who put three bullets through his thighs.  A batman from Hamilton finished 

the sniper, dressed the officer’s wounds and rounded up four Huns to carry the officer back.”
53

  

Contemporary documents are full of reports of batmen suffering injuries or experiencing “close 

shaves.”
54

  Being a servant was not, in the end, a so-called “bombproof” job, especially if one’s 

officer served at the front where danger, like mud, lice and rats, was a constant.
55

 

Selection and Dismissal 

 Prior to the First World War, in good British tradition, officers serving in either the 

Permanent Force or Canadian Militia benefitted from the services of a soldier-servant.  Even the 

North-West Mounted Police saw fit to provide its sergeants-major with a batman and a clerk (at 

Fort Macleod in 1883 at least).
56

  In The Guide, Otter outlined the administrative procedures 

concerning the selection of batmen, as well as the “type” of man to be used for such duties.  His 

brief directives were largely intended for a small, non-professional Canadian military 

establishment that rarely took an active role in imperial conflicts, being occupied largely with 

domestic policing and the suppression of internal discord.
57

  Indeed, at the interface of the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, “the militia was more of a social diversion, a gentleman’s 

club, which could be used to supplement one’s income, however modestly, and to add an 
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element of prestige and pedigree to one’s social resume.”
58

  With the onset of war in 1914 and 

the gradual growth and professionalization of the CEF over the difficult years that followed, 

many of Otter’s instructions concerning officers and their servants persisted, if not in form, then 

certainly in spirit. 

Regarding the “type” of soldier to be used as batmen, Otter believed, with the evident 

concurrence of both Canadian and British military authorities, that: 

All … should be men of the same Company as the Officer whom they attend.  They should 

be of established good character, perfect in drill, and have acquired a complete knowledge 

of the duties of a soldier.  No man should be taken as a servant without the sanction of the 

Commanding Officer, application in the first instance having been made to the Officer 

commanding the Company to which he belongs.  Soldiers who are likely to make eligible 

Non-commissioned Officers should not be taken.
59

 

 

His concluding statement is exceedingly interesting.  The suggestion that the position of servant 

should only be occupied by competent soldiers possessing doubtful potential for advancement 

has led to (or perhaps further reinforced?) the popular stereotype that soldier-servants were 

mainly “deadweight” for whom no other gainful employment could be secured given their level 

of competence.  Why hold back a promising man to perform menial chores when his time could 

be better spent learning the skills necessary for advancement?  Without doubt, such 

circumstances prevailed on occasion during the Great War.  One soldier, for instance, saw fit to 

remark in a letter home, “Young Bill Patton … isn’t doing much. He has been given a chance at 

nearly everything but has landed finally as a batman.”
60

  The army recognized that some men 

were good as servants and others were good as soldiers, employing each according to their 

respective strengths or weaknesses as the case may have been.  Such a stereotype, however, was 

by no means broadly applicable.  In civilian life, some batmen were in fact of near-equal or equal 

social status as the officers whom they dutifully attended.  Indeed, Maxwell Fife (196
th

 Battalion 

then elsewhere) noted a few weeks after the conclusion of the war, “I have a new batman for a 
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while, my own being on leave; he is evidently well educated and reasonably well-to-do.”
61

  A 

similar situation seems to have prevailed in the British Army as well.
62

  Apparently, the gulf 

between server and served was not always so wide or as pronounced as is commonly believed.  

 Otter also noted that batmen served at the pleasure of their officer, and as such, could be 

dismissed just as easily as they had been originally engaged.  Continual employment was never 

certain.  Such statements as printed in The Guide not only instructed officers, but also served to 

implicitly warn servants who took the time to read the relevant passages that they should never 

consider their duties permanent; any who viewed their employ in this manner were entirely in 

error. He commented on this point specifically: 

Whenever an Officer dismisses his servant he should inform the Adjutant in writing his 

reason for so doing for the Commanding Officer’s information.  A Register should be kept 

in the orderly room of all men who have been dismissed for misconduct to prevent their 

being employed as servants afterwards.  When a servant is once turned away by his master 

on account of misconduct he should not be employed again unless he has conducted 

himself, for a period of not less than six months after his return to duty, to the entire 

satisfaction of the Officer in command of the Company to which he belongs.
63

 

 

When during the Great War an officer completed his training in England, he was sent 

forth to serve either in a frontline unit or on the staff of a HQ “somewhere in France.”  Being 

new, it appears that he was automatically assigned a batman at random by one of his superiors.  

Again, it would simply not do that an officer on active service, no matter how new to the 

Continent, was without all the trappings appropriate to his rank.  Andrew Wilson (232
nd

 

Battalion then elsewhere), for instance, nonchalantly recorded in his diary that he had been 

“Given Archie Miller for batman.”
64

  Because any new officer was an unknown quantity – his 

personality, his likes and dislikes, his eccentricities, his attitudes – it was never certain that his 

assigned servant would be a proper “fit,” that the two would be copasetic.  During the initial 

phase of their service with a new unit, therefore, officers apparently had little control over the 
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choice of their servant and took whomever they received.  Such an arrangement did not last long 

however. 

As officers gradually became accustomed to their new surroundings and the soldiers with 

whom they served, men who would likely make efficient servants were quickly identified.  When 

officers endeavoured to select a batman from amongst the mass of soldiery with which they were 

now associated, what qualities did they look for? What did they want in a servant?  Graham 

Seton answered this very question on the eve of the Great Depression, writing in a literary 

article, “I think, cheerfulness and an unassuming friendliness which took complete possession of 

the necessary, though often inconvenient, affairs of life.”
65

  Failure to take “complete 

possession,” as will be seen, was the main reason why most servants were dismissed.  Yet, in all 

fairness, Seton also noted that “Batmen differed from each other in the exactness with which 

they fulfilled their offices.  Scarcely a man had been trained to the duties of such service.”
66

  

How comfortable a batman could ultimately make his officer was indeed the overriding factor. 

With perhaps a nod to Otter, an officer sometimes attempted to “swing” the transfer of a 

man from one company to another so that he could be employed as his servant.  Endeavouring to 

make himself comfortable, the young subaltern Maharg once “Saw Capt. Clarke to have Pte. 

Guillaume transferred … as my batman.”
67

  Not content with his initial choice, he sought a 

suitable replacement, noting with evident optimism in a letter home: 

We got 75 reinforcements in yesterday & among them was the lad who used to be Major 

Chenoweth’s batman when we were in Quebec. He went to ‘C’ Coy. but I am having him 

transferred today as the batman I have had is no ‘bonne.’ He can’t even read or write.
68

  

 

With time, officers were able to exercise much more control over the choice of their own servant.  

Rather than merely accept a batman on the whim of a superior, they were eventually able to 

participate directly in the selection process.  In light of their ability to employ and dismiss at will, 
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officers kept watch for the best servant possible, some devoting a considerable amount of time 

and energy to the task. 

Failure to perform to an officer’s exacting standards frequently resulted in a batman’s 

dismissal.  To be fair, however, not every batman who returned to general duty was fired.  Some, 

like Norman Sherk (81
st
 Battalion then CFA), told their officers that they in fact wanted to quit.

69
  

Nevertheless, some officers cycled through a considerable number of servants until a suitable 

pairing was achieved.  Alfred Andrews (6
th

 Battalion then elsewhere) worked hard to have one 

Fiddes come to him as his batman, anticipating that he would work out well.  As he confided in 

his diary with evident regret, “I pulled strings to get him away from another officer but later 

wished that I’d left him where he was. He was inclined to be lazy.”  Some time later, because of 

Fiddes’s poor performance, Andrews was compelled to dismiss him from his service altogether.  

Again in his diary he wrote: 

We were relieved … and rode back to Vancouver huts. I sent Fiddes on ahead to get ready 

and when I got to my hut I found … he hadn’t taken the boots out of my bedroll. I got up 

next day early … because the O.C. had decided to hold orderly room.  Fiddes didn’t show 

up till after I had shaved and dressed and I fired him.  He had been unsatisfactory for 

months but I hated to send him back to his company because he had just got married, but it 

was too much when I sent him out early to do a job and he didn’t do it. I asked the C.O. to 

send up a batman and I picked out a Scotchman, ‘Scotty Stewart’. He had never been a 

batman before but he turned out to … be a dandy.
70

 

 

Other officers were no less picky.  With a sense of exasperation, James Wells Ross (9
th

 Battery 

then CAMC) noted in a letter, “I have just taken on a new servant, Bristowe, who promises to be 

good.  My last one was sent to hospital on account of bad teeth which troubled him.  Now after 

several attempts I think I have an A.1 servant and an A.1 groom.”
71

  He was more than happy to 

report a mere one week later, “My new servant has turned out fine. He cooks breakfast here 

every morning for us as well as his other jobs and today gave us porridge for the first time in 

many moons.”
72

  Some officers were not content with any old standard of service, but rather only 
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with excellent service, and would not cease in their efforts to acquire a good servant until one 

was actually found.  At times, men holding commissioned rank could become highly distracted 

by their less-than satisfactory batmen and the consequent chase, the game even, to secure one 

that was capable.
73

 

As is clear, batmen who failed to perform well were quickly replaced.  So important was 

a good servant that officers sometimes conspired with one another to rid themselves of an 

unwanted man, thereby making way for a more suitable replacement.  Wilbert Gilroy (Canadian 

Army Dental Corps then Royal Flying Corps) once wrote, “My old batman has at last been sent 

to the Base. He was very poorly so I worked it with the M[edical] O[fficer] to have him returned 

to England. I have another one doing the job temporarily. In the meantime I have my eyes open 

for a good man.”
74

  On the other hand, however, servants who excelled became prized 

commodities indeed and were retained, even protected from jealous and envious brother officers.  

Poaching of good batmen was certainly not rare.  In recalling his experiences during the South 

African War, John Hartman Morgan fondly remembered his servant who did everything within 

his power to make him comfortable.  Since he enjoyed a high degree of personal comfort, as 

much as conditions would allow on the veldt: 

…the fame of my batman got noised abroad for, like the virtuous woman, his price was far 

above rubies.  Every brother officer wanted him, and some of ‘em tried to bribe him into 

their service until, getting wind of their fraternal designs, I told him I proposed to double 

the five bob [that I already paid him.]  He wouldn’t take it. ‘I’m quite satisfied, sir,’ he 

said.
75

 

 

While some officers constantly schemed to secure the best possible batman and thus the 

highest degree of personal comfort, others were much less concerned about such matters and 

attempted to use the position of servant in a manner that also benefitted the soldier who occupied 

it.   Although being a servant could be demanding, especially if one was attached to a rather 
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difficult officer who had to have everything just “so,” it was not, after all, the same as being a 

regular soldier in the ranks.  Attending to an officer could be quite relaxing under some 

circumstances, a reprieve from the daily stresses and tensions that others were compelled to 

endure.  Some benevolent officers saw in the position of servant an opportunity to reward a 

soldier or two who had earlier performed well under trying conditions.  As noted above, 

Andrews regretted sending his married batman Fiddes back to his company where the chances of 

death or injury were that much higher.  While attending a First Army school, moreover, Andrews 

also recorded in his diary, “I wanted a chap who needed a rest and they sent me a machine 

gunner.”
76

  In a similar manner, an officer with the PPCLI saw fit to make a man who was fond 

of the drink his servant so as to keep him out of trouble through closer supervision.
77

  If some 

officers shielded and protected their batmen from poaching, other officers sought to shield and 

protect their batmen from further harm that might have resulted through continual, interrupted 

service where stress was a constant.  How many men like Andrews there were is impossible to 

say, but he at least looked beyond his own immediate comfort and used both his position and 

authority to improve the lot of a few men under his command, even if only temporarily. 

 The lengthy discussion of batmen offered above is admittedly descriptive and general, 

using information that could be gleaned from the historical record writ large to illustrate the most 

salient features of an officer’s entitlement and a batman’s responsibilities.  By necessity, some of 

the presented information concerns the years prior to the Great War simply because so little 

material exists that is precisely on point from the First World War itself.  While the duties of 

servants and the processes by which they were both engaged and released have been outlined, 

little has been said about the underlying dynamics of the relationship itself.  Using the concepts 

of paternalism, power and the negotiated order to analyze the bond that existed between officer 
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and servant will ultimately provide that deeper level of understanding.  These three concepts 

found expression in the relationship that prevailed between an officer and his men more 

generally, as the last four chapters have demonstrated, but it was in the relationship between an 

officer and his servant that they occurred with almost daily frequency. 

Paternalism 

 Attending to their every need and whim, batmen saw to all the little chores of life that 

made their officers comfortable.  Just about anything it seems was “fair game,” with daily duties 

ranging from the painstakingly tedious to the patently absurd.  In a very real sense, a servant 

cared for his officer, providing him physical, and at times psychological, comfort.  Such a 

dynamic, however, did not obviate the need for an officer to be paternal toward his servant in 

much the same manner that he was paternal toward all of the other soldiers for whom he was also 

responsible; the paternalistic ethic knew no bounds, applying as it did to all and sundry, 

regardless of their particular military function.  Even though a servant by virtue of his 

employment enjoyed a special relationship with his officer, the latter was still expected to be 

paternal toward the former.  A batman was, after all, from the ranks and thus deserving of 

attention from his commissioned superior. 

 The requirement to be paternal seems to have had its limits though.  A reading of the 

historical record has not uncovered copious amounts of evidence of officers exercising the 

paternalistic ethic in respect of their servants.  Some interesting anecdotes exist to be sure, but 

not many.  It would appear that officers, despite the requirement to be paternal, did not always 

“provide” in the manner that has been described in chapter one simply because the position that 

their servants occupied was, in many instances, relatively “soft” by its very nature.  The need to 

be overtly helpful may, in some cases, have been less pressing because a batman was already 
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comfortable in his employ and additional paternalistic gestures may have seemed a little too 

excessive or, perhaps, completely unnecessary.  Many of a servant’s “needs” were probably met 

through the simple exercise of his duties.  Being told to fetch an officer’s laundry from a nearby 

city or distant town, for instance, afforded the opportunity to get “out and about,” to meet other 

soldiers and to share the latest news, to enjoy a change of scenery and environment, to scrounge 

and collect souvenirs, to purchase small gifts, to partake of local fare (both solid and liquid), and 

so on.  Batmen still had personal needs that help from their officers would all but resolve, but it 

seems that they were less “needy” than the common soldier in the ranks by virtue of their 

privileged position and special duties.  Nor did they necessarily require much attention either.  

Although serving at the front must have been stressful by any measure, batmen probably 

experienced somewhat less than, say, the common infantryman; the former was not, like the 

latter, compelled to perform those duties that would protect the lives of his mates (i.e., spells at a 

listening post) and take the lives of his enemy (i.e., trench raiding).  Paternalism, as will be 

recalled, was partially intended to help the men in the ranks cope with the rigours of active 

service. 

 With all of this being said, however, the paternalistic ethic still found expression; 

examples of officers being paternal toward their servants can certainly be found in contemporary 

writings.  Laurie Gass was at one time blessed with an excellent batman.  So good was he that he 

asked his mother to send him a pair of socks and to enclose a pithy letter for his general 

amusement.  In one of his last letters, written only a few months before his death at Vimy, Gass 

noted: 

Isabel asked if I had a batman.  I have and a very good one too.  Evans is his name.  He 

came over with us.  He is as neat as can be and just as thoughtful as possible.  I wont [sic] 

know how to get along when I get home.  Some time I wish if you want to send socks to 

anyone you would send him a pair and a letter.
78
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The parcel, so it is assumed, would not only bolster the batman’s spirits in an otherwise dismal 

environment, but would also reveal in no uncertain terms how much Gass truly appreciated him.  

Duly rewarded for previous service and with his feet both warm and toasty, the batman may in 

turn have attempted to fulfill his duties in an even more efficient manner so as to show his 

gratitude.  Such a cycle could theoretically have continued indefinitely, with the batman’s 

service being “traded” for the officer’s rewards.  As with all men holding commissioned rank, 

there may have been a slightly self-serving element in the exercise of the paternalistic ethic. 

 Other officers who found themselves the recipients of excellent service were not content 

to show their appreciation to their batmen exclusively, but rather preferred to look after their 

families as well.  A batman must have been truly excellent for his officer to go out of his way to 

brighten the day of someone whom he had never met.  Only a week before the end of the war, 

when preparations for Christmas 1918 were being made, Keith Campbell Macgowan wrote 

home: 

Will you please take $5.00 or $10.[00] and buy something nice for Xmas for my batman’s 

wife[?]  I think the account is good for that.  He has surely looked after me and I think the 

world of him. … I am enclosing a card which you can drop into it with my compliments.
79

 

 

What was purchased is unknown, but it must have come as a surprise and a comfort.  

Recognizing his batman’s good work was an exceedingly kind gesture, one that an officer was is 

no way obligated to do, and reveals just how close the relationship between the two men could 

actually become.  Seeing to his servant’s morale was just as much of a paternalistic act as 

providing an extra tot of rum on a damp and chilly night. 

 The apparent scarcity of evidence relating to the exercise of paternalism by officers 

toward their batmen can also be explained by the fact that it is sometimes exceedingly difficult to 

classify specific anecdotes into specific categories exclusively, whether paternalism, power or 
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the negotiated order.  An action taken by an officer in respect of his batman may be an example 

of one concept, yet it could also concurrently stand as an appropriate exemplar of the other two 

as well.  Many of the examples given in this chapter are of this nature.  In taking a man as a 

servant who needed a rest, Alfred Andrews, it could be argued, was exercising both power (his 

legitimate authority, since he had an acknowledged “right” to a servant by virtue of his rank) and 

the paternalistic ethic (he sought to protect one who needed protection).  The officer who 

employed a drunkard as his batman not only protected him from himself (paternalism), but may 

have also allowed him his transgressions in return for exemplary service (negotiated order).  The 

fact that an example has been discussed under one heading in no way diminishes its relevance to 

another.  If instances of paternalism in the officer-servant relationship are somewhat scarce, 

examples of the exercise of power are, by comparison, exceedingly abundant. 

Power 

 The various interactions that occurred between an officer and his servant were highly 

complex and multi-faceted.  The paternalistic ethic figured in the relationship, yet so too did 

power.  Firing the incompetent, poaching the adept, using the position to rest tired soldiers, 

selecting men who were good but not too good, seeing to the completion of a variety of domestic 

chores – all provided ample scope and opportunity for power in its many forms to manifest itself 

and to influence the manner in which officer and servant related to one another.  Each individual 

in the relationship, however, resorted to different types of power in his interactions with his 

counterpart.  The main forms utilized by officers and batmen respectively are depicted below in 

Figure 5.1.
80
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Figure 5.1: The Forms of Power Utilized by Officers and Servants. 

 

  

As will be seen, neither physical nor psychic force was utilized often (not a single 

example was discovered throughout the entire course of research), yet the five forms of 

authority, including manipulation and persuasion, were called upon with some frequency.  The 

use of each form of power was, to a certain extent at least, dependent on rank.  Enjoying a higher 

formal status than their servants, officers were able to call upon those varieties of power that 

required access to material and non-material resources in order to successfully implement, such 

access coming as a consequence of rank and its associated privileges (i.e., the power to hire and 

fire at will, a more advantageous financial situation, access to fine articles, greater individual 

freedoms and so forth).  In like manner to leaders who utilized the perquisites of their rank to 

accrue personal authority, as was illustrated in chapter three, officers also employed the various 

resources at their disposal in their relations with their batmen to influence behaviour.  For his 
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part, a servant often called upon those forms of power that all could employ regardless of one’s 

position within the chain of command; a lieutenant-colonel, captain and private could all use 

some forms of power equally.  By default, since batmen could not often leverage various 

resources to influence the conduct of their officers, they tended to rely more on those forms of 

power that depended for their successful employment on intellectual prowess and mental acuity.  

Although possessing limited power overall, servants were not entirely powerless or without 

agency. 

 In the many anecdotes that follow, because of the manner in which the details 

surrounding specific interactions between officers and their servants have either been recorded or 

interpreted, a single form of power seems to be operating to the exclusion of all others.  While 

one type is certainly the most noticeable, much more was undoubtedly occurring beneath the 

surface that the brevity of most historical references, made generally in passing, unfortunately 

hides.  Other forms of power probably exerted an effect during a specific instance of contact 

between officer and batman, but were not significant enough to warrant notice or leave a 

documentary trail.  As such, a complete and comprehensive “power analysis” of a given officer-

servant relationship is all but impossible.  What is important, however, is that served and server 

employed the various types and sub-types of power in their relationship with one another, a fact 

that adds yet another layer of complexity to the association. 

The Officer-Servant Relationship vis-à-vis Power: The Officer 

 Personal authority is perhaps the form of power most easily identified within the officer-

servant relationship.  Many servants, it seems, took to their job with considerable vim and 

vigour, rarely ceasing in their efforts to improve the comfort of their officer.  Rather than provide 

just the bare minimum, or in other words, just enough to keep their officer satisfied and thus their 
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jobs, some batmen did more than what was actually required, on their own initiative and of their 

own volition.  Keith Campbell Macgowan, who so often utilized the negotiated order in his 

dealings with his subordinates, was fortunate to have a batman who “makes my welfare and turn 

out his one object in life.  I shall certainly miss him when I leave the army.”
81

  So attendant were 

some batmen that their efforts greatly impressed their officers, catching them somewhat by 

surprise and even a little off-guard.  When reading certain passages in the writings of either 

officers or batmen, one gets the sense that in many cases the latter had not been ordered to do 

“this” or “that,” but was rather happy to do it for no other reason than it made the former happy 

and content, a classic sign of the operation of personal authority in a given relationship.  

Pleasure, for some batmen, was derived from knowing that the individual whom they served was 

now more comfortable due to their efforts and their efforts alone.  The historical record is replete 

with such examples and a handful will suffice: 

My room is so hot I can hardly stay in it, nothing will stop my batman from keeping a 

blazing fire here all the time. I don’t really need a fire today, but he thinks I do[,] so I’ve 

got it. Every morning at 6 oclock [sic] he comes in and lights it up, and then when I get up 

he almost dresses me. He must think I’m awfully helpless, but there’s an excuse for him, 

he used to be batman to a Brigadier General and I guess thats [sic] where he got his 

habits.
82

 

 

I had been on leave – my man went on leave after me [&] took my mail over to London & 

left it at the hotel where I called on my way back [to the front]. … You will appreciate the 

thoughtfulness of that boy in bringing that mail for my first part of the train journey out of 

London.
83

 

 

Peter sought a better billet than the rude floor of an artisan’s kitchen prescribed for me and 

my valise, and found a bakery.
84

 

 

For many batmen, serving their officer and making him comfortable was its own reward. 

 Keeping with personal authority, some batmen were intensely devoted, loyal and attached 

to their officers.  The former’s actions in respect of the latter suggest more than a mere 

perfunctory performance of duty.  When wounded just immediately prior to Vimy, Harry Morris 
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(87
th

 Battalion then 12
th

 Trench Mortar Battery) witnessed one such display of platonic affection 

as he and a few other casualties were being evacuated from the front through successive casualty 

clearing stations and hospitals.  He recorded in an extended letter, “The Lieut. is still beside me. 

He was terribly wounded in the head.  His batman has been travelling with us all the way, 

looking after his comfort as well as he could.”
85

  When George Stirrett (7
th

 Battalion CMR) was 

made to understand his low birth and lack of station by British officers at a riding school where 

the caste system was very much in evidence, his groom and batman, who felt exceedingly sorry 

for him: 

…came up to my room the second night I was there and asked me to bawl them out 

whenever any of my classmates were around and to do it properly.  They said that they 

would know that I didn’t mean it, but would accept it because the other officers would not 

think that I was a good officer if I didn’t bawl them out.
86

 

 

Loyal and devoted servants indeed!  The fact that they willingly offered themselves for public 

humiliation so that their officer might have an easier time certainly suggests a degree of 

affection.  Had the relationship not been as strong as it appears to have been, Stirrett’s servant 

and groom would probably not have intervened, allowing him to continue in his psychological 

discomfort. 

 In some cases, so strong were the bonds between server and served that a good deal of 

resentment was expressed when the pair was separated.  In a tongue-in-cheek commentary 

apparently intended for the popular Punch magazine, one batman writing under the pseudonym 

“A Very Sad Dog” lamented the fact, at least in draft form anyway, that his “master” was going 

to the front while he had to stay behind in England.   The soldier cum dog opined, “it doesn’t 

metter [sic] to me where he goes as long as I go with him.”
87

  What became of the pair is 

unknown, but the batman clearly desired to remain with his officer, whatever might befall the 

two. 
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 Perhaps nowhere did personal authority find more forceful (and emotive!) expression 

than in the postwar years.  Serving together in France and Belgium oftentimes welded one man 

to another, their friendship lasting long after the war’s formal conclusion and throughout the 

years that followed.  The many reunion dinners and veterans’ publications that persisted in some 

cases into the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s stand as ample evidence of this fact.
88

  The bonds formed 

through mutual experiences, sometimes of the traumatic sort, did not easily dissolve; such was 

true of common soldiers, and in a few cases, an officer and his servant.  In 1933, for example, 

one ex-batman, “old Bee” as he was called, wrote to his ex-officer and offered to work as a 

servant for the latter’s entire household.  Although the ex-batman may have been driven by the 

desperation born of the Great Depression – all he was looking for was “‘bed and board and a bit 

for tobacco’” – the relationship between the two men had to have been sufficiently strong and 

pleasant for “old Bee” even to consider and then make such an offer.  Unfortunately, the ex-

officer’s “station in life, neighbourhood context, depression finances and the need for every inch 

of space for our growing family simply ruled out the possibility.”
89

  Other officers and their 

batmen even considered going into business with one another après la guerre.
90

  How an officer 

might possibly have accrued such authority has already been discussed in chapter three. 

 Coercive authority also seems to have played a significant role in the relationship 

between officer and servant.  As has been illustrated above, the former could very easily remove 

the latter from his employment for poor performance, serious breaches of discipline or any other 

reason that justified such action.  Dismissal for some was probably a relief, being no longer 

required to serve as handmaiden to another; for others, given the somewhat soft nature of the job 

itself, being returned to general duty could come as a demoralizing blow.  Whether explicitly 

stated or simply implied, officers held the threat of release over the heads of their batmen at all 
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times.  That the threat was real must have been understood by all and could never have been in 

question.  In order for a threat to be credible, as will be recalled from chapter two, the power 

subject must believe that the power holder has both the capability and willingness to fulfil any 

such promises.  The threat is only as good as the possibility of it being carried out.  That officers 

possessed both was absolutely clear given the number of batmen that some employed and then 

subsequently fired.  That a certain batman had been dismissed would have quickly become 

public knowledge within the smaller grouping, say a platoon or company, to which he originally 

belonged and to which he ultimately returned.  In light of the sometimes constant turnover, 

perceptive soldiers undoubtedly understood that employment in service to an officer was only as 

secure as the service provided was good.  The threat of release must have caused a degree of 

stress for some, yet at the same time it probably encouraged others to strive for a level of 

performance that would satisfy their officers and thus ensure their retention. 

 Induced authority found expression as well.  Quite simply, in return for good and 

satisfactory service, officers rewarded their batmen with continual employment and, perhaps, the 

occasional tip.  That remaining in an officer’s employ was a reward of sorts is plainly evident 

given that the alternative, a return to general duty and all the hazards that that entailed, was by no 

means desirable.  Acting as servant to an officer came with many “perks” that a return to the 

ranks would have all but eliminated.  Beyond this, however, officers frequently provided their 

servants with both material and non-material goods, goods that in turn acted as an incentive and 

encouraged compliance.  While some officers offered their batmen financial rewards 
91

 or small 

gifts,
92

 others, it would seem, found that providing companionship or overlooking the occasional 

infraction of military law had an equally beneficial effect. 
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 And finally, legitimate authority also permeated the officer-servant relationship; it was, 

after all, the very foundation upon which the entire relationship rested.  The British Army had for 

generations provided its officers with some form of servant;
 
so too did the much younger 

Canadian Militia and Permanent Force.  By the time of the First World War, therefore, the office 

of servant had become a well-established military tradition with which few could, or cared to, 

argue.  As a consequence, few batmen openly objected to the idea of service on the grounds that 

somehow their officers did not have the legal mandate to command them and that they did not 

have a reciprocal obligation to obey.  Servants may have objected to the tasks that were required 

of them, but not to the formally-sanctioned institution itself.  Soldiers who avoided serving as 

batmen did so because they thought the practice of serving another was beneath their dignity, not 

because the office of servant was somehow “illegal” in the sense that the military could not 

legitimately permit of such an office in the first place.  The notion that officers had a right to 

command their batmen and that batmen had a duty to obey their officers was not, in the context 

of service relationships at least, openly challenged. 

 It seems quite likely, although no evidence could be found, that officers occasionally 

employed manipulation and persuasion when dealing with their batmen.  If officers successfully 

utilized these forms of power with their soldiers who were not their servants, and chapter three 

reveals that they did, it seems reasonable to suggest that they would also make use of them in 

their interactions with their servants when the occasion warranted.  The fact that no evidence of 

their use could be found does not mean that manipulation and persuasion were never employed; 

it does suggest, however, that their use was infrequent and that officers were able to more 

successfully influence the conduct of their batmen through the other forms of power that were at 

their disposal. 
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 What the above discussion reveals is that officers utilized a number of different forms of 

power in their daily interactions with their batmen, mainly those types and sub-types that relied 

on access to resources, such as physical goods or legal mandates, in order to employ effectively.  

If force, manipulation and persuasion were rarely used, the various forms of authority, in 

comparison, found constant expression.  As with the remainder of his soldiers more generally, a 

good officer understood which approach was likely to elicit the desired response from his 

servant. 

The Officer-Servant Relationship vis-à-vis Power: The Servant 

 Officers did not enjoy an exclusive monopoly on power.  While servants did not possess 

legitimate authority, nor could they necessarily rely on threats (coercive authority) or rewards 

(induced authority) given their relatively low status and lack of access to resources, other forms 

of power were indeed available that allowed them to influence the dynamics of the relationship 

in which they were a partner, albeit an unequal one.  To be sure, servants possessed a degree of 

agency and were not always the hapless victims of their officers.  On the whole, they tended to 

employ those power forms that were open to all and that did not depend for their successful 

employment on the possession of either resources or formal position within the chain of 

command.  Because of their subordinate status, servants favoured those forms of power for 

which mental agility and acumen were necessary requirements. 

 Being a soldier first and a batman second, some individuals possessed a good deal of 

knowledge – “worldly wisdom” as it were 
93

 – that officers occasionally tapped in order to 

satisfy the sundry responsibilities of their own position.  Alfred Andrews, for instance, once 

recorded in his diary, “Our officer caused some amusement by asking his batman if he thought it 

was safe to sit down where he was.”
94

  In this admittedly simplistic example, an officer relied on 
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his batman for advice; for his part, the latter exercised his competent authority and through his 

answer influenced the actions of the former.  If the servant said “yes,” the officer would have sat 

down; if he said “no,” the officer would have remained standing or found another spot to deposit 

his frame.  It is easy to see, however, how such reasoning could be applied to more weighty 

matters.  Aside from providing mere service, a batman could help his officer “learn the ropes” 

because of his sometimes longer experience and more varied knowledge.  Inexperienced officers 

would have been indebted to more knowledgeable batmen in much the same way that new 

lieutenants depended heavily on the expertise of their sergeants, thus ensuring that subordinate 

exercised a degree of power and influence over superior.
95

  As one officer admitted, older 

batmen “‘are not only very helpful but are able to tip us off to correct protocol, there being so 

many simple pitfalls a new officer can fall into.’”
96

 

 Other forms of power found expression too.  Like the officers discussed above, batmen 

employed different types and sub-types of power as the situation demanded.  One servant in the 

PPCLI, for instance, persuaded or manipulated his officer to give his men some additional rum.  

J. Arthur Steele recalled the incident years after the war, remembering as he did, “A little after 

ten o’clock our new officer, Lieut. [Harvey Taylor] Beecroft, came to visit us and his batman had 

told him it was customary to give a drink of rum.  Mr. Beecroft knew nothing about rum and 

poured out about a third of a large porcelain mug full.”
97

  The servant’s motives in this particular 

instance were anything but genuine for he was attempting to secure additional rum for his fellow 

soldiers when it was not at all required.  The only custom operating here was the long-

established practice of soldiers attempting to secure a few measly concessions by whatever 

means necessary in the hopes of improving their immediate condition!  What is most interesting, 

however, is the type of power that he employed to realize his less-than honest goal. 
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 The dynamics of this particular situation reveal the somewhat ambiguous position that 

batmen occupied.  Although formally attached to an officer for duty, a servant also retained a 

degree of affection for, and loyalty to, the men of the unit who were not engaged in an identical 

capacity.  Such should come as no surprise as officers tended to identify the most with other 

officers and ORs tended to identify the most with their non-commissioned mates.  Being an OR 

himself, a servant was therefore pulled in two directions simultaneously: upward toward his 

officer and downward toward the mass of soldiery of which his unit was composed.  Knowing 

that they might eventually return to general duty, batmen seem to have understood that they had 

to maintain good relations with the other soldiers with whom they also served lest their return to 

their company be marked by difficulty, tension and animosity.  A servant could not disparage his 

fellow soldiers – flaunting his position, publically enjoying privileges that others could not, 

being haughty – for one day he might have to serve with these men again.  If their duties 

eventually took them to the front, he would need to depend on them for his very survival and 

certainly his comfort.  In an awkward position, a servant had to balance the requirement to please 

his officer and the requirement to remain “one of the boys,” if not in practice then certainly in 

theory. A batman was very much a liminal figure, finding a true place neither amongst the 

commissioned (his sole purpose was only to serve his officer), nor the non-commissioned (he did 

not spend all of his time with them).
98

  He may have belonged to both groups in a sense, but he 

was a true member of neither.  Caught in the middle of competing demands – to be a servant to 

his superior and a trusted friend to his fellow soldiers – the position could not have been an easy 

one to occupy. 

 Quite possibly, although no contemporary evidence has been found on this point 

specifically, batmen may have served as an intermediary between the mass of soldiers whom the 
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officer commanded, say his platoon or company, and the officer himself.  Knowing what was 

happening in both camps because of his somewhat privileged position, a batman could be a 

source of information for both his chums and his superior.  For his part, an officer may have used 

his servant as a means of informally gathering information, such as the prevailing mood within 

his command or any other facts that would help him in his responsibilities.  For their part, by 

contrast, the soldiers in the ranks may have inquired of a batman what his, and their, officer was 

thinking on a particular point.  Moreover, soldiers in the ranks may also have capitalized upon 

the batman’s privileged access in order to immediately bring complaints and concerns to their 

officer’s attention without involving the various NCOs that were arrayed between a 

commissioned leader and the lowest of his non-commissioned followers.  In a sense, therefore, 

batmen could be at the same time a bi-directional conduit through which information flowed and 

a means of by-passing the formal chain of command.   

 Both are intriguing possibilities that are by no means unlikely.  During an informal 

conversation with the present author, a senior officer with more than 30 years’ experience in the 

modern-day CF mentioned that if he ever wanted to know what was happening “below the 

surface” in his platoon / company – how his men were feeling, if they had any complaints, if 

there was confusion on a certain point, what the state of morale really was, and so forth – he 

would simply inquire of his driver or signaller during a long road voyage.  As a rule, he always 

requested the most popular junior soldier from the platoon / company to act as his driver as he 

was the best placed, because of his many friendships, to answer most questions put to him. 

Tending to be somewhat senior and ready for promotion, a signaller, in comparison, was equally 

useful as the other soldiers placed their trust in him, and thus their confidences, because of his 

longer experience.  Such an arrangement undoubtedly put the driver / signaller in an awkward 
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position for, while he was compelled to answer his superior’s legitimate questions, he always had 

to be on guard so as not to give away too much private or identifying information. Lest he be 

sanctioned by his own peer group, the driver / signaller would never “rat” on someone and 

always steered the conversation away from all but the most grievous disciplinary issues by 

feigning ignorance.  “Oh, I wouldn’t know anything about that, Sir,” was a favoured reply.  

When referring to groups of individuals in the platoon / company, the driver / signaller used only 

vague, non-descript terms such as “the boys” as opposed to actual ranks or names.  With time, 

the officer quickly learned which questions were likely to yield helpful information or lead 

directly to dead ends; he also came to realize how this “game” was played, the rules never being 

formally articulated, only implied through the driver’s / signaller’s positive and negative 

responses.  The duality of a batman’s position, looking both upwards and downwards, seems 

more than evident when considered in light of the above.
99

 

 If some servants relied on competent authority and persuasion in order to influence their 

immediate environment, others employed manipulation, a form of power that required a good 

deal of intelligence to effectively exercise.  The success of manipulative efforts, as will be 

recalled from chapter two, is entirely predicated on the power subject being unaware that he is 

being led by the power holder to a pre-determined conclusion.  Lapses in logic or verbal errors 

could immediately spell the end of a manipulative undertaking and so had to be deftly avoided.  

Norman Sherk once manipulated the officer whom he served, confiding to his diary, “I have 

Kilby showing me the good roads & etc. on the map for my trip to-morrow [to Bully Grenay] 

without him being aware of it.”
100

  In like manner, Raymond Duval (14
th

 Battalion), “Got a job 

as batman at CCRC [Canadian Corps Reinforcement Camp] anything to get out of the line.  

Don’t like it very well but will stick it for a while.”
101

  Some batmen were apparently not averse 
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to using whatever means they had at their disposal in order to improve their present 

circumstances. 

 The evidence offered in the historical record in relation to these three examples is 

unfortunately too thin to permit of a greater analysis.  With that being said, however, the fact 

must be recognized that servants often employed different forms of power when dealing with 

their officers than did their officers when dealing with their servants.  All in all, officers used 

more resource-based forms of power, whether those resources included material goods or legal 

authorities, while in contrast, servants used forms of power that only required mental agility for 

their implementation.  That batmen employed power at all is highly significant for such evidence 

indicates that servants as a group possessed a degree of agency and were thus, to a certain extent, 

able to influence their immediate environment; they were not as powerless or as helpless as 

general notions surrounding the war would have them be.  Power, then, was a commodity that 

both parties to the officer-servant relationship employed at various times to influence the other, 

each in his own particular way. 

 Within the context of an officer’s relationship with his servant, four forms of authority 

found sure and constant expression.  An appropriate level and quality of service was ensured 

through an officer’s personal attributes, by threatening to return his servant to general duty, by 

providing his servant with rewards, or by relying upon the sanctioned mandate of the office of 

servant itself.  Although denied access to certain forms of power because of their lowly status, at 

least in a military sense, some batmen sought to influence the actions of their officers through 

manipulation, persuasion and demonstrating expertise; other forms of power may also have been 

employed, but the scarcity of evidence precludes any such discussion. 
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Negotiated Order 

 Like most types of power, the negotiated order informed the relationship that prevailed 

between a servant and his officer.  The closeness with which the two men existed seems to have 

encouraged batmen to transgress the bounds of expected military conduct and officers to enforce 

discipline somewhat leniently in response.  That the negotiated order actuated the relationship 

between the two soldiers should truly come as no surprise for the bonds that developed between 

them were quite unlike any other.  All in all, officers were apparently lax with their batmen for 

the same reasons that they were lax with their soldiers more generally, to encourage not only 

performance when it really mattered the most, but also a higher state of overall morale.  In 

failing to hold their batmen to the highest possible standard, officers seem to have motivated 

their servants to fulfill their sundry duties with enthusiasm, whether they were purely domestic 

or more military in nature.  Yet it is also possible that because of their special relationship, some 

officers may have “favoured” their servants, treating them more leniently and somewhat 

differently than they would others because the two were close (it was always much harder to 

punish a friend than it was a mere acquaintance).  And further still, the fact that officers 

benefitted personally from the acquisitive exploits of their servants – novel and varied food,
102

 

new pieces of kit, a more attractive horse, sundry items to aid one’s general comfort – 

undoubtedly dispelled any real desire to investigate and punish. 

 Some officers, it must be acknowledged, thought that their batmen were indeed no 

different than any other soldier.  In their mind, and the military would certainly have supported 

them in this, the same standard of conduct had to apply to all regardless if one was a servant, a 

rifleman, a driver or a Lewis gunner.  If some batmen held a privileged position with their 

officers, a position that only increased the likelihood that discipline would be leniently enforced, 
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other officers showed no favouritism whatsoever toward their servants.  True to form, John 

Jennings Creelman, the severe artilleryman who believed in the application of a strict and harsh 

discipline, treated his batmen no differently than the remainder of the soldiers whom he 

commanded.  Because he apparently believed that there was one standard of conduct that applied 

equally to all, which in fact there was, he oftentimes subjected his batmen, like his soldiers more 

generally, to the many disciplinary mechanisms at his disposal.  Keeping a diary during the early 

years of the war, he recorded: 

My servant got drunk last night, raised a disturbance, [and] allowed the stove in my tent to 

smoke for four hours until everything in the tent was covered with a layer of lamp-black.  

My khaki British warm now resembles a black Persian lamb coat.  It was simply horrible 

and I had to send the servant to jail at Devizes [in Wiltshire, England] for 21 days….
103

 

 

And elsewhere: 

 

As I look out of the door of my hut I see my two servants tied up with their backs to the 

wheels of a telephone cart, both are doing F.P.No.1, which includes being tied up for two 

hours each day.  Their food is limited to bully, biscuits and unsweetened tea, and if the unit 

is on a march they accompany it on foot.  The regulations governing this form of 

punishment are absolute and we cannot moderate them in any way.
104

 

 

And again still: 

 

It poured last night and this morning Brown (my servant) was drunk and took my feather 

bed out to air, leaving it in the rain long enough to get well soaked.  He is now under arrest 

and tomorrow I shall get rid of him for good.  This is his third offence and my comfort is 

suffering.
105

 

 

Additional examples could have been cited to illustrate Creelman’s inclinations, but three will 

surely suffice! 

 As is certain, other examples of servants transgressing military regulations and receiving 

standard punishments in turn can be found elsewhere within the historical record.
106

  Creelman 

was not necessarily an anomaly or an exception.  If incompetence often led to a batman’s 
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dismissal, so too did improper conduct.  In describing a photograph to a family member, Robert 

Hale remarked: 

The fellow between him [an unnamed individual] and I was the Colonel’s servant but one 

night he got drunk and turned in in the boss’s bed.  He was up for office [charged] the next 

day and lost his job. So he is doing some work again now and we are always fooling him 

about it. He gets mad. It’s very funny.
107

 

 

The fact that Hale and his companions teased the ex-servant, and that he in turn became agitated 

by their taunts, vividly confirms that such employment was relatively “plum,” all things 

considered, and that its loss was a matter much to be regretted.  If some men found that being a 

batman offered a reprieve of sorts from the difficulties of everyday life, others undoubtedly 

viewed such service as a job not to be relished, especially if one was linked to an officer who 

disfavoured leniency.  As with the operation of the negotiated order outside of a service 

relationship, as in chapter four, some officers preferred to enforce discipline “by the book” rather 

than employ less-military, but perhaps more effective, measures. 

In contrast to Creelman and his confreres, many other officers were apparently well-

disposed toward their servants, exceedingly kind and somewhat lax in the enforcement of 

discipline.  Above, Seton briefly listed a batman’s desirable qualities: cheerfulness, friendliness, 

commitment and ability.  To this short list of attributes he might well have added shrewdness, 

resourcefulness and a willingness to compromise lesser military regulations like those 

prohibiting theft.  Successful servants were able to look after every wish of their officer, no 

matter how simple or strange.  In many respects, a batman’s continued employment was 

indirectly predicated on the acquisition, not always legally of course, of those goods that made 

life more pleasant for the individual whom he attended.  A servant who could not make his 

officer comfortable, however that comfort was ultimately provided, did not last long.  For their 
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part, being the sole beneficiary of such creative acquisitions, few officers were inclined to ask 

many questions.  On this point specifically, one commentator remarked: 

The Adjutant was the gainer, too, for with Slim [his servant] to look after him he was 

always well polished, and could be sure that his things were well looked after, and that no 

one ever stole his razor; at any rate, if anything was missing he just needed to mention it to 

Slim, and the article, or a better one, was in its place soon afterwards.  The Adjutant never 

asked where or how Slim managed to replace his lost goods.  He knew Slim, and he knew 

that an officer’s duty to his batman is to accept things and ask no questions.
108

 

 

In like manner, Gavin Lang Stairs recorded, “We [the officers in the tent] have a great little 

servant whose ideas on ethics fortunately for us, never seem to bother him, he gets what we want 

and we ask no questions.  It is the old law again – the ‘survival of the fittest.’”
109

  Many officers 

understood exactly what had happened, that their batmen had “salvaged” or “rescued” a 

particular item, but preferred not to inquire too deeply lest the matter might have to be formally 

pursued.  “I don’t want to know” was surely an oft-repeated phrase.  

  Few officers wished to learn the details of their batmen’s activities and even fewer still 

were prepared to dispense punishment.  Officers apparently left their curiosity unsatisfied for the 

simple fact that if they had become aware that their batmen had acted illegally, they would be 

compelled to pursue the matter and might eventually be forced to bring charges forward.  

Writing about his experiences during the South African War, although his comments apply with 

equal veracity to the Great War, John Morgan once recalled: 

But I myself never wanted for anything – shirts, socks, and so on – Hop [my batman] saw 

to all that.  I never asked any questions – as I half suspected he pinched ‘em, and I didn’t 

want to be c.-m.’d [court-martialled] as a receiver of stolen goods, ‘knowing them to have 

been stolen,’ as the charge-sheet puts it.
110

 

 

Such a circumstance, in which an officer punished his batman for over-zealousness, for 

attempting to maximize his own personal comfort, would have been a touch awkward.  An 

implicit understanding seems to have existed between officers and their servants wherein the 
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former “looked the other way” in exchange for the latter’s impressive commitment to his 

comfort. 

 That certain officers willingly allowed their batmen to engage in activities of 

questionable legality can be gauged through the completely nonchalant and casual manner in 

which they recorded such endeavours in their personal writings.  Again, understanding what was 

happening, few officers pressed matters hard and merely accepted the fact that their batmen had 

broken one regulation or another in the pursuit of their comfort.  While describing his billets and 

its contents, Bert MacKenzie mentioned instructively that he had “a tin stove of doubtful age 

which cheers the cold damp nights when my batman can swipe coal.”
111

  Alexander Thomas 

Thomson (10
th

 Battalion) wrote from Valcartier in August 1914 that his batman had 

immeasurably improved his sleeping arrangements because he had earlier “captured a bundle of 

straw that had been around glassware” as packing material.
112

  So prevalent are comments of this 

sort that one might reasonably conclude that officers almost expected their batmen to conduct 

themselves as such, that seeing to their comfort through less-than legal means was de rigueur.   

 In failing to pursue the matter of their servants’ thievery, officers seemed to have 

rendered a value judgement on the relative importance of the various regulations with which they 

were confronted daily … and there were a great many indeed.  Minor thefts of minor articles – a 

few lumps of coal in a mining district, some straw that probably had no further use – was just not 

all that important in the grand scheme of things.  When local inhabitants caught soldier-servants 

in the act of scrounging, their appreciative officers sometimes came to their rescue and 

endeavoured to diffuse an otherwise ugly situation through diplomacy, tact and sometimes 

distraction.  With his batman having stolen “a small piece of wood for kindling” from a French 
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priest that really “wasn’t worth five cents,” Wilbert Gilroy endeavoured to repair the dreadful 

damage and thereby save the Entente from total collapse.  He wrote in a letter home: 

Before he [the cleric] had a chance to get at me, I gave him a cigar, invited him into the 

room, gave him a seat in front of the fire, and pulled out the French book Father sent over.  

So we had a smoke together and I told him my Father had sent me the book from Canada, 

and that I would like a lesson in pronunciation. We had a real good time and we parted the 

best of friends, and he has forgotten about his troubles.
113

 

 

By contrast, more grievous offences, especially those involving weapons where the threat to life 

was significant, were promptly and quickly punished.  When Walter Bapty’s servant injured a 

horse through the negligent handling of his Ross rifle – the latter had taken some live rounds 

from the former’s tent to independently “improve his military training” – he was quickly paraded 

to the orderly room whereupon a reprimand was immediately recorded on his conduct sheet.
114

  

Bapty was spoken to privately by his CO for his carelessness in leaving ammunition about.  As 

illustrated in chapter three, a leader who knew exactly when to be lax and when to punish 

accrued for himself an aura around which personal authority, and thus power, could easily 

coalesce. 

 It would appear that officer and batman sometimes entered inadvertently into a vicious 

and self-propagating cycle, a cycle that the negotiated order actualized.  For his part, a batman 

had to please his officer and this one overriding concern often prompted him to engage in 

activities that were less-than proper.  In not punishing his servant, an officer encouraged such 

behaviour by implying that it would generally not be frowned upon, that it was in fact very much 

appreciated, and that it was expected to continue.  Through his laxity, the officer effectively 

established the boundaries within which his servant could safely operate.  Because his infractions 

went unpunished, a batman was now in the debt of his officer and was thus compelled to 

continue his unmilitary actions.  If he stopped, if he did not see to his comfort as best as he could 
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through whatever means possible, he might find himself returned to the ranks where he would be 

compelled to perform general, and perhaps more dangerous, duty.  It appears that in the context 

of the service relationship, performance, what was owed in return for lenient discipline, was 

concerned less with traditional military activities – performing well in battle, being smart and 

alert when in the presence of others, executing drill movements with purpose and enthusiasm – 

and more with affording a degree of luxury, however obtained. 

   As they did with some of their other soldiers, officers occasionally conspired with their 

batmen to improve their collective circumstances, in the process transgressing military protocol 

and the expectations of proper conduct.  Again, the former were not always the upright paragons 

of virtue that they were expected to be, but could be just as troublesome as the latter.  Here it 

seems that officers failed to uphold the standards of discipline because they benefitted personally 

and were, of course, actively engaged in the act themselves.  In light of the German offensives 

that began in March 1918, for instance, all of the officer-students at various schools were ordered 

back to their units to help stem the emergency.  On their way back to the front, Joe O’Neill and 

his brother officer found themselves in a predicament of sorts: 

…the peculiar part of it was, Doug and I were stuck for money.  We had our two batmen, 

we had a few francs and we couldn’t get enough money, so we’d pool our resources and 

the batmen would go and play crown and anchor.  We lived on it, which is against all the 

rules in the army.  That[’]s how Doug and I got enough money to buy grub.
115

 

 

Moreover, on numerous occasions on numerous fronts, Major Harry Hatch (19
th

 Battalion) and 

Edward Youngman, his groom, used to hustle other officers at horse racing.  Purposely losing the 

initial races, the former lulled his unsuspecting victims into a sense of complacency whereupon, 

after the wagered stakes had become steep enough, the offer was made that the latter race in his 

stead (who just so happened to be riding a horse, a charger really, that would have been well at 

home in the prettiest of cavalry regiments!).  Flush with their winnings, the co-conspirators 
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passed an occasional night in Bethune, “a welcome relief to the trenches.”
116

  And finally, other 

officers had their batmen engage in activities that, if they were not illegal per se, were at least 

unsavoury.   When in Russia with the Canadian Siberian Expeditionary Force, John Douglas 

Winslow reaped a small fortune through his servant.  As he wrote in a letter home: 

I then … gave my Groom some issue cigarettes and told him to get busy and turn them into 

Roubles [by selling them to the local inhabitants].  Tomorrow he will have my sixty 

Roubles for me at a cost of only 30 cigarettes.  So you see instead of the 60 Roubles 

costing me £1-10 they will cost me practically nothing.  How is that for business?  I 

haven’t cashed but a £2 cheque since I left England.
117

 

 

By participating as partners in such activities, officer and batman were undoubtedly brought 

closer together; the bond between them would have been strengthened through their common 

experiences and the fun that they shared together. 

Class 

 An underlying question that always permeates any analysis of Canada’s military 

contribution to the First World War is the extent to which the CEF was an egalitarian institution 

and the overarching role played within by class.  Servants, a not-too subtle hallmark of a class-

based society, offer an intriguing angle from which the question of class can be approached.  

From the available evidence, it appears that servants were accepted in principle by Canadian 

officers, although sometimes reluctantly and not without a degree of trepidation.  In a sense, 

batmen were “forced” on Canadian officers simply owing to the fact that British praxis heavily 

influenced the Canadian, not only during the Great War, but also before and after it.  The close 

association of an “offspring” culture with a “parent” culture in which class and the preservation 

of class distinctions were prominent features ensured, it seems reasonable to assume, that certain 

practices would spill over from the latter into the former and there find expression in one form or 

another, if only for a time.  Knowing that their elevated status was temporary and perhaps a little 
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contrived and artificial, it would appear that some Canadian officers, especially those that had 

been promoted from the ranks and who had never employed a servant in civilian life, felt 

somewhat uncomfortable and uneasy with the whole arrangement. 

 For members of Canada’s turn-of-the-century social élite, such as Agar Adamson, the 

eventual CO of the PPCLI, servants were a common feature of everyday life. Agar worried about 

servants as early as the South African War, when in Halifax attempting to secure a commission 

that would take him to where he wanted to be most, the veldt.
118

   Having retainers to wait on 

their every need at home was, in their estimation no doubt, one of the privileges of their station 

in life.  Transposed to a military context, a soldier-servant was surely welcome, one of the 

advantages of their rank, and not at all awkward.  For some men, servants were a common 

feature of both their military and civilian lives.  As historian Richard Holmes has observed, 

“only those officers from traditional backgrounds felt comfortable with and knew how they were 

expected to behave towards their servants.”
119

  Yet how many Molsons or Eatons or Adamsons 

were there really?
120

 

 For other officers, especially those who came from a civilian life devoid of servants, the 

idea of always having someone present to attend to their every need and wish was apparently 

accepted with some reluctance.  The uneasiness that the officer-servant relationship engendered 

in some who held the King’s commission is revealed through their private comments and public 

actions.  For certain officers, batmen were an artificial contrivance that could not be avoided, 

however much one might wish to do so. Wilbert Gilroy saw fit to mention in a letter home: 

I might add that I am ruined so far as looking after myself is concerned.  My servant is too 

good to me.  He does everything for me, before I can think of it.  He used to valet for Lord 

Wentworth, and is sure on his job.  He takes out my underwear, tells me when to take a 

bath, buys fruit, waits on me at table, and spoils me generally. However I will be able to 

get along with[out] a batman when I get home, and will even be willing to clean my own 

shoes, and yours too, if you like.
121
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The novelty of having a servant was certainly not lost on Gilroy, nor on many of his brother 

officers. 

 If batmen were provided so that officers would not have to perform menial tasks, chores 

that were apparently infra dignitatum, some saw fit to willingly “debase” themselves and share 

in the work.  The distance that was supposed to prevail between officer and OR did not always 

remain inviolate; in many cases, it was openly breached.  As batman to one Lieutenant Kilby, 

Gunner Norman Sherk recorded multiple instances in his diary where the former took it upon 

himself to perform those tasks that were rightly the preserve of the latter.  He once recorded, “I 

just get through writing and I burn my three fingers on my right hand.  Kilby helps me with the 

work[,] washing dishes & etc.”  Later, when sick, “Mr. Kilby gets our breakfasts but I cannot eat.  

He makes cocoa & makes me stay in bed all-day.”
122

  In some instances, a complete, yet 

transitory, role-reversal occurred. 

 Other officers were similarly well-disposed toward their servants.  Bert MacKenzie, who 

like his brother Don had also been promoted from the ranks, once recalled, “This morning after 

parade I spent some time with my servant building a table out of an old box and fixing up a place 

to hang up some clothes.”
123

  The fact that he was once in the ranks may have influenced his 

relationship with his servant.  Having received a commission, officers like the MacKenzie 

brothers, perhaps more than anyone else, knew that their appointments were entirely temporary 

and in a way artificial.  After all, they had been promoted either because of their competence or 

the need to replace casualties, not because they were somehow superior to their fellow 

Canadians.  In other words, they were not fundamentally “better men,” only more competent and 

promising soldiers.  Upon the cessation of hostilities, moreover, their military station would not 

be transposed to their civilian lives; they would return to their prewar occupations, and for men 
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of and from the ranks, such jobs were mostly of the non-professional type.
124

  Having once been 

in the ranks themselves, they knew exactly the type of quality man (and scoundrel too) to be 

found among the non-commissioned.  Officers who had once served as ORs benefitted from that 

experience, possessing a greater knowledge of the attitudes and mindsets held by their non-

commissioned counterparts.  Such knowledge proved eminently useful, as Bert once admitted: 

I shall always try to keep my men … fresh … and shall get more out of them when I want 

it than if I tried to be military and worked their heads off in useless, monotonous drill.  

Officers who have never been in the ranks can’t understand the men’s really sane 

viewpoint of such stuff.
125

 

 

The above quotation should not be taken to mean that the directly commissioned failed to 

understand their men or that they were totally ignorant of their attitudes – earlier chapters 

disprove as much – but rather that those who had been commissioned from the ranks had a more 

profound understanding of, and a greater sympathy with, the soldiers whom they now 

commanded, men who were like them in many respects save for a couple of pips and maybe 

even a crown upon their shoulders.  Using this knowledge to best effect, they could anticipate 

what actions would sit well with their batmen and what actions would cause bitter resentment.  It 

is doubtful that the officer who compelled his batman to empty his piss-pot, daily and under fire 

it might be added, spent any time in the ranks. 

 As might be expected, when interacting with their batmen, some Canadian officers failed 

to maintain the distance that was expected between officer and man, in some instances becoming 

much closer than military authorities would prefer.  In one of his many wartime letters, Don 

MacKenzie recorded with evident satisfaction: 

The greatest fortune an officer can have is a good batman & trusty.  Well that has been my 

luck.  Bill is sure a gem.  I have rather a ‘solitary’ job in a way – Bill & I live alone & of 

course eat together in spite of the army – we’d do it in Canada – In fact if we were in 

Canada I’d likely be working for him.  So we ‘carry on’ in the same way here in spite of 

the conventions.
126
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MacKenzie’s comments lend credence to the assertion that officer and OR were sometimes 

closer socially than what has been acknowledged thus far.  As evidenced by his willingness to 

eat with his batman and to talk about their prewar lives, the above quotation also suggests that 

MacKenzie was somehow uncomfortable with having a servant and somewhat resistant to the 

idea as a whole.  He seems to have accepted the fact that a servant was given him by the army for 

his own benefit, but tried not to let a contrived relationship (one that for him could only exist in a 

military setting) affect his personality or his kindly disposition toward others.  It must also be 

recognized, however, that MacKenzie’s free and easy approach may have been influenced by the 

simple fact that the two men were often alone.  The solitary nature of their employ afforded the 

pair an opportunity to relax the standards of formal military discipline à la the negotiated order 

without the risk of incurring the punitive sanctions that surely would have resulted had such 

easiness between ranks been conducted in the company of others. 

 In the context of a service relationship, moreover, an expressed equality between officer 

and servant minimized the social distance that differences in rank (and sometimes in class) 

encouraged.  Even if the two men actually belonged to different strata of society, regarding one’s 

partner as an equal helped accrue personal authority for the one who was of liberal mind.  

Speaking about the officer whom he served, George Coppard (British Army) observed, “‘I soon 

found out to my pleasure that Mr. Wilkie regarded me as a comrade and I grew very attached to 

him.’”
127

  What the batmen to the MacKenzie brothers thought of their officers is unknown, but 

the fact that the one was kindly and well-disposed to the other, despite differences in rank, must 

have counted for something.  Encouraging it must have been for a servant to be regarded by his 

officer as a social equal, even if they were not military peers. 
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 While military tradition compelled officers to take a servant, there was no guarantee that 

all the rote requirements of the relationship would at all times be observed.  With increasing 

closeness and the growth of a sincere and genuine friendship came a slackening of formality and 

strict adherence to military norms and customs.
128

  In many instances, the relationship that 

developed between officer and servant could become very close, inevitably leading to 

interactions of the sort discouraged (and, perhaps, in some cases prohibited) by the military.   

Homosexuality and Masculinity 

 

 Because of the frequency with which officer and batman interacted – the latter waited on 

the former every day and attended to his most personal of needs – the question naturally arises as 

to the extent to which homosexual associations occurred within the context of the service 

relationship.
129

  Although prohibited by military law and carrying stiff penalties upon 

conviction,
130

 sexual relations between the commissioned and non-commissioned did from time 

to time occur.  In his groundbreaking study of the Canadian soldier during the First World War, 

Desmond Morton, relying on court-martial records, makes reference to a few officers who 

apparently engaged in homosexual relationships with their batmen.
131

  The conditions under 

which served and server lived – being so close to one another on a continual basis, going on 

leave or to training schools together,
132

 often living and possibly working out of sight of others – 

certainly afforded ample opportunity for homosexual activity.  Reg Lister (11
th

 Field 

Ambulance) suggested just how easily a homosexual relationship could develop if both officer 

and batman were so inclined: 

We would go up the line to-gether on an inspection trip to see the boys in the unit and 

when we got back to camps we had a cup of coffee and then a bath.  [Lieutenant-Colonel 

Heber Moshier] carried a little canvas bath with him, and I hunted up hot water from the 

cooks, or someplace, and got out clean clothes.  While the Colonel had his bath, I used to 

rub his back; then before the water got cold, I got in and he rubbed my back.
133
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He noted further that “often after a long day we would have a night-cap together.”
134

 

Both quotations are not meant to imply that either man displayed homosexual tendencies, 

only that it would have been easy enough for an intimate relationship to develop and to go 

unnoticed.  For what it is worth, according to their attestation papers, Lister was unmarried, 

although Moshier had a wife.
135

  How power figured into sexual relations between men of 

dissimilar rank, and just how prevalent non-platonic associations actually were between officers 

and their batmen, are interesting questions that only a more focussed study dealing specifically 

with homosexuality could ever attempt to resolve.
136

  Given the apparent reluctance of 

individuals from the Great War-era to speak openly about homosexuality, especially in the 

context of the military, a hyper-masculine institution if there ever was one, little of substance can 

here be said of the sexual relationships that apparently occurred between officers and their 

batmen, a decidedly unfulfilling statement but the best that can be offered on the basis of the 

available evidence. 

 Although scant documentation exists as to the prevalence of homosexual relationships 

between officers and their servants, other evidence indicates that same-sex associations were not 

entirely unknown within the CEF more broadly.  If such associations transpired between men of 

unequal standing, then they also occurred between men of relatively similar rank.  Norman 

Sherk, for instance, began his 1918 diary with the altogether casual observation that two men he 

knew within his battery were “lovers.”
137

  In his postwar memoir, moreover, William Ogilvie 

remembered that a corporal had once made sexual advances toward some of his men, an action 

that few, if any, either appreciated or reciprocated.
138

  And elsewhere, Maxwell Fife believed that 

his orderly room sergeant was a “queer one,” but later stated for the benefit of his correspondent 

back in Canada, perhaps to relieve some of the mounting anxiety and blushing of the cheeks, that 
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“that’s none of my business.”
139

  In an army that saw 619,000 men pass through its ranks in four 

years, it is not entirely surprising to learn, given the law of averages, that some at least preferred 

homosexual to heterosexual relationships.
140

   

 Ideas surrounding masculinity also impacted the manner in which individuals perceived 

the purpose and function of batmen.  More than a few servants took to their responsibilities with 

a vigour that was nothing less than impressive.  So diligent were some that their officers found 

themselves a little “lost” when the level of attention to which they had gradually become 

accustomed disappeared, even if only temporarily.  When his servant went to hospital with 

measles, Thomas Dalton Johnston informed his wife with evident regret, “I have no one to make 

my bed or clean my boots, and everything is shot to the deuce.”
141

  Some of the other servants 

described above displayed a similar zeal toward their respective officers and were held in equal 

esteem. 

 Yet, if some individuals enjoyed such service, other strong-willed and strong-minded 

soldiers resisted becoming a batman, thinking the position either beneath their dignity or 

possessed of too feminine a connotation.  On the former objection, Fred Milthorp (2
nd

 DAC then 

25
th

 Battery) stated to relatives in Canada, “I did not take that job as a groom after all,  I don’t 

think I would care to be anyone’s servant in that way.”
142

  Only a month or so after war’s end, 

Clarence John Elder refused to be housemaid to his officer, saying that “I’d take the clink first.”  

His bluff having been called, he was duly imprisoned for seven days!
143

  Some men simply had 

too much pride to serve another.  In the estimation of certain soldiers like Percy Stanley Mason 

(2
nd

 Battalion CMR), being handmaiden to an officer was not only degrading, but better 

performed by certain elements of society that were already accustomed to service of this type; 

when working as a cook’s orderly, he told his correspondent in Canada that “It’s a Chinaman’s 
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job sure.”
144

  Apparently for a few, it was preferable to die in battle than to die while ironing 

someone’s shirts or cooking someone’s eggs. 

 On the latter objection, it would appear that other men refused to become servants 

because the position was simply too “womanly,” blurring as it did a traditional male role 

(warrior) with a traditional female role (multi-skilled domestic).  The tension that resulted from 

such an overlap did not go unnoticed.  After listing the duties of a batman, William George 

Calder (CFA) concluded with the telling statement, “some job for anyone who calls himself a 

man.”
145

  One batman who nursed his officer back to health was, at least in print anyway, 

compared to a woman.
146

  Some soldiers apparently found it difficult to reconcile the largely 

peaceful responsibilities of a servant with their membership in an organization where the 

exercise of violence was its sole purpose.  Wanting to “do their bit” and fight, or in other words 

to be a man in the fullest sense of the term, more than a few soldiers resisted the temptation to 

become a servant to a fellow Canadian.
147

  Whatever their individual reasons, some soldiers 

preferred general service to personal service despite the dangers that came with the former and 

the relative ease that accompanied the latter.  

Concluding Remarks 

 In the end, servants comprised a distinct sub-population within the CEF, one, perhaps 

two, to each officer.  A not insignificant group, they have gone largely unnoticed thus far in the 

historiography of the First World War.  Although a study of their duties and the means by which 

they were selected and dismissed offers a degree of insight, illuminating as it does the most 

salient features of their experience, it is only by analyzing their relationship with their officers 

from the perspective of paternalism, power and the negotiated order that additional 

understanding is to be gained.  If these three concepts influenced the general relationship 
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between leader and follower throughout the entire rank spectrum, they also found frequent 

expression in the relationship, the very close and personal relationship, which prevailed between 

an officer and his batman given that the daily lives and activities of the two men were so closely 

and intimately intertwined. The relationship between served and server was, it seems plainly 

evident, much more complex and involved than is apparent from a mere reading of the historical 

record alone.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

We must recognize that, after all, in this sad war there is a very human side.
1
 

 

 

 

 In a 1918 memoir that seemed to be rushed to press before the war was concluded and 

promptly made its sentiments outdated and completely passé,
2
 William Jones offered a prophetic 

opinion.  He wrote: 

Historians will in the future write of this war, but they can only give statistics, record dates 

and events.  They can never portray the feelings of the men engaged, the spirit that 

impelled duty, the anguish and suffering of those engaged in doing their bit to make the 

world fit for life.  They can tnever [sic] know of nor give proper credit to, the countless 

heroes who have given up and will give up their life for the cause.  This part of the war’s 

history can only be told by the men who too have fought, and have survived to tell the 

story, through speech and pen, and then it cannot be and never will be fully portrayed to 

the mind or heart of those who hear and read.
3
 

 

Although a touch verbose and laden with heavy feeling, his prediction has proven generally 

correct with respect to Canadian writing on the Great War.  Taking the long and comprehensive 

view, statistics, dates and events do indeed occupy more intellectual room than probing analyses 

of the men who are represented by those statistics, were present on those dates and participated 

in those events.  The very “stuff” that made the war possible, and who was forever changed by 

it,
4
 has paradoxically received the least amount of scholarly attention, although thankfully such a 

trend seems to be changing.  Now that the centennial anniversaries of the Great War have 

arrived, hopefully the new publications, and there will be a great many to be sure, will go beyond 

Jones’s holy triumvirate and begin to explore the soldier as individual, not merely as statistic or 

witness or participant.  All of this is not to suggest that the men (and women!) of the CEF have 

received no such treatment thus far, for a solid foundation has been laid truly and well, but only 

that they are less understood than what they might be. 
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What is also true, however, is that the soldiers themselves, like all individuals, can never 

be known in their entirety.  Jones was absolutely right in this regard as well.  Why they believed 

what they believed, why they did what they did, why they said what they said – everything about 

them can never be completely and confidently known.  And no amount of documentation can 

help uncover the exact truth of their innermost person either, for material like letters, diaries and 

memoirs merely capture a fraction of the author’s totality, usually at a specific moment in time.  

Only a partial understanding of the men that served in Canada’s first mass army can ever be 

obtained, and with that all must be satisfied.
5
  Because of such a reality, the present dissertation 

has been able to uncover only some of the interpersonal dynamics that impacted, and influenced, 

the lives of Canadian soldiers during the First World War.  Impelled as they were by their own 

individual motivations, motivations that were as varied as the men themselves, the 619,000 men 

that put civilian pursuits aside to participate in the most destructive and costly war the world had 

yet witnessed are still (and always will be) incompletely understood.  The best that can be 

achieved, unfortunately, is a close, yet at the same time, a detailed and nuanced, approximation.  

The ultimate goal of understanding the Canadian soldier on intimate terms remains far off in the 

distance, although what appears above has hopefully reduced the number of required steps that 

are left to reach this desirable, if somewhat elusive, end-state. 

Given the sheer variety and complexity of the relationships that prevailed between men in 

Canada’s army of the Great War, whatever their rank, it seems doubtful that a single, grand 

unifying theory can ever explain all the observed nuances of their behaviour within their sundry 

associations.  Perhaps the best that can be achieved is similar to what has been offered here, a 

collection of individual theories, each with their own strengths and weaknesses, which 

collectively shed light on the convoluted phenomenon of inter-rank relationships and thus 
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leadership.  The default explanation – that all interactions can be explained through the 

command-obedience dyad – seems wholly, even impossibly, untenable.  With men coming from 

diverse backgrounds with diverse life experiences and diverse expectations, such a simple 

explanation is too simple.  The act of ordering and the act of obeying, a transactional exchange 

that certainly had its place in the leadership repertoire of nearly every leader, does not seem able 

to explain the complexity of the relationships that prevailed between men of different rank who, 

for instance, were close friends prior to the war, who possessed varying amounts of military 

experience, who either embraced or abhorred the class system, who either coveted or shunned 

rank and responsibility, who either accepted or battled against discipline, and so forth.  Again, in 

such a large army (by Canadian standards at least, but certainly not by European), there does not 

seem to be one theory of behaviour that can explain all the observed variation in the relationships 

into which leaders and followers entered.  Nor does there necessarily have to be one either. 

With that being said, leaders of any rank could rely on a number of diverse, yet 

complementary, dynamics in order to influence their followers.  Both the commissioned and 

non-commissioned alike oftentimes employed the sundry forms of power at their disposal in 

order to affect the behaviour of others.  When one type failed to achieve the desired result, 

another could usually be adopted in its stead.  On occasion, superiors and subordinates also 

entered into unwritten negotiations, “trading” obedience in the future for disciplinary 

concessions in the present.  Relaxed standards not only made life somewhat easier and more 

pleasant for all concerned, but also, and more important, obligated the latter to perform at the 

critical juncture, be it in battle or, in the case of batmen, simply in their duties.  Additionally, 

soldiers in positions of responsibility, either officers or NCOs, frequently exercised the 

paternalistic ethic to ensure that subordinates were as ready for the fray as possible.  Attending to 
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the sundry needs of the men improved their comfort, but also ensured that they were as efficient 

and effective as they possibly could be.  Getting men to climb out of a trench to meet the enemy, 

an act that required a good deal of moral as well as physical courage, was seemingly achieved 

more by the successful mediation of different social processes and less by the threatening 

gestures of an officer’s revolver (although that too had its place!). 

A prevailing myth holds that the common soldier of the First World War was somewhat 

naïve, a touch simple, and above all else, at the complete mercy of his superiors.  Because of his 

powerlessness, so the fallacy continues, he was unable to influence his circumstances and his life 

trajectory.  A private in the mud of Flanders was damned, a dead man already who had only to 

absorb a bullet or shell fragment or lungful of gas to make his current state permanent.  Such is 

an attractive and comforting allegory for it helps rationalize the horrendous casualties and makes 

blame all the more easy to attribute.  Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig, so an oft-repeated 

witticism holds, was said to have been the best Scottish soldier because he killed the most 

Englishmen!  Some men may have epitomized the prevailing archetype, serving in an 

organization and for a cause that they did not, perhaps even could not, understand, yet many also 

possessed a profound knowledge of human relationships and often imposed themselves 

intelligently on different social dynamics in order to influence their immediate condition, 

including the other soldiers with whom they served.  The men of the CEF may have been caught 

up in mass industrialized warfare such as the world had not witnessed before, but they were far 

from mute lambs led willingly and blindly and happily to slaughter.  To say that they were is 

insulting, for such statements deprive them of their intelligence; they may have come from an 

earlier and perhaps in some respects a simpler age, but they were still complex social beings; 
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some men, at least, understood how to interact with their environments while they still had wool 

on their hides.   

For their part, lower-ranked soldiers possessed a degree of individual agency with which 

they influenced the people around them, both peers and superiors alike.  Although certain 

mechanisms of influence were unavailable for use depending on the situation at hand, the able 

and clever amongst them employed other forms that were theoretically open to all regardless of 

rank or position.  A lieutenant could not order his major to do “this” or to avoid “that,” but he 

might attempt to persuade or manipulate him to follow a particular course of action.  A private 

might do the same with his sergeant.  Far from being entirely passive and responsive only to the 

commands issued by their sometimes unthinking superiors, the meek and lowly often 

“participated” in the decision-making processes that would ultimately affect their circumstances 

and lives.  In light of the above chapters, it seems reasonable to suggest that Canadian soldiers 

were not necessarily the “victims” that they are sometimes thought to be; they may not have had 

a lot of agency, but they certainly had some. 

An interesting paradox seems to have occurred during the war with respect to leadership 

at the lower levels of command: a leader who was somewhat less “military” with his followers 

than what was expected of him seems to have sometimes laid stronger foundations for success 

than his compatriot who was “regimental” in the fullest and most proper sense of the word.  

Some officers interpreted the wording of their commission as an unmistakeable directive, which 

in reality it really was, emanating as it did from the Sovereign, while others saw it more as a 

general guide that was open to interpretation. Ironically, relaxed standards did not necessarily 

equate with poor or ineffective leadership.  Quite the opposite, in fact, seems to have been true.  

A leader who, for instance, showed his humanity, overlooked minor breaches of discipline, 
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treated his men like men and was at times informal in their presence could actually forge an 

intensely strong team that was actuated by loyalty, trust and cohesiveness.  Good leaders, it 

seems safe to conclude, knew exactly when and how to be “unmilitary.”  A captain or a corporal 

could be improperly informal with his men at one moment and at the next be ordering them out 

of a trench to attack the enemy; alongside, though, each would undoubtedly have a body of men 

who were “with them” in every possible respect. So long as everyone involved understood who 

was ultimately in command, where each fit in the overall scheme of things, that a boundary 

existed that it was unacceptable to cross, that their duty lay in the direction of the enemy, in 

addition to any number of other “modifiers,” there seemed to be little danger in being less proper 

in certain situations.  A degree of laxity in particular settings probably exerted more of an 

integrative rather than a destructive influence. “Being human” seems to have helped foster the 

conditions for success more so than “being soldier.”  Martinets were reluctantly obeyed, but 

leaders were enthusiastically followed.  Of course, this line of reasoning must not be taken too 

far.  Canada’s army of the First World War, in the final analysis, existed to fight and destroy the 

enemy; it was a military organization in which men with rank possessed considerable sway over 

the lives of men without.  To be sure, discipline was harsh, direct orders were given, instant 

obedience was expected, and distinctions between the ranks did exist, but it did not always have 

to be so in all situations, and apparently it was not.  

Canadian soldiers, it seems, did not automatically offer their respect and loyalty to a 

superior based on rank alone; the latter had to win the affections of the former and not everyone 

earned them either, try as they might.  An officer or NCO had to prove himself, and until such 

time that he did, he would be viewed with a degree of suspicion and treated with an ounce of 

caution by the men for whom he was responsible.  A lieutenant or a sergeant was not deemed 
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“one of the finest of fellows,”
6
 “a great little guy”

7
 or “the best on the field”

8
 simply because he 

was a lieutenant or a sergeant, but rather because he understood how to employ paternalism, 

power and the negotiated order (amongst any number of other social processes not enumerated 

here) in a manner that resonated with his men.  When needs were satisfied, when power was 

utilized reasonably and when minor infractions were overlooked, followers apparently became 

more willing to bind themselves to their leader in a tight relationship. On the other hand, when 

needs went unfulfilled, when power became a tool for exploitation and when discipline was 

enforced resolutely, the quality and strength of the resulting attachment evidently suffered.  More 

likely than not, as a team, leaders and followers that were bound to one another through a 

relationship imbued with trust, cohesion, confidence and respect stood a much greater chance of 

realizing their objectives than another grouping in which such intangibles were all but absent.  It 

is up to other historians to test this hypothesis in the context of Canada in the Great War, but at 

face value, it seems both reasonable and fair. 

Leadership was for many a stressful undertaking and a significant challenge.  An 

inopportune word, a momentary lapse in judgement or an unwise course of action could all have 

significant negative repercussions.  A leader could “lose” his men in an instant; he would 

undoubtedly find it very difficult to win them back and would surely be compelled to push them 

forward in the future.  On the other hand, a word of encouragement, an astute decision or a 

brilliant achievement could all have significant positive repercussions.  A leader could “gain” his 

men in a moment; he would undoubtedly be able to keep their allegiance, and to pull them along, 

if the high standard that had earlier been set was maintained over time.  Leadership may not have 

been so fragile or so simple as the above statements imply – a solid leader could often be 

forgiven an occasional mistake and a poor one could meet with success both on and off of the 
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battlefield – but through his actions an officer or NCO set the tone in his respective command, 

either for the better or for the worse. 

Two infantry sergeants in the trenches may have belonged to the same battalion and 

company, been paid the same, enjoyed the same privileges and undertook the same 

responsibilities, yet one could have been a bully and the other could have been a buddy.  Toward 

their superiors, subordinates and peers respectively, one could have been slightly insolent, 

overbearing and distant, while the other could have been devoutly loyal, caring and friendly.  At 

the end of the day, they were still sergeants, yet their personalities and styles could be quite 

different.  The respective approach of each to leadership was one thing that remained theirs and 

theirs alone, despite the army’s attempts to teach leadership and impose a degree of 

standardization.  The varied situations in which soldiers found themselves during the war, in 

addition to the multiple people with whom they came into contact, allowed individual 

relationships to take on a quality all their own that no other could duplicate.  War was (and of 

course remains still) a highly social activity.  Although the army as an institution tried during the 

Great War to eliminate individualism,
9
 soldiers of all ranks managed to retain some of their 

individuality through the relationships that tied them to their superiors, subordinates, and most 

important of all, peers.  The associations that linked soldiers of either unequal or equal rank 

varied in strength and content – a private had a fundamentally different relationship with his 

company commander in the line than did, say, two lieutenants on leave together – yet each 

distinctive relationship nevertheless provided an opportunity for interaction, and thus 

individualism, to emerge.    

In determining whether or not to offer their full allegiance or to obey only half-heartedly 

(or in some rare cases, not at all), followers undoubtedly considered how reasonably their leaders 
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exercised the paternalistic ethic, employed the various forms of power at their disposal and 

enforced the many disciplinary standards to which all were subject; they likewise evaluated the 

results of any number of other social processes.  It was the sum total of all of these dynamics, not 

any one in particular to the exclusion of all others it would seem, which determined how closely 

followers would ally themselves with their leaders.  Such a “weighing” of competing processes 

apparently explains why, for instance, one particular lieutenant-colonel who constantly threw out 

tea and made his cooks brew it anew still remained very popular with his men.  While discarding 

the beverage in such an off-handed manner would have stripped him of some of his personal 

authority, he was in fact being paternal for he believed “‘If your tea was alright, you’d be alright.  

If you got poor tea you can’t do anything right.’”
10

  Leadership during the First World War, as 

before and since, was an intensely complex social phenomenon that went well beyond the initial 

act of ordering and the reciprocal act of obeying.  Blind, unthinking obedience may have been 

wished for, and in some cases it was certainly achieved,
11

 but there was definitely more to the 

equation than that.   

Lest the preceding chapters leave the wrong impression entirely, the establishment of 

effective relationships that would undoubtedly help realize success on the battlefield required 

much more than the positive exercise of paternalism, power and the negotiated order.  Either 

combined or alone, such social processes did not constitute a magical panacea that could unlock 

the complex mysteries of effective leadership.  A leader who was paternal, who employed power 

judiciously and who negotiated wisely could fail just the same, and just as easily, as another 

leader who was unlike him in every possible respect. And not to be forgotten either, a leader 

could be highly successful when, paradoxically, such social processes were all but neglected.  

With this being said, however, leaders who understood the subtleties of human relations and 
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were able to gainfully impose themselves on such dynamics were probably more likely to be 

more effective in meeting their leadership responsibilities, whatever they might have been, than 

their fellow leaders who were ignorant of such inter-personal undercurrents.  Above all else, the 

earlier pages have striven to demonstrate that paternalism, power and the negotiated order were 

present in many leader-follower interactions, not that their use automatically led to success.  

Such concepts, it seems reasonable to conclude, facilitated and informed, but did not guarantee 

and assure, success. 

Of course, strong teams built on respect, trust and loyalty, which the three concepts 

discussed above helped to realize, could only be successful on the battlefield when they had at 

their disposal good weapons and good tactics and were the beneficiaries of good training and 

good preparatory staff work.  A little luck helped every now and then too.  No matter how well-

trained, -led, -prepared or -equipped soldiers were, even the slightest drop of Clausewitzian 

friction could mean the difference between life and death, between victory and defeat.  Some of 

the men who plodded up the muddy slopes at Vimy on Easter Monday in April 1917, for 

instance, were defeated only five weeks earlier by a change in the wind that helped contribute to 

the absolute failure of a gas-dependent raid.
12

  When circumstances that could not be controlled 

combined to thwart success, it mattered little in the immediate moment if a lieutenant or a 

sergeant understood and employed paternalism, power or the negotiated order.  While other 

historians have spent a considerable amount of time uncovering some of the secrets that lay 

behind the success of the Canadian Corps in battle, and their efforts are certainly to be 

applauded,
13

 what has been offered here is yet another, albeit incomplete, piece in a complex 

puzzle that must likewise be considered in any discussion of Canada’s army in the First World 
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War.  One cannot hope to understand an organization of men without understanding the men 

themselves! 

Without any doubt whatsoever, much more work remains to be done.  The topic of 

leadership in the CEF at the lower levels of command can indeed be approached from two 

different, although wholly complementary, perspectives – from the bottom-up (with the men as 

lead) and the top-down (with the institution as primary focus).  How individuals throughout the 

rank structure implemented the paternalistic ethic, exercised the sundry forms of power and 

mediated disciplinary standards has been offered to gain a greater understanding of the former.  

The latter has here been ignored altogether.  To be sure, a quick glance at the bibliography and 

notes to each chapter reveals a distinct lack of official documents and, instead, a near-total 

dependence on the personal writings and recollections of individual soldiers.  Library and 

Archives Canada holds the records of the Department of Militia and Defence, the Department of 

National Defence and the Ministry of the Overseas Military Forces of Canada, record groups 9, 

24 and 150 respectively, yet they were never consulted in any systematic fashion for the 

purposes of this dissertation.  What was written was from “first principles” exclusively, from the 

perspective of the common soldier independent of the many changing policies that governed his 

time in the service of both king and empire; drawn from the fields of anthropology and 

sociology, different theoretical frameworks have helped explain the broader significance of his 

words and actions. 

An entire other history remains to be written of the various institutional policies that 

ultimately impacted upon, and influenced, the exercise of leadership.  What has been offered in 

the five preceding chapters, it must be remembered, occurred in the context of official 

procedures, many of which changed over time, sometimes markedly.  Gaining an understanding 
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of such policies will, in turn, add further nuance to the manner in which both non-commissioned 

and commissioned leaders practiced leadership during the four or so years of war.  The list of 

possible questions that could be asked from an institutional perspective is large indeed.  How, for 

instance, did Canada’s army gradually become more of a professional meritocracy? What criteria 

were employed when selecting men for promotions and commissions, not only in Canada but 

overseas where it really mattered the most?  What were the policies that governed 

commissioning “from the ranks” or “in the field?”  How effective was Bexhill-on-Sea and other 

officer training schools in producing “temporary gentlemen?”
14

 What role did the British play in 

training Canadian officers?  How did Canada gain control over the training of its own officers? 

Did the fact that Canada possessed a very small Permanent Force at the start of the war influence 

the nature of leadership throughout the larger CEF, for the better or for the worse?  Along similar 

lines, how did patronage impact the quality of leadership?  A complex topic leadership most 

certainly is, but one that should, nay must, be investigated if Canada’s army of the First World 

War is to be better and more completely understood. 

The present discussion is therefore but one-half of the story and, in actuality, it is painful 

to say, an incomplete one at that.  Other social processes beyond paternalism, power and the 

negotiated order exerted an influence on leader-follower relations during the Great War that have 

not been discussed here simply because time and space does not allow for every social force to 

receive proper treatment.  Such, in fact, would surely provide the work for an entire academic 

career (and hopefully it will!).  The three interpersonal dynamics that have been analyzed here 

are certainly not the only ones, nor perhaps are they even the most important ones, that informed 

the relationship between leader and follower during the Great War. 
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That other processes were at play is beyond doubt.  The “normative code,” for instance, 

also influenced some of the relationships that prevailed between soldiers.  Put simply, a series of 

unwritten, organic and commonly understood rules existed that guided conduct.  When an 

individual violated a group norm, his peers often imposed on him a sanction of some type, such 

as ostracism or verbal abuse.  An individual could in the future avoid additional punishment by 

modifying his behaviour accordingly, the code acting as his benchmark.  What the standards 

were and how violations were punished offers considerable scope for analysis and adds yet 

another layer to the already complex issue of leader-follower relations.
15

  The behaviour of 

Canadian soldiers was therefore governed both by external forces, such as the KR&O, in addition 

to internal forces, such as the many unwritten rules that existed within, and probably differed 

between, individual units. 

Any number of more “social” questions could also be asked of the topic.  What role, if 

any, did class play when men of vastly different station interacted within a military context 

where one was of superior rank in relation to the other?
16

  How “democratic” and “easy going” 

was Canada’s army really?  What social divisions existed within the CEF (infantry versus 

artillery, volunteers versus conscripts, veterans versus replacements, et cetera) and how did such 

“classifications” affect the way members of each “group” interacted with, or perceived, one 

another?
17

  How and why did disobedience manifest itself?
18

  What was the impact of joking on 

the relationship between men of different rank and what were the dynamics behind such 

interactions?
19

  What was the prevailing military culture at any given time?
20

  How did a leader 

know if he had truly succeeded in gaining the respect and affection of his followers?
21

  Did other 

groups of soldiers beyond batmen occupy liminal space?
22

  The number of possible questions 

that might be asked from a social perspective is truly endless.  Until both the “official” and 
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“personal” element with respect to leadership is more fully examined, the CEF as an institution 

will remain incompletely understood and, it seems fair to say, underappreciated as the complex 

military and social organization that it truly was.   

Leadership in the Canadian Expeditionary Force of the First World War was a 

multifaceted phenomenon.  What has been provided here is a first attempt to understand some of 

the interpersonal dynamics that actuated the relationship between leader and follower, often, but 

not exclusively, between officer and man. It is a foundation upon which others can, and 

hopefully will, build.  That there are few black-and-white, right-or-wrong answers as concerns 

leadership in an army that numbered some 619,000 men is to be expected, indeed embraced.  

William Jones may have been correct in stating that the Canadian soldier can never be fully 

understood, but little prevents the attempt. 
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NOTES TO CONCLUSION

                                                 
1
  His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught, 21 Dec 1916, as quoted in Cozzi, “Social Clubs 

for CEF Soldiers,” 56. 

2
  Numerous and obvious typographical errors litter the document, something that a 

conscientious and professional press would have undoubtedly noticed and rectified in the 

absence of a looming “deadline.” 

3
  Jones, Fighting the Hun, 2-3. 

4
  For how the war physically and psychologically affected two men, Jim MacMillan and Charles 

MacMillan, see Parenteau and Dutcher, Farm Diaries, passim.  More generally, see Desmond 

Morton and Glenn Wright, Winning the Second Battle: Canadian Veterans and the Return to 

Civilian Life, 1915-1930 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987). 

5
  The roughly 7,300 Canadians that served in the South African War (1899-1902), out of a total 

population of approximately five million according to the 1891 census, can hardly be considered 

a mass army.  See Miller, Painting the Map Red, 3. 

6
  Munroe, Mopping Up!, 93. 

7
  LAC, RG 41, B-III-1, Vol. 10, 19 Bn., Fred Stitt, Tape 2, 8. 

8
  NSARM, Daniel Morrison, MG-100, Vol. 249, File 28, DM to Charles Blue, 4 Dec 1915. 

9
  For a particularly disheartening account of the transition of a soldier, from a state of innocence 

and idealism to one of disillusionment, numbness, fatalism and fatigue, a process that is largely 

attributed to the military’s emphasis on discipline, conformity and obedience, see GM, Somers 

family, M-7545, File 2, untitled essay by Stuart Minto Somers, 1946. 

10
  Dow, New Brunswick Veteran, 3. 

11
  See, for instance, Read, The Great War and Canadian Society, Burt Woods, 119. 
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12

  Tim Cook, “‘A Proper Slaughter’ – The March 1917 Gas Raid at Vimy Ridge,” CMH 8, no. 2 

(Spring 1999), 7-23.  Lest the wrong impression be left, it was more than just the wind that 

contributed to failure.  Indeed, “Unrealistic expectations, a break-down in command, an absence 

of doctrine, and most importantly, the inability of staff officers to understand and adequately 

employ poison gas, culminated in the most self-destructive Canadian raid of the war” (9). 

13
  See introduction, note 38. 

14
  See introduction, note 53. 

15
  For the theoretical foundations of the normative code, see: D. Lawrence Wieder, “Telling the 

Code,” in Ethnomethodology – Selected Readings, Roy Turner, ed. (Markham: Penguin 

Education, 1975), 144-172; D. Lawrence Wieder, Language and Social Reality: The Case of 

Telling the Convict Code (The Hague: Mouton, 1974); and, Hockey, Squaddies, 123-140.  For 

some preliminary evidence concerning the operation of the normative code in the CEF, see 

UTARMS, Morris, “The Story of My 3½ Years,” 4, where a man protects his friend from the 

encroachment of authority by feigning ignorance when asked by a sergeant where his friend had 

been and what he had been doing (so as not to violate the tenet that one does not “give up” 

another), and, LAC, RG 41, B-III-1, Vol. 10, 21 Bn., Arthur Reynolds Cousins, Tape 1, 19, 

where a man deprives his compatriots of their rum, by consuming it himself, and is “hated” for a 

time (because he violated the injunction against stealing from one’s mates). 

16
  Both Canadian soldiers and contemporary commentators frequently referred to class in their 

writings, thus no shortage of material exists with which to investigate this question.  As a start, 

see: McKenzie, Canada’s Day of Glory, 23; Woodrow, My Four Weeks, 96; Kerr, Shrieks and 

Crashes, passim; and, Kerr, Arms and the Maple Leaf, passim. 
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17

  Nearly every document produced by a soldier includes derogatory statements against the 

“other,” whomsoever that “other” might happen to be.  For but a few examples, see: Harry Laird, 

Prisoner 5-1-11: The Memoir of Harry Laird, 4
th

 Canadian Mounted Rifles, 1914-1918 (Ottawa: 

CEF Books, 2006), 14, where it is mentioned that cavalry feels superior to infantry; Wilson, 

Riding into War, 21, where new men only recently joined are labeled the “awkward squad” in 

comparison to men who have more experience, limited though it still is; Captain W.W. Murray, 

“A Cavalry Encounter,” CDQ 6, no. 3 (Apr 1929), 309-312, where scouts from the 2
nd

 Battalion 

who came into contact with German cavalry boast of their accomplishment to the remainder of 

their battalion and become both intolerable and patronizing in the process; and, Bird, Ghosts 

Have Warm Hands, 170, where it is noted that a degree of animosity prevailed between soldiers 

with varying lengths of service, between honest veterans and “wonder boys who had arrived in 

the last five minutes.” 

18
  Some work already exists on this score, but more could certainly be done.  For a discussion of 

how the failure of leaders to meet the sundry and wholly legitimate expectations of their 

followers in many cases proved to be the genesis of acts of disobedience, see the material cited in 

chapter 1, note 22.  Now, however, the concepts of paternalism, power and the negotiated order 

could also be applied to occurrences of disobedience in order to reach a more complete 

understanding of the three theories.  Perhaps indiscipline occurred, or at least was more likely to 

occur, when leaders failed to be paternal, flagrantly abused their power or did not negotiate a 

bargain when one was appropriate. 

19
  As a start, see Kilpatrick, Odds and Ends, 16, where subalterns make fun of “a colossal 

gumboil” that their company commander had developed, and, Dawson, Carry On, Letter XX, 
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CWD to “Dear Ones,” 15 Oct 1916, 65, where the men of a gun-detachment offer unsolicited 

advice on how a batman ought to cut the hair of his, and by extension their, officer. 

20
  As a start, see Patrick Brennan and Thomas Leppard, “How the Lessons Were Learned: 

Senior Commanders and the Moulding of the Canadian Corps after the Somme,” in Canadian 

Military History Since the 17
th

 Century: Proceedings of the Canadian Military History 

Conference, Ottawa, 5-9 May 2000, Yves Tremblay, ed. (Ottawa: Department of National 

Defence, Directorate of History and Heritage, 2001), 135-143, for a discussion of how the 

Canadian Corps was a learning organization. 

21
  Because subordinates were obligated to follow the legitimate orders of their superiors, the 

simple act of obedience, the default answer, is insufficient.  It could be argued that success was 

indicated more clearly when the former did certain “things” for the latter that were not in any 

way required, such as writing appreciative testimonials (UVicSC, Macgowan, Testimonial to 

Captain Keith Campbell Macgowan, 47
th

 Bn., dated Wavre, Belgium, 5 Apr 1919, 208-209, and, 

GM, Joseph Victor Bégin, M-75, File 7, Testimonial to Major Joseph Victor Bégin, 10
th

 Reserve 

Bn., n.d.); refusing advancements in order to remain under the command of a superior (LAC, 

Hewgill, passim); hoisting a leader on one’s shoulders in celebration of something (Rhude, 

Gunner, 91, and, Roy, Journal, 70); and, purchasing small gifts of appreciation (Sawell, Into the 

Cauldron, 10). 

22
  It would seem that officer cadets were also in a transitory state, not yet commissioned 

officers, but more than NCOs or privates.  As preliminary evidence, see UAA, Wilson, HJW to 

family, 22 Jul 1916, where it is remarked, “We are now settling into the routine of a cadet’s life, 

which is a cross between that of a private & an officer, or, as one of our humorists puts it[,] we 

undergo the disadvantages of each.”  See also Canadian Forces Base Petawawa Military 
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Museums, Von Reiffenstein collection, B95.025.01, Dot Patterson to Eveline, 20 Aug, no year, 

where it is recorded that cadets “are treated as officers, although not all the privileges.” 
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